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Overview of Unit Four Experiments

E32* Young's Experiment the Wavelength of
Light

E33* Electric Forces I

E34 Electric Forces IICoulomb's Lax.

E35* Currents and Force,

E36 Currents, Magnets and Forces

E37 Electron Beam Tube

E38* Microwaves

Chapters 12 througn 16 should be con-
sidered together as an integrated sequence
covering selected aspects of light, waves,
electricity and magnetism. The primary
goal of the sequence is to reach a qual-
itative understanding of electromagnetic
waves (Chapter 16), based on the concept
of electromagnetic induction. (Chapter 15),
and merging it with the wave description
of light (Chapter 13). A secondary pur-
pose is to provide the basic physics
needed to understand ne elements of
electrical technology, so as to make
contact with a region of applied science
which has had important social conse-
quences (Chapter 15). A third goal is
to present some information about the
interaction of electric charges with
each other and with magnetic fields
(Chapter 14), not only as a prerequisite
to understanding electromagnetic induc-
tion and light, but also for later use
in Units 5 and 6 in connection with ex-
perimental atomic and nuclear physics.
It should be kept in mind that while
Chapters 12, 13 and 14 cover a certain
amount of fairly standard material on
waves, light and electricity, a co-pre-
hensive treatment of these rubjects is
not a major goal of the corse, and the
temptation to delve more deeply into the
topic of electric c;17-iiits should be
resisted (within the context of this
unit) .

Films (16 mm)

F30 Speed of Light

F31 Introduction to Optics

F32 Coulomb'5 Law

1,33 Elections in a Uniform Magnetic Field

F34 Electromagnetic Waves

Demonstrations

D47 Electrostatic Demonstrations

D48 The Electrophorus

D49 Currents and Forces

D50 Currents, Magnets and Forces

D51 Electric Fields

D52 Microwaves

Loops

L41 Standing Electromagnetic Waves

Unit Overview

lransparencies

T10 The Speed of Light

T31 E Field Inside Conducting Spheres

T32 Magnetic Fields and Moving Charges

T33 Forces Between Current Carriers

T34 The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Reader Articles

R1 Letters from Thomas Jefferson, June 1799

R2 On the Method of Theoretical Physics

R3 Experiments and Calculations Relative to
Physicz Optics

R4 Velocity of Light

R5 Popular Applications of Polarized Light

R6 Action 't a Distance

R7 Tie Electronic Revolution

R8 The Invention of the Electric Light

R9 High Fidelity

R10 Future of Direct Current Power Transmi- Dn

R11 James Clerk Maxwell Part II

R12 Collection of Maxwell's Letters

R13 On the Induction of Electric Currcats

R14 Relationship of Electricity and Magnetism

R15 The Electromagnetic Field

R16 Radiation Belts Around the Earth

1



LAS STATION
froperlres of Light

Multi-Media Plan for Unit 4

2

?SSC FILM
Speed of Lit
TEACHER PRESENTATION'
Plistor of Measurement
1'eloct j of CISktt

3

SMALL GROUP TASCaSSioN
Is Lii3kt a 'Pailicle or a
Wave ?

of Sygn.(esrz_iNg vcsciAssiom
( whole class)

3a

Reader. On -Ore Meltiod of The-
oraticaL Finstiztn

la 2a
Teat : Cinap-Tar 13 Text Continued Chapter 13

5

TEACHER DEMONSTRATION
LECTURE
Static Electricir9

6

E xPER 1MENT 34:
Coulomb's Law

5a

Text 14..7 1+,13

9

1-A8 6TATlorlS
Current 'Balances

4

TEACHER DEmoNSTRATION
Conversion of Ener9j to
L1911-t-

7

TEALHER i-EcTURE
Current Electricity

6a

Reader : A lvfirror for thegrzurt, Walter

10

LA6, STATIontS
Currant Balances

9a

'Reader The Invention of
the Electi-to 1.19ht,Tosephson

13

STUDENT DEmot-ISTRAnoti:
Hussins-Tido-e

7a

Text 15 I

11

TEACHER VENtoriSTRATIoN
LECTURE
Electric. ffeEds

10a

Write Lab Report

14

TEACHER L.EcriARE
Magnetic Fields

13a

reieC 16( I6 s

17

L113RARY *RESEARCH

4a

Text 14.I-
14.6

8

STUDENT ACTIVITY DAY
Unique EtectFto C.tenenators

Aclivi19. Make art Electric
Cieneraror,, see Stadent Nand-
book and after gicurces.

155

12

Pr2o4 RAM
Electric Forces and Fields
and Elec./ilea! 'Potential
Enen3

lla
-Text 15.6 15.9

15

FILM 'Prelude -0 'Power

Small aroup .DiscHsslort
on Film

14a

Text 16 i6 .6

18

TEACHER LECTURE - DEMON-
STRATTON

ElecTrorriaytelic machines

16

12a

FiniSh
'Proojnaras

15a 16a
Reader Scientific TrnasIna- Ourst de

T69r1orl et al. Reading

19

STUDENT 17F2g56N rano Ns

17a 18a

Re actir9 and Recordlils fe.0.563 and Recordin9

21

TEACHER ''R2ESE47"ATIoN
Maxwell's Contribution to
Science

2

22

STATIoNS

Eleerrorrtayetf6 Waves

21a

Reader: Action at a
Distance. Maxwell

20

STUDENT PRESENT/4110 S

19a

Finish 'RecorotivIss

23

176SC FILM

Electromagnetic Waves

22a

11171111re for Discussion on
Day ,24,

20a

24

CLASS DISCUSSION
Existence of Ike Eater
and the. Michelson -Morle
Exper:wnent

23e 24a
'R-epare for discussion on Toxt : Unit4,
Pay 9+ ii-otoo a and

Epilogue



Details of the Multi-Media Schedule

Day 1

Lab stations: Properties of ..fight

1. Reflection. Locate image in a
plane mirror by ray-tracing.
(Optional: does ai = a

r
?)

2. Refraction. Use semicircular
PSSC tanks to trace light rays
through water or glycerin, (Op-
tional: calculate n.)

3. Diffraction. Use coated micro-
scope slide with razor blade
scratches to observe diffraction.
Which is diffracted more, red
light or blue light? (Optional:
calculate X.)

4. Polarized light. Observe crum-
pled cellophane, Scotch tape and
crystals between crossed pola-
roids. See activities in Student
Handbook.

5. Particle refraction. Ball is
rolled obliquely across two levels
of paper. Ball "refracts" as it
speeds up. (This is a PSSC ex-
periment.)

6. Scattering. Milk is placed in
water and scattering is observed.
See activities in Student Hand-
book.

Day 2

Film: "Speed of Light" PSSC #0203 (21 min.)

Teacher presentation: History of Measure-
ment of Velocity of Light.
Include Roemer's method, Fizeau's toothed
wheel, Michelson's method

Day 3

Small-group discussion: Is Light a Parti-
cle or a Wave?

Students discuss dual nature of light as
seen in lab block of Day 1. After 15
minutes, assemble class and allow them
to compare arguments. It is not neces-
sary to form definite conclusions, as
this point is discussed again in Unit 5.

Day 4

Teacher demonstration or student demon-
stration: Energy and light

Here are some possibilities:
1. hold wire in flame (incandescent)
2. spark discharge in air (high

pressure discharge)
3. spark discharge in capillary tube

(low pressure discharge)
4. Chemo luminescence (Welch #3735

$2.00)

Multi-Media Schedule

5., fluorescence under ultraviolet
light

6. fluorescence by electron bombard-
ment (Crookes tube or CRO)

7, flint and steel
8. hand generator from old telephone

and neon tube
9. strip cellophane tape; as it

separates, a very dim light is
emitted (not a class demonstra-
tion)

10. spinthariscope

Day 5

Teacher demonstration: Static Electricity

What you can do varies with what equip-
ment is available, but some properties
you can show are:

1. charging by induction and by
contact

2. conductors and insulators
3. electroscopes
4. storing charges (capacitance)
5. point discharges

Day 6

Experiment 34: Coulomb's Law

An alternate to this e:'periment is the
film "Coulomb's Law," PSSC #0403 (30 min.)

Day 7

Teacher lecture: Current Electricity

Use demonstrations to supplement general
discussion of currents, conductors, semi-
conductors, circuits, potential differ-
ence, etc.

Day 8

Student Activity Day

Students show electric generating de-
vices that they have assembled. In some
cases where it is difficult to show
actual device (e.g., fuel cell), charts
or drawing might be used. Some other
possibilitiesdynamo, magneto, Farady
disc dynamo, thermocouples, photocells,
fuel cells, Van de Graaff generator,
Wimshurst machines, etc.

Days 9 and 10

Lab stations: Current Balances: Students
do 3 stations each day.

1. Investigate force as a function
of current in wire.

2. Investigate force as function
of length of wire.

3. Investigate force as function of
magnetic field strength, using
permanent magnets and yokes.

3



Multi-Media Schedule

4. Investigate force as a function
of magnetic field strength using
coils of wire to generate field.

5. Other demonstrations may be set&6. up for display such as electric
field plotters, iron oxide in
clear plastic box, circuit boards,etc.

Day 11

Te
demonstration lecture: ElectricFields

Discuss fields in general, then describe
electrical fields. Use appropriate dem-
onstrations.

Day 12

Programs: Electrical Forces and Fieldsand Electrical Potential Energy OR
Milliken Experiment (E40).

Day 13

Demonstration of Huggins Tube

Have interested students construct and
demonstrate a Huggins tube or other
cathode ray tubes. (See Activities,
Student Handbook.) Display of vacuum
tubes will complement the demonstrations.

Day 14

Lecture: Magnetic Fields

Use Transparencies T32 and T33 with dem-
onstrations to show interactions between
magnetic fields and moving charges.

Day 15

Film: Prelude to Power

This film presents the story of Michael
Faraday, and how his work in electro-
magnetism led to the development of thedynamo,

Days 16 and 17

Library Research

Possible topic:
Sociological Implica-tions of Electricity and Magnetism

Students are to research some aspect ofthe topic, and
prepare report to givein class on days 19 and 20. An inter-esting variation on this is to have

students dramatize their presentationson record. Tapes are played for .71ass(See Unit 4 Student Handbook.) Sincetime is limited, it might be wise todo this assignment in small groups, in-stead of individually,

4

Day 18

Teacher demonstration: ElectromagneticMachines.

Use sam)les of dc and ac motors and gen-erators to show operation and construc-tion. This is a good place to discuss
electrical power distribution,

Days 19 and 20

Student, make their presentations of
library research to class.

Day 21

Teacher presentation and class discussion:
Maxwell's Contribution to Science
See Unit 4 Teacner Guide Bibliography
for resource material. Also see Project
Physics Supplemental Unit on Maxwell.

Day 22

Lab stations:
Electromagnetic Waves.

1. film loop
Standing Electromagnetic Waves2. properties of microwaves (D52),
reflection and absorbtion

3, properties of mi ;rowaves polari-
zation (052)

4. short-wave radio demonstration
(if available), CENCO 80435

5. modulation of microwaves (E38)6. Reader: The Electronic Revolu-
tion, Clarke or

7. radiowaves displayed on an oscil-
loscope, or

8. turntable oscillators (E38) or9. resonance coils (E38)

Day 23

PSSC Film: #0415 (33 min.) Electro-magnetic Waves

Common behavior of electromagnetic radia-tion over a wide range of wavelengths is
demonstrated.

Follow with class discussion on film.

Day 24

Class discussion: Existence of the
Ether and the

Michelson-Morley Experiment

Day 25

Small-group discussion: review of Unit 4

Day 26

Unit 4 exams



Chapter 13 Schedule Blocks

Each block represents one day of classroom activity and implies a 50-minute period.
The words in each block indicate only the basic material under consideration.

Chapter 13 L(sht

Read 13 1-13 3

Modols ex-
plain (lit
Phenomena

Read (3. 6

'Poe lab
and /or
problem

Seminar

Read 13-4- Read 13 7 , 13 g

Trtterference
effects and
the wave
model

Read 13.5 and 632*

Lab-
Yolotn65

eAperlment

Propagation
or

light waves

Reinew

Tect

1 6 7 g. 17 82 23 Pe P9 31

ru.im, 1 q ekluday a.
----/

ei...-1.- i< r 1..... Arm., a 1-1.4-

I
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73.1 Introduction

13.2 fropa9tiiion cf
ifsht

13.3 tRecIeetion and
refradion

'3.4_ "lette-rcemnce
and oft(Traclion

13.6 Color

134 Why 'is -tVte Sk9

blue?

13.7 'PotcNil zo:trO Pt

13.8 The Ether

6

Chapter 13 Resources Chart

1 a
3

4- 5"

6 8 7
el 12 /I

10

11t, 13

IS

16

IS
19

17

E32*e YOUrIS experiilierit-



i

4

130 -Tile Speed of liskt

V3o Speed or It'yit
1?4, Veloa:i..," or Li5ht

F31 .introduction lb
optic S

ii'3 EXeerirrierfr5 and
CatomlaTlOns 'Relative
to fhijsical Optics

'1?5 Popular Applications
of folartzed Light"

Chapter 13 Resources Chart

Looking. unto le 9e

m(5cetiovieou5- fight'"It. acl-litie s

measArh-19 index of refracton
Pitarchl.r9 Index of rep-action
Makiii.s cn ice lens

Haridkerckt ef diffraelion 9rntiris
Seetn3 and pholasrapi-iiiiD
diTh-ac,tiort patterns.

Color is(ort l9 con't'rast" ( (am( effect)

'Properties or the human e(3e

'Poisson's Spot
Now -to half- stivev- a mirror

'Polarized it'ept acitAties

misceackneous- ptioro9raphy ctcliiiities

--(Pie camera Does lie !



Chapter 13 Experiment Summaric.

En': Young's ExperimentMeasuring the
Wavelength of Light

Students observe and measure the inter-
ference pattern formed by a double-slit
source. By using colored filters they
can obtain values for the wavelenatn of
light of these colors. Suggestions for
observations of other diffraction and
interference effects are made in the
student notes.

Equipment

For each student group (at least six it
each section).

straight filament light source

double slit on film

pair of telescoping tubes, ,,,)oden

block, rubber bands

black tape

Scotch tape ("magic tra-,sparent,"
not the clear type)

10X eyepiece and scale

meter stick or mm ruler

red, gree blue filter,

8



Chapter 14 Schedule Blocks

:acn olock represents one da of classroom activity and implies a 50-minutc period.
The words in each Idoc% indicate only the oasic material under consideration.

Chapter 14.. 1ectricIl and Hasne-tic Fields
Read 141- 14-3

Relationship
of

char5e to
force

eiac4 14- 4, and 34-

-
efec-liqc forces

-Coulomb's
law

1?eo (4.5

'Post lab

and or
pfobter .
Seminar

Read l4 b

A closer
look at
a/cc-Tr-1c,
changes

Read 1447. i4 8

Movtr

charges

Read 149, /4,10

and
(VGA'S

Read 14 11 . (4_ f

Relating
electric and
rnasnetic
-Fames

Read 14- 13 and E37

J-ab

caled-rort

beam 'tube

Pas! - Gab

and /or
Problem
Seminar

'Review

Test

I 6 7 14 17 Jis 23 .29 2/9 31

L... ,... ,.: '4.1:'' I:). i
."1....../:..- 1.2 ei,..47we IA- C.-LA.4*v K ek.,,,,b,, 14 1 -/,-1-



IM / introductiort

curious proper-
ties or lodestone
and amber

143 Electric char9es
and electric forces'

144 -Forces and fields

14-5 -The smallest
char9e

Ectr(9 1-egeardi
wlfl%t electric
cietarseS

14-7 Elec-rilc, current'

Electr("c loorental
differerice_

34-q foorenlia(
dIfference and
current

14., to 6(eclirt-c potential
difference and
rower

(4. i Currerits act on
magnets

14.1A Curnzrirs- act on
Currents.

14 13 tvlastrletic -Fieiol3
and hovin9
ClIctroies.

Chapter 14 Resources Chart

E 33 Eleclii'c -Fortes I

D47 ElectrosTabC demorist-ations

3

4

7 6 5- E34- ElecrrIC. forces
8 Coulomb's law

10 1Q 13
/I

14 D4g We electrophorus

15

16

17

Ai

as as

(26 a7
Pg

D+9 Currents and -Fames
E35 Currents and -FOrte

950 Currents rnasnets and -Forces
Currents , magnet s and -FOrceS

at? 31 E37 Elec.-iron - beam Stb3o
3a
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Chapter 14 Resources Chart

Action at a Distance

131 E field inside
conouctit sphere

530. Coulombs law

733 Forces between
Current earners

Plasneli oolot Flovinoi Ci-tares
F33 Elect;-ons in a lAritrorrn -Maoirtgle. Field

1?Cwit.cttein 'gets Around -Me Ear-f%

Demonstratri9 eleclriC fields
Demonstration or eleerric fgilds
in iNree dimensions

Art (l4 batrery
Voltaic Ole

More perpetual rnotian machines

-Force law for bar rna3nets

Who's who in TV

Nteasuri49 rnasnelic field intenSii:9
Additional activities usino tie
electron - beam fiAbe

11



Chapter 14 Experiment Summaries

Summary of Experiment 33'. Electric
Forces I

A length of Scotch tape is charged by being stuck to
table and then peeled off. This strip is suspended and

used to detect and classify (attraction or repulsion) the
charge on other objects--strips of tape, rubber plastics,
rubber, cu.. Students should be able to conclude that
matter can be charged in only two possible ways. The
attraction between a charged object and an uncharged one
is left as a puzzle for the students.

Equipment

Scotch tape ("magic transparent" type) preferably in
a dispenser

table stand and horizontal rod
variety of plastic strips, rubber rods, cloth, cat's

fur, etc.

Summary of Experiment 34 Electric
Forces II Coulomb's Law

The experiment gives students direct etperience wit},
an inverse-square force law. Several methods could be
used to measure the small forces involved. The sod.-
striw balfncc used in this experiment does not require
indirect geometrical calculations. The same lever prin-
ciple will be used later in current balance and electro-
lysis experiments. As students do the experiment they
have a real and obvious sense that they are measuring
forces.

They should find that F 7, and, iti an extension to

the experiment, that F

Equipment

For each student team (the "Electrostatics Kits" pro-
duced for the PSSC course--e.g., Macalaster Scientific
01001, are a convenient source of many of these items)

1 soda straw
2 coated polyfoam or pith spheres
2 plastic slivers
1 balance support
2 straight pins
about 15 cm wire, #30 copper

forceps

4 6 inches (approximately) file card or pad
1 ring stand with test tube clamp
plastic strip and cloth for charging spheres
ruler

For general use:

wire cutters (scissors will do)
knife or razor for cutting notches
glycerine, mineral oil or vacuum pump oil, about

10 cc per unit
some materials for measuring distances
Lanedouble stick If possible

Summary of Experiment 35*. Currents i Forces
and Forces

Students first do a brief qualitative in instigation
of the interaction between a magnet and a current. This
is to familiarize them with the equipment, it also fol-
lows the order in which the topics are developed in the

In the mail part of the experiment students investi-
gate the f roe tfcween two p.rallel current-carrying con-
ductors.

There are three combinations of variable to be stud-
ed: force as . function of the current in one of the
wires: force as a function of the distance between the
wires:, force as a function of the length of one of the

wires., It is suggested that the class be divided into
three groups, each to study one of the combinations.

Equipment

A. Force as a function of current

1 current balance, with the longest magnesium loop*
1 power supply, 6-8 v dc
about 50 cm #30 copper wire

12

2 ammeters, 0 -S A de

rheostats. about 5 ohms, 5 amps
1 ring stand and test tube clamp to hold zero indicator
hook-up wire or clip leads
forceps

ceramic magnets

B. Force as a function of distance

Same as Group A, plus:

1 small mirror . Pressure-sensitive centimeter tape*
is stuck along one edge. This "anti-parallax" device
is used for measurement of d distance between wires.

C. Force as a function of length

Same as Group 8, plus:

4 magnesium balance loops

Summary of Experiment 36 Currents,
Magnets and Forces

From the first part of Experiment 35, and from Demon-
stration 49 it is clear that when a current is in a mag-
netic field, there is a force on the current.

In this set of three experiments, students make meas-
urements of this force. One group of students investi-
gates the variation of force with current, another in-
vestigates how the force varies with the length of the
magnetic field, and the third group measures the strength
of the earth's magnetic field.

Equipment

A. 1 current balance, with longest loop
1 power supply, 6-8 v dc
1 variac or 1 rheostat, 5 ohms, 5 amps
1 ammeter 0-5 A dc
2 ceramic magnets, iron yoke
wire leads
50 cm of 030 copper wire
forceps

B. Same as Group A plus:

2 additional iron yokes , enough ceramic magnets so

that a total of 3 matched pairs can be found. If

more than 3 pairs are possible, so much the better.

C. Same as Group A--but ro magnets; It is possible that
students will prefer a thinner wire than the 030 copper.
They can then use linger length. For example, 5 cm
of 037 copper weighs about the same as 1 cm of 020.

Summary of Experiment 37 Electron
Beam Tube

Students assemble simple electron beam tubes (this
could be done at nome). With standard laboratory vacuum
pump and power supplies the tube should give a beam sev-
eral centimeters long that is made visible by ionization
of the residual air in the tube. Students can observe
the deflection of the electron beam in electric and mag-
netic fields, operating principle of television picture
tubes and cathode-ray tubes.

Equipment

For assembly:

electron beam tube kit
silicone rubber sealant
wire cutters

At operating station:

vacuum pump
power supplies:

a) about 6V, 5A with 551, SA rheostat and ammeter for
filament

b) about 100V dc for anode, with higher and/or lower
voltage taps for deflection plate.

hook-up wire
magnets and yoke (from current balance)



Chapter 15 Schedule Blocks

Each block represents one day of cassroom activIty and implies a 50-minute period.
The words in each block indicate only the basic material under consideration.
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15.1 The problem .
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Chapter 15 Resources Chart
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5irriple motor - generator demonstration

Epicycles on. 'the oscilloscope



Chapter 16 Schedule Blocks

Eacn block represents one day of classroom activity and implies a 50-minute period.
The words in each block indicate only the basi,- material under consideration.
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16.2 Maxwell's forrhutatiiin
Of ttte principles of
electromagnetism

16.3 The propa5atiori of
eleetroma3 elert
waves

16.4.. Hertz's
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rletic spectrum
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I6.7 What aboutt -Me
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Chapter 16 Resources Chart

R(3 On -tqe Induction of
Elecrrio Currents.

L 41 5randinq electFornas-
nett wAves

F34 Elect-eon-are-tic waves
R 15 Electromagnetic Field

-The efecrrorrzairell6
spectrum

RII Saner Clerk Maxwell-
PartaC

Tist Collection of Maxwell's
Letters

Rcs Scientific .rvnaination

Science StairtipS

A recorpleot research Yeport

LOOktrt9 inside a radio tube

"Belt Telephone .Ccie. nc.e kits

Good veadikt9
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Chapter 16 Experiment Summaries

En': Waves, Modulation, Communication

After a series of demonstrations using
turntable oscillators, coil-capacitor
curcuits and microwave equipment, students
experiment with the same equipment. Al-
though the student notes suggest some
investigations not covered in the demon-
stration, they can quite profi'ably repeat
the demonstrations for themselves either
before becr.nning the new work, or instead
of it.

Equipment

A. Turntable Oscillators

pair of turntable oscillators

"Pentel" pen

recording paper

mashing tape for adjusting fit of
pen in slot

ruler for measuring traces

B. Resonant Circuits

pair of resonant (coil capacitor)
circuits

amplifier

oscillator

cathode-ray oscilloscope

loudspeaker

hook-up wire

C. Microwaves

microwave generator

(2) amplifier/power-supply units

diode detector

100 A meter

oscillator

(microphone)

loudspeaker

20



Brief Answers to Unit 4 Study Guide

Chapter 13

13.1 7.5 cm

13.2 (a) distance too small
lb) no
(c) large distances involved
(d) lower limit was achieved

13.3 (a) 4.4 10' m
(b) 3.0 10" m/sec
(c) conjunction cycle

13.4 9.5 10'' m

13.5 4.3 yrs.: 28 times

l'.6 path shown

13.7 36"

13.8 invisible

13.9 diagrams

13.10 (a) diagram
(b) inverse with height

Study Guide
Brief Answers

14.6 reaction to field, then to
source

14.7 (a) right
( b ) down

14.8 (a) 10 coulombs
(b) 10-' coulombs/m

14.9 sketch (normal to surfaces)

14.10 help

14.11 6.25 10 electrons

14.12 3.4 10'

14.13 ta) mv = LOcq'/R
(1.) 1.2 10-1' J
(c) 1.5 m/sec

14.14 conductor

14.15 30 volts

14.16 zero

14.17 derivation

14.18 (a) 3 10' volt/meter
(b) 10' volt/meter

13.11 (a) diagram.
14.19 (a) 12 volts

(b) mv = my sin h:
x (b) zero

myy = my cos A (c) 12 volts

(c) 1/2mv and nIN.;
x

14.20 (a) 100 eV cr i.6 - 10-17 J
- .

(d) energy conservation 0.0 5.6 10 m/se.

(e) mu
x
= mu sin "r; mu mu cos -

r
14.21 (a) 4 amps

(f) derivation
(b) 5 ohms
(c) 15 volts

13.12 diagrams
14.22 (a) 10/ volts

13.13 (a) (m + (b) 5 108 joules
(b) red 14.23 discussion
(c) increased fringe separation
(d) same as (c) 14.24 20 watts
(e) same separation

14.25 (a) 8 watts
13.14 appears in bright fringes (b) 20 watts

13.15 constructive interference (c) 4', watts

14.26 compass can't respond13.16 6 lt.)1'' cps; 1011 times AM

13.17 (a) no
(b) discussion

13.18 discussion

13.19 discussion

Chapter 14

14.27 north

11.28 3 amps north

14.29 (a) derivation
ib) v, B and r

14.30 derivation

14.31 (a) derivation
(b) discussion

14.32 west

14.1

14.2

14.3

14.4

14.5

(a) tripled
(b) halved
(c) not changed

95 km

discussion

yes; positive

(a) 1.6 N/kg
(b) 4.1 109 N/kg
(c) gr r

Chapter 15

15.1 discussion

15.2 yes

15.3 all except (d)

15.4 discussion

15.5 (a) exercise
(L) upward
(c) downward

21



Study Guide
Brief Answers

15.6 Lenz's law

15.7 outside magnet

15.8 opposite

15.9 discussion

15.10 (al 1 amp
(b) 10 ohms
(c) burn out

15.11 (a) 1/12 amp
(b) 1440 ohms

15.12 (a) 1 amp, 1/2 amp
(b) 1/5 watt, 1/20 watt
(c) 0.97 amp, 0.19w, 5.6w:

0.50 amp, 0.05w, 6w.

15.13 5 amps

15.14 derivation

15.15 low voltage coil

15.16 discussion

15.17 discussion

15.18 report

15.19 discussion

15.20 sketch

Chapter 16

16.23 discussion

16.24 discussion

16.25 unnecessary for math. description

16.26 discussion

16.27 discussion

16.28 body: mechanical models

grin: mathematical description

16.1 symmetry

16.2 no

16.3 accelerating charge, mutual
induction.

16.4 (a) height
(b) pressure
(c) field strength

16.5 measurement uncertainty

16.6 detector orientation

16.7 light properties

16.8 discussion

16.9 absorbtion effects, etc.

16.10 5 Y 106 m

16.11 10 m to 10' m

16.12 frequency modulated

16.13 discussion

16.14 discussion

16.15 ionospheric reflection of
shorter wavelength radiation

16.16 27,900 miles

16.17 phase difference between direct and reflected waves

16.18 AM; FM

16.19 2.6 sec.

16.20 absorbtion

16.21 evolution

16.22 UV ai,d IR

22



Solutions to Chapter 13 Study Guide

13.1

IsP13cm
151 t

/atm
x",_

/

.1//
25 cm 10 cm

25 x 3 cm
x -

10

x = 7.5 cm

13.2

a) Galileo was unsuccessful because the
distance he used was far too short to detect
any delay in arrival of the light signal. If

the distance had been even 3 km in total, light
would travel that distance in a time of

3 x 10
3

3 x 108 m/sec
10-5 sec:

much too small a time delay to detect by his
method..

b) It is not possible that at Galileo's
time anyone could have detected a delay in the
time of arrival of a light signal sent between
two points on earth. If we assume that a
detectable delay time would be in the order of
1/5 sec, tnen the round-trip distance neces-
sary would be 1/5 sec x 3 x 108 m/sec =
6 x 107m or 6 x 104 km:

c) Celestial observations can involve very
large distances and therefore the corresponding
time difference resulting from the finite speed
of light can be easily detected and measured
accurately.

d) Suppose the longest time that light might
have taken in getting from one observer to the
other without the obseLvers detecting the delay
was 1/2 sec for the round trip of approAimately
3 km. We could then conclude that the speed of
light cannot be less than 6 km/sec. Thus,

Galileo's experiment did show a lower limit
for the speed of light.

13.3

a) In 1 3/4 days the earth makes 1365 of a

revolution. Therefore, the distance traveled in

that time =
1 365
=71 x 2 IT x 1.5 x 1311 m

= 4.4 x 109 m

b) If the earth traveled 4.4 Y 10 9 m directly
away from or toward Jupiter, then the 15 seconds
represents the time requi,ed for light to travel
that distance. Therefore, the speed of light
4.4 x 109 m

15 sec
- 3.0 x 108 m/sec.

Study Guide
Chapter 13

c)

The curve can be seen to repeat itself after
a little more than one year (actually 12/11 of
a year computing this value is similar to
calculating how many hours after midnight the
hands of a clock again coincide). The cycle,
of course, represents the apparent differences
in period of Io as seen from the earth in the
time taken for the earth to move from one con-
junction with Jupiter to the next.

13.4

One light year

= speed of light in m/sec x number of
seconds in one year.

Number of seconds in one year

= 60
min

x 60 x 24 x 365 days
hr day

= 3.16 x 107 sec. Therefore one light year

= 3.0 x 108 x 3.16 x 107 sec
sec

= 9.5 x 1015 m.

13.5

To travel 4.3 light years at the speed of
light requires, by definition, 4.3 years. At

only 1/1000 of the speed of light, the trip
one-way would take 4,300 years. The speed
given is 300 km/sec. This is 300/11 = 28 times
as fast as the rocket bound for Venus.

13.6

The shortest path from A to B via the mirror
is the path shown (each half of which by
Phythagoras' theorem must be 5 cm). Any other
path is longer than 10 cm in total. Light
follows a path such that the angles of incidence
and reflection are equal. Only the 10 cm path
shown has this property. We see then that light
follows the path from A to M to B that requires
the least time (light always travels by least-
time paths).
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Chapter 13

-4 ac...

13.7

To calculate the height of mirror required,
we need to consider the path taken by light rays
from his feet to the mirror and then to his
eyes. Also consider light from the top of his
head to the mirror and then to his eyes.
Assume his eyes are 6" from the top of his head.
Any reasonable distance from the mirror is sat-
isfactory. The solution of the problem depends
on the equality of the angles of incidence and

reflection, which is independent of the distance
from the mirror.

33"

The distance from his eyes to the t of his
head is not important either, as can be seen
from the second diagram.

f

12,,,) 7).

The effective mirror length is

V72 - x)"
2

= 36" -
2 2

+ = 36".

13.8

If the reflecting surfaces of visible objects
changed so that they completely absorbed any
light falling on them, they would no longer be
visible. The only things visible under such
conditions would be actual sources of light.
The world would not in fact "appear" at all
only lighr sources would "appear."

24

13.9

a)

b)

c)

13.10

a) Light entering the atmosphere at a
near-grazing angle is shown refracted into the
atmosphere in a slight curve. Thus the light
received at sunset or sunrise did not come in
a "straight line" from the sun, the sun being
"below" the horizons.

r.
41 LTI" from sun

Ae
earth

b) This atmospheric refraction indicates
that the earth's atmosphere is more dense at
lower altitudes.



13.11

a)

Study Guide
Chapter 13

force. Therefore, we proceed by drawing a vector
u equal v . Then from-the tail of vector u ,

we draw a line at angle to the vertical,
allowing it to intersect a vertical line dropped
down from the head of u. We have thus_mechani-
cally constructed vectors us representing and u.

\ \ '

Kinetic energy of a single particle =

A T-71,..A,

my
x
=my sin°

my = my cos 0
y

c) Since no work is done on the particle,
kinetic energy is conserved. The x-component
of the momentum is also conserved since no force
acted in that direction; however, the y-component
of momentum is not conserved.

d) Since energy is conserved, kinetic
energy of incident particle = kinetic energy
of reflected particle. 1/2111v2 2mu2. Therefore,
v = u (strictly speaking v = ±u, but the negative
sign has no significance here).

e)

4
mu

x
= mu sin 0

a) Destructive interference occurs if the
4 4 path difference = (m + 1/2)A, where m = 0, 1,

mu
y
= mu cos

2, 3....

Ax =

13.13

f) Since the x-components of the momentum
are equal before and after collision,

DIV MU
X

my sin 0 = mu sin 6 but u = v [from
r

part (d)]

sin O. = sin Or

thus Oi = Or,

13.12

We can represent t4e velocity of the incident
particle by a vector v at angle a to the y-axis
and the velocity of the reflected particle by a4
vector u at angle S to the y-axis. These two
vectors must have the same x-component because
no force acts in the x direction, but the y
component of u will be greater than the y compon-
ent of v because of the action of the accelerating

b) The separation of the fringes is greater
for red light than for blue light because the
wavelength and hence the corresponding path
difference is greater for zed than blue.

c) Increasing the distance to the screen
resLics in increased separation of the fringes
(actually, they are directly proportional).
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d) The separation of the fringes becomes
greater as the slits are moved closer together.

e) Narrowing each slit results in more dif-
fraction and consequently an interference pattern
consisting of brighter fringes but the separation
of the fringes remains unchanged.

13.14

There is no logs of energy in an interference
pattern: the energy which is not apparent in the
dark fringes actually appears in the bright
fringes.

13.15

Diffraction occurs around the disk. Since
all points along the center of the shadow are
equidistant from the light source and the edge
of the disk, constructive interference occurs
between the diffracted waves. Hence, there is
a bright spot on the screen in the center of
the shadow.

13.16

In genera], frequency speed
For

wavelength*
green light, frequency

3 x 108m/sec
6 x 1014/sec. This is often5 x 10-7m

referred to as 6 x 1014/cycles/sec.

The frequency of the normal (AM) radio broad-
casting range is from 54 kilocycles/sec to 160
kilocycles/sec (i.e., from 5.4 x 104 cycles/sec
to 16 x 104 cycles/sec).

The FM broadcasting range is from 88 mega-
cycles/sec to 108 megacycles/sec (i.e., from
8.8 x 107 cycles/sec to 10.8 x 10b cycles/sec).

Thus the frequency of green light is
approximately 1010 times that of AM radio
frequencies, and 107 times that of FM radio
frequencies.

26
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13.17

a) The poet Richard Savage cannot be classi-
fied as a "nature philosopher." In fact his
poem The Wanderer is apparently a poetic inter-
pretation of Newton's theory of color.

b) Probably Richard Savage has a better
understanding of physics than James Thomson,
but it is difficult to judge on the basis of
only one poem. Judging which is the better
poem is another matter; for most persons the
accuracy of the science content would not be
a major criterion.

13.18

Suppose the windows of apartment A had
polarizing sheets over the glass with the
polarizing axis vertical, and apartment B
had the sheets oriented with the axis horizontal.
Then both apartments would receive light from
the courtyard and the sky above but light would
not be able to travel from apartment A into
apartment B or vice versa.

13.19

Suppose every vehicle had polarizing
sheets over the windshield and headlights,

with the polarizing axis oriented at a 45° angle
from the lower left to the upper right as
viewed by the driver. Consider light from
headlights of an approaching car: in passing
through the polarizing sheet over the head-
lights it becomes polarized in a plane that
is at a 90' angle to the polarizing axis on
the windshield of the other car. Hence, the
light would be blocked and the drivers of
both cars would view the highway without
being blinded by glare. Due to imperfections
in the polarizing sheets and the action of
dust on headlights and windshields the drivers
would be able to see the other car's head-
lights, but only dimly.



Solutions to Chapter 14 Study Guide

14.1

a) The distance must be tripled.

b) The distance must be halved.

c) The distance must not be changed.

14.2

F
el

= kq
A
q
B

kqAqB
R2 =

F
el

-9 x 109 N.m2 x
1C2

(coul)2 IN

R2 = 9 x 10° m2 = 90 x 108 m 2

Therefore, R = 9.5 x 104 m or 9D km

14.3

The separation of charge occurs in such a way
that one side of the object will be positive
and the other negative. The difference in dis-
tance between these two concentrations of charge
and the charging body results in a net force of
attraction.

14.4

Negative charges are repelled into the finger
when it touches, leaving the ball positively
charged.

14.5

GM
a) g =

(6.67 x

= 1.6
kg

Nrn 2

10-11 ,9)(7 3 x
kg'

(1.74 x 106 m)2

1022 kg)

b) The mass of the star is M = (density)
(volume) = (density)(4/3v r3).

= (10" .11)(L4)(3 14)(1.5 x 106 m) 3
m 3

= 1.4 x 103 9 kg.

The field at the surface is

Study Guide
Chapter 14

g r--.2C24

(6.67 x 10-11
Nm2
--7) (1.4 x 1099 kg)
kg

(1.5 x 106 m)3

g= 4.1 x 109 11-
kg

c) Assume a uniform density D for the earth,
so that the mass inside a sphere of radius r is

M
r

=
4
irr

3
D.

At a distance r from the center, the effect of
all matter outside a sphere of radius r would
cancel out. The field due to the matter inside
r is

M

gr

4
-mr

3
D

3
r2

=
3
TIGD)r

Thus a gravitational field inside a homogeneous
earth would increase in direct proportion to the
distance from the center.

Actually the earth is scveral times more dense
in the middle than near the surface; moving
closer to the dense core overcompensates the
amount of material left outside, and the field
strength increases for some distance into the
earth.

5

0
eomo,rNEou5 RANI!'

The case for the actual earth is rather com-
plicated. However, some students might enjoy
taking average values for core and mantle, make
separate graphs for the fields due to each, and
add them to make a rough graph of total field
against r.

r
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14.6

An equal but oppositely directed force must
be experienced by the field (but since the field
is the connection between the charged particle
and the source of the field, the source of the
field also experiences the reaction force).

14.7

e-'

14.8

a) The formula for the electric field
strength of a spherically symmetrical charge

is E = kQ /r2. In the MKS system of units that
uses volts and coulombs, the value of k is about

1010. The radius of the earth is about 107
meters. If the field strength at the surface

is 102, then

102 =
1010 q

(107)2

1014 x 102

101°

= 106 coulombs.

b) The formula for the surface area of a
sphere is 4rr2. For the earth, this is roughly

10 x (107 m)2 = 1015 m2. If 106 coulombs of

charge is distributed over 1015 square meters,

the average charge density would be 10-97nulombs
per square meter. Common static charges on
combs, people, etc., are something like 10-9

coulombs., So 10-9 coulombs/m is a fairly small
static charge.

14.9

28

14.10

Air friction is a help because it makes a
small charged body stop moving if the electric

force and gravitational force on the body are
balanced. When the body stops moving the air
friction becomes zero and the only forces then
acting are electric and gravitational, which
are then known to be equal.

14.11

Call n the number of electrons required for
one coulomb of charge. Then

n x 1.6 x 10-19 coul/electron = 1 coulomb

n =
1

electron = 6.25 x 1018 electrons
1.6 x 10-19

14.12

k R2
Fel

R 2 k (1\ 2

Fgrav m2 Gm2
G 111)

R2

Therefore,

F
el

gray 6.7 10_1111.11)2/1(ga
10-30 kg

= 3.4 x 10 42

9 x 109 N.m2/c 2

(1.6x
10 -19C

F

14.13

a) mv2

2
2 _- , thus, my2

and the KE, 1/2my2 =

kn
b) KE =

2

14.1112 (1t6x10-19C)2
= 1/2 x 9 x 109 x

C
2

10-10m

4.5 x 109 x 2.56 x 10-38x 101011.m

= 11.6 x 10-19 joules

= 1.2 x 10-18 joules

(to two significant figures)

c) 1/2mv2 = KE; thus, v

v = x 1.2 x 1018 Aim

10_30 kg



I

= . 4 10

sec`

v = 1.5 ' 113 m/sec

Note: ---
N.m

-
kg.m/sec2 .m

-
m' ,

kg kg
sect

14.14

A metal comb will not acquire a net charge
because it is a good conductor and any charge is
"grounded" by the person holding the comb--that
is, any separation of charge occurring between
the comb and the person's hair is immediately
redistributed. However,, if the comb were in-
sulated from the hand by some material, then
it could acquire a net charge.

14.15

The potential difference would be

6 x 10-4 joules
- 30 joules/coul or 30 volts2 x 10-5C

14.16

The electric field in that region must be zero
at all points.

14.17

One volt is one
oule

coulomb
or, since a joule is

a newton-meter, one
newton-meter

. Therefore,
coulomb

one

newton-meter
volt newton
meter

is one coulomb = one
coulombmeter

The greater the electric field, the greater
will be the electric force on a charged particle
and so the greater will be the work done on it
in moving tL ough come distance. Thus, the
greater the electric field, the greater the
change of potential difference with distance.
The rate of change of potential difference with
distance (volts per meter) is a measure of the
electric field strength (newtons per coulomb).

Another approach would be:

Work = qEd

Potential difference
Work

q

sEl
q

=Ed

So E
potential difference

d
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14.18

a) A potential difference of 3u,000 volts
across a distance of 1 cr .mplies an electric

field strength in the .7ap of
30,000 volts

01 meter

3,000,000 volts/meter. In most cases the field
wouldn't be uniform and so this would he an
average value. The air between pointed elec-
trodes 1 cm apart can hreak down when the
potential difference between them is only about
10,000 volts, because the field is so intense
near the points.

b) A potential difference of 10,000 volts
across a distance of 1 nun implies an electric

field in the gap of
10,000 volts

10,000,000
.001 meter

volts/meter, Even in the small gap region the
field wouldn't be uniform, so this value is only
an average.

14.19

a) The potential at A is 12 volts higher than
the potential at D.

111f.

fitt

b) The potential of the terminal at the left
is the same as the potential of the terminal at
the right., Both are 6 volts above the middle
terminals.

a
0 0

c) The potential of the terminal at the left
is 12 volts higher than the potential of the
terminal at the right.

-0'1

--a- J -0
AL W.
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14.20

a) kinetic energy gained = 100 eV or

100 eV , 1.6 ' 10-19J/eV = 1.6 ' 10-17J

b) = KE, so v = V- 2KE

/// 2 x 1.6 x 10-17 J

10-30 kg

5.6 x 10' m/sec

101= m

See:

14.21

Voltage Current Resistance

a) 2 volts I =V /R =4 amps 0.5 ohms

b) 10 volts 2 amps R =V /I =5 ohms

c) V=IR=15 volts 3 amps 5 ohms

14.22

a) If thunder clouds are roughly 1000 meters
high, then a field strength of about 104 volts/
meter under the cloud would imply an earth-cloud
potential difference of roughly 107 volts.

b) A charge of SO coulombs transferred across
a potential difference of 107 volts (that is, 107
joules per coulomb), would release roughly 5 . 108
joules of energy as heat, light and sound.

14.23

The rate at which the kinetic energy of the
charges in the beam is being Increased is

4 . 106 volts x t . 104 amps = 1.6 x 1011 watts'.

The pulse lasts for only 3 x 10-8 seconds, so

the energy of a pulse is 1.6 x 1011 watts x 3 x

10-8 seconds = 4.8 x 103 joules., It isn't clear
from the advertisement what accuracy is intended
for the figures, nor is it clear whether they
are average or peak values. So, the expression
"5000 joules" is not unreasonable, but certainty
it seems that the company hasn't sold itself
short.

14.24

The accelerating potential in a TV tuts is

about 2 x 104 volts. A beam of 10-3 amps will
therefore require, and deliver, electric energy
at a rate of

30

P VI

= 2 x 10".10 -'

= 20 watts.

If we assume that 10' amps of beam all impinge
on the screen, and that all of the energy of
impact goes into producing visible light, then
the total light output from the screen should be
about the same as that of a 20-watt fluorescent
lamp (which is considerably greater than the
output of a 20-watt incandescent lamp, which
puts out mostly heat).

14.25

P = VI, or P = I2R. Using either of these
relationships, the power in each part of
question 14.13 is

a) 8 watts.

b) 20 watts.

c) 45 watts.

14.26

Since the current is in a horizontal wire,
its circular magnetic field at the same horizon-
tal level is vertica'. Thus, the compass needle
would tend to turn in a vertical plane, which
its suspension was not designed to allow. (The
compass would have responded if it had been held
over or under the wire, providing that the
current in this situation does not happen to
be in an east-west direction: why?)

14.27

to the north

14.28

3 amps to the north

14.29

2
my

a) ovB = R so R myR ' qB'

b) Since q/m = v/RB, you would need to know
the speed v, the magnetic field strength B, and
the raoius R of the particle's orbit.



14.30

The period T is given by the circumference
divided by the speed:

2rR 2r(mv/qB) 27m
T - = ---

v v qB

14.31

a) The magnetic ferce Pev is a centripetal
force, so we can write

mv2
Bev = ----

r

Solving this equation for r, we get

my
r B.qB

Obviously, r decreases as B increases.

b) The force on the particle is perpendicular
to both its velocity and the field. If the field
lines converge, there will be a component of
force in a direction away from the region of
convergence. For certain combinations of v, m,
q and B, the particle will "reflect" and reverse
direction along the field.

zl
1,

-,
...mt., nvi , qc t kr,.

14.32

The magnetic field of the earth is directed
from south to north. Using the right-hand rule,
you will find that positively charged bodies
will be deflected towards the east. They will
appear to be coming "out of the west" and a
directional detector would have an appreciably
higher count rate if directed somewhat toward
the west.
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Solutions to Chapter 15 Study Guide

15.1

Thu miin sources of energy were:

a) "man power"

b) The cneigy of work animals such as
oxen, horses, etc.

c) Th energy of work of moving water

d) The chemical energy of coal, wood,
oil, gas etc., that could he changed to heat
energy by combustion and then to mechanical
energy by steam, or internal combustion
engines.

The energy was transported by such things
as trains, wagons, trucks, etc; "man-power" often
walked. Oil and gas flowed in pipes to where it
could be used; the energy of moving water was
transported in flumes, etc.

15.2

Yes. Newton's third law of motion implies
a reaction. To detect this force, suspend 2
loop of current - carrying wire which is flee to
turn in the vicinity of the magnetic needle.
(One type of sensitive current-indicating meter
uses such a mechanism; it is called the
D'Arsonval galvanometer.)

15.3

In all cases except (d).

15.4

Stcadv currents produce magnetic fields,
but it reuuires changing magnetic fields to
produce currents.

15.5

a) If you use the right-hand rule, you

will predict that positive charges tend to move
along b toward you. If you use the left-hand
rule, you will predict that negative charges

(free electrons) flow along segment b away from
you.

b) The additional force is directed
upward; opposite to the direction of motion of
b.

c) The additional force is directed down-
ward, opposite to the direction of motion of a.
Again there is a reaction against what caused
the motion of the wire it the first place.
(There is a general principle, "Lenz's Law,"
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which states that induced motion of a chlio. is
always in such a direction as to cause A reaction
against whatever initially produced the motion.)

15.6

There iN no magnetic opposition to the
turning of the coil unless a current i% being

generated, and of course, there mu,t he a com-
plete circuit before there can be a current in
the coil of the generator. The lamp serves to
complete the circuit.

.then the current i being generated, the
opposing magnetic force causes a torque (turning
effect) which opposes the applied to:que. So
work is required to rotate the coil; mechanical
energy is changed into electrical energy.

15.7

The magnet falling outside the loop of
wire reaches the ground first. The magnet pass-
ing through the loop induces a current in the
loop. The induced current has a magnetic field
that opposes the motion of the magnet (see answer
to question 15.5). So when the magnet is above
the loop, the force on it is repulsive, reducing
its acceleration. When the magnet is below the
loop, the force is attractive, again reducing
the acceleration.

15.8

Using of the hand rule twice shows that the
additional force is opposite to the original
direction of the charges. Thus, the current
decreases. This decrease is due to the "back
voltage" developed by the induced motion of the
.dre across the field.

15.9

The more slowly the motor goes, the greater
is the current. As the motor speeds up, the
"back voltage" across the coils increases, reduc-
ing the current in the coils,

15.10

a) Each of the dozen lamps dissipates 10
watts, so the entire set dissipates 120 watts.
The electric power input is

P - IV
120 watts = I x 120 volts

so, I = 1 amp



.1
i

h) We know che power dissipation in each
loop is I R, and the current in each bulb is 1

amp, so R must be 10 ohm.,.

c) If a 10-ohm lamp were connected directly
across the 120-volt line, the current would he

= V 120 volts = 12 amp,
R l0 ohms

The electric power going to the bulb .ould be

I' R = 1440 watt',

The lamps ,ould burn out very quickly. probably
befo-'e the fuse in the will circuit burned out.
(Note that the total (urrent for a very short
time would he 144 amps.)

15.11

a) The electric power input is P = IV,
so, 10 watts = I , 120 volts. Thus I = 1/12 amp.

b) The power dissipated by each lamp is

1 R, so 10 watts =(I)' R, the R = 1440 ohms.
12

15.12

a) The current required by the lamp is

given by Plt = 1), so for the 6-volt system,
, 6 watts

I' so I = 1 amp, and for the 12-volt
6 ohms

system I-
- = s.6 watts

24 ohms
14 amp', thus I . S amp.

b) The power loss in the connecting wires

is given by liRw = Pw, so for the 6-volt system,

P
w
= (1 amp)' 1r, ohm, or 1/5 watt, and for

the 12-volt system, Pw = (S amp)2 v1/5 ohm,

or 1/20 watt. Yes, he reasoned correctly:

c) For the 6-volt system, the total re-

sistance would be 6.2 ohms. Thus, the current
6.0 volts6.

would be = 0.97 amp (rounded off to
6.2 ohms

two significant figures). The power loss would
then be (0.97 amp)' . 1/5 ohm, or 0.19 watt
(to 2 sig. fig.). The power used by the lamp
would be (0.97 amp)' 6 ohms = 5.6 watts.

For the 12-volt system, the total resist-
ance would be 24.20 ohms. Thus, the current

would be
12 volts

= 0.50 amp (to 2 sig. fig.).
24.2 ohms

Therefore, the power loss will then be nearly
0.05 watt, and the power used by the lamp would
be nearly 6 watts. The man's reasoning was
correct; and in addition to the larger power
loss using the 6-volt system, the power output
of the lamp in the 6-volt system is less than
desired.
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15.13

The 66tput pouti is issumid equal to 01,
input power. So,

1
s
V
s

= I
p

Vs,

and I
s

6 volts = i;p 120 volts.

Thus, Is = 5 amps.

15.14

The voltage raClo is the same is tlx tun)
1 Itto, that 's,

V N
_2_ _fl
V N
s s

where N
P
and Ns represent the numbers of turns

on the primary and secondary coils respectively.
Assuming 100 per Lent efficiency, the output
power is equal CO the input power,

I V =I V,
s s p p

I V

SO, .--- = -2.
I V

sP , V
Thus, equating both expressions for -1.-72 ,

s

15.:5

I NIs
_2

I N
P

The low-voltage coil needs the thicker
wire, because the current is greater in the
lo'- voltage coil than the high-voltage coil,

15.16

To produce a current in you, there must be
a potential difference across you. Contact be-
tween a "live" power line and the car would
create a large voltage between the car (and its
contents) and the ground, but this would not in
itself be dangerous. Leaping from the car could
be safe; but if you were to touch the ground at
the same time as you were touching the car...

15.17

Some of the factors were: the unexpected
daytime uses for electric power; in motors,
street railways, elevators, sewing machines, etc.,
and the fact that new industries needing constant
power were attracted to a site at the falls.
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15.18

Student report.

15.19

Answers might include doing work for people,
providing a more healthful, comfortable environ-
ment and providing for rapid transportation and
communication.

15.20

I ,urrtir C c,RReiJr

\/ \ / / \ /
, ' ,., /

: V ; y \i_
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16.1

Oersted was inspired by a conviction, not
supported by the existing evidence, that all
physical phenomena are different forms of the
same basic force.

16.2

No, a displacement current is only caused
by a changing electric field. A steady electric

field will hold + and - charges at a constant
displacement but a displacement current requires
a shifting (a chancing displacement) of charge.

16.3

An electromagnetic wave is initiated oy an

accelerating charge. It propagates itself by the

mutual induction of electric and magnetic fields.

16.4

(a) the height of the water surface
(b) the pressure or density of the air
(c) the electric field strength and the

magnetic field strength.

16.5

Each of these experiments was subject to
some uncertainty of measurement. Reporting the

speeds to five and six significant figures mis-
represented the accuracy. The speeds might bet-

ter have been reported as 3.10 x 108 meters/sec

and 3.15 x 10 meter:/sec, indicating that the

third figure was in doubt. Maxwell repeated the
capacitor experiment obtaining a value of 2.88

x 10 m/sec. 8(The presently accepted value is

2.997925 x 10 m/sec.)

16.6

Hertz could show they were polarized by
rotating the detector ringthe sparks would be
strongest when the two ends of the ring were in

the same plane as the gap in the secondary wind-
ing of the induction coil.
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16.7

Hertz showed that the waves had about the
same speed as light and that they could be
sullflorlv reflected, d.ffracted, refracted and
focussed.

16.8

(a) Other theories accounted for the same
observations.

(b) The concept of the displacement current
seemed mysterious to many scientists.

(c) Most scientists were unaccustomed to
the field concept.

(d) Prior to Hertz's work, no new property
of electromagnetism had been discovered using
a prediction from Maxwell's theory.

16.9

(a) Energy must be supplied to a source of
electromagnetic radiation.

(b) When the waves are absorbed, the absorb-
er is heated.

16.10

Solve the equation f A c for the wave-
length x;

A = 3 x 10
8
m/sec

60 cycles/sec

6
= 5 x 10 m/cycle

= 5000 km/cycle (approx. 1/8 the ealth's
circumference):

16.11

Wavelengths of "short" radio waves range
from roughly 10 m to 100 m. They are short
relative to the commercial AM broadcast band.

16.12

Radio waves from sparks etc, would superpose
with ,he broadcast waves to produce changes in
amplitude at the receiver antenna. FM receivers
are designed to respond only to variations in
the frequency of the radio wave, and not to
variations in its amplitude.
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16.11
16.17

Newspapels and maga:ines print en their own
papti. Radio and TV stations are broadcasting
in d nadium common to all, where regulation
and cooperation art required to prevent overlap-
ping and interference.

16.14

The radiation which could escape from the
surface into space would be FM and TV broadcasts,
and visible light. AM radio wouldn't get through.
Orbital satellites and radiation from nuclear
explosions would be additional sources of inform-
ation.

16.15

Ther- are two seasons for the greater
reception distances of radio waves than of
waves used for TV and FM broadcasting. First,
radio waves are trapped between the ionosphere
and the earth, whereas the waves used for TV
and FM pass through the ionosphere into space.
Second, the longer wavelength of radio waves
causes them to diffract more readily around
obstacles such as mountains.

16.16

Kepler's third law (p. 61 of Unit 2) states
that T2 = ka6. We can find the constant k that
applies fc earth satellites by using the period
T and radius a of orbit of the moon, the only
natural satellite of the earth.

From page 97 of Unit 2, T of moon = 27.3
days and . = 240,000 miles. For this problem
the arithmetic is made easier if we call this
distance 1 unit. Then

k (27.3
days3 ) = 743 days'/unitj

a (1 unit)

Thus, for a satellite of period 1 day,

T'
a- =

k '

a =

a =

(1 day)
2

743 day 2 /unit 3 - .1.35 ,L 10-3 unit3

a = 1.16 x 10-1 unit = 0.116 unit
or a = 0.116 (240,000 miles) = 27,900 miles

An alternative salution would be to use
Eq. (8.8) from page 98 of Unit 2.
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TV waves ale reflected well by a lar,c
conducting object like an airplant, aad the
reflected wave interferes with the direct waveat the TV antenna.

As the distance of the plane
changes, the phase difference of reflected and
dilett wave thanges, so that th, superpos,d wa,
amplitude at the antenna goes through mamma
and minima.

16.18

The TV picture information is tarried by
amplitude variations (AM) and the TV sound in-
formation is carried by frequency variations
(FM). The TV sound is the:eforc much less af-
fected than the picture is by static and parsing
aircraft.

16.19

The time requiied for the radar signal to
travel from the earth to the moon and back to
the earth will be the ratio of the total distance
traveled divided by the speed of the signal,
The distance to the moon (actually the radius
of the orbit, but we will neglect the relatively
small difference between the radius and the
distances between the surfaces of the earth and
moon) is given on p. 97 of Unit 2 as 240,000
miles, and on p. 122 of Unit 2 as 3.84 . 105 km.

Thus, the time 2 3.84 x 105 km

5

3 10 km/sec

= 2.56 sec or 2.6 sec to two-
figure accuracy.

16.20

The trees and clouds appear bright in the
Ooto because they absorb invisible light and
re-radiate energy of a longer wavelength,
infrared. The sky appears black because infrared
(due to its relatively

long wavelength) is scat-
tered very little by the earth's atmosphere, also
because the air is cool it emits very little
infrared radiation.

16.21

An argument can be made that natural se-
lection favored organisms whose eyes were sensi-
tive to the light that wa.. most pler.iful. W ich
wavelengths are most plentiful depends on the
sun's output and the transparency of the earth's
atmosphere, (For the earth both of these factors



peak at roughly the same wavelengths;, it isn't
clear whether such a nice match is 2cessary
for the development of seeing beings.)

Religious explanations are of course pos-
sible, but they are not open to scientific dis-
cussion.

16.22

The thermometer will receive ultra-violet
radiation beyond one end of the visible spectrum,
and infra-red radiation beyond the opposite end.

16.23

An interesting discussion topic.

16.24

Maxwell thought that scientific ideas are
most completely absorbed when studied in the
form in which they first appeared. This view
may often be correct, but you will likely be
able to think of many exceptions.

16.25

A principal reason for loss of support of
the ether concept was that it wasn't used in
the mathematical description of electromagnetism.

16.26

Discussion; other examples; intertial
motion, circular orbits, the mobility of the
earth, the remoteness of the stars, etc.

16.27

Discussion.

16.28

The body of the cat is analogous to mech-
anical models of the ether, the grin represents
the mathematical description of the electro-
magnetic field.
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Summary of Demonstrations and Ex )ariments
Using the Current Batance

In this series of two demonstrations
and two experiments students investigate
the forces that can occur between two
currents or between a current and a mag-
net. In both experiments (E35, E36)
students work in three different groups,
each group examining a different aspect
of the current-current or current-field
interaction. Each experiment is pre-
ceded by a demonstration,

The equipment note (see page 73) gives
a full description of the design and
operation of the instrument. Refer to
it for any details not given in the notes
on individual experiments and demonstra-
tions.

The sequence of demonstrations and
experiments is:

1. Demonstration 49: Currents and Forces

Demonstration of forces between cur-
rents as a function of spatial orienta-
tion,

2., Experiment 35: Currents and Forces

a) Brief qualitative investigation
of the interaction between a currc.:t
and a magnet.

b) For the simple case of two parallel
current-carrying wlres, three groups
of students work independently to
find

F a I, F a 2., F 1/d.

These results are combined to give
I I Z

F k
1 2

d

The value of the constant k can be deter-
mined if time allows.

3. Demonotration 50: Currents, Magnets
Forces

Demonstrates in more detail that
there is a force between currents and
magnets and establishes the directions
of current, magnetic field, and force.
4. Experiment 36: Currents, Magnets,

Forces

Two groups of students find that

F a I F a Z

which are combined to give

F = BIZ .

A third group measures a particular B--
the vertical component of the earth's
magnetic field.
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Sec. 13.1 Introduction

The text suggests two alternatiN.e ways
o describing light: the scientific,
quantitative method, and the artistic,
emotional approach. Clearly a physics
textbook must concentrate on the former,,
but there is nothing wrong with taking
advantage of the natural fascination of
the latter to arouse interest in the
subject. Don't lose the ooportunity to
nresent demonstrations and discussions
of color effects with lighting, painting
and photography. Check the latest is-
sues of Scientific American and photo-
graphy magazines for news of recent
theories of color perce-,tion, etc:

Optics is a large subject, and only
a small part of it is covered in this
course. Roughly speaking, we have
omitted almost all of geometrical optics,
on the grounds that both particle and
wave models for light give equivalent
predictions so these phenomena cannot
be used to distinguish between them,
Instead, we concentrate on physical
optics interference, diffraction, polar-
ization and look for phenomena that can
be used to test theories of light. If
yor want to spend extra time on lenses
and mirrors, be sure that there is some
nayoff from the viewpoint of added stu-
dent interest and motivation, since geo-
metrical optics is not needed for any-
thing else in this course.

Sec. 13.2 Propagation of light

If there .zs a camera obscura locally
available, be sure students have a
chance to see it.

In most textbooks you will find the
statement that Ramer was the first per-
son to determine the speed of light.
You will find various values attributed
to him,, and most of these values are
different even when converted to the
same system of units (the average :s
about 2/3 the present value). Anyone
who actually takes the trouble to read
Romer's original paper will find that
all he did was to estimate the time it
takes light to cross a certain fraction
of the earth's orbit. He also says that
light would take less than a second to
cross the diameter of the earth; since
he thought the earth's diameter was
about 9000 miles (depending on how you
interpret the units he used) this means
that the speed of light is greater than
9000 miles per second. But for seven-
teenth-century scientists the real sig-
nificance of ROmer's work was not :.he
actual value of the speed of light, but
the fact that it is finite rather than
infinite. This is analogous to the case
of Boyle's work on air pressure: Boyle
is known as the discoverer of "Boyle's



PV = constant, but in fact he wasn't
the first to find this relation by ex-
neriment. Instead, he did something even
more important: he showed that air ores-
sure is finite, and is responsible
(rather than nature's horror of a vacuum),
for holding up the mercury in a barometer,
or the water in .a suction nump. These
two examples, Romer and Boyle, show how
different (and how much more interesting)
the history of science can become if we
try to look at a scientist's work direct-
ly and in the context of its own times,
rather than judging it, through the re-
ports of textbooks, on the basis of how
it solved problems that we now consider
significant.

Although ROmer did not apparently have
data on the diameter of the planetary
orbits from which he could compute the
actual speed of light, such data was just
becoming available at the time he worked.
In 1672, the French astronomers Jean
Richer and Jean Dominique Cassini deter-
mined the earth-Mars distance by tri-
angulation of Mars. They used a base-
line with Paris at one end and Cayenne,
on the northern coast of South America,
at the other. Since, as we saw in
Unit 2, the relative distances of all
the Planets from the sun, and relative
earth-Mars distance at a given time,
could be found from the heliocentric
theory, all these distances could be
found as soon as one of them was known.
The Richer-Cassini observations led to
and earth-Sun distance of 87 million
miles, Huygens, in 1678, used this
value together with ROmer's data on the
time-interval to compute the speed of
light. Huygens' value, 2 Y 106 m/sec,
was published in his treatise on light
in 1690, together with an analysis of
POmer's observations; later scientists
seem to have misread this passage and
thought that Romer himself had gotten
that value.

Another way of determining the veloc-
ity of light from astronomical observa-
tions was discovered by the British
astronomer James Bradley in 1728. He
found that certain stars change their
positions in the sky during the year
in a peculiar way. Although he was
originally trying tc observe the parallax
of such stars, it turned out that this
effect could not be attributed to "aral-
lax but was due, instead, to the com-
ponent of motion of the earth at right
angles to the line of sight from the
star to earth. During the finite time
that it takes for light from the star to
go from one end of the telescope to the
other, the telescope itself moves be-
cause of the motion of the earth,, and
so the telescope must be ti'ted slightly
to see the star. This effect is known
as stellar aberration, and its magnitude
depends on the ratio of the orbital
speed of the earth to the speed of light,
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as well as on the position of the star
relative to the plane of the ecliptic.
Since the orbital speed is known, the
speed of light can be calculated: The
value obtained was within a few ner cent
of the nresent value,

Bradley's discovery of stellar aber-
ration was historically important for
another reason:. it was,, in a sense, the
first direct astronomical evidence for
the heliocentric theory! Yet by the
time it was found, most scientists had
already accepted the heliocentric theory
for other reasons (see Unit 2), Here is
an interesting example of the relative
unimportance of experiments and observa-
tions, as compared to convincing theories,
in changing a world view.

The subsequent history of determina-
tions of the speed of light is reported
in such books as J.H. Sanders, The
Velocity of Light, Pergamon Press.

In Chapter 16, we note that Hertz's
experimental determination that elec-
tromagnetic waves have the same speed
as light was one piece of evidence for
the hypothesis that light waves are a
form of electromagnetic waves, In
Chapter 20 we again encounter the speed
of light as a maximum speed in re-
lativity theory.

Sec. 13.3 Reflection and refraction

In this section we look for Properties
of light that can be used to distinguish
between wave and particle models. Note
that we have in mind only one particular
narticle model, the rather special one
proposed by Newton, which is based on
assumptions about repulsive and attrac-
tive forces exerted by the medium on the
particle.

At this point, the discussion of
angles of reflection of waves from
Chapter 12 should be reviewed. Note
that we do not need Snell's law or the
concept of index of refraction in our
treatment on a qualitative level. How-
ever, if you do plan to treat electro-
magnetic waves more quantitatively,
using Maxwell's equations, you could
introduce the index of refraction here.
You can then derive Maxwell's relation
between index of refraction and electric
and magnetic properties of the medium,
i = rEp. This is a neat connection be-
tween optics and electromagnetism, and
its experimental verification (by the
"theoretical" physicist Ludwig Boltzmann)
was one of the first triumphs of Max-
well's theory.

The point to make here, however, is
not something about the index of refrac-
tion but rather the fact that both wave
and particle models give the same rela-
tion, angle of incidence = angle of re-
fraction. For the particle model this
can be (and should be) derived directly
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from conservation of momentum, assuming
that the "repulsive power" of the medium
which the particle enters acts in a di-
rection normal to the boundary. The
comnonent of momentum narallel to the
boundary must therefore be conserved,
and the component normal to the boundary
is reversed, just as in an elastic col-
lision of a gas molecule with the wall
of its container. (In fact, in kinetic
theory this is called "specular reflec-
tion" of the molecule.)

Be sure to point out why the light
particle would be expected to Speed LID

if it does enter the medium the "at-
tractive power" now takes over and ac-
celerates it. This is where the peculi-
arity of Newton's model comes in don't
leave the impression that all particle
models would make this prediction. We
don't want to convince students so firm-
ly of the validity of the wave theory
that they will feel duped when they get
to Unit 5!

Sec. 13.4 Interference and diffraction

The theory of the double-slit inter-
ference experiment, presented in Sec.
12.6, should be carefully reviewed at
this point,, so that Young's method for
calculating the wavelength of light can
be understood. Point out that because
of the very small wavelength of visible
light comnared to that of sound, inter-
ference and diffraction can be observed
only in special circumstances. This is
why light ordinarily goes in straight
lines and casts sharp shadows, whereas
sound goes around corners.

The attack on Young by Henry Brougham
(see margin of page 14) has some histori-
cal significance. Brougham aas a poli-
tician, essayist and amateur scientist
who had earlier published papers on
light which Young had criticized. The
Edinburgh Review, founded at the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century, pub-
lished articles on literature, religion,
politics and science for a non-specialist
bo.:t intellectual audience (perhaps the
equivalent of today's New York Review
of Books). Its authors, writing anony-
mously, often expressed their opinions
intemperately. Brougham was a frequent
contributor on scientific subjects; his
review of Young'F papers, quoted here,
seems to hay. vorsuaded most British
scientists to ignore the wave theory of
light for about 20 years. This was
partly because of the still-strong re-
spect for anything Newton had said (or
was thought to have said); partly be-
cause British science in the early nine-
teenth century was mostly empirical and
anti-theoretical in nature. (Another
example of this is the Royal Society's
rejection of Herapath's kinetic theory
in 1821: see Unit 3, p. 82.) Whittaker
[History of the theories of Aether &
Electricity, Vol. I, p. 102) has the
following note on Brougham's character:
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'Strange fellow,' wrote Macaulay, when
half a century afterwards he found
himself sitting besides Brougham in
the House of Lords, 'his nowers gone:
his snite immortal.'

Further details of the Fresnel-Poisson
story are contained in an interesting
article by Epstein (see bibliogranhy).
The statement in the text that "Poisson
announced gJeefully to I'resnel that he
had refuted the wave theory" is not sur-
norted directly by historical evidence,
but it is a plausible reconstruction
based on Poisson's known opnosition to
the wave theory and his persistent at-
temnts to disnrove it by any method nos-
sible.

Colors of thin films

In discussing Young you may wish to
bring in his explanation of the colors of
thin films. The following is quoted from
Holton & Roller, Foundations of Modern
Physical Science, n. 555:.

Young showed that interference of light
waves can account for the color nat-
terns observed by Newton when white
light incident on a thin film is re-
flected to the eye. Examples familiar
to everyone are the colors of soap
bubbles and of films of oil on a water
surface, which are explained as fol-
lows. The thin film reflects some
light from the front surface and some
light from the back surface, and these
two beams arrive together at the retina.
Now suppose that the difference of
distance traveled from the two sur-
faces to the eye is effectively half
a wavelength of red light, or, using
modern values, about 1.1 x (7 x 10-5)cmf
then the red component of light will
not be seen because the "crests" of
the wave coming from one surface are
canceled by the "troughs" of the wave
coming from the other, and vice versa,

On the other hand, the difference o!
1/2 x (7 x 10-5)cm corresponds to a full
wavelength of blue light, and there-
fore the blue component of the reflec-
ted white light from the same region
where red light has destructive inter-
ference will appear to be fully rein-
forced. For different film thick-
nesses, different comi:nnents of light
have destructive and constructive
interferences, and so different hues
can be observed to predominate over
the whole surface.

Sec. 13.5 Color

As was mentioned above, the subject of
color can be used to link physics with
other interests of students. Within the
structure of this course, the main pur-
pose of talking about color is to intro-
duce the concept of light waves of dif-
ferent wavelengths.



The influence of Nevton's theor-' of
color on eighteenth-century poetry is
discussed, with many more examples, in
Nicolson's book, Newton Demands the Muse.

Goethe's attack on Newton's theory
of light is another aspect of the anti-
mechanistic Romantic movement which we
have already mentioned in Sec. 10.9.
Further discussion of Goethe's theory,
and its relation to physics, may be
found in the article by heisenberg and
the book by Magnus listed in the biblio-
graphy.

Sec. 13.6 Why is the sky blue%
0

A near unit of lengththe Angstrom,
10-10 meterrzis introduced in this sec-
tion. As you know, it is a unit appro-
priate to atomic dimensions.

The purpose of this section is to il-
lustrate how physics can answer a ques-
tion people ask about the world. All one
really needs to explain the wavelength-
dependence of scattering is a general
orinciple which we mentioned previously
in connection with the difference between
propagation of light and of sound; the
wave doesn't Interact much with solid
obiects unless they are roughly the same
size as its wavelength.

Sec, 13.7 Polarization

The purpose of this section is to
introduce the idea that light can be
polarized, a fact which is explicable if
light waves are transverse rather than
longitudinal hence (as pointed out in
the next section) t.)-.e need for the ether
to be solid. Otherwise, polarization as
such has little relevance to the unit;
the 1,-,ragraphs on Polaroid serve only to
make a connection with the stueents'
common experience,

Review Sec. 12.2 and try to make 1,
ola'isible that only solids can transmit
transverse waves. But be careful that
students realize that figures like Fig.
12.4 are misleading when applied to the
transmission of polarized light. Instead
of having "slots" which permit waves
polarized along the slot to pass through,
substances like Polaroid contain long
molecules which absorb waves polarized
in the direction along the molecule. In
this case, only waves polarized at right
anales to the orientation of the mole-
cules will get through. Thus the usual
"picket-fence" analogy for transmission
of polarized waves is just 90° wrongs

Sec. 13.8 The ether

The nineteenth century belief in the
elastic ether apparently required as a
medium which could propagate transverse
waves looks to us more like a suspension
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of disbelief. But perhans its no less
plausible than the theories we now ac-
cent. One explanation offered was that
a substance could act like a fluid for
slew deformations, but like a solid for
rapid motions such as light. In fact,
there are many substances which do act
this way. The "silly nutty" compound
sold in toy stores is an example: it can
flow, bounce,, or shatter, depending on
the magnitu_:e of the applied stress.

Students should leave this chanter
with the imnression that the wave model
exolains the properties of light rather
well, yet something may go wrong if one
tries to think of the waves as motions
of a real rhysical medium such as the
water waves studied in Chapter 12. The
question should be raised, but remain
onenf how can there be waves without
having something to wave?

Sec. 14.1 Introduction

It 3S essential to recognize the pe-
culiar nature of the treatment of elec-
tricity and magnetism in this course
before attempting to teach this chapter.
Though it is a long chapter, it covers
many topics that occupy several chapters
in traditional texts. In fact, E & M
is one of the subjects that is under-
emphasized by Project Physics. We have
tried to cut the material down to the
bare minimum that is needed in order to
understand electromagnetic wave theory
and some of the later experiments in
atomic plysics. (The same technical
background also can be used in explain-
ing motors, generators, etc. in Chapter
15.) Among the subjects not covered in
this chapter are: the interactions of
magnetic poles with each other;, mathe-
matical form of the electrostatic po-
tential of a point charge; pronerties of
various kinds of circuits. We suggest
that you do not try adiing these topics
the first time throughsee how long it
takes to get through the core of the
Project Physics course before expanding
it.

Sec. 14.2 The curious properties of lodestone and amber:
Gilbert's De Magnete

This section can be treated as a
reading assignment, providing the his-
torical background for the transition
from magic to science in E & M. Some
students may be interested in reading
more of Gilbert's bookit's available
in a Dover paperback and should be in
your library.

Sec. 14.3 Electric charges and electric farces

We assume that students have already
learned the basic facts of electrostatics
in earlier grades, or else that you will
demonstrate them in the laboratory. The
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section is not sunposed to teach the sub-
ject to beginners, but only serve as a
review and reference. The only thing
tha Should be really new here (aside
fro...1 the terminology for electric units)
is the idea of a mathematical analogy
between different physical phenomena, as
illustrated by the fact that both elec-
tric and gravitational forces cancel out
on an object inside a hollow sphere.
This is an important way in which mathe-
matics helps to unravel the complexities
of nature; we come to it again in Chap-
ter 16, with Maxwell's tneory of electro-
magnetism (analogy between fluid flow
and lines of force).

Note that electrostatic induction is
treated here only because it will be
needed to understand Maxwell's "disp]ace-
ment current" in Chanter 16.

Sec. ,4.4 Forces and fields

Thy field concept is aeceptively
simnle at first sight, and conceptual
difficulties frequently come later. The
reason for introducing the idea at such
an elementary level is that we want to
proceed rapidly to the rather abstract
notion of a moving pattern of electric
and magnetic fields in space, without
reference to any sources. It's hard to
believe, even today, that "empty" space
can contain forces and energies discon-
nected from any kind of "matter."

Watch out for the "self-interaction"
problem, which some students may stumble
on: if a field produced by a point charge
is an independent entity existing in
space, exerting force on any charge,
does that mean it also exerts a force on
the charge that produced it?

Another trap: what about Newton's
third law? How can a charge react back
on the field that exerted a force on it?
Such paradoxes result from accenting too
quickly and uncritically the field con-
cept.

Sec. 14.5 The smallest charge

We depart from historical sequence
(the Millikan experiment will be covered
more fully in Unit 5) in order to show
how one can actually use an electric
field in an important application. You
should be prepared to explain how a uni-
form field can actually be produced (two
parallel plates), but there is no need
to spend much time on this point. The
significant thing to mention here is that
already with these elementary ideas
about electric charges and forces we
can start thinking about exploring the
atomic world, although we will need more
information from other areas of physics
(and chemistry) to interpret the results.
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Sec. 14.6 Early research with electric charges

Treat mainly as a reading assignment,
but noint out the connection with the law
of conservation of charge.

Franklin believed that the two types
of charges were not really different. He
concludtld that a positively charged body
had an excess of electrical fire and a
negatively charged body had a deficit of
it. This implies that electric charge is
not created or destroyed. The modern
conservation of charge principle contains
some tf Franklin's basic ideas.

Sec. 1 -1.7 Electric currents

Volta's discovery opened a new era in
science and technology by making electric
currents readily available. The impact
on physics can be seen in the remaining
sections of this chapter, and the im-
pact on technology in Chanter 15. Note
also the use of currents to discover new
chemical elements (especially by Humphry
Davy in England). As was mentioned in
Chapter 10, the discovery of interconnec-
tions of various kinds of natural forces
(starting with Volta) in the first part
of the nineteenth century was one of the
historical factors leading to the for-
mulation of the general law of conserva-
tion of energy.

Sec. 14.8 Electric potential difference

The concept of electric potential dif-
ference is part of the essential core of
this course, and should be carefully dis-
cussed. It serves to make the connection
between electric currents and the energy
concept (Unit 3), and will be used later
in discussing electric power transmission
and acceleration of particles.

Sec. 14.9 Electrical potential difference and current

The following may serve as a roughly
correct explanation of Ohm's law: if
opnosite charges are produced on the ends
of a piece of conducting material, an
electric field is set up in the material
and a potential difference appears across
the piece. Loose charges in the material
will drift in response to the field, in
such a direction as to neutralize the
unbalanced charge that is, to cancel
out the force field and the potential
difference. Left alone, the material
would reach a steady state of zero field
and uniform potential throughout. But
if a potential difference across the
material is continually maintained, say
by connecting a battery to the ends of
the material, then the drift of loose
charges will continue. The charges will
accelerate in the field during the time
1etween collisions with molecules of the
material. If we assume that after each



such collision the charge is scattered
in a random direction, then the average
comnonent of velocity which it will ac-
quire in the direction of the field will
be the nroduct of its acceleration and
the average time during which it is ac-
celerated:

= at =
av

tv
drift m av

As long as the force acting on the
charge--that is, the notential differ-
ence V--is small enough so that the
drift velocity is small compared to the
average thermal speed of the charge,
we can assume that the average time be-
tween collisions is roughly independent
of V. Then the current (rate of flow of
charges past a given point) will be pro-
nortional to v

drift
and hence propor-

tional to F, or to V:

I a v
dr:ft

V

which is Ohm's law.

Sec. 14.10 Electric potential difference and power

No background and develonment for
this section.

Sec. 14.11 Currents act on magnets

Here is Oersted's own account of the
history of his discovery, written in the
third nerson as part of an article on
"Thermoelectricity' for Brewster's
Edinburgh Encyclonedia (1830) Vol, 18,
n. 573-589 (in the American edition of
1832, this article is in volume 17 on
pages 715-732):

Electromagnetism itself was discovered
in the year 1820, by Professor Hans
Christian Oersted, of the university
of Conenhagen. Throughout his liter-
ary career, he adhered to the opin-
ion, that the magnetical effects are
nroduced by the same powers as the
electrical. He was not so much led
to this, by the reasons commonly al-
leged for this opinion, as by the
philosophical principle, that all
phenomena are produced by the same
original nower. In a treatise upon
the chemical law of nature, published
in Germany in 1812, under the title
Ansichten der chemischen Naturgesetze,
and translated into French, under the
title of Recherches sur l'identite
des forces electriques et chymiques,
1813, he endeavoured to establish a
general chemical theory, in harmony
with this principle. In this work,
he nroved that not only chemical af-
finities, but also heat and light are
produced by the same two powers,, which
probably might be only two different
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forms of one primordial nower. He
stated also, that the magnetical ef-
fects were produced by the same
powers but he was well aware, that
nothing in the whole work was less
satisfactory, than the reasons he
alleged for this. His researches
unon this subject were still fruit-
less. until the year 1820, In the
winter of 1819-20, he delivered a
course of lectures unon electricity,,
galvanism, and magnetism, before an
audience that had been previously
acquainted with the nrinciples of
natural philosophy. In composing
the lecture, in which he was to
treat of the analogy between magnet-
ism and electricity, he conjectured,,
that if it were nossible to produce
any magnetical effect by electricity,
this could not be in the direction
of the current, since this had been
so often tried in vain, but that it
must be nroduced by a lateral action.
This was strictly connected with his
other ideas; for he did not consider
the transmission of electricity
through a conductor as an uniform
stream, but as a succession of in-
terruptions and re-establishments
of equilibrium, in such a manner
that the electrical powers in the
current were not in quiet equilib-
rium, but in a state of continual
conflict. As the luminous and
heating effect of the electrical
current goes out in all directions
from a conductor,, which transmits
a great quantity of electricityp
so he thought it possible that the
magnetical effect could likewise
eradiate. The observations above
recorded, of magnetical effects
nroduced by lightning, in steel-
needles not immediately struck,
confirmed him in his opinion. He
was nevertheless far from expecting
a great magnetical effect of the
galvanical pile;; and still he sup-
posed that a power, sufficient to
make the conducting wire glowing,
might be required. The plan of
the first experiment was, to make
the current of a little galvanic
trough apparatus, commonly used
in his lectures, pass through a
very thin platina wire, which was
placed over a compass covered with
glass. The preparations for the
experiments were made, but some
accident having hindered him from
trying it before the lecture, he
intended to defer it to another
onnortunity; yet during the lecture,
the probability of its success ap-
peared stronger, so that he made
the first experiment in the pres-
ence of the audience. The magnet-
ical needle, though included in
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a box, was disturbed; but as the ef-
fect was very feeble, and must, before
its law was discovered, seem very ir-
regular, the exneriment made no strong
imnression on the audience. It may
annear strange, that the discoverer
made no further exneriments upon the
subject during three months; he him-
self finds it difficult enough to
conceive it: but the extreme feeble-
ness and seeming confusion of the
nhenomena in the first experiment,
the remembrance of the numerous
errors committed upon this subject
by earlier philosophers, and par-
ticularly by his friend Ritter, the
claim such a matter has to be treated
with earnest attention, may have de-
termined him to delay his researches
to a more convenient time. In the
month of July 1820, he again resumed
the exneriment, making use of a much
more considerable galvanical appa-
ratus. The success was now evident,
yet the effects were still feeble
in the first repetitions of the ex-
periment, because he employed only
very thin wires, supposing that the
magnetical effect would not take
place, when heat and light were not
produced by the galvanical current;
but he soon found that conductors
of a greater diameter give much more
effect; and he then discovered, by
continued experiments during a few
days, the fundamental law of electro-
magnetism, viz. that the magnetical
effect of the electrical current has
a circular motion round it.

Sec. 14.12 Currents act on currents

We have intentionally avoided stating
Just what the law of force between cur-
rents is--when it is attractive, when
revulsive, and how it depends on dis-
tanceso that students can "discover"
it for themselves in the lab. There is
no loss of continuity thereby as far as
the text is concerned, s_mce we never
need the details of this force law later
on.

The numerical factor of 2 x 10-7 in
the definition of the ampere may cause
some puzzlement. Although it is pos-
sible to cook up a pseudo-rational jus-
tification for it, it is probably better
to state flatly that it is arbitrary,
having merely the purpose of giving a
convenient-sized unit for currents.
(But of course the derived unit for
charge, the coulomb, is not at all con-
venient.)

Sec. 14.13 Magnetic fields and moving charges

This topic deserves careful detailed
discussion. You should familiarize your-
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self with the general exnression for the
"Lorentz force" with fields and veloci-
ties at arbitrary angles, but for the
purt,oses of this course the special case
of right angles should be sufficient.
Also,, look ahead to the applications of
this force law in Chanters 15 (electro-
magnetic induction) and 16 (E and B
vectors at right angles in electromag-
netic waves) . Chapters 18 (Thomson q/m
exneriment) and 22 (isotone separation).

Chanter 15--Background and development
is provided for Sections 15.1 and 15.3
only.

Sec. 15.1 The problem: getting energy from one p uce
to another

This chapter is intended as a change
of mace: very little physics is intro-
duced, but the applications of physics
to technology and hence to social prob-
lems are stressed. Class time should
be spent mainly on (1) explaining the
principle of electromagnetic induction
and the operation of simple generators
and motors; (2) discussion of social
impact of electric technology. The last
section, on electricity and society,
should stimulate some debate on the
general sub-iect of the value of tech-
nology. Students should be encouraged
to amplify or criticize both the op-
timistic and pessimistic views presented
in the text.

For additional background informa-
tion we recommend the biography of
Faraday by Williams, and the book Making
of the Electrical Age by Sharlin (see
bibliography for details and other books).
Sec. 15.3 Faraday's early work on electricity and lines

of force

Physics textbooks often state or
imply that Ampere discovered the cor-
rect law of force between current
elements. Actually, the law which is
now accepted and attributed to Ampere
is somewhat different from the one
Ampere himself proposed, although it is
equivalent when one integrates over the
entire current. The difference is sig-
nificant in the historical perspective
of this section: Ampere himself thought
that the force must act along the line
between the current elements. For a
detailed discussion of this point, see
R.A.R. Tricker, Early Electrodynamics,
Pergamon Press; this book includes
selections from Ampere's own papers.
(A much shorter mathematical discus-
sion may be found in Whittaker's
History of the Theories of Aether &
Electricity, vol. 1, p. 85-88 note
especially Heaviside's remarks quoted
on p. 88.)



Sec. 16.1 Introduction

The main idea to emphasize in this
Introductory section is Faraday's suqges
tion that light might be a travelling
disturbance in magnetic and electric lines
of force. Maxwell's development and
mathematical refinement of Faraday's
idea is described in the next section.

Sec. 16.2 MlaxwelPsformulationathegrinciplesof

electromagnetism

The idea of a displacement current in
an insulator is introduced to make plau-
sible Maxwell's contention that a chang-
ing electric field has a changing magnetic
field associated with it, regardless of
whether the changing electric field is
in a conductor, insulator or even in free
space. The concept of the displacement
current serves as a crutch; little time
should be spent on it.

The fact that Maxwell's mechanical
model suggested effects that hadn't been
yet observed is important. However,
the details of how the model "worked'
are of little significance. (In fact,
much difficulty was encountered by the
writers in attempting to visualize its
operation some of the arrows appear to
be in the wrong direction.)

The two important principles encom-
passed by Maxwell's theory the produc-
tion of a magnetic field by a changing
electric field, and the production of an
electric field by a changing magnetic
fieldwill likely be much clearer in the
minds of your students if you spend 5-10
minutes of class time discussing the
illustrative diagrams bordering pp. 110,
111.

Sec. 16.3 Thepmpagationofek.ctromagneticwaves

The description given of how electro-
magnetic waves propagate through space
by the reciprocal induction of electric
and magnetic fields is handicapped by
the limitations inherent in the English
language. It is extremely difficult to
phrase a description that., successfully
avoids leaving the impression that there
is a time difference in each induction.
For example, when we say that a changing
electric field "produces" a magnetic
field, we wrongly suggest that one pre-
cedes the other, when in fact they exist
simultaneously. (Draw the attention of
the students to the relevant marginal
note on p. 112.)

The remarkable similarity between
the speed of electromagnetic waves as
calculated by Maxwell and the known
value of the speed of light should be
emphasized. The similarity could have
been a coincidence, but Maxwell believed
otherwise. His subsequent mathematical
efforts resulted in an elegant and com-
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orehernsive theor of clectro-lagnetism,
but a theory which remained tc be prov,:i.

Sec. 16 4 Hertz's experiments

The experiments of Hertz provide a
classic example of the testing of the
predictions made on the basis of a theory.
Hertz shoed that electromagnetic waves
of many frequencies could exist, had
properties similar to those of light and
had the sae speed as light.

To fully understand Hertz's experiments,
students would need to know much more about
resonance--unfortunately it has not been
possible to allocate space to that dis-
cussion in the text if you have the time
and a suitable class it would be time
well spent. See E38.

The Project Physics micro-wave equip-
ment is an invaluable tool in developing
student appreciation of the "light-like"
behavior of electromagnetic waves.

Sec. 16.5 Theelectromagneticspectrum

It is worth emphasizing that whereas
the electromagnetic spectrum covers a
range of 102` in frequency (or wavelength),
all electromagnetic radiation originates
from accelerated electric charges. Be
careful to avoid making the general state-
ment that all frequencies of electromag-
netic radiation have the same speed,
unless you add in space. The fact that
the speed of radiation in a dispersive
medium depends on frequency is of course
the reason we can use prisms to obtain
the spectrum of white light, why rain-
bows are formed, etc., etc. All media
except a vacuum are dispersive to elec-
tromagnetic radiation. (Such is not
the case for sound waves.)

Sec. 16.6 Maxwell: intellectual characteristics and

attitudes

A number of interesting discussion
topics arise in this section. SG 16.24
focuses on one such topic the value of
studying original works of science. Is

Maxwell correct in his belief that
"science" can best be learned when in its
original state? Is there value in his
recommendation to study not only those
procedures that succeeded, but also those
that failed? Your students may by this
time have seen sufficient original works
quoted and discussed to have quite strong
opinions on the first of these questions.

Some might argue that Maxwell is incor-
r'ct, that it is better to learn from the
interpretation of the original work by
someone who specializes in teaching and
communication. Others might claim that
the excitement of studying original papers
more than compensates for any awkwardness
of expression that might exist in the
original work.
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The second question raised above is a
fundamental one. Those who advocate study
of only the successes of science might be
asked how in that situation a person
would gain any appreciation of the limi-
tations of scientific inquiry, or of how
scientific progress comes about. In many
cases, the "failure" of an experiment
leads to important breakthroughs in
thinking. (e.g., The failure of Kepler
in attempting to describe the motion of
the planets in terms of circular orbits
resulted in his discovery of the ellip-
tical shape of the orbits.)

Sec. 16.7 What about the ether?

As indicated in Section 13.8 and in the
text itself, the ether concept returned to
nineteenth century physics as a metaphysical
necessity for a mechanical interpretation
of the wave theory of light and electro-
magnetism. It is well known that Einstein's
1905 work on special relativity disregarded
the ether as superfluous and that his cri-
tique: of simultaneity was based on the
centrality of electrodynamic rather than
mechanical interpretations of electro-
magnetic theory. However, many myths have
grown around the origins of relativity
theory, not least of which is its supposed
dependence upon the Michelson-Morley ether-
drift experiment of 1887. And so we end
this unit with a question in the title
that can be picked up again in Secs. 18.5
and 20.1 through 20.3.

The fact that the luminiferous ether
as the electromagnetic ether died hard in
the controversies over relativity theory
early in this century can prove embarrass-
ing to a teacher whose Ftudents might dis-
cover respectable physicists writing about
the ether of space long after 1905. In
spite of the null results of Michelson-
Morley and other similar experiments (e.g.,
Rayleigh-Brace, Trouton-Noble), the gen-
eration of physicists who reached maturity
before 1900 were generally extremely re-
luctant to give up all forms of belief in
an ether. Einstein himself, after 1920,
as well as Michelson, Lorentz, Poincare,
Sir Oliver Lodge, J. J. Thomson, D. C.
Miller and others, seem to have harbored
some hope that the vacuum of space might
somehow someday be filled once again.
But the new generation of mathematically
proficient professional physicists con-
stituted a majority in favor of fields
and particles who likewise felt no need
for the ether hypothesis.
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In view of recent research the
influence of the Michelson ether drift
experiment on Linstein's special relz'tivit-,
it is probably best to consider the latter
as more of an intuitive lea., than an ex-
rerimentally-based conclusion another
example of theory at the vanguard with
experimental tests continuing a "mon-uo'
operation. In the case of the :lichelson
experiment, only during the decade of thc
twenties -'as it definitively repeated, and
by then the wave-particle duality and Bohr's
complementarity principle, among other
developments, had completely changed the
presumptions of physics. Students should
be encouraged to discover these disjunc-
tions in scientific advance for themselves,
and those who are especially curious about
space-time should be introduced to the
Project Physics supplementary chapter,
Time and Space According to the Special
Theory of Relativity. Other references
to relativity theory may be found there
and with Sec. 20.1.



Transparencies

T30 The Speed of Licht

Visualizations of the Roemer and
Michelson methods for determining
the speed of light are presented.

T31 Field Inside Conducting Sphere

A geometric and electrostatic argu-
ment shows in a step-by-step fashion
that the electric field strength
inside a hollow metallic charge-
carrying sphere is zero.

T32 Magnetic Fields and Moving Charges

A multiple transparency illustrating
forces on moving charged particles
in magnetic and electric field,
forces on current carriers, forces
on moving conductors, and the prin-
ciples of the ac and dc generators.

T33 Forces Between Current Carriers

Explanations for attractive and re-
pulsive forces between parallel cur-
rent carriers are given in terms of
moving charged particles in magnetic
fields.

T34 The Electromagnetic Spectrum

A double-transparency showing the
electromagnet spectrum with a full-
color insert of the visible spectrum,
and a number of emission and absorp-
tion spectra of the elements.

Film Loops

Standing Electromagnetic Waves

A 435 megacycle/sec transmitter feeds an
antenna at one end of a metallic trough.
When a metallic reflector is positioned
at the other end, a standing wave is
formed. Many small lamp bulbs at the
centers of tuned dipole make the pattern
visible. Polarization is shown. Finally,
the standing waves in this and the pre-
ceding two loops are displayed simultane-
ously to emphasize the existence of nodes
as a fundamental property of any standing
wave.

Films (16 mm)

F30 Speed of Light

William Siebert, MIT, MLA, 21 min-
utes, $120.00.

Outdoors at night Dr. Siebert mea-
sures the speed of light in air over
a 300-meter course using a spark-
gap, parabolic mirrors, a photocell
and an oscilloscope. In the labora-
tory he compares the speed of light
in air and in water using a high
speed rotating mirror.

Aid Summary
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F31 Introduction to Optics

E.P. Little, PSSC, MLA, 23 minutes,
$180.00 (color).

Deals with approximation that light.
travels in a straight line; shows
the four ways in which light can
be bent--diffraction, scattering,
refraction and reflection;, refrac-
tion illustrated by underwater
photography to show how objects
above water appear to a submerged
skin diver.

F32 Coulomb's Law

Eric Rogers, Princeton, MLA, 30
minutes, $150.00.

Demonstrates the inverse-square
variation of electric force with
distance, and also the fact that
electric force is directly propor-
tional to charge. Introduces the
demonstration with a thorough dis-
cussion of the inverse-square idea.
Also tests inverse-square law by
looking for electrical effects
inside a charged hollow sphere.

F33 Electrons in a Uniform Magnetic
Field

Dorothy Montgomery, Hollins College,
MLA, 11 minutes, $60.00.

A spherical cathode-ray tube with
a low gas atmosphere (Leybold) is
used to measure the curvature of
the path of electrons in a magnetic
field and, with reference to the
Millikan Experiment, the mass of
the electron is determined. The
math involved is worked out with
the experiment.

F34 Electromagnetic Waves

George Wolga, MIT, MLA, 33 minutes,
$150.00.

Shows why we believe in the unity
of the electromagnetic radiation
spectrum. Experiment shows that
the radiation arises from accelera-
ted charges and consists of trans-
verse waves that can be polarized.
Interference (Young's double-slit
experiment) is shown in four dif-
ferent rcg.,ons of electromagnetic
spectrum; X ray, visible light,
microwave and radiowave.

MLA Modern Learning Aids. See Unit 2
Teacher Guide, page 73.
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Aid Summary
Reader

Reader Articles

1. LETTER FROM THOMAS JEFFERSON, JUNE
1799
Thomas Jcfferson
1799

A great American writes about the
significant role of science in the
educata(:-1 of the individual and an
the creation of American society.

2. ON THE METHOD OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS
Albert Einstein
1934

Einstein discusses the factors that
lead to a scientific theory.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULATIONS RELATIVE
TO PHYSICAL OPTICS
Thomas Young
1855

When Thomas Young performed his fam-
ous interference experiments, Huygen's
wave theory of light had been aban-
doned in favor of the corpuscular
theory of light, But Young's experi-
ments pointed strongly to the wave
theory.

4. VELOCITY OF LIGHT
A.A. Michelson
1927

The velocity of light is a significant
constant in modern physics. A.A.
Michelson, also known for the Michelson-
Morley experiment, traces the studies,
experiments, theories and conclusions
relating to the velocity of light.

5. POPULAR APPLICATIONS OF POLARIZED LIGHT
William A. Shurcliff and Stanley S.
Ballard
1964

Bees navigate by polarized skylight
and water fleas and horseshoe crabs
by light polarized through water.
Sunglasses, camera filters, and the
not-yet successful glare-free auto
headlights operate by absorbing polar-
ized light.

6. ACTION AT A DISTANCE
James Clerk Maxwell

Maxwell explains the apparently baf-
fling behavior of one body acting on
another without any apparent connec-
tion.

7. THE ELECTRONIC REVOLUTION
Arthur C. Clarke
1962

Clarke writes here a brief informal
review of the electronic age, past
and present.
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8. THE INVENTION OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT
Mat's.hew Josephson
1959

It is generally assumed that Thomas
Edison's incandescent lamp was the
product of inspired tinkering. But
it was but one element in a more far-
reaching invention: an entire system
of electric lighting.

9. HIGH FIDELITY
Edgar Villchur
1966

Hi-fi is a much misused term. This
sc'ection discusses both the human

electronic factors involved in
accurate reproduction of sound.

10. THE FUTURE OF DIRECT CURRENT POWER
TRANSMISSION
N.L. Allen
1967

11.

Allen compares the use of alternating
and direct current for long-distance
power transmission,

JAMES CLERK MAXWELL Part II
James R. Newman
1955

Reader 3 contained the first part of
Newman's biography of this outstand-
ing mathematician and physicist. This
final part is devoted primarily to
electromagnetic theory.

12. COLLECTION OF MAXWELL'S LETTERS

13. ON THE INDUCTION OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS
James Clerk Maxwell
1881

Oersted established a connection be-
tween electric currents and magnetism;
Faraday found the connection between
magnetic fields and induced electric
currents. But it was Maxwell who
synthesized and extended the two re-
sults,

14. THE RELATIONSHIP OF ELECTRICITY AND
MAGNETISM
D.K.C. MacDonald
1964

The magnetic properties of certain
materials and the electric effects
produced, for example, from rubbing
glass with cat fur, were known in
ancient days. Oersted's experiment
with electric current and a compass
showed that electricity and magnetism
were related, Maxwell combined the
two phenomena in his electromagnetic
equations.



15. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld
1961

The formulation of Maxwell's eaua-
tions opened the new area of science
called electromagneticism and its
far-reaching consequences.

16. RADIATION BELTS AROUND THE EARTH
James Van Allen
1959

Instruments borne aloft by artifi-
cial satellites and lunar probes
indicate t--' our planet is encircled
by two zones of high energy parti-
cles, against which space f-ravelers
will have to be shielded.

17. A MIRROR FOR THE BRAIN
W. Grey Walter
1963

The brain has long puzzled men.
W. Grey Walter discusses here elec-
trophysiology, the relation between
electricity and nervous stimulation.

18. SCIENTIFIC IMAGINATION
Richard P. Feynman, Robert B. Leighton,
Matthew Sands
1913

Science demands a keen imagination.
Physics is full of concepts that we
cannot picture in our minds. There-
fore the authors recommend taking a
"mathematical view."

Aid Summary
Reader
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D47 Some Electrostatic Demonstrations

There is a great wealth of good demon-
strations in electrostatics. We have
:.rigid to make a selection on the basis
of what is most important, what can be
understood, what is likely to be remem-
bered, what relates to other topics in
the course. Since the equipment for
giving demonstrations varies so greatly
and most of it is well known, we have
described a minimum number of specific
techniques, We prefer to encourage
the teacher's enthusiasm for his own
favorite demonstrations rather than to
prescribe a set of procedures.

The Basic Argument

When different materials are brought
into close contact and then separated,
each is likely to show a change In be-
havior they may attract or repel other
bits of matter. These changes in be-
havior are called "electrical effects,"
and a body showing these effects is said
to have an "electrical charge." It is
important to note that unaided human
senses do not respond to the presence of
charges. This means that we can detect
the presence of charges on an object
only by observing the effects which they
produce on another object.

Demonstrations

There are many ways to produce charges
and to show the kind of behavior that is
called "electrical effect," such as at-
tracting bits of paper. One specific
technique will be useful in a later dem-
onstration, so it should be tried here.

Stick a strip (6 to 12 inches) of
plastic tape (such as plastic electric
tape or Scotch brand "magic transparent")
to a strip of vinyl; call this unit A.
Prepare a second similar unit; call it B.
If the process of preparing the units
charges them, they must be discharged
before starting the demonstrations. This
may be done by running cold water over
them, and drying them either by waving
In air or patting with a towel. The two
units neither attract nor repel each other.

When unit A is pulled apart, new be-
havior is observed. The tape attracts
unit B; the vinyl also attracts B; and
the tape attracts the vinyl.

Now pull unit B apart, and additional
behavior patterns can be observed. The
two tapes repel each other, and so do
the two vinyls.

The above, or similar, demonstrations
show that there are three patterns of
behavior which the students observe:
attraction, repulsion, and no ford at
all. The results can be summarized in
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a table,, but be careful at this stage not
to let your prejudice as a teacher who
"knows the answers" misinterpret the evi-
dence obtained so far. There are three
behavior patterns, suggesting three states
of charge.

Type X Type Y Type Z

Type X no forces attraction attraction.

Type Y attraction repulsion attraction

Type Z attraction attraction repulsion

This is not the time to explain that
"Type X" is uncharged. After all, Type X
does show the electric behavior cf at-
tracting Y and Z.

Some properties of electric charge can
be showr most easily with an electroscope.
The expl,.nation of the electroscope is
not simple, and is not really relevant.
If the description is given at all, use
terms that are consistent with but do not
actually imply, a fluid theory of elec-
tricity. Quantization of charge is a
later and not at all obvious discovery
although most students will have a vague
familiarity with "electrons." It is only
required at this point that the student
realize that an electroscope works be-
cause, when charge', the mutual repulsion
or attraction of its parts causes a light
vane to swing out.

An electroscope that is encased on two
sides by glass can be made more visible
to a class by projection. Almost any
small filament light source placed a short
distance from the electroscope will pro-
ject a shadow onto the blackboard ade-
quately, even in a fully lit room.

CONSERVATION OF CHARGE

If a pie tin or coffee can is placed
on top of the electroscope, any charged
body lowered into the tin will cause the
electroscope vane to deflect. With this
"Faraday ice pail" apparatus we can dem-
onstrate a most important aspect of
electric :barges: the two forms of charge
we called Y and Z tend to cancel each
otner. (A description of Faraday's "ice
pail" experiment can be found in Holton
and Roller, p. 443.)

Prepare a tape-vinyl unit and produce
the two charges by separating the strips.
Lower one at a time into the tin to show
that they are, in fact, charged. Now
drop the tape into the tin and leave it
there. When you drop the vinyl in (get
it all the way in, but do not touch the
tin with your fingers), the vane will
return toward its normal position. If
you have moved rapidly enough so that
charge leakage has been small, the
charges should almost exactly neutralize
each other.
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Annarently the tree kinds of -har,;e
tend to cancel each other's effects. Our
demonstration suggests,, r.learly dnr
not prove, that wnen creating the teo
charges by pulling the strips anart, you
created equal amounts, and that when you
at them back into the can, one charge

gust cancelled the other.

The fact that the tape-vinyl unit was
of Type N (it did not pick up bits of
paper and aid not attract another tape-
vinyl unit) suggests that Type X in
Table 1 is not really a tnird type of
c.iarge at all. It can be considered as
having eaual amounts of Type Y and Type
Z--or, in normal language of physics,
Type N is merely the condition of being an-
charged.

It is at this point in the argument
that it is reasonable to talk about two
kinds of charge wh: -h we could continue
to call Y and Z, but which are called
( +) and (-) in physics. Point out that
there is no evidence for the existence
of any tnirL: '--.1rd of charge.

At this point, students thinking about
Table I may recognize a problem. The
first column in the table implies that
Type X, the uncharged state, can attract
(cr be attracted by) the ( +) and (-)
charges, but cannot exhibit repulsion!
Let tie students ponder this one; do not
give them an answer:

INDUCTION

If a charge is brought near an electro-
scope, the observed deflection cannot be
accounted for by saying that the electro-
scope has been given a charge. Let the
students discuss this; guide them to the
usefulness of representing various steps
with the aid of strip-like cartoons, as
found on page 484 of Holton and Roller.
You may not have to tell them that this
behavior can be explained in terms of a
redistribution of the charges on the
electroscope. Let the students develop
the thesis that, although the electroscope
still has as much (4-) charge as (-)
charge, the forces described by Table 1
coula result in a redistribution of
charges. After the students have worked
out a solution in their own words, you
can introduce the language of induction.

It may be useful at this stage to
introduce the technique of charging an
object by induction. If a demonstration
is given without any comment from the
teacher, it can be a good homework orob-
lom for students to try to explain the
technique. We do not want to become
sidetracked into a lengthy demonstration
or discussion of specialized techniques,
but in the experiment on Coulomb's law
it will be necessary to charge pithballs
by induction.
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ELECTRIC CHARGES AND "ELECTRICITY"

It may be imnossible to put students
in the frame of mind that existed when
no direct connection between static and
current electricity was known. Today
students are so used to the term "elec-
tricity" that they may find it impossible
to believe that anyone ever really thought
that the two phenomena called by the same
name could be different.

Suggest to the students that there is
a problem here, but that they already
have a possible solution to it We recog-
nize charges by the effects they produce
repulsion and attraction. Students do
not usually think of these same effects
us indicators of the presence of electric
currents.

When the students were asked to "ex-
plain" why an uncharged electroscope
deflects when brought near a charge
(induction), they accepted the idea that
charges could move as they redistributed
themselves on the electroscope. Ask the
students whether a charge in motion ex-
hibits behavior which we associate with
current electricity.

An electroscope can be charged (or
discharged) through a neon bulb, such as
the bulb used in a blinkyc or NE-2. The
glow is brief and dim but visible.

Transfer charge from a charged elec-
troscope to a metal plate on an insulating
handle. Discharge the electroscope com-
pletely by grounding it. Now transfer
the charge from the plate back onto the
electroscope through the leads of the
neon bulb, The bulb will flash. A sen-
sitive meter, about 50 should give
just a perceptible kick if used in place
of the bulb.

There is the inverse question: can a
current source be made to exhibit the
behavior that we use to detect charges?
This effect is difficu't to show without
having to introduce techniques that dis-
tract from the issue at hand. Simply
(-)nnecting the terminals of a cell to
the electroscope will not produce any
deflection. A high voltage supply
giving 500 volts or more should give a
small deflection. (Note that a charged
comb, which produces deflection in an
electroscope, must be a high voltage
source, although a very weak transient
current source.)

For lower voltages it is necessary to
add extra capacitance to the system. A
metal plate is placed on the top of the
electroscope plate, the plates separated
by a piece of paper. Attach terminals
of a 45v (or more) cell to the two plates,
Disconnect the lead to the electroscope,
and then pull the upper plate away. The
electroscope will show considerable de-
flcction.



THE CHARGE THAT IS "LOOSE" IN SOLIDS

There are other ways than those men-
tioned for separating charge from neutral
matter using heat, light, chemical re-
action, magnetism and radioactivity, The
chemical-reaction effect has already been
demonstrated by the battery. Almost in-
variably, the charge that can be separated
is that kind which has been named "-",
suggesting that in conducting solids the
"+" charges are more or less fixed in
place and the "-"charges are loose and
can move around.

Ultraviolet light can knock electric
charge out of some metals. Shine a light
source with a strong ultraviolet component
(carbon arc, mercury arc) on a freshly
cleaned (with sandpaper or steel wool)
zinc plate atop the electroscope. If the
electroscope has been given a "+" charge,
nothing will happen (because any "-"
charge knocked out will be pulled back
immediately). If the electroscope has
been given a "-" charge, the leaves will
quickly collapse.,

If a metal wire is made quite hot,
some electric charge is freed by the agi-
tation. If the heating is done in a
vacuum, the charge can drift across to
an oppositely charged plate. The IK3
(IG3, IB3) vacuum tube is such a setup.
Charge knocked out of the hot wire can
drift to the cylinder if the cylinder
has a charge opposite to that of the
escaped charge. Connect the plate ter-
minal on top of the tube to the electro-
scope and charge the electroscope "-".
Connect the filament terminals to a 1.5v
battery to heat the wire. Then repeat
the experiment with the electroscope
charged ",." (The "-" charge freed from
the wire will be pulled to the plate and
balance the "+" charge on the electro-
scope, causing it to collapse quickly.)

The appearance of charged particles
emitted in radioactivity is discussed in
a later lab.

ELECTRIC FIELD

Here are two methods that can be used
to explore the shape of electric fields:

1. Place electrodes of various shapes
into a dish of oil and charge them with
a Wimshurst machine or Van de Graaff
generator. Grass seeds, hair clippings,
lycopodium, etc,. sprinkled on the oil,
will polarize and line up along the elec-
tric field direction. A transparent tray
can be used on the overhead projector

2. Suspend a charged pithball from a
stick on a thin insulating thread, and
use it as a roughly quantitative Indi-
cator of fields around charge spheres,
plates and wires.
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Use a point light source to project
the demonstration. The angle between the
thread and the vertical gives a rough
measure of the forces. Show the uniformity
of the field near a large plate, and the
l/r drop-off of the field near a long
charged wire.

To prevent leakage of charge from the
pointed ends of a charged wire, fit the
ends with small metal spheres. Even a
smooth small blob of solder at the ends
should help.

Plastic strips rubbed with cloth are
adequate for charging well-insulated
spheres, plates, or wires.

D48 The Electrophorus

The electrophorus consists of two parts:
a slab of wax or other non-conductor, and
a circular metal plate, (slightly smaller
than the wax) with an insulating handle.

1. Charge the wax by rubbing it with fur.
2, Place the metal plate down on it.
3. Touch the top surface of the metal

plate.
4. Lift the metal plate off the wax slab,

by the insulating handle.
5. Show that the metal plate is charged

by using it to charge an electroscope,
or by discharging it through a neon
bulb. On a dry day you may be able to
draw a spark from it.

6. Discharge the metal plate completely.

Steps 2-6 can now be repeated over and
over again without recharging the wax:

Where does all this charge come from?
Why does the wax not lose its charge? Is
this a violation of conservation of charge?

To explain the apparent paradox draw a
series of diagrams showing the situation
at each step:

1. The wax is charged by rubbing

1

4. 4. 4- 0-+ }

2, Negative charge of wax attracts posi-
tive charge to bottom of metal plate,
repels negative charge to top. There is
separation of char;e in the plate, but it
still has no net charge.
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3. Some negative charge leaves plate via
demonstrator's finger, hand, arm, etc. to
earth. When finger is removed, plate has
net + charge.

4.

5.

6. No chargct on metal plate, all original
charge on wax remains.
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This explains why the wax retains its
original charge. But it does not explain
how we were able to charge the electro-
scope, or light the neon bulb repeatedly,
since the action requires an expenditure
of energy every time. Is this a violation
of the law of conservation of energy? Or,,

if not, where does this apparently unlimit-
ed energy come from? The answer is that
work is done by the demonstrator every time
he separates the metal plate (+ charge)
from the wax (- charge), in step 4.

D49 Currents and Forces

(Do before Experiment 35*)

The purpose of this demonstration is
twofold. It introduces the students to
the apparatus used in the experiments;
this will save them valuable time. It
points out that the spatial configuration
of the two currents whether they are
parallel, perpendicular or antiparallel
has an effect on the forces that result:
Among other things, these relationships
are an important part of the design of
the current balance; an understanding
of why only the top wire of the fixed
loop is considered depends upon the dis-
cussions developed in this demonstration.

Forces exist between two parallel (or
antiparallel) currents, but not between
currents that are perpendicular.

Equipment

1 current balance, with the longest
loop

1 power supply, 6-8V dc

2 rheostats--5 ohms, 5 amps

2 ammeters, 0-5 amps dc wire leads

ring stand with test-tube clamp

hook-up wire with alligator clips

paper clips



Procedure

1. Turn the frame upside down and
stand it vertically. This provides a
horizontal wire (of 10 turns) near the
top of the frame.

2. Support the balance beam, with the
longest loop attached, so that it can
swing freely with the loop just above
the top of the fixed coil. One way to
do this is to support the knife edges
on paper clips which are in turn held
by alligator clips.

you have one of the older (1966-67)
versions of the current balance you can
hold the balance support bar in a test
tube clamp.

3. Set the balance for minimum sensi-
tivity by sliding the sensitivity clip
sown as far as it will go. (In this way
the interaction between the loop and the
earth's field will not be observed.)

4. Connect the balance loop through
the rheostat and ammeter to the power
supply. Adjust the current to about 4
amps.

Connect the fixed coil in a similar
way, and set the current in it to 4 amps
or so. The values of the currents are
not critical. Since students may not
have had much experience connecting elec-
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tric circuits,, it is probably best to
make these connections in front of the
class, not ahead of time. This is the
time to explain some of the terms such
as resistance and rheostat that are used
in the student notes. A running commen-
tary or a dialogue between teacher and
class on what is being done, and why,,
will be informative.

The Demonstration

By moving the ring stand or the frame
into different relative positions, you
can show students the following relation-
ships:

1. If the wires are perpendicular,
there is no observable force between
them.

2. If the wires are parallel and in
the same horizontal plane,, there is an
observable force the direction of which
(attraction or repulsion) depends upon
the relative directions of the currents
(parallel or antiparallel).

1

The same current in the bundles of ten
parallel wires has a much (ten times)
bigger effect than the same current in
the single blue wire:

3. If the wires are parallel, but the
balance loop is directly above the fixed
loop, there is no observable thrust:

Be sure to discuss this until students
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realize that there may be a force, but
that this balance does not respond to
it it is a vertical thrust (up or down
depending upon whether currents are
antiparallel or parallel).

D50 Currents, Magnets and Forces

(Do before Experiment 36)

This demonstration prepares students
for Experiment 36, Currents, Magnets and
Forces. A clear demonstration before
the experiment will save time and point
out some important observations that the
students might otherwise overlook. The
demonstration shows that there is a force
between magnets and currents and estab-
lishes the relationship between the
directions of current, magnetic field
and force.

Students may have discovered some of
this for themselves in the early part
of Experiment 35*.

Equipment

1 current balance with longest loop
in place

1 power supply

I ammeter (0-5 amp dc)

1 variac or 1 rheostat (5 ohm, 5 amp)

2 ceramic magnets on iron yoke

2 ceramic ring magnets, if possible.
These can be any size, but should
have center hole of at least 1/2°
diameter.

wire leads

1 ring stand and test tube clamp

Procedure

Set up the current balance with the
longest loop clipped to the balance beam.
The current balance frame serves only as
a convenient support for the balance beam
in this demonstration. The:-e will be no
current in the fixed coils, Point this
out at the beginning of the demonstration.
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Connect the loop to the ammeter end
power supply. Have either a rheostat
in this circuit, or use P "ariac on the
power supply.

Adjust the current to about 2-4 amps.
The exact value is important.

A. Current and Field Perpendicular

Place the magnet-pair on the current
balance shelf so that the balance loop
passes through the field.

Turn on the current and note the direction
of the thrust.

The usual variations are possible.
Show the effect of the following changes
on the direction of the force:

1, Reverse the current by interchanging
the leads to the balance.

2. Invert the magnet-pair

3. Reverse both the field and the
current.

All the orientations stICied so far
will have caused a detectable force on
the loop. Now turn the magnet-pair
through 90° (magnetic field now horizontal),
again making sure that the loop passes
through the center of the field. There
is no visible displacement of the loop..
Is this because there is no force it. this
orientation, or is it because there is a
force but in such a direction that it
doesn't cause the pivoted loop to move?
Remind students that this balance doesn't
respond to vertical forces.

At this stage, if he has not already
done so, the demonstrator must establish
directions that describe the orientation
of the current, magnets and force, The
directions of the current and of the force
are easily defined. If the students have
not already been introduced to the idea
of magnetic field, this is the time to do
so. The important point at this stage is
to establish the direction of the field.
Using a small compass or iron filings,
show that the field between the faces of
two ceramic magnets is perpendicular to
the faces.

Now we can go back and discuss the
relative orientation of current, magnetic
field and force in the different parts of
the demonstration, Students should be
able to see without too much difficulty
that an inference of our demonstration,
so far, is that when current and magnetic



field are perpendicular to each other,, the
force on the current is mutually perpendi-
cular to both. Teachers may, if they
want, go on to develop a rule for the
directions of current, field and thrust
(e.g the left-hand rule where I;
current -index finger; first finger
field; thumb--thrust).

B. Current and Field Parallel

With ring magnets you can demonstrate
that there is no force on a wire if the
current is along the direction of the
magnetic field.

Disconnect one end of the magnesium
loop, and slide the ring magnets, properly
oriented to give a field (unlike poles
facing) over the loop. Reconnect the
loop.

Use a little putty to support the
magnets on the shelf, a few inches apart.

The distance is not critical and may
depend on the size and strength of the
rings. Adjust the balance loop so that
the wire hangs freely in the center of
the rings.

As current is switched on and off, the
only effect on the balance will be a
small one due to the earth's field (which
can be avoided by adjusting the sensitivity
to a minimum). If any deflection is ob-
served, repeat the test without the magnets
in position to show that the observed
deflection was in fact due to the earth's
field.

The inference of this demonstration is
that with current and field parallel,
there is no force on the current. (You
may again want to show the direction of
the field between these two magnets, using
a small compass.) If students object that
there may still be a force but a vertical
one and therefore undetected by our bal-
ance invite them to find an orientation
of current and field (while still keeping
their parallel, of course) that does pro-
duce a horizontal force.

C. The Interaction Between the Earth's
Field and the Balance Loop

procedure

Set the sensitivity to a maximam.
(This probably means using two sen.litiv-
ity clips, one at the top of the vertical
rod, one midway; see Equipment Note.)
Adjust the current in the balance loop
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to 4 amps cr so; turn it off-. Set the
balance to rest,, and set the zero-mark
level with the pointer arm; then turn on
the current. The pointer deflects. Show
that the deflection depends on the size
of the current in the loop. Remind stu-
dents that there is no current in the
fixed coils.

Students already know that there is
an interaction between magnets and
currents, but there is no magnet near
the current now, nor is there another
current nearby. This deflection is
caused by the earth's magnetic field.

D51 Electric Fields

Mapping of an electric field can be
done as follows: place a small glass tray
on the stage of an overhead projector and
fill it with water. Place the projector
microammeter next to it. Connect a 45-
volt battery to two electrodes in the
water, and explore the electric field in
the water with two wires connected to the
microammeter. Equipotential lines are
traced by seeking zero voltage positions;
lines of force are traced by seeking maxi-
mum voltage positions. (The latter re-
quires a constant distance between
electrodes; a small loop of thread will
do.) This can be done individually by
putting a piece of white paper at the
bottom of the tray and using pencils for
electrodes.

The audio oscillator-amplifier with
small loudspeakers can also be employed
for an audio output.

D52 Demonstrations and Experiments
With Microwaves

(For details on operation of apparatus
see Equipment Note, p. 81; see also
Experiment 38* for application of micro-
waves to communication.)

Because most classes will have only
one set of microwave equipment these
experiments have not been described in
the Student Handbook. But some students
at least should be given a chance to use
the equipment and do for themselves the
experiments described here.

Thy. microwave region is intermediate
between radio and light in the electro-
magnetic spectrum.

With a microwave oscillator and detector
one C".1 demonstrate the properties of elec-
tromagnetic radiation.
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Reflection, Transmission
Material Reflection Transmission
Metal good none

Wire screen good poor
Dry paper no yes
Wet paper some no
Human hand some no

Glass some some

Paraffin some some

Refraction can be shown by the focussing
effect of a semi-cylindrical lens formed
by allowing paraffin wax to solidify in
a small juice can (Fig. 1).

Standing Waves

C'.5(..14;.,970174

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

1-6/15 DV-66702

Ir

(76rial. REFLECTOR

Explore the region between source and
reflector. The distance between neigh-
boring nodes (minima) is half a wave-
length. From A and c= 3 x 108 m/sec

calculate f = (f is about 8 x 108

cycles per second.)

Diffraction

a) A narrow aluminum screen is provided.
Place it 12 cm in front of the source.
Explore the field 5 cm behind the screen
and at greater distances, Observe the
maximum in the center of the "shadow."

b) Mask one-half the source with the
large screen placed about 12 cm in front
of the source. Explore the intensity of
the field as the detector is moved paral-
lel to the screen and about 5 cm behind
it. You migh.. use the meter to record
and plot intensity, You should be able
to resolve at least two maxima: If the
signal is weak, use the amplifier (con-
nect diode to input, meter to output
see Equipment Note).

Note that the intensity at the first
maximum is greater than when there is no
screen present.
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c) Use the two large screens to make
a single slit about 10 cm in front of the
source, The slit should be about 4 cm
wide. Explore the region behind the slit.

C.5044.arop

'750141470R

'

(B)

Two-Source Interference Fig. 3

scacedu 2676-61-0R

WWI DETECTOR

A two-source extension horn is supplied.
Place the two-source extension over the
horn of the generator: Explore the field
about 25 cm in front of the two sources
and plot the positions of maxima and mini-
ma. At least 3 maxima should be picked
up on either side of the central one.

This method can be used to calculate
wavelength. Use either the formula

A = , or the fact that any point on the

first nodal line is one-half wavelength
further from one source than the other:

ASINI-S2N1 = f

For the first (non-central) antinode
(maximum) we have

2A
SIAI-S2A1 =

and for the next node
3A

S1N2-S2N2 = T-

etc.

Lloyd's Mirror

In this variation of the two-source
experiment, the source and its own image
act as the two sources: It is much easier
to demonstrate with microwaves than with
light because the greater wavelength makes
the adjustments less critical and the
interference pattern larger.



Position the source and detector so
that intensities of the direct and re-
flected radiation are about equal. Move
the detector towards and away from the
mirror, or keep the detector and source
fixed and move the mirror.

The variation in total intensity at
the detector is analogous to radio
"fading." The metal reflector acts
the part of the ionosphere (see Experiment
#38*) .

N

/41.N70/?*

iCRUN
Fig. 5

Polarization

007471,1?

It is much easier to demonstrate (and
explain) polarization with microwaves
than with light.

The radiation from the microwave gen-
erator is plane polarized, with the elec-
tric vector vertical. When the detector
is held with the antenna vertical the
signal is maximum: the (varying) vertical
electric field causes movement of electrons
up and down the antenna. As the antenna
is rotated the effect decreases and dis-
appears when the antenna is horizontal
(perpendicular to the field).

A polarizer (copper strips plated on
a piece of board) is provided. With the
antenna held vertically, place the polari-
zer between it and the source. Rotate
the polarizer about a horizontal axis:
the signal is maximum wnen copper strips
are horizontal and becomes zero when they
are vertical,

Don't talk about picket fences or slots
in pieces of card and rope waves at this
state!

Why does the polarizer work to cut off
radiation when the copper strips are paral-
lel to the E field? In this orientation
the varying E field causes a displacement
of the electrons in the copper, just as it
does in the vertical antenna. It is this
displacement, induced by the radiation
itself, that causes reflection of the
radiation. It is because there are free
electrons present in metals that they are
better reflectors than non-metals, at
light frequencies as well microwave fre-
quencies.

Demonstrations
D52

You can demonstrate that the polarizer
is in fact acting as a reflector by plac-
ing it at a slight angle and detecting
the reflected radiation. When the copper
strips are horizontal (perpendicular to
the E field) electronic displacement is
restricted and reflection is much less.

But not all polarizers work by re-
flection. An open hand, fingers verti-
cal, acts as a good polarizer too. Here
the radiation is partly absorbed, partly
reflected. As the hand is rotated the
transmitted signal Increases and reaches
a maximum when the fingers are horizontal.

Most polarizers of visible light
("Polaroid," tourmaline crystals, etc.)
evidently work by absorptlon rather than
reflection. These materials have a lin-
ear structure, similar in principle to
our microwave polarizers, but on a much
smaller scale.

For modulation of microwaves and
application to communication, see
Experiment 38*.



Film Loops

L41

L41: Standing Electromagnetic Waves

The intensity would go down inversel,.
as the square of the distance if the
radiating dipole were in free snare.
Because of the cavity the observed de-
crease of intensity is not as rapid as
this.

Although the energy distribution in-
side the cavity is far from uniform in
space, the total power (almost 7() watts)
supplied by the transmitter is constant
in time. The student might expect that
when the standing w&ve exists in the
cavity all or most of the reflected
energy woul6 be re-absorbed by the trans-
mitter, reducing the net radiation re-
quired. This is true, but the meter
reads the forward power, not the net
power. Some of the power of the trans-
mitter is used to balance losses of
energy (the cavity is not closed on all
sides). Also, some electromagnetic
radiation is re-emitted in all direc-
tions by the receiving dipoles in which
electrons are flowing.



E3T: Young's ExperimentMeasuring the
Wavelength of Light

In this experiment a "showcase lamp"
(e.o., Macalaster Scientific Cat. No.
1335, or from local stores) is probably
best for classroom demonstration. The
6V automobile lamp from the Millikan
apparatus can be used by small croups of
students for this demonstration and for
the experiment itself.

You might want to have students see
diffraction of light from a point source
by a circular aperture (pin prick in tin-
foil or opaque paper). This is also
suggested under "Some More Experiments"
at the end of the student notes.

For a point light source you can use
the small light source (AA cell and bulb)
used for strobe photograph, or the
Millikan light source viewed end-on.

To observe interference, not only must
the light sources be small and close to
each other, but the light waves that
travel from the sources to any point P
must have a sharply defined phase differ-
ence that remains constant with time.
This essential condition, called coherence,
is not mentioned in the student notes.

The cardboard tubes mentioned in the
two-slit pattern observation are from
the telescopic kit. Make sure to remove
the objective lens!

The set-up shown in Fig. 2 is import-
ant. Any light that enters the tube
except through the double slits will
spoil the interference pattern. If the
dark part of the film is not black use
black tape or colloidal graphite to make
it opaque.

One important feature of the experi-
ment is that students do not need to work
in a darkroom. The telescope tubes serve
as individual darkrooms.

Earlier versions of the magnifier-
with-scale will not fit into the narrow
tube. They will fit into the wider tube;,
tape may be needed to give a snug fit.

In finding the wavelength of the trans-
mitted light in Q4, the slit spacing d is
about 0.2 mm. The students should remember
that for any wave motion v

Q6 Wavelength is too small for nodes,
antinodes to be seen.

Q7 Because of short wavelength diffrac-
tion, effects are not usually noticed.

Experiments
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CcntraL,t Le:,;:a_c_r of sound (%savelenath
10' grLater) %chich Moos round

corners" quite well.

,28 The first one that comes to rind is
the lAterference colors produced by a
thin film (e.g., by reflection from an
oil layer on a puddle) but students
probably won't realize that this is an
interference effect until you tell them.
There is more on this in "suggestions for
some more experiments."

In item 3 of "suggestions for some
more experiments," glass flats work even
better than clean microscope slides.

E33 Electric Forces I

Several important points that are not
brought out in the experiment should be
mentioned in discussion and, where pos-
sible, demonstrated by the instructor:

1. By "generation' of electric charge
we really mean separation of charge. The
two rubbed objects acquire equal and op-
posite amounts of charge. No new charge
is created. This is demonstrated con-
vincingly in D47. Indeed, electric
charge should be added to the list of
conserved quantities that have already
been discussed mass, momentum, energy.

2. Rubbing or "peeling off" is not
the only way to separate electric
charge. Charge can also be produced by
heating and by shining light on the
surface (demonstration D47). Chemical
reactions (separation of charged ions
by electrolysis) and radioactive reac-
tions (emission of charged particles)
should also be mentioned.

Several comments about experimental
techn:que are also in order. On humid
days the charged tapes may have to be
replaced fairly often, since they will
tend to discharge through the air. The
surface of the table should be clean,
dry and non greasy it should also be
smooth enough that the tape can be peeled
off easily. If there are no such tables
around, a glass plate cr any hard plastic-
covered surface will do equally well.
One should always hold two tapes up with
non-sticky sides facing each other, since
they might otherwise stick together and
alter each other's charge. Finally, it
may often be helpful to fold over about
1/4" of tape on one end before pasting it
to the table. The non-sticky surface
will make a convenient tab to pull up
the tape by.
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02 The ti.o tape c7, if they are c,larae'
in identical ways, should have sa-e
charge. toe' should therefoie repel each
other when. held close together.

03 The third tape, being charcied, will
interact with the other two. It will
probably rent I, and be repelled
the first two. Of course if the first
two tapes attracted each other the third
will be attracted to one, and be re-
pel led b the other.

Q4 If the two tapes are properly pee led
apart after heind removed from the table,
they should be oppositely charged, and
should attract each other. Again, one
should be careful not to get the tapes
into a situation where they can stick
together' peeling them apart would alter
the charge.

Q5 When each of the two tapes is brought
near the original test strip (which may
need replacement by now,, especially on a
damp day) one finds the test strip will
attract one, repel the other of the
separated pair of strips.

Q6 The behavior of A and B differ in
that any charged object that is attracted
to A is repelled by P, and vice versa.

Q6a All charged obiects will fit into
one or the other of these groups,, namely
"attracted to A" or "attracted to B."
A and B are attracted to each other.
rhereforc, when making a table, A is
alaced in the "attracted to B" column,
and B in the "attracted to A" column.

Q8 The electric force is responsible
for all these effects.

Q9 The reasons for an attractive force
always arising between a charged and an
uncharaed body are explained more fully
in the text. For a more difficult puzzle
that also depends on induction,
demonstrate the electrophorus to stu-
dents (see D48).

E34: Electric ForcesCoulomb's Law

Will the experiment work?*

As in all electrostatics, the success
of this experiment depends heavily on
local conditions. Two factors should be
considered:

First, the balance, of necessity, is
a sensitive instrument: students need

*You might have the PSSC film on Coulomb's
Law (#0403 available from MLA) on hand,
just in case. Running time: 30 min.
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tear, 1.th to reduck the tiro it,;,ite,'
'cr the experirent and t(
currents in the laboratory. A simple
dampino device, a pin moving in an oil
bath, has been devised to reduce the
annoying tendency of the balance to
oscillate excessively.

Time second condition that determines
the probability of success is the rate
at which charge leaks from the balls.
Under extreme, usually unpredictable,
conditio:s of dampness it will be impos-
sible to carry out this experiment.

Local drying of the atmosphere may be
possible in your laboratory.

a) Leave the steam heat on over the
previous night. Success of the experi-
ment may be worth the discomfort of a
hot laboratory.

b) A large aquarium tank from your
school's biology department, may allow
you to perform the experiment as a
demonstration-experiment inside a
partially enclosed space. Dry this
space with heat lamps, but start them
well in advance of the period.

There are several methods available
for measuring the small forces involved
in this experiment. The balance used
here has the particular merit that it
does not require indirect geometrical
calculations. As the students do the
experiment, they have a real and obvious
sense that they are measuring forces.

Alternative experiments on the force
between charged bodies could be substitu-
ted here, of course (e.g., PSSC experi-
ment IV-3, "The Force Between Two Charged
Spheres"--equipment is Coulomb's Law
Apparatus No. 1002, $8.00 from Macalaster
Scientific Corp.). That experiment,
however involves resolution of forces,
a topic that our students have not en-
countered. The experiment described
here involves a simple balancing of
forces, a technique that students will
use again in the current balance and the
electrolysis expo:iment:,.

You are urged to preassemble the
equipment, if at all possible,, to save
classroom time. Even if students are to
assemble the balances, parts should be
prepared plastic slivers cut, balls
coated--before the lab period begins.
Besides saving time, it may help to
reduce the handling of these small bits
of equipment. Caution students to touch
slivers only by the ends, not by the
center portion or the edges, and not to
charge the slivers by rubbing them, etc.

Better success has been reported with
the use of the milky white polyethylene



4 than with the clear plastic cut from
electrostatic chargina strips. Some
teachers nave successfully used plastic
"drink sticks," toothpicks, etc.

Slivers should be about 5 cm long,
pointed at one end. They must be clean
and dry. The other end should fit snugly
into a soda straw.

Although polyfoam balls have been
used and are usually supplied by manu-
facturers, some teachers report greater
success with pith balls.

It is important that the halls have
a heavy coatina of graphite in alcohol.

Student notes do not give directions
for cuttina the slivers or for painting
the balls. If you want the students to
perform these steps, you will have to
aive them directions, verbal or dittoed.

If the balls and slivers have been
nrepared ahead of time, they can be
dried under a heat lamp or radiant neater.
Do riot overheat!

Almost any small plastic container
will serve as the base for the balance.
It should be about 3/4" to 1" across.
Containers for Polaroid Print Coater
work well.

The notches must be smooth if the
balance is to swing freely.

Stray induced charges in the tabletop
can ruin this experiment when the balance
is too close to the table. The balance
must be far enough above the table so
that charging it will not result in a
change in the horizontal balance position
described in tlir student notes. How faz
this must be depends upon the local
conditions, but 10 centimeters should
be adequate. A book (or two) or a box
or a plastic cup can be used as a base
support (Fig. 1).

For dampina, any sliahtly viscous
liquid will do, such as glycerine, min-
eral oil, vacuum pump oil, etc. To pre-
vent tipping, the container must be
firmly taped to its base support.

A paddle small piece of cord-- on the
vertical pin will further increase the
damping. Lubricating the bearing with
oil may help the balance to swing freely.

A larger charge will generally be
obtained when charging is by induction
rather than contact. Besides, "scraping"
charge onto (or off) the balance ball can
disrupt the balance. But students may
not have had much information about
"charging by induction." So it is not
suggested in their instructions.

Measuring distances between the centers
of the spheres

The induced charges in a ruler held
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1. Tht pr(.1em 1,; to 111,e up your (ye,
3 spluro and a ruler -. r.c , ,-:, 1,111:.(I t:1,.
sphere. Students al nc,t he et}' famili.Ar
with parallax and the ways t, reduce it.
A nirror, nanciLaa-size Cl ' a littlt latcpi,
%%ill do (try the local 7) .aid 10-cent
store) . Stick centim(..te: tape along the
longer edge and stand the mirror in a
vertical position about 5 cm behind the
balance. When the charged sphere, or
the sliver, lines up with its imaae in
the mirror, parallax has been eliminated.
This techniouo is r,ften used with pre-
cision meters.

2. centimeter tape can be stuck to the
ring stand post. If the students record
thc position of the clamp at each step
of the experiment, they can reset these
positions when the exnerimental Procedure
is over and aet the distance between
centers of the spheres by direct measure-
ment. At this staae it will not matter
if the ruler is brought right up to the
spheres.

Urge students to work smoothly but
quickly. For example, let one record
data while the other observes.

If students work from small to large
forces v charges closer as experiment
proceeds), they will be following the
student notes. If there is appreciable
charge leakage during the minute or so
required for thc experiment, the results
of a plot may be ambiguous. Usually,
under these circumstances, the student's
plot of r aaainst l/d looks almost as
linear as one of F against 1/d2.

However, if students proceed from
large to small forces (moving charges
from close up to farther apart), then
the ambiguity is liktly to he between
F vs. 1/d2 and F vs. 1/e! You might
ask half the class to reverse the order
given in their experiment notes, but be
sure to allow time for discussion so
that students can compare results from
both methods.

It is important to have the students
perform the final part of the force vs.
distance procedure as described in the
student notes. If they have taken meas-
urements while bringing the charges
closer together, they must finish by
removing one or two hooks and checking
the separation required to reestablish
balance. This measurement will probably
not agree Oth their earlier data for
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this number of weights. Of ccwrse, if
the students have reversed the order and
taken measurements %,hile novina the
charges farther apart, they 2.111 perform
the "check" by adding a hook or two at
a tine and then comparing the balance
position with a previous reading.

Only by actually performing this check
will students observe directly lust how
serious the charge leakaae has been.

Student notes do not suggest ways to
decide what mathematical relationship
best fits the experimental result.
Sugaestions for plotting were given in
the notes on Behavior of Gases (E30), but
you may have to suggest that they plot F
against 1/d, F against 1/d' , etc.

With reaard to question 8, each ball
now has one half the original charge.

Students should find that removing
three hooks (one left on) restores the
balance better than removina two:

q

(1. = iq

F' - Woe (g.)(Lto)

Students may be able to conclude that
F > gig:, though more experiments are
needed to be sure of this.

Answers to caestions

Induced cnaraes will affect balance:
see above.

Force law changes for small separa-
tions--we can no longer consider charge
as concentrated at the center of sphere.

Suspend both balls so that they are
free to move.

E35': Currents and Forces

The current in the balance loop (II)
will interact with the earth's magnet-
ic field. The magnitude of the force
depends on the magnitude of Ib. (In the

prototype balance, when lb = 2.0 amps

and If = 0, the force was feu':; to pe

balanced by the weight of E cm of #30
wire on the notch.)

The students' notes tell them to turn
on I

b before they connect the fixed coil
(I

f
) They may notice the slight deflec-

tion of the pointer, but its cause .s not
explained in the notes. Since the f.rst
part of the experiment should give the
students some familiarity with the forces
between magnets and currents, it may be
best to wait until after that part to
attempt an explanation.
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The "balance-position" is marked with
the zero-nark indicator when 1

0
is on, but

I

f
is not. In this way, the gravitational

forces on the balance itself compensate
for the earth's magnetic effect. Of
course the zero-mark must be adjusted if
Ib is changed. This is one good reason

for using a null method for balancing.
The data obtainable with this apparatus
are actually quite good. We append a
sample report to give an idea of the sort
of results that can be expected.

A. Group A is expected to report that
F = If. Lead the class to accept the
argum6nt, from symmetry, that F = Ib also.

After all, the fixed loop could have been
made to move, and the balance loop could
have been held fixed; the experiment would
have been the same only the equipment
would have been modified.

Thus Group A reports F = I
f

and
F I

b

Students may get confused, hold If

constant,, and vary II): Since the force

on the balance due to the earth's field
increases with Ib,, the effect is not a

constant. A plot of F vs. Ib will not

be linear, although it will pass through
the origin.

B. Group B reports F = 1/d.

The fixed loop consists of a bundle
of wires; the location of the "center"
is assumed to be the geometric center.

Students are directed to obtain data
for values of d from about 0.5 cm to 5.5
or 6.0 cm. Keep in mind that,, for d = 0.5
cm, an uncertainty in measurement of only
'0 1 cm represents '20%.

Since the balance is moved between
readings, students must recheck 2 posi-
tion of the zero mark every time. These
readjustments are critical.

Students should plot F against d, The
F vs. d curve should suggest that the form

1of the relationship may be F - J. If stu-

dents next plot F against a, they will get

a straight line. For small values of d

(large where the uncertainty is large,

there may be noticeable deviation from a
straight line.

C. Group C reports F K.

In this part of the experiment the
actual distance between the loops and Herres
is not critical. (It must, of course, be
the same for all measurements.) It must



be small enough, however, so that there
will be a reasonable force on the shortest
loop for the currents and distance used.
In a trial with the prototype balance,
currents of about 4 amps were used. The
shortest loop, at a distance of 1.5 cm,
gave a force equivalent to only 3.5 cm of
#30 wire. Since the balance is responsive
only to about 20.5 cm of #30 wire, tne un-
certainty in this 3.5 cm value was '14%.

The results of the three groups combine
to give: If I

b
KiIiI

F or F

A possible extension of this series of
experiments is the determination of the
constant k' (Q14), The force F must be
converted from centimeters of wire into
weight of wire, and Lice weight of wire
expressed in newtons: The balance is con-
structed so that the horizontal part of
the loop and the notch on which weights
are hung are equidistant from the pivot,
i.e., the two torques are equal, there-
fore the forces are also equal. (The
value of k' is defined 2 10-' newton/amp';
it serves to define the ampere.)

This constant is related to the con-

stant in Coulomb's law F = kgla
-

and the
C12

velocity of light, C:

C2

The value of the coulomb law constant
k = 9 , 109 N-m:/coul2 was given in Sec. 14.

Students will probably be intrigued to
find this familiar number (C = c 10" m/s)
cropping up in an apparently unrelated
field. If you do bring out this point we
suggest that rather than try to explain it
you let it stand as the first clue that
there is a connection between electricity,
magnetism and light. This connection is
brought out in the discussion of Maxwell's
work in Chapter 16.

SAMPLE DATA OBTAINED USING PROTOTYPE
CURRENT BALANCE

A. F vs. I
f

d = 1.75 0.25 = 1.50 cm

I
b
= 3.0 amps

maximum sensitivity

F
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F If

2 cm =30 wire 0.6 amps
6 1.7
8 2.3

10 2.9
12 3.3
14 3.9
16 4.5
18 5.1
20 5.6?
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B. F vs. d

Used mirror and plastic cm tape, for
parallax-free scale.

dire radius = 0.1 cm.

Fixed loop diam. = 0.3 cm, so r = 0.15
CM.

If measure position of inrar edge of
balance loop

distance = d 0.1 - 0.15 = (d - 0.05)
cm

Added F = 20 cm, set d = 0.65, adjusted
currents: set at max. sensitivity If =
2.75 amp, = 2.7 amp

d - 0.05
= dist 1/d F 1/F

0.6 cm 1.7 20 0.05
0.9 1.1 15.5 0.065
1.2 0.83 11.5 0.087
1.65 0.60 9 0.11
2.15 0.46 7 0.14
2.75 0.36 5.5 0.18
3.25 0.31 5 0.20
3.8 0.26 4.5 0.225
4.7 0.21 4 0.25
6.25 0.16 2.5 0.40
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Note that in this experiment the zero-
mark was set with no currert in the bal-
ance loop. This accounts for the finite
intercept on the F axis, which represents
the force on the balance loop current due
to the earth's magnetic field. If the
zero-mark had been set with the current
to be used in the experiment in the bal-
ance l'.>op, then the F Vs. lid plot would
pass through the origin.

C. F vs.

Set at intermedlate distance 1.55 cm
between inner edges.

Added F = 20 cm = 29.7 cm
Adjusted currents l = 4.1 amp
I = 3.9 ann

= 16.1 cm
11':ct (a) loop parallel to fixed wire
and horizontal
(b) sensitivity
(el balance point

Adjust current
= 7.8 cm F = 6.5 cm

; = 4.8 cm F = 3.5 cm

Plot: good except for first, long loop.
1. Reset; found loop not quite hori-

zontal with fixed loop. It was about
2 mm high, .". low torque low force.

2. Made new loop: Was now horizontal.
Got F = 21.5 cm for = 30.0 cm. A little
better--,within reasonable limits.
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E36: Currents, Magnets and Forces

If students seem initially to be in
trouble, a likely cause is that they have
set their magnets on the yoke in such a
way tnat lie. instead of unlike, poles
are facing.

Groups A and B are not told to compen-
sate for the earth's interaction with
current. This is because the vertical
component of the earth's field is very
small compared with the field :Jetween a
pair of the ceramic magnets supplied
(about 0.8 10-', as compared to about
300 10 weber/meter )-- a fact which
students who raise the question can very
quickly check for themselves.

The forces here are much greater than
in Experiment 35, Currents and For:,-s.
Students wno finish parts A and/or B
quickly could be encouraged to go on to
C--quantitative measurement of the ver-
tical componer.: of the earth's field.

Part C is probably the most demanding
of the current balance experiments and
should be assigned to your more able
students. The forces to be measured are
small, and a calculation is required.

Students measure (in terms of the
weight, or number of centimeters of
wire) the force needed to restore bal-
ance with a current in the balance loop
alone: no current in the fixed wires,
and no other magnets nearby. They
should work at maximum sensitivity. Let
them repeat the measurements for several
values of I

b

Someone may raise the question: isn't
the orientation of the loop, with respect
to the earth's field, important? Stu-
dents should be able to answer this from
the previous demonstration. If there is
time, let them try to detect an effect.
(The point is thy` the interaction be-
tween the vertical component of the
earth's field and the horizontal current
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will always give the same horizontal
force, perpendicular to the current.
The horizontal component of the earth's
field will interact with the horizontal
current (unless the two are parallel)
to produce a vertical force. But the
current balance doesn't respond to ver-
tical forces. See also "Orientation of
Current Balance Unimportant" in the
equipment note printed in tne Equipment
Section of this Teacher Guide.)

Tney must convert the force from cms
of wire into newtons, either ny weighing
the wire, or by looking up the mss per
unit lenath of the afi re used (#30 cop-,
per: 0.45 arams/meter. One gram = 10'
kg = 10-' 9.8 newtons). Although stu-
dents in Pro3cct Phyzics have --ot studied
levers or torques, their experience with
seesaws or their work in elementary
science courses should enable them to
see that the system in the figure will
balance when:

Fa = Wal

F = W

(From measurement they will probably
find that a. = a:.)

al

F

az

This is the force on the current.
Students are asked to find the force on a
wire one meter long when the current is
one amp. This is the magnetic field (B)
in MKSA units:

B = F/I7

.W
a

B =

Conclusions

Group A is expected to report that
F I. Group B should report that
F 2. These two statements can be com-
bined to give F IL What other factors
affect the force? Bcth groups will real-
ize that if they had used "stronger" mag-
nets they would have found greater forces,
for the same values of I and ;. So in
this case we are not looking for a pro-
portionality constant but for a factor
tho` describes or measures the strength
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of t .gnetic field.

We define the magnetic field strength
B, by F = BIf. B is therefore equal to

; it is the force, in newtons, on a
IK

conductor one meter long, carrying a
current of one amp.*

Group C measured the force on the loop
due to the vertical component of the
earth's magnetic field. To calculate

in standard units theyB
vert

must use B =
I

. (In Massachusetts

is about 0.7 10-' newton/ampB
vert

meter.)

By comparing .he two egiations that
were obtained in the two current balance
experiments,

F = k' ----, and F = BI.

We can see that the magnetic field at
a distance d from a straight wire car-

rving a current I is j

Sample Results

E36 Currents, Magnets and Forces

A. F vs.I

2 ceramic magnets on iron yoke

I
b

2.1
4.0

F I

F

40 cm #30 wire
80 cm =30 wire

Measurement of E,rth's Field:

Current in balance loop only.
Ib = 4.0 amp ; = 30 cm (longest

loop)
F = 2 cm of e30 wire

Wire has mass of 0.45 g/meter

,'. 2 cm weigh 0.45 , 0.02 = 0.009 g
W = mg = 0.009 >. 10- 9.8 newton

= 8.8 - 10-' newton

Lever arm lengths are equal
...F = W = 8.8 10' newton

F = BI;

B
8.8 ,

4 v 0.3
10-5 mks units

= 0.73 10-4 weber/sq meter

( 0.73 gauss).

*Note that 1 newton/amp meter

1 weber /meter` le gauss
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SAMPLE RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT 36

A. F vs. I
single magnet;each hook is 2.5 cm
#20 wire; sensitivity--minimum.

Conclusion: F I

IPA, 7,,r
A0.4 f

B. Made three magnets each is a pair
of ceramic magnets on an iron yoke.

Used 2.5 cm long hooks of #20 copper
wire as weights.

3 amps in balance loop; no current
in fixed coil.

How does F depend on .?

a) compare magnets, one at a time:
#1, 2 x 2.5 cm #20 wire to balance
#2, 2 x 2.5 cm
#3, 2 x 2.5 cm

b) two magnets:
#1 and #2, 4 x 2.5 cm #20 wire to
balance
#1 and #3, 4 x 2.5 cm
#2 and #3, 4 x 2.5 cm

c) all three magnets together:
#1 and #2 and #3, 6 x 2.5 cm #20 wire
to balance.

Conclusion: F varies linearly w:LI.
number of magnets interacting with
current. Since magnets are f'c from
each other and all have the same strength
F Z.

C, Effect of earth's field.

Current in balance loop only.

Ib = 4.0 amp

= 30 cm (longest loop)

F = 2 cm of #30 wire
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Wire has mass of 0.45 g/meter.

. 2 cm weigh 0.45 x 0.02 = 0.009 g

W = mg = 0.009 x 10-' x 9.8 newton

= 8.8 x 10-5 newton

Lever arm lengths are eoual.

F = W = 8.8 x 10-5 newton

F = BIZ

8.8
x

x

010-54
mks units

.3

= 0.73 , weber/sq meter

0.73 gauss).

E37: Electron Beam Tube

The most common cause of failure in
this experiment is a poor vacuum pump.
A carefully constructed tube used with
a moderately good rotary vacuum pump
(giving a pressure of 40 microns of mer-
cury or less), should give a fairly well-
defined visible beam a few centimeters
lona which can easily be deflected in
electric and magnetic fields,

Condensed vapors (e.g., water) in the
nump oil cause lower pumping speeds,
poorer ultimate vacuum,, and may lead to
corrosion of t:ie pump. If your pump has
not had adequate maintenance, change the
oil. Then "run in" the new oil by pump-
ing on a closed system for a little while.

Since you will probably only have one
"operating station' (vacuum pump, power
supplies, etc.) students will have to
test their tubes one at a time. The
first group of students who get their
tube to work could demonstrate it to the
rest of the class, so that all students
will get a chance to see at least one
tube in operation.

You might want to mention the cathode-
ray tube and the television picture tube.
The sensitive coating on the screen
(inside) glows where it is struck by the
electron beam. As the beam is moved, by
electric or magnetic fields, the bright
spot on the screen moves. A uniform
field will be seen to be important again
in the Milliken Experiment (E40) in Unit
5

The assembly instructions should be
self-explanatory; the only tool needed
is a pair of wire cutters. IL usually
takes a student 30-40 minutes to assemble
his tube. You may find it possible to
havJ students do the assembly at home.
But they should probably bring their
assmbled tubes to school before sealing
them; it is important that the tube be
undisturbed while the sealant is drying.



A spare filament is provided in each
kit; if the filament does burn out, the
tube can be remade, using the spare. It
is also possible, using one of the spare
leads, to mount two filaments in one
tube (Fig. 1). Then if one filament
burns out,, the tIbe does not need to be
taken apart to mount another.

Fig. 1

But if this is attempted, one must be very
careful about the alignment of the fila-
ments with the hole in the anode cap.

If you need more support tubes, get
very thin aluminum tubing, obtainable at
hobby shops.

If you do not get a visible glow, do
not be shy of increasing the filament
current to 5 amps or more: a burnt-out
filament is no worse than a tube that does
not function for some other reason, A
skewed beam is probably caused by poor
alignment of the filament and anode hole.

After about 10 minutes or more of opera-
tion, the beam may become less intense;
apparently the coating on the filament
deteriorates,

Electrostatic deflection

With anode plate and deflecting plate
at the same potential, i.e., with deflect-
ing plate and anode connected to the same
battery terminal, the beam should be
equidistant from both plates. (If it is
not, this is almost certainly because the
filament and anode hole are not lined up
properly, giving a skewed beam.) Try the
effect of changing the potential of the
deflecting plate say 50 volts above or
below anode potential. Do this at various
anode potentials; the lower the anode poten-
tial, the slower the electrons in the beam,
and the easier they are to deflect.

If batteries are used to supply the
anode and deflecting potentials, they
should be big ones such as Burgess No.
2308 45-volt "B" batteries. Alternatively
use the Linco Power Supply (7100) or
Macalaster (MSC 2105). Always include
rheostat and ammeter in filament circuit.

t -r + t -
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Electric field points
towards neaative plate
(direction of force on
positive test charge).
Beam is deflected in
opposite direction
(towards + plate), so
its charge is -.

Magnetic deflection

Use the two magnets and yoke from the
current balance kit to provide a (fairly
uniform) maanetic field. The electron
beam is bent into a more or less circular
arc, in a plane perpendicula- to the mag-
netic field. The force on tne moving
particles is perpendicular to their direc-
tion of motion and to the field. Reverse
the field--what happens to the force on
the particles?

Electric and magnetic fields must be
perpendicular to each other for the two
effects to cancel.

E38*: Waves, Modulation, Communication

Introduction

This "experiment" has been designed
differently from the others in the course.
It is really a series of demonstrations
using turntable oscillators, tuned cir-
cuits and microwave equipment, to be
followed by student experimentation with
the same equipment. It should tie to-
gether much of the material on waves and
electromagnetism in Units 3 and 4, and
indicate its relevance to communications.

The student notes do not give much
detailed instruction about the operation
of the equipmert; it is assumed that they
are fairly familiar with it from the
demonstrations.

You may not have time to do all these
demonstrations in class, as part of this
experiment. In any case students may
want to repeat some of the demonstrations
for themselves before going on to the new
investigation described in their notes.

A. TURNTABLE OSCILLATORS

Waves are generated by an oscillator:
ripple-tank waves by an oscillating object
at the surface; sound waves by an oscillat-
ing diaphragm, string, or air column;
radio waves by oscillating electric charge,
etc. The back-and-forth motion of the
pen attached to a turntable oscillator
provides a simple way of seeing how the
oscillation is related to the wave.
(And incidentally is also an Illustration
of the relationships between circular
motion and simple harmonic motion and
sinusodial waves.) As a wave passes a
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point in space some quantityheight of
water,, pressure of air, electric field,,
etc.at that point varies with time. On
the turntable oscillators the variation
,f the pen's position with time is re-
corded by a paper chart moving under it
at uniform speed. As well as a record
of the variation with time of the dis-
turbance at a given point the trace is
also a "snapshot" of the wave at a parti-
cular instant which shows how amplitude
varies with position.

j v5 -cr cc-r,s4n1,1- X

remonstration of amplitude modulation

Set up a pair of turntable oscillators
so that the pen attached to oscillator A
writes on the strip-chart recorder ("drag-
strip") mounted on oscillator B (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 To o--tilators, A, writinl on re,order
,.punted on B.

Turn on oscillator A, and if necessary
adjust the equipment so that the pe._ stays
on the paper. Now turn on the chart re-
corder to get a record of the pen's posi-
tion as a function of time. Slow the
effect of changing the frequency of the
oscillator by changing the turntable
speed.

Demonstrate oscillations c,f different
amplitude by changing the position of the
vertical post on the turntab,e.
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The simplest way of using a wave phe-
nomenon to communicate is just to turn
the signal on and off according to some
prearranged code. A buzzer or light beam
can be turned on and off to give a series
of long and short "dots and dashes" as in
Morse code. Turning the signal abruptly
on and off is a primitive form of ampli-
tude modulation. A more sophisticated
form of amplitude modulation in which the
strength of the signal is varied continu-
ously makes it possible to convey more
information.

The amplitude ("strength") of the sig-
nal made by the turntable oscillator
depends on the distance of the vertical
oost from the center of the turntable.
It is possible, thougl, not easy, to change
its position, and thus produce amplitude
modulation while the oscillator is work-
ing. Set the turntable to its lowest
speed (16 rpm). You won't be able to
make a very neat trace this way, but it
will give an idea of what an amplitude-
modulated wave looks 1,1,e.

Fig. 2 Hand produced "amplitude modulation."

The same effect can be produced by
adding together the output of two oscil-
lators. (The demonstration of beats was
probably done in Unit 3; for details see
Teacher Guide p. 98, D46.) Both oscilla-
tors are switched on and are osc'llating
at slightly different frequencie,. The



resulting trace will be an amplitude-
modulated sine curve.*

I

II

Fig, 3 Amplitude modulated sine curve.

Ifu

*Beats and amplitude modulation are mathe-
matically equivalent: beats are the result
of the addition of two sinusoidal waves.

A = Al + A2= cos 27 fit + cos 2n f2t (1)

= 2 cos 2rfl
2

f2 t cos 2r fl t
2

If the two frequencies f1 and f2 are
nearly equal the difference' fl - f21
will be small. The beat frequency is

If, f2

2

In amplitude modulation the amplitude
of a high frequency oscillation (cos 27fct,

the "carrier") is varied at a much lower
rate (signal frequency). In the simplest
case the signal is also sinusoidal (cos
27 f

s
t), and so the result is:

A = cos 27f
s
t cos 27f

c
t (2)

Equations (1) and (2) have the same form:
the carrier frequency fc is analagous to

the mean frequency

fi f2
2

and the signal frequency fs to the beat
frequency

(fl f2
2

(Before attempting this demonstration
turn both turntables by hand to make sure
that the pen will not leave the recording
paper when the amplitude of the resultant
trace reaches its maximum value.)

You can vary the frequency of the modu-
lation by changing slightly the frequency
difference between the two oscillators.
This is most easily done by reducing
slightly the voltage to one with a "Var-
lac" or "Porstat" in the line, or by
loading down oh:: of the platorms.
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Not all waves are sinusoidal

Although simple harmonic oscillators
and sinusoidal waves are rather common
they are by no means the only ones pos-
sible. You can use an oscilloscope to
demonstrate that the sound waves produced
by different musical instruments playing
the same note can have quite widely dif-
ferent shapes (see Teacher Guide for
Unit 1, page 119): But any complex wave
form can be produced by adding simple
sinusoidal waves (Fourier synthesis) .
This can be demonstrated with the turn-
table oscillators. Turn both on, but at
different frequencies; say one at 16 rpm
and the other at 45, or 33 rpm and 78,
etc. The amplitudes can be varied as
well as the frequencies of the two oscil-
lations. The resulting trace will be a
complex but regular pattern that repeats
itself periodically.

One particularly interesting case is
the "square wave." The sinusoidal com-
ponents that combine to form a square wave
are

1

5

1
sin wt + I sin 3wt + sin 5wt + ,e.

The first two terms can be added using
a pair of turntable oscillators. Some
care is needE3 to get the frequency ratio
1:3,, the amplitude ratio of 1:1/3, and
the two in phase (Fig. 4) .

Fig. 4 sin. + I sin 3

Relevance to communication

The connection between amplitude modu-
lation and communication will become more
apparent in the next two demonstrations.
To anticipate a little, it is briefly
this: a radio station emits high fre-
quency electromagnetic radiation at some
particular frequency, say 1000 kilocycles
per second. The electrical circuits at
the station maintain a steady oscillation
at this frequency. (Different station,
different frequencies, of course.)

Someone in the studio plays or sings a
note, say middle C, into a microphone.
The characteristic pressure fluctuations
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caused by his voice (in this case at 256
cycles per second) are transformed into
electrical signals at the same frequency
which vary the amplitude of the 1000 kc/
sec oscillation. So a 1000 kc /sec oscil-
lation modulated at 256 cycles/sec is
transmitted.

At the receiver (tuned to pick up
oscillations at 1000 kc/sec) the process
is reversed and the 256 cycle per second
signal is recovered, fed into a loud-
speaker which sets up pressure fluctua-
tions at 256 cycles per second, which we
hear as middle C.

B. TUNED CIRCUITS

Fig. 5

With two circuits each consisting of
a coil (about 5 x 10-4 henrie) and a
variable capacitor (10 x 10-12 to 365 x

10-12 farad) you can demonstrate many
of the phenomena related to "wireless"
communication, Use the Fahnstock clips
to disconnect any part of the circuit
not needed in a particular demonstration
(e.g., take the capacitor out of the cir-
cuit for the first two demonstrations).

1. Changing Magnetic Field Produces
Electric Field

a) Connect one coil directly across
oscilloscope, Set the oscilloscope gain
to maximum, Move a magnet in and out of
the coil, The oscilloscope beam shows a
deflection only when the magnet is moving,
and the faster the movement the greater
the deflection. Almost any magnet will
do, but if you use a powerful one, keep
it far enough from the scope to prevent
it from affecting the beam directly,
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Instead of the oscilloscope you can of
course use a galvanometer to show the
induced current, or the Protect Physics
amplifier and projection ma roammeter.

b) Use the second coil to produce
the magnetic field: the oscilloscope beam
remains undeflected for either no current
or steady curi2nt in the left-hand cir-
cuit, i.e., steady magnetic field. But
if the magnetic field changes,, owing to
"make" or "break" of the left-hand cir-
cuit, a current is induced in the right-
hand circuit, and the oscilloscope beam
is deflected, Try to open and close the
left-hand circuit as cleanly as possible-
don't scrape the saw blade in this demon-
stration.

Fig. 7

You may wish to explore the effects of
changing the position of one of the coils,
adding iron cores, screens of various
materials between the two coils, etc., on
the voltage induced in the right-hand
circuit (as shown on the oscilloscope)
when the left-hand circuit is opened and
closed.

2. Resonance in Electrical Circuits

Connect the circuit as shown:

NE

Fig. 8

when contact is broken in the left-hand
circuit, oscillations are set up, (A
simple exposition of the oscillatory flow
of charge in an LC circuit is given in
many texts*; the usual mechanical anal-
ogies mass -on- spring, pendulum, etc.
are helpful.) Because of resistive and
radiative loss of energy the oscillations
die away quite quickly, and so it is neces-
sary to make and break contact repeatedly
by scraping the contact wire on the saw
blade.

If the coil c'r the second circuit is

*e.g., PSSC, Chapter 31; Dull, Metcalfe
and Williams, Chapter 25;, Lehrman and
Swartz, Chapter 16; Sears, Zemansky,
Chapter 36e



placed close to the first coil- axes
aligned as shown in the diagram--the
oscillating magnetic field of the first
will induce an oscillating current in
the second. But only if the natural
frequencies of the two circuits (each

given by f 1
) are the same will

2r/TE

large oscillations build up in the second
one. Set the capacitor in the first
circuit ("transmitter") to a particular
capacitance CI. Vary the capacitance C2

of the capacitor in the second ("receiver")
circuit while scraping the contact wire.
When C1 = C2, electrical oscillations

build up in the "receiving" circuit and
the neon bulb glows. The demonstration
probably won't work if you touch the
bare part of the copper scraper wire
pick it up by the insulated part only.

The neon bulb requires about 70 volts
to make it glow, and yet it can glow with
only a 11/2 volt battery in the "transmit-
ting" circuit. This is because the elec-
tric field induced depends on the rate of
change of magnetic field. In this case
the voltage induced in the "receiver"
depends on the rate of change of current
in the "transmitting" circuit.

Some mention of other resonant systems
should be made e.g., a child on a swing,
driven pendulums, etc, (analogous to our
"receiver" circuit) can only build up
big oscillations if energy is fed to them
at their own natural frequency.

The values of L and C are chosen so
that the frequency range of these oscil-
lations is in the broadcast range (550
to 1500 kilocycles). This can be shown
by picking up the signal from the "trans-
mitting" oscillator on a regular or
transistor radio set. A radio has a
frequency sensitive circuit which is
tuned in just the same way as our primi-
tive "receiving circuit," Turn on the
radio and tune it to some frequency near
the low frequency end, and where no
-roadcasting station is picked up. The
radio should be several meters from the
"transmitter," volume control turned up.
Scrape the "transmitter" contact and
vary the capacitor until a loud scraping
sound is heard in the radio. The electri-
cal energy of the oscillations in the
demonstration "receiving" circuit caused
the neon bulb to glow: in the radio some
of the energy is used to control the
circuits responsible for audible sound.
With the radio tuned to a different fre-
quency, another setting of the variable
capacitor in the "transmitter" is required.
Or set the "transmitter" and tune the
radio to the "transmitter" frequency.
Because our primitive LC circu't has a
fairly wide resonance maximum (low Q),
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some noise will be heard even if the
radio or "transmitter" is somewhat
"mistuned."

3, Further Investigation of the Oscilla-
tions in a Resonant Circuit

The oscillations themselves can be
demonstrated as follows:

Instead of scraping to provide repeated
make-and-break contact, use a signal
generator (audio oscillatior), set to
"square wave," to provide a succession
of regular pulses.* First connect the
signal generator directly to an oscil-
loscope and show the wave form it produces.

Now connect the signal generator across
the coil and capacitor of the "transmit-
ting" circuit. Connect oscilloscope
across coil and capacitor to show the
electrical oscillations in this circuit.

25kciS
SQUARE WAVE

*The old (1967-68) Project Physics
amplifier can be used as a square-wave
generator in either of two ways:

a) Connect a capacitor
between the input and output terminals of
the amplifier (note that the oscillator
plug-in unit is not used).

The frequency of the square-wave signal
appearing between the output terminals
depends on the capacitance in the feed-
back line and to some extent on the set-
ting of the gain control. With a capi-
tance of 0.0001 of the square-wave fre-
quency can be adjusted between about 65
kc/sec (gain setting zero), and 23 kc/
sec (gain 100). For 25 kc/sec set the
gain control to about 50.

Connect to the LC circuit via a 10K
resistor.

(Footnote continued on next page.)
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25 kc/s

SQUARE WAVE
/400h/S

SWEEP

Fig. 10

Notice how the oscillations decay
while the voltage supplied by the square-
wave generator is steady and are reestab-
lished every time the voltage changes
sharply.

Now bring the "receiving" circuit
near, transfer the oscilloscope leads
to it, and tune the circuit to resonance.
(Note that by connecting the signal
generator to one circuit and the oscillo-
scope to the other, we have added dif-
ferent impedances to each. This is why
the same capacitor settings in each
circuit may no longer necessarily give
the same tuning as before.)

Fig. 11

HIGH C LOW C
,

ABOUT 05)(10
4
ciS ABOUT I XleCiS

*Footnote continued

b) Connect the oscillator plug-in unit
and set the gain to 100. The amplifier
output is a clipped sine wave, which is
a good approximation to a square wave.
Adjust the frequency in the usual way
with the oscillator unit.

Connect to the LC circuit via a 15K
resistor,

set gain to maximum and dc offset to zero.
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Electrical oscillations are observed
in the second circuit. As the resonant
frequency is changed (i.e., both capaci-
tors varied), the number of oscillations
in the resonant circuit per period of
the square-wave signal will vary.

4. Damping

Add a 0 to 1 K variable resistor to
the receiver circuit; as the resistance
is increased, the oscillations decay
more rapidly.

Fig. 12 SOW R HIGH R

5. Use of Tuned LC Circuit as Radio
Receiver

We showed in one of the earlier demon-
strations in this sequence that the
signal generate-: by the transmitting
circuit can be picked up by a radio.
In this demonst-a'ion we do the reverse:
we use the LC circuit to p'ck up the
signal broadcast by a local radio trans-
mitter.

Connect an antenna (a long piece of
hookup wire, preferably insulated, out-
side the building) to the circuit. Con-
nect the receiver in series with the
diode (rectifier) to the input of the
amplifier, and connect a loudspeaker to
the amplifier output. Grounding the
circuit will probably help. Vary the
capacitor setting to tune the circuit
to the frequency of a local transmitter.
If you are near a powerful station and/or
have a long enough antenna, you can dis-
pense with the amplifier and use earphones.

Fig. 13

You can use the oscilloscope to show
the function of the diode. Connect the
oscilloscope directly across the capaci-
tor (no diode) to see the radio frequency



zooKcisec
Sweep

Fig. 14

carrier wave. Now add the diode in
series and reduce the sweep rate to
see the audio frequency signal:,

Fig: 15

Soo cycle /sec
Sweep '

For a very effective demonstration let
students "see" the signal in this way
while they are listening to it on a
'oudspeaker.

The diode in this circuit performs
just the same function as the diode in
the microwave probe. You can bring out
this point by substituting the microwave
diode in the LC circuit for the one pro-
vided. But note that you cannot do the
reverse--the diode from the LC circuit
will not rectify at microwave frequencies.)

We have seen that the "transmitting"
LC circuit can broadcast noise that is
picked up on a transistor radio, and that
the "receiving circuit" can pick up local
radio broadcasts. As a final step we
ought to be able to transmit a "signal"
from one of our circuits to the other.
The setup below should do it:

Fig. 16
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The two coils must be quite close to eact.
otner. Vary the frequency setting of the
audio oscillation (in the 300-5,000 cps
range) and listen to the tone change in
the loudspeaker. Investigate the effects
of separating the two coils, placing a
metal sheet between them, etc.

Evidently our "transmitter" is a pretty
weak one, for the receiver must be very
close to it to pick up the "broadcast."
In fact this is really a demonstration of
induction rather than radiation.

Instead of using the audio oscillator
to provide the signal, try a microphone
and amplifier:,

7.40lE

Fig. 17

-*trans-
mitter

(For this demonstration reduce the value
of r1 or remove the resistor altogether.)

C. MICROWAVES*

With a microwave oscillator and detec-
tor one can demonstrate all the properties
of electromagnetic radiation, often more
easily than with light because of the
longer wavelength of the microwaves.
Demonstration D52 on p. 51 covers reflec-
tion, transmission, refraction, standing
waves, diffraction, interference and
polarization.

Modulation and communication with micro-
waves

The older (pre-1968) microwave units
use line frequency ac to supply the plate
voltage. This means that the microwave
signal is modulated at 60 cycles per
second. This can be shown by connecting
the diode detector to an oscilloscope or
by connecting the detector to an ampli-
fier and the amplifier output to a loud-
speaker. The oscilloscope will show a
half-wave 60-cycle signal, the loud-
speaker will oscillate at 60 cps:

Fig. 18(a)

3o0 cycle(sec
Sweep

*See equipment note on p. 81.
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Fly; 18(b)

Be sure that students realize that
this 60-cycle signal is the modulation
frequency, not the carrier frequency.
Show some beat patterns produced by the
turntable oscillators to remind them of
the difference between carrier and signal
frequency. For microwaves the carrier
frequency is

c 3 x 10'
f = 101°cps

3 x 10-2

This frequency is unfortunately much
too high to be displayed on a CRO.

On the newer microwave units the modu-
lation frequency can be varied. (See
equipment note p. 81.)

Fig. 19
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With the setup shown in Fig. 19 students
can see the rectified, modulated signal
on the oscilloscope, and hear it on the
loudspeaker as the setting of the oscil-
lators is varied in the audible range.

It is also possible to replace the
oscillator with a microphone (or even a
45-ohm speaker) and use the amplified
signal from the microphone to modulate
the microwaves. This demonstration of
radic is most effective if you use the
setup shown below that avoids leads from
the detector back to the source.

Fig. 20



Current Balance

Parts list

Each current balance package should
contain:

1 vertical pegboard with fixed coils

1 balance beam with short vertical
rod and long horizontal pointer

4 (magnesium) loops (approx. 30,, 16,
8; 4 cm)

1 "counterweight cylinder"

2 sensitivity clips

1 zero-mark indicator

#30 copper wire

1 iron yoke

4 ceramic magnets

Accessories

Ring stand and clamp

Pressure-sensitive centimeter tape

Assembly

Assembly of the current balance should
be clear from the instructions that accom-
pany it.

Design

This carrent balanc- measures the
force between two straight, parallel,
horizontal currents, or between one
horizontal current and a vertical mag-
netic field.

Equipment Notes
Current Balance

One of the conductors is a fixed rec-
tangular coil mounted on a pegboard frame
and set vertically. In fact there are
two fixed coils on this frame. One con-
sists of a single blue wire, the other
is a ten-turn coil of copper magnet wire.
For most demonstrations the ten-turn coil
is used, effectively increasing tne cur-
rent in the fixed coil by a factor of ten.
The current in the fixed coil wIll be
referred to as I

f .

A balance rests on the frame and con-
sists of a pointer (with notch), counter-
weight cylinder, sensitivity adjustment
clip,, and four interchangable 1

I
or

ILiI shaped magnesium wires. These

will be referred to as loops. The cur-
rent to the balance loop (lb) passes

through the knife edges. The knife edges
and the plates on which they rest are
silver-plated.

The loops are very light, being made
of a magnesium alloy. Students may re-
member some exciting experiments with
magnesium foil or powder from their
chemistry classes, and although the
loops are actually quite difficult to
ignite, the students' notes make no
mention of magnesium. This alloy is
quite brittle: once bent,, it is almost
impossible to change or adjust the bend
without breaking it.

A horizontal force on the balance loop
makes it swing out of the vertical. A
vertical force has no result except to
Increase or decrease the effective weight
of the loop.

The horizontal part of the balance
loop is parallel to the top edge of the
fixed wires and must lie in the same
horizontal plane. With current in both
loops, the thrust on the balance loop is
then horizontal. If it is a repulsion
force, it can be balanced by hanging
weights over the notch on the pointer.
(If the balance swings the wrong way,
i.e., if there is an attractive force,
one must reverse the direction of one of
the currents, of course.) This null
method is used for all measurements (as
in E34, Electric Forces II--Coulomb's Law).

The fact that the loop responds to
horizontal forces only is important in
the design and operation of the current
balance. The magnetic. field due to the
current in a straight wire varies inverse-
ly with distance from the wire

1 17(B = 7, not ) The at the loop

due to the current in the bottom wire(s;
of the fixed coil is therefore not negli-
gibly small. But because the loop is
almost directly above the bottom wires,
the force between them will also be in a
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nearly vertical direction. The
comnonent of this force, which is all the
z.7, responds to, is therefore small. If
the top wire is 3 cm and tne bottom %,ire
30 cm away from the loop, the total force
due to the current in the bottom wire (Fp)
will be 1/10 the force du( to the cur-
rent in the top wire (FT). But the hori-
zontal component of

F13
will be about

1

100 rT*

-41

r

The weights

As in the Coulomb's law experiment,
students make their own set of weights
by cutting lengths of wire. Number 30
copper cut into lengths of 1 cm, 2 cm,
5 cm and 10 cm will give a suitable range.
Students will need several of each length.

The sensitivity

Move the clip up the vertical rod to
increase sensitivity. This raise,. the
center of gravity. You will probaJly
need to ad: a secon clip to get maximum
sensitivity (for instance to demonstrate
and measure the effect of the earth's
field on the current). But if the center
of gravity is too high the balance is
unstable and flops to either side. When
the loops are changed, the center of mass
of the balance system is moved, and it
will be necessary to adjust the sensitivity
clip,

Proper adjustment results in a slow
oscillation (period of 3 to 5 seconds)
about the zero, or balance, position.
When set in this way, the balance should
respond measurably to a "weight" of 0.5
cm of #30 copper wire at the notch in the
pointer arm.

Zero adjustment

Use the counterweight cylinder on the
short horizontal arm to set the loop
vertical, the pointer arm horizontal.

The zero position of the pointer is
Important, since the null method requires
that the balance be returned to this same
zero. A small indicator is provided. It

La i %."t,'L. havt to (..:,.. tr.,

in(:(x shown in sk(tc.-.). The
inaic tor Flan; ( 1"111:4

stand (uF of a test-tube clan,:,
possiblt to slide the indicator cagily
for close final a:ilustmcnts). The point,s:
on the balance should be inside the notch
of the indicator to prevent wide oscilla-
tions in the balance.

Measurement of distance betwecn conductors

In some of the experiments it is ne-
cessary to measure the distance between
the loop and the fixed coil. The student
notes explain how to eliminate parallax
when making this measurement by using a
mirror and scale (centimeter tape stuck
onto mirror surface).

Effect of the earth's magnetic field

The balanL, responds to horizontal
forces on the loop. Since the earth's
magnetic field generally has a vertical
component, it will exert a measurable
horizontal force on the balance when
there is a current in the loop. This
force cannot be eliminated by reorienting
the system.

The force due to the earth's field is
small, but it is possible for students
to measure it (Group C of Experiment 36),
In fact, the value obtained for the verti-
cal component of earth's field can be used
in a later lecture - experiment for qe/m
determination.

As long as the current in the balance
loop remains constant, the effect on it
of the earth's magnetic' field will be
constant and can be easily compensated.
The simplest technique is just to set the
zero mark to tae position of the pointer
when there is current in the balance loop,
but none in the fixed coil. Of course,
if the current in the balance loop is
changed, or if the balance is moved, the
zero mark must be reset. Tnis is what
students are instructed to do in Experi-
ments 35 and 36.*

*There are at least two other possible
ways to compensate:

a) A small ceramic magnet can be moved
near the balance loop. If located care-

(footnote continued on next page.)



orientation of the current balance unim-
nortant

For any orientation (N-S, E -U) of the
balance,, the vertical component of the
earth's field will give rise to o hori-
zontal force (perpendicul:-..r to the Ti-----
rection of the current).

The horizontal component of the earth's
field will interact with the vertical
currents in the sides of the loop an-
give iise to horizonta- forces. But slice
the currents are oppositely directed (up
and down) the forces will be oppositely
directed too. In particular if the bal-
ance is set up along an E-W line these
forces will be "in" or "out":

If the balance is set up along a N-S line
the two forces will form a torque tending
to twist the loop, but there will still be
no net horizontal force.

(footnote continued)

fully, the force due to its field will
just neutralize that due to the earth's.
Once located, this compensating magnet
must not be moved. And any changes in Ib
will require a readjustment of the com-
pensating magnet, of course. Imbalance
between the earth's and the ceramic magnet's
fields can be quickly noted. Flick Ib
on and off a few times fairly rapidly
(about 5 seconds apart for a balance whose
period of oscillation is 5 seconds). If
oscillation builds up in the pointer, re-
adjust the position of the ceramic magnet.

b) Alorgside the fixed wires of the
current balance is one single wire blue.
A "countercurrent" in this wire can be
made to )alance the earth's effect on I

bTo set this current requires a power
supply', amm'er, and either a rheostat or
a variac. The blue wire is connected, and
the direction of the required current found.
Adjust this countercurrent until the pointer
is pulled back to i;s zero position. In a
prototype balance, with I, = 2.0 amps, it
was found that a countercUrrent of 5.5 amps
was needed when the two loops were 1.0 cm
apart, Any changes in I,' or distan,c
between the blue wire an the loop, will
require a change in the countercurrent,
of course.

Equipment Notes
Current Balance
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Microwave Apparatus

M,crowave Apparatus

The ricroww.e euipment ,:tilizes a
reflex 1vstrco t:hich when operated in its
r,roer -,e:es will :e rat electromagnetic
radiation in the microwx.e band of
:re:u(ncies. The kit inclu:!es a tube
<Inc: integral cavity, an antenna norn, a
microwave diode, reflectors, polarizing
screen and double slit adapter.

Mir r.:ave Kit
Fig. 1

The oscillator tube is a tyre (,11r,
electrically tunable reflex kly,;tr-n.
The tube is mounted on its tured
guide .nd has a horn for better raticn.
The unit is designed tr operate fr,m the
DAre)" "-ary VII" rover supply and ''erives
all of its necessary por frc- tnIs unit.
Se-eral micro,,:ave oscillators car be
operated from the power supply sim.ilta-
neously.

Fig. 2

The detector is a silicon diode the leadq
of which have been cut to fc:r a 1/2
wave antenna. The diode is supplied
mounted at the end of a phenolic tube in
order to form a convonient probe.
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If the meter aces off scale, rove the
diode farther away from the horn.

The .oicro..ae is polarized with the
electric vector vertical (Parallel to
the short edue of the cavity). The
cavity has been tuned by the manufacturer.
The detector -ust he correctly oriented
with the antenna leads parallel to the
electric vector, i.e., vertical. The
sianal decroase. in strength as the
antenna is rotated. '.*Ith t!,e antenna
horzontal, the si-..ail stronatt Is almost
zero.

"odulation of 'Icrowave oscillation

On cider (rre-1968) models, the micro-
wave oscillation is modulated at line
frecuencv (60 crs). On the nets models,
the 60-cycle internal moduiation has
been minimized, resulting in a relatively
pure carrier -ae. The microwave
radiation nay, therefore, remain un-
rodulated or be externally modulated at
any chosen fre -iuencv. A modulation input
fv.00 ::PCT) terminal has been prov'ded
on the microwave unit for this purpose.

CS ,..-e14

0.
A

'Pou.L.K SC,tr

Te -odulate the microwave radiation,
apply an audio-frecuency signal to the
(.),0 INPUT jack. This signal should have

about 1 volt peak-to-peak voltage: the
output of a Project Ptysics oscillator-
unit is ideal. if higher gain is re-
quired, use the amplifier with the
oscilloscope as shown in Figure 19 on p.78.
The detector nay oe connected directly
to an oscilloscope so that rtudents can
see the demodulated signal.

Equipment Notes
Microwave Apparatus

Alternativel, .se o-
loudspeaker as cIesserihod below.

Readout Devices

It the microwave ladiation is un-
modulated, you rust use a dc meter (or
dc oscilloscope) as readout device: if
It Is modulated, any of the followinu
can be used.

a) "eter 101 : -eter is sonsitiv_
enough if the detector is net too far
frcm the source. It can he used for
both modulated and unrodulated radiation
and one can rake quantitative measure-
ments,

0) Oscilloscope, ;Celess you have a
dc 'score, you can use this for modulated
radiation enly.) Connect the detector
between the vertical input of the
oscilloscope and crcund. Set the
horizontal sweep to 5 to 10 times the
modulation frequency. The rectified
envelope of the rodulated microwave
envelope is clearly visible on the
screen. Quantitative or semi-quan-
titative measurements may be made from
the screen, dependino on the sensitiv.,*y
and calibration of the oscilloscope.

c) Amplifier and Loudspeaker. (Can be
used with microwave radiation that is
modulated in the audio range only.) The
position of the nodes in a microwave
interference pattern can be measured by
listening for the nulls as you probe
the field. For this experiment refer to
page 78 and replace scone with loud-
speaker,

Troubleshoot.L.ng the microwave equipment

1) Check all connections; refer to
Ficure 3.

2) Check that tube it warm.

3) Using microammeter and a reduced
spacing (e.g., 10 cm) between horn
and detector, adjust repeller voltage
to maximize the detected signal (if
any).

4) Try another diode detector, if one
is available,
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PHYSICS

The Electromagnetic
Spectrum

ALBERT F. EISS. Associate Execu-
tive Secretary. National Science
Teachers Association. Wasnmgton,
D. C.

An understandme of the electro-
niagnenc sp,:ctrum
Lreasengh. important .n ...Ica,: In
addition to the ph\ sic.d conc.:pis re-
lated to irequenc and \\ asck teeth of

the are parte...dark
important in the general fields (4 com-
munication and .ire tr:quentl dis-
cussed en scien,:c .!asses
erone kincss of their use in radio.
Me\ ',don. and optics Not .t. ;\ ell
kno\\ n. Imeer. is the fact that
obtain all our information
about the sun and our unnerse from
such \.: es. similar-I\ at the other
dimension. se obtain trout them much
of our kmm ledge of ba:tcria and es en
of the atom itself -

Such communication not \\ ithout
lb problems Illus. a is frequentl
said that the radio bands are o er-
crossded. and enone has sometimes
heard o stations at ('le setting
Ile ma ha\ %% 0:1dt:red v these
couldn't lease been kept apart \ stu-
dent ma) (..\ hasc heard It said that'

onl se could use the \\ a\ elengths
in the snablc spectrum. \\e couldn't
ha\ e this trouble In fact. a student
ina ha\ e read that lasers. v.h.ch op-
erate in the \ :sable light spectrum. offer
some hope for extension of communi-
cation in the tenure At laser frequen-
cies there are man\ possil,Ilit,Cs 441,1cli
are as set ...explored I or example.
NASA is considering usinl. a (0_ laser

FREQUENCY iN viBRAT1ONS'SEC

transmitter on a Mars probe \\ ith an
output (4 silo .ills, such .1 laser trans-
nim1/4,1" I. po\\Lrful enough to send
messag,:s trom Mars toFarth I here
,s tar \\ kler Irequene T.1111.:L .14.111.1b1:

1111 htL's than there is \\ nh present
.sonum.m...ition bands

-\ little stud f the electromagnetic
spectrum ina hclr the stud:nt (:\ ala-
aeL: t: e.: S:. ' ;US as %ell AS 010

SOMething abOUt Use of

POUL POSSthie Irequen4. ranges
are not apparent from a cursor look
at :lie usual diaerom of the electro-
magnetic sp 'Irani In fact. the corn-
plate diagram of the electromagnetic
spectrum Is not generall shorn Ill
science books. In case nho haw
trouble Iinchng such a deagr.on .en ex-

shcmn
In this diagrani. the \\ Kith of the

sable sf ..trum d ie not appear to he
as lag.: as that of tic radio commurrca-
non hands \ siml le 44.1) of !.:is.ng stu-
dents a better idea 01 the true state Of
dials soul(! he pros idc them site
the data on th: eleefromaenenc spec-
trum %%hid' a Ipear in the table helps

Students should cc reminded that
electromagnetc es en at ;v:alio
frequencies,. cannot he heard. heeause
the ear doe: not detect such \\ a\ es
Ih.aeser. rf audio- frequency electro-
magnetic s ass. 55 ere used to generate
Noi11141 Rates at the same frequency.
the could then he heard

-I he to :ontained in the tahie sill
produce a diagram Mew, \ compare
close! .6,1( that shorn 1n the tilus-

1 ,t1 04,), S vt c 5.cpr.cpche: 004., r <
- 5111Ic: <zes.ar: 1 Cuonl.ah,m h. las,:

r 4. 4serzs :1-: 14 r Januar, 0+6
1111,raz.on rep:odvied f-rn c-%:chc I rank 1

11),:r Go:den F a. 51,1, Robert P
Pin s., s A Banc cc:en< Co;Igh. 146: D 5 an

Compan Inc P ccon - RISC,
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Frequency of Electromagnetic Radia-
tions (in cycles per second;

se..ra :St ( R ISN
inw::.1

R 1%.
t
1,1-qc I ir",,

I pzofe

it .thi 1 rcqk
\ ta!:0 I rcl:'

N.,

0' 10 II'
10 10 10
11) 10 10
:0 :0 10
10 ' 111

10 s 10 ')
10 10

10' 10 10
11) id 111'

1 ft \ In 41 2

tranon. It graph...d on a toc,,,,(1(01:n
(ti Students 'A.11 has e no difficult\

Ir making such .t graph. using 1 cm
dth to represent each poser of ten
oil ma point out to them that each

space 0: a loviithmic scale represents
ten times the distance represented by
the preceding space helps. and one-
tenth of the space abe

Nlan) students fail to realise \\ hat

this statement realls nicanN. Ask the
aserage student to subtract HY' from
10 I he dunces are that his reply
sill he 10' Much, of course. is incor-
rect !he correct ans\wr is 9 10".
The stur!ent Mho ans\\ ers IU has sub-
tracted exponents. or di\ ided instead
of subtract ng One \,n of explamine
this is to set the problem doss n on
paper If ou skit to subtract ts,
numbers expressed as posers of ten.
)00 must first change both numbers
to the same poser of !O or .rte out
the full number Thus. 10' must he
expressed as 10 I 0' Noss Me

problem is simple. 1(1 10" I

10'' 9

'r some discussion of the -ssidth-
of Ott band. ask the students to
prep.t, a linear graph of the data in
the tab(:- Suggest that the students
use 1 cm to represent RP" celes sec

10'

ELECTRIC wAvES

10'

1 0 ' 1 0 10" 10'

RAD,0 WAVES

k SlANDAW .1RADAR 4TV FM
kk BROADCAST

IC 10" 10

INFRARED

10-'4,-
(I 110 \ GAMMA SECONDARY =---
,),

, RAYS COSmIC --=_-=-_... > X RAYS , ,
co Ix RAYS
t7) .

10 10 10

wAvELEN3Th iN METERS

DECREASING FREQUENCY

INCREASING wAvELENGTH
INCREASING FR EQU E NC Y

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
DECREASING WAVELENGTH
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(or vibrations see ). h s approxi-
mately RI percent of the s idth of the
audio and radio bands combined. thok
high ..ould the graph be to represent
the audio spectrum the radio spec-
trum Ito" high "ould the graph be
if you %% :re to include al! frequencies
up to the 1.i..er edge of the %NIA: spec-
trum. 10" cycles sec' It you %%ere to
include the .isible spc.:trunt' the en-
izie spectrum' XX hy is a linear graph
not 6 o useful for this purpose

Most students %%ill ie surprised to
find that the top of the radio frequen-
c-cs I I 0.' not be the next line n
the graph. but %%in he 9 cm box.: the
first line, %%Inch represents 10 ", he
twill probably he still more surprised to
find that the , graph of frequencies
reaching to the edge of the .1/4 isible spec-
trum I lo ') %%ill require a distance
slightly more th:,n the length of a foot-
ball field. and the entire sp etruni
\\ mild require approximately 6'_ 1(1'
mlle%, %%lira is more than 6'2 times
the dist:n.:e from the earth to the sun
A at the ...oelengths represented
sx,itt eiwomee them that there is no
error in their computations. since they

ill I :equally unable to design, a useful
linear scale for graphing wa.clengths

The students can then .shy the
.isible light rzgion. If It could he
tapped, ..ould he .cry uscfol. %lore-
0\ cr. for radio communications. it is
not only the frequency the- Is impor-
tant but also the frequency band or
range of frequencies used laws, the
...dill of :t rail o broadcast tyncl Is
10* cycles sec (or 10 he se. I That

is. if you arc tuning :: station at 60)
he on your AM radio. you %%ill be
actoely using all the frequencies

ecn 595 mai 605 he sec. The lo..est
frequency abuse 600 he v.hich another
station could use would be 010 he. and
es en this %%mild produce inne inter-
ference if it ..ere strci.g station
nearby.

Thus, :' portion of the radio spec-
trum from 1650 to 550 hc, approxi-
mating s.liat is commonly designated
as the A VI broadcast band is a band-
width of 1100 he in this range there
arc 1100 he 10 he. or only 110 sep-
aoe all cations as illaale for radio
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stations I he more. sincral stations
must b; assigned the same frequency

But %%hat il .kc %%ere to use: I Ni on
these channels' An I M station re-
quires .1 band'Aldth of 200 he I he
1050 to 550 he portion 01 the spectrum
%%mild only permit ft e I \I stations.

he left user I lov about IX 0
-\ 1 station requires a bands\ Kith of
toe megaeyeles. or frte Minion
One could not accommodate a I \ sta-
tion on the AM broadcast band at all'

From here there are sc.eral inter-
esting a.enues for exploration Ihe
it) he hanth.idth assigned to comma_
oat A cplains %%1)% ilie
arc !mkt' to an audio range of
51)1)0 cycles sec and ..h. the cannot
broadcast %%nil high fidelity on the AM
hand Students can be asked him
many stations of a go en band..idth
( AM. FM. or 1% ) could he assigned
to a go en portion of the electromag-
netic spectrum.

Another interesting problem in is-
signing radio Ire, uency hands for com-
munication did a arise until ultra
high frequency tnd chan-
nel. cane into demand for commer-
cial use Many. channels in these
ranges are noe in use For example,
Li-IF radio uses channels from 470 to
890 megacycles Telephone and IA
communicatrons nemorks are mos of

in the 20'00-0000 ine;:ae.cle
rattize Flime.er. at the present time
commercial users are not permitted to
use frequencies around 1400 mega-
cycles, although there Kts been antic
suggestion that frequencies in this
range he opened for use. This is being
strongly opposed by astronomers be-
cause 01 the fact that cold neutral
hydrogen atoms emit a spectral line at
21 centimeter., or 1420 4 mezacy cies
1 Is 'aas predicted theoretically as
early as 1944, but it odis not detected
experimentak until 1951 Since then.
a study of (Pc intensity of the hydrogen
emission has become an importart as-
pect of radioastronomy hecausi- this
frequency, unlike vlyble. fis.quencies
is not blocked out by interstellar dust
Consequently, astronomers can use
ti's frequency to determine the distri-
bution of hydrogen atoms in our plaxy,

c.ccpt at the ...enter uhere the emis-
sion is blocked out by other radiations

A decision to resohe this conflict of
interest must be made by tire go.ern-
ment Should the necessary frequency
band be held open for radioastrono-
niers. eliminating useful commercial
channels. or should the channels be
used for practical purposes. thus block_
mg SCUM: 11111t1.1111C111,1) research into
the nature 01 the unoerse \t present.
tic. I CC. ha protected the necessary
frequencies for research use. but can
this be Just died ' And is this any guar-
antce that economic or 11011MA pres-
sures might not force a reconsideration
of this decision' I hi. ..ould make an
cxcellent topic for class d.seussion and
lurth;r study

It s probable that the students %%ill
ha.c a much better appreciation of the
Il caning of exponents in scientific
rotation after completing these incr.
cses. and they sadl ha.c more under-
standing of the immense range of the
electromagnetic- spectrum ==



Fields

Influence in space

The idea of the two-step process is
fairly simple to get across and is re-
inforced in the next section. Perhaps
the point can best be made on the black-
board:

Empty space.

A body moving in empty
space nas a constant
velocity.

If another bc lv is in-
troduced, tne path of
the first one is modi-
fied.

The modification can
be thought of as re-
sulting from a force
which the one body
exerts directly on
the other,

or, the one body can
be thought of as pro-
ducing some kind of
effect in the space
around it,

I

and that influence in
space exerts a force

1 41
that modifies the

1 1path of the first
body. l_____

(There is also the general relativity
view, in which it is the geometry of
space which is modified. so that the body
is actually still moving in a "straight
line." It is not so much that the i,ody
causes a distortion of space as that .t
is a distortion of space.;

Test bodies

The expression "force per unit mass"
is awkward. It should be made clear that
the test body need not be one unit, any
more then one must drive for a whole hour
in order to go 60 miles per hour. It is
the ratio of force to mass that charac-
terizes the field. If there is more mass
to be acted upon, the force will be
greater.

The concept of a "test body" is used
throughout the chapter. I, test body must
be small in two ways. It must be suffi-
c'ently small in mass (or charge, or
wlatever) that it does ''ct appreciebiy

At ticles
Fields

modify the main sources of the field,
.ind so chancre the field it is trying to
explore. It must also be small in size
(compared to the scale on which the field
is being considered) so that the is
essentially one value to the field in
the space it occupies. (A strikira il-
lustration of tnis requirement is the
supposed fate of a moon that approaches
too closely its planet--the gravitat)onal
field becomes sufficiently different on
different paits of the moon so that the
moon is torn apart.)

Does a field really exist'

The independent existence of a field,
regardless of whether or not tnere is
something for it to act upon, is as mucn
a philosophical problem as a pnysical
one. The descriptions of phenomena in
terms of fields are consistent and use-
ful. Energy can be considered to be
stored it a field and so field disturb-
ances are ac ompanied by transfer of
energy. But the question of "dcls a
Meld actually exis* in empty spa..cs
cr is it just a way of thinking of
thirgs?" must be put on the shelf with
a number of similar epistemological
problems. Suffice it to say that almost
all physicists think of fields a- if
they exist,

Relation of g to ag

We have tried, . some strair on
the conventio s of he profession, to
use a for the acceleration produced

g
by gravity. Don't say that the gravi-
tational field g is the same as 6g.

There is no need for the relation of
the two to be pointed out, and if stu-
'ents don't bring it up it is probably
best to let it slip by. The accelera-
tion ag can be -,easured by distances

and times. Usi.,.y Newton's second law,
we would say that the gravitational
force on a body is Fg = m.a where m.

1 g 1

is a measure of the body's inertia. By
the definition of gravitational field
strength q, Fg = m g, where mg is a mea-

sure :f the body's response to gravity.
Because the "gravitational mass" of a
body is proportional to the "inertial
mass," the gravitational ac' ',1eration
is proportional to the gravitational
field strength (as found 1)1 experiment
to within one part in 1011). Because
the same body (the "standard kilogram")
is used for defining units of both quan-
tities, and the units pre both given the
same name "kilogram," ag i3 actually

equal numerically and dimensionally to a.
(In general relativity the complete equiv-
alence of inertial and gravitational mass
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Is assumed, so that as and g are identical

--tnere is no distinction made between
them--acceleration and gravitational
force are different ways of viewin3 the
sane tnina.) There is an important dis-
tinction between ag and g in the context

of an elementary course. A measured
value of a

9
wil2 be equal to g only if a

test body is allowed to fall freely. If
body is supported, it is still acted

on by a, r.%_ its acceleration is zero.
?Ithouah it is perfectly legitim.lte to
consider a supported body to have an
acceleration component a , (cancelled

out by an acceleration component due to
the supporting force) that viewpoint will
be hard to sell to students.

"Self-action" of a field

Some students may bring up the issue
of the effect produced on a body by its
own field. There are some very deep
problems involved here (e.g., see Feyn-
man's Nobel Prize address in P ysics
Today, September 1966). For the purposes
of this course, it will be sufficient to
appeal to the two-step representation:
the effect of one body on another is
represented as a field set up by the
first, and that field acting on the sec-
ondand vice versa: the effect of the
second body on the first is repres,nted
as a field set up by the second, and that
field acting on the first. If a body
does have an effect on itself, then it
could be considered to be affected by its
own field. Ir Newtonian mechanics the,-e,
is no such self-effect (witness Newton's
first law), so that a body is properly
considered as acted upon only by the com-
bined fields of all other bcdies. (By
body here we mean a minuscule particle.
The body of the earth is affected by
otAer parts of the body so that in that
sense it acts on itself.) The essence
of this concept can he brought out by
asking the students to rewrite

F = GMm
in terms of the

r

moon s gravitational field.

Adding fields

If fields are defined in terms of
forces and forces are defined in terms
of accelerations, then in one sense
fields must by definition add vectorially
as accelerations do. What is at issue,
however, is that the effect of one source
is the same whether or not some other
source is present and having an effect
also. That is, that force fields defined
in terms of their sources add as vectors.
In the case of a field produced by sev-
eral charged conductors, the presence of
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one trill affect the distribution of
chlree en the ethers, so thlt tnc, field
resulting from the presence of all is
ot the vector sum of the fields which
would be produced by each source alone
in the absence of the others. The dis-
turf,ad fields of the disturbed sources
do dd vectorially, however, The busi-
ness of mutual disturbance can be very
complicited, so that often the config-
uration of sources required to produce
desired field pattern must b, found by
trial and error instead of direct calcu-
lation.

Shielding limitatiohs

Shielding from external fields is not
strictly correct for extremes of field
strengt or extremes of rate of change of
field strength. If an external field were
so phenomenally strong as to cause all the
loose charge on a conducting shell to move
to locations so as to produce a net field
of zero inside, then there would be no
more shift possible and any increase in
the external field could not be balanced.
If the external field is changing at a
rate of 10 cycles/sec, (that is, x rays),
th- charges in tne conductor could net
oscillate rapidly enough to cancel it
out inside and the ctanging field could
penetrate to the interior. For almost-
closed oon:lucting shells (as in electron-
gun electrodes or cyclotron "Dees"), the
field 1J almost zero deep inside. Inci-
dentally, conducting shells do not shield
the space aro.and it from a static charge
inside onless tne shell is grounded.

Grass seeds

It probably isn't worthwhile tak]ng
the time to explain why grass seeds line
up in a field unless students explicitly
raise tAe question. I' you can get away
with it, do.l't -orry aoout the phenomenon
of polarization Df an insulator, as that
involves atoms and charge clouds which
we have not yet officially met. The ends
of the grass seed become charged oppo-
sitely, so that the field exerts oppo-
site forces on he two ends. These forces
will tend to turn tne
grass seed into a posi-
tion along a line of
force. Even when lined -- I

up, the force will be
greater on the odd
where the field is
stronger, so the grass
seed will be pulled
into a region -)f

stronger field.



Tne enarged ends of
tne grass seed at-
tract one another,
so that there is a
tendency for trains
of seeds to form.

Where the lines of
force are curvea,
the vector sum of
he forces on the
seed will tend to
move it into less
curved regions of
field.

A sidelight

A sidelight not mentioned in the text
is that the f_eld lines in the static
case are always perpendicular to the sur-
face of a conducting material. At dis-
tances large compared to the dimensions
of a charged bode, the field will be in-
distinguishable from that of a spheri-
cally symmetrical charge distribution.
This is directly related to the principle
that the surface of a conductor is an
equipotential surface, but that at dis-
tances large compared to the dimensions
of an obje, the equipotential surfaces
are spheres. These principles are of no
great importance for the purposes of thi-
course, but they are fun to draw.
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Oersted

Here Is Oers'ed',; on lccount of the
history of his discovery, written in tne
third person as part of an article on
"Thermoelactricity for Brewster's Edin-
burgY Encyclopedia (183(1

"Electromagnetism itself was discov-
ered in the year 1820, by Professor Hans
Christian Oersted, of the university of
Copenhagen. Throughout his literary
career, he adhered to the opinion, that
the magnetical effects are produced by
the same powers as the electrical. He
was not so much led to this, by the rea-
sons commonly alleged for this opinion,
as by the philosophical principle, that
all phenomena are produced by the same
original power. In a treatise upon the
chemical law of nature, published in
Germany in 1812, under the title Ansich-
ten der chemischen Naturgesetze, and
translated into French, under the title
of Recherches sur l'identite des forces
electriques et chymiques, 1813, he en-
deavoured to establish a general chemical
theory, in harmony with this principle,
In this work, he proved that not only
chemical affinities, but also heat and
lignt are produced by the same two powers,
which probably might be only two difearent
forms of one primordial power. H1 stated
also, that the magnetical effects were
produced by the same powers- but he was
well aware, that nothing in the whole
work was less satisfactory, than the rea-
sons he alleged for this. His researel'es
upon this sub-feet were still fruitless,
until the year 1820. In the winter of
1819-20, 11E_ delivered a course of lec-
tures upon electricity, galvanism, and
magnetism, before an audience that had
been previously acquainted with the
principles of natural philosophy. In
composing the lecture, in which he was
to treat of the analogy between magnetism
and electricity, he conjectured, that if
it were possible to prodace any magneti-
cal effect by electricity, this could
not be in the direction of the current,
since this had been so often tried in
vain, but that it must be produced by a
lateral action. This was strictly con-
nected with his other ideas; for he did
not consider the transmission of elec-
tricity through a conductor as an uni-
form stream, but as a succession of in-
terruptions and re-establishments of
equilibrium, in such a manner that the
electrical powers in the current were
not in quiet equilibrium, but in a state
of continual conflict. As the luminous
and heating effect of the electrical
current goes out in all directions from
a conductor, which transmits a great
quantity of electricity; sc he thought
it possible that the magnetical effect
could likewise eradiate. The observa-
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tions above recorded,, of magnetical ef-
fects produced by lightning, in steel-
needles not immediately struck, con-
firmed him in his opinion. He was never-
theless far from expecting a areat mag-
netical effect of the galvanical pile:
and still he supposed that a power, suf-
ficient to make the conducting wire glow-
ing, might be required. The plan of the
first experiment was, to make the current
of a little galvanic trough apparatus,
commonly used in his lectures, pass
through a very thin platina wi j, which
was placed over a compass cov Led with
glass. The preparations for the experi-
ments were made, but some accident having
hindered him from trying it before the
lecture, he intended to defer it to
an(ther opportunity: yet during the lec-
ture, the probability of its success ap-
peared stronger, so that he made the
first experiment in the presence of the
audience, The magnetical needle, though
included in a box, was disturbed; but as
the effect was very feeble, and must,
before its law was discovered, seem very
irregular, the experiment made no strong
impression on the audience. It may ap-
pear strange, that the discoverer made
no further experiments upon the subject
during three months; he himself finds it
difficult enough to :onceive it: but the
extreme feebleness and seeming confusion
of the phenomena in the first experiment,
the remembrance of the numerous errors
committed upon this subject by earlier
philosophers, and particularly by his
friend Ritter, the claim such a matter
has to be treated with earnest attention,
may have determined him to delay his re-
searches to a more convenient time. In
the month of July 1820, he again resumed
the experiment, making use of a much more
considerable galvanical apparatus. The
success was now evident, yet the effects
were still feeble in the first repeti-
tions of the experiment, because he em-
ployed only very thin wires, supposing
that the magnetical effect would not take
place, when heat and light were not pro-
duced by the galvanical current; but he
soon found that conductors of a greater
diameter give much more effect; and he
then discovered, by continued experiments
during a few days, the fundamental law
of electromagnetism, viz. that the mag-
netical effect of the electrical current
has a circu ar motion round it.
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In most textbooks you will find the
statement that ROmer was the first :Jerson
to determine the speed of light. You will
find various values attributed to him, and
most of these values are different even
when converted to the same system of units
(the average is about 2/3 the present value).
Anyone who actually takes the trouble to
read ROmer's original paper will find that
all he did was to estimate the time it takes
light to cross a certain fraction of the
earth's orbit. He also says that lignt
would take less than a second to cross the
diameter of the earth; sinco he thought the
earth's diameter was about 9000 miles (de-
pending on how you interpret the units he
used) this means that the speed of light
is greater than 9000 miles per second. But
for seventeenth-century scie,:tists the real
significance of Rbmer's work was not the
actual value of the speed of light, but
the fact that it is finite rather than
infinite. This is analogous to the case
of Boyle's work on air pressure: Boyle is
known as the discoverer of "Boyle's law
PV = constant, but n fact he wasn't the
first to find this relation by experiment.
Instead, he did something even more impor-
tant: he showed that air pressure is finite,
and is responsible (rather than nature's
horror of a vacuum) for holding up the mer-
cury in a barometer, or the water in a suc-
tion pump. These two examples, Romer and
Boyle, show how different (and how much
more interesting) the history of science
can become if we try to look at a scien-
tist's work directly and in the context of
its own times, rather than judging it,
through the reports of textbooks, on the
basis of how it solved problems that we
now consider significant.

Although Romer did not apparently have
data on the diameter of the planetary orbits
from which he could compute the actual
speed of light, such data was just becoming
available at the time he worked. In 1672,
the Frer h astronomers Jean Richer and Jean
Dominique Cassini determined the Earth-Mars
distance by triangulation of Mars, They
used a baseline with Paris at one end and
Cayenne, on the northern coast of South
America, at the other. Since, as we saw
in Unit 2, the relative distances of all
the planets from the sun, and relative
Earth-Mars distance at a given time, could
be found from the heliocentric theory, all
these distance could be found as soon as
one of them was Anown. The Rather-Cassini
observations led to an Earth-Sun distance
of 87 ;Iles. Huygens, in 1678,
used this value together with fl5mer's data
on the ime-interval to compute the speed
of light. Huygens' value, 2 x 108 m/sec,
was published in his treatise on light in
1690, together with an analysis of ROmer's
observations; later scientists seem to have



misread this passage and thought that Romer
himself had gotten that value.

Another way of determining the velocity
of light from astronomical observations wls
discovered by the BrLtish astronomer James
Bradley in 1728. He found that certain
stars change their positions in the sky

during the year in a peculiar way. Although
he was originally trying to observe the
parallax of such stars,, it turned c,It that
this effect could not be attributed to par-
allax but was due instead to the component
of motion of the earth at right angles to
the line of sight from the star to earth.
During the finite time that it takes for
light from the star to go from one end of
the telescope to the other, the telescope
itself moves because of the motion of the
earth, and so the telescope must be tilted
slightly to see the star. This effect is
known as stellar aberration, an its mag-
nitude depends on the ratio of the orbital
speed of the earth to the speed of light,
as well as on the positio'i of tt.e star rel-
ative to the plane of the eolip.A.ce Since
the orbital speed is known, the speed of
light can be calculated, The value obtained
was within a few per cent of the present
value,

Bradley's discory of stellar aberration
was historically important for arother rea-
son: it was, in a sense, the first direct
astronomical evidence for the heliocentric
theory! Yet by the time it was found, most
scientists had already accepted the helio-
centric theory for other reasons (see Uait
2), Here is an interesting example of the
relative unimportance of experiments and
observations, as compared to convincing
theories, in changing a worldl..iew.

The subsequent history of determinations
of the speed of light is reported in J.H.
Rush, "The Speed of Light,"Scientific Amer-
ican, August 1955.p. 67 and books in the
bibliography.

In Chapter 16, we note that Hertz's
experimental determination that electro-
magnetic waves have the same speed as light
was one piece of evidence for the hypothesis
that light waves are a form of electro-
magnetic waves. in Chapter 20 we again
encounter the speed of light as a maximum
speed in relativity theory

"Lectron" Series

Lectron is a simple, magnetic - connecting
building-block system replacing separate
component parts. Each self-contained
block is the component. Magnetic contacts
on the sides and bottom of each block are

Articles
"Lectron"' Series

the electrical and mechanical connections.
The circuitry is done on a metal ground
plane that serves the normal chassis
functions of mechanical support and com-
mon ground. Each b.,..ck has the standard
schematic symbol for the component on the
top. From the wide selection of component
blocks available, complete electronic
circuits, from the most simple to complex,
fully-operating transistor radios, can be
assembled.

I

Lectron is a complete, self-contained
survey course in circuitry which intro-
duces students to theory as well as the
practical applications of components and
circuitry. Because of its basic simpli-
city, very little background preparation
is needed; however, it is also challeng-
ing to more sophisticated students. It
is ideal for any level science, indus-
trial arts or vocational program.

By reducing a functional circuit to a
series of "build -.n blocks," students
see the role each component plays in the
circuit design. A finished circuit is
an exact duplication of its schematic
diagram and can be checked easily at any
point in the experiment. A small 9V bat-
tery is the only source of power required,
even for the largest circuits.

Nc, tools are needed. No safety pre-
cautions are required. Set-up time is
reduced to a bare minimum. Inventory
can be done quickly and easily because
all components are clearly identified.

Detailed information can be obtained
from Raytheon Education Co., D.C. Heath
Building, Boston, Mass,

This article was adapted from a
Raytheon Education brochure. While there
was no direct involvement with this par-
ticular item and Project Physics, we
feel it is uniquely applicable to lab
work in electricity and electronics.
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Schmitt, M.L. Text Edition $6.48 (1962)
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(T,S) Conn, G. IC, T. The Wave Nature of the Electrcn, Blackie, London 78 pp. (1938)
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science is explained. No bibliography.

(T) MacLaren,
Malcolm

The Rise of the Electrical Industry During the Nineteenth Century,
Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, NJ (1943)

(T,S) McDougal, W, L. Fundamentals of Electricity., 4th ed. revised by K. C. Graham andand others others, Ameri'nn Technical Cociety, Chicago $4.75 (1960)
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also seives as good collateral reading for the high school physics
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(T,S Michelson, A. A. Light Waves and Their Uses, University of Chicago Press (1907),,
reprinted by Phoenix as PSSS 508, 166 pp. (1961)
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lectures describing the uses of the interference of light, no less
informative and interesting for being based on the outmoded ether
theory. No bibliography.

(T,S) Michelson, A. A. Studies in Optics, University of Chicago Press (1927), reprinted
by Phoenix as PSSS 514, 176 pp. (small)
There is quite a bit of mathematics in this little description of
some phenomena of physical optics (interference, the measurement
of length, diffraction, measurement of velocity of light and such),
but the clarity of writing is such that the book is fascinating
for anyone with a knowledge of elementary calculus. No biblio-
graphy.

(T,S) Miller, T. H.
Brummitt, W.

(T,S)

This is Photography, Doubleday, Garden City 260 pp. (1959)
Primarily for the user, this book gives the underlying principles
ja simple terms. No bibliography.

Millikan, R. A. The Electron, University of Chicago Press, Chicago $6, Paperback
(abr. ed. by Edition 45 (1963)
J. W. M. DuMond) An edited report of the experiments with the electron and

elementary charge which won Millikan a Nobel Prize.

(T,S) Minnaert, M.
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[The Nature of) Light and Colour in the Open Air, translated by
Kremer-Priest, Dover, NY 362 pp. (1954)
A homely and personal account of vision and optical phenomena in
nature showing, despite the poor reproduction of the h-Lftone
illustrations, that one's appreciation of natural phenomena is
heightened by scientific knowledge. No bibliograph! ,
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Answers Test A

Suggested Answers to Unit 4 Tests

Test A

ITEM ANSWER
SECTION
OF UNIT

PROPORTION OF
TEST SAMPLE

ANSWERING ITEM
CORRECTLY

1 B 13.3 0.73

2 E 14.3 0.67

3 C 13.3 0.43

4 C 14.3 0.40

5 C 14.4 0.27

6 B 13.2 0.57

7 D 16.5 0.73

8 C 16.2 0.70

9 B 16.2 0.40

10 D 14.10 0.77

11 D 15.4 0.67

12 C 15.4 0.83

13 B 16.2 0.63

14 A 15.3 0.47

15 D 15.4 0.37
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Answers Test A

(roue I

1. Section of Unit: 16.4

hertz found:

a) that electromagnetic waves reflect, refract and interfere in a manner similar to
light wa s.

b) that the velocity of electromagnetic waves and light waves are the same.
He concluded that both light waves and electromagnetic waves could be accounted for by

Maxwell's electromagnetic theory.

2. Sections of Unit: 16.2, 16.3

Maxwell predicted:

a) that electromagnetic waves of many different frequencies could exist.
b) that electromagnetic waves exert a pressure on any surface that reflects or absorbs

them.

3. Section of Unit: 14.10

Power = VI

= (12 volts)(100 amps)

= 1200 watts

4. Sections of Unit: 14.11 -14.13

a) A magnetic compass needle held close to a current-carrying wire will align itself
perpendicular to the wire.

b) Two parallel current-carrying wires held close together will exert forces on each
other.

c) An insulated wire carrying current coiled around a piece of iron will cause the
iron to become magnetic.

5. Sections of Unit: 14.3, 14.4

2 m
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t. Section of 15.8

a) P = I.B

= (0.50 ampere)2(510 ohm)

= (.2.5 amp )(510 ohm)

= 130.0 watts

b)

Answc.s Test A

An alternating curr_,nt in the primary coil (A) changes tne magnetic field in the iron

rinu. The change in magnetic field in the part f the ring near the secondary coil (B)

induces a current in ,n( secondary coil. If the secondary coil has more turns than the

prirary, the voltage across the secondary will be greater than the voltage across the

primary. If the secondary has fe.,er turns than te primary, toe vc,ltage across tne

secondary will 1_,e iess than the voltage across the primary.

7. Section of Vnit:

light
source

4

single
slit

solid line crest
dashed line - trough

e

ti

DeFtY .c

Constructive

eStr C t

double
slit

Screen

An An adequate answer to this question should involve some discussion of most of the

following facets of the experiment.

a) the nature of the light source

b) the function of the single slit

c) the function of the double slits

d) the regions of constructive and destructive interference

e) the pattern seen on the screen

f) relative dimensions cf parts of the apparatus where this infcrmation is vital to the

experiment
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Answers Test B

Suggested Answers to Unit 4 Tests

Test B

ITE'.' ANSWEP
SI CTIoN
or UNIT

PHOloICIIW,. 01
TEST .zA,:PL1,

11,t1: : I l':
CoRRI CTLY

1 L 14.3 0.34

E 14.4 0.75

3 C 16.5 0.73

4 0 14.3 0.69

5 A 13.4 0.60

6 1) 13.4 0.37

7 13 13.5 0.72

8 D 16.3 0.64

9 C 13.3 .39

10 E 14.3 .
..: 58

11 C 14."',.4 0.69

12 D 13.6 0.85

13 13 1. .2,.3 0.52

14 I .6 0.60

15 0 16.7 0.51
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Answers Test b

A satisficory ansf_r- to this guestio:. may involve a brief discnssicn of t.o of
,fftet=, of tnf introduction of electrical power. This list L.:Les

answers.

a) the 1,-.-act of electricity on tridustry

b) the socia' effects of machinery replacing physical labor

c) the trend tf,wards a decentralized population brought about by rural electrifici-,1
d) the unification of the country through the use of electrically operated systtn,s

communications

2. Section of Unit.: 13.5

The nature philosobhers objected to Newton's theory of color because they found the
scitntifl procedure of dissecting and analyzing natural phenomena distas,eful. Tney fe:t
teat was necessary to consider the unifying principles of all natural forces in erjt.: ;r,

understand nature as a whole.

3. Section of Unit: 14.4

A field is a set of values attached to every point in space; the values are, In generii,
functions of both position and time. The field Idea i often invoked intuitively or for
mathematical convenience to describe a region of interaction in which there axe different

amounts of influence produced by some source, and to avoid direct action at a distance.

4. Section of Unit: 16.5

X rays are readily absorbed by bone, whereas they pass through organic matter such is
flt.sh. in addition, x rays have the ability to expose photographic film.

5. Section of Unit: 16.5

The following list is not intended to provide all the possible reasons for believing
that electromagnetic waves carry energy.

a) Energy must be supplied to a source of electromagnetic radiation.
b) When electromagnetic wa-:cs are absorbed, the absorbing material )s heated.
c) Electromagnetic radiations exert pressure on targets.

di Hertz discovered that the sparking of an induction coil caused similar sparking
to occur in his receiver loop.
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Answers Test B
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Answers Test C

Suggested Answers to Unit 4 Tests

Test C

ITEM ANSWER
SECTION
OF UNIT

PROPORTION OF
TEST SAMPLE
ANSWERING ITEM

CORRECTLY ITEM ANSWER
SECTION
OF UNIT

ROPORTION OF
TEST SAMPLE
ANSWERING ITEM

CORRECTLY

1 C 14.8 0.69 21 B 13.3 0.73

2 D 13.6 0.85 22 B 13.3 0.89

3 D 16.1 0.58 23 B 15.4 0.60

4 E 14.4 0.64 24 A 15.4 0.70

5 C 14,16 0.90 25 D 13.6 0.85

6 B 14.3 26 D 16.7 0.44

7 B 14.4 0.57 27 C 14.11 0.77

8 C 13.3 0.46 28 E 14.3 0.57

9 C 16.2 0.63 29 D 14.13 0.42

10 .9 13.3 0.57 30 A 13.4 0.55

11 v
... 14.3 0.59 31 D 13.4 0.34

12 B 14.13 32 B 13.5 0.53

13 E 16.7 0.38 33 D 14.3 0.43

14 C general 0.76 34 B 16.2 0.47

113 E 14.13,16.2 0.44 35 A 14.12 0.50

16 D 16.5 0.67 35 D 16.1 0.37

17 E 15.8 0.44 37 C 15.8 0.74

18 C general 0.59 38 A 14.2 0.49

19 A 16.3 0.43 39 A 14.13 0.67

20 C 14.11 0.67 40 D 15.8 0.51



Suggested Answers to Unit 4 lests

Test D

Group 'one

1. SLction of Lnit: 13.3

Answers Test D

As ligrt enters tne olc,:k of class, its velocity decreases, its Aavelength cecreases and
its fregaenc remains c5..stant.

2. Section of Unit: 14.13

i strean of cnarced particles, mainly fr7:m tne s..n out als, from o'..ter space, continu-

ally sweeps past the eartn. Mlny of tnese particles are deflected into siral patns LV

the eartn's nagnetic field art are trappec.

3. Section of Unit: 16.2, 16.3

In developing his electromagnetic theory, Maxwell devised a mechanical model that pro-
vided the connections among tne electrical and magnetic gua-,..,s ooserved oy Faraday
and others. The ether was a constituent part of this mechanical model. However, once
Maxwell found tne desired relations oetween the electric and magnetic fields, he was free
to discard the mecnanical model. Maxwell's electromagnetic tneory is independent of any

assumption concerning tne etner. His model developed for ratter can oe applied to space
that is free of matter. Under all circumstances, an electric field that is onanging ith
time generates a magnetic field.

4. Section of Unit: 16.5

Because both x rays and radio waves are electromagnetic radiations, they can both be

refracted, reflected and diffracted, and both exhibit interference.

5. Section of Unit: 16.2

Include a sample of the material in a circuit with a battery and a current detector.
If the current flow is constant, or changes very little, the substance is a conductor.
If a current cannot be detected, the substance is an insulator.
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Answers Test D

Section of 14.3

Force on C A:

=LEA

10 ) (1 10-- coulomb) (-1 10-' coulomo)
coulomo-

-0.90 N (a 0.9 newton force towards A).

Force on C due to B:

CB
R

(9 10 N7, ) (-62 10 coulomb) (-1 10t C0111011b)
COU1OMZ"

1

= -0.16 N (a 0.16 newton force towards B).

Net force on C:

C

.90N .I6N

FC = (.9 .161

= 0.74s (a 0.74 newton force towards A).

Section of Unit: 13.6

The longer a wave is compared to the size of an obstacle,, the less it is scattered.

Thus, In areas where the air is clear, sunlight is scattered by air molecules and particles
of dust or water vapor. These particles are smaller "-tan most wavelengths of light.
Consequently, only light of short wavelengths = blue^-i5 scattered, and the sky seems blue.
However, when the air is polluted, larger particles are suspended in the air. These parti-
cles scatter sunlight of longer wavelengths. Consequently, reds and oranges mixed with blue
are seer in the sky.
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Answers Test D

8. Section of Unit: 16.7

a) The special theory of relativity assumes that all of physics and electromagnetism,

as well as mechanics, satisfies the relativity principle: there is no way to

distinguish among frames of reference that have a constant relative velocity.

b) The speed of light in free space is the same for all observers, whatever their

velocities relative to each other or to tne light source.
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This letter is repro duce'

(v,(t11, ic e t n ,r to it.

Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
was a Scottish mathematical

physicist who contributed to
the fields of electricity,

mechanics and thermodynamics
tnd to such practical deve-
,opments as an improved ship's

compass and the first Atlantic
cable. The Kelvin scale of
absolute temperature is named
for him.

2

Ficnard Pentley he wrote:

Tis unconceivaLle tc me that it-te
shol:ld (without the mediation of :-,r;methlr,,:
not material) operate upon & affect othkr
mutual contact; ... And this is ene retsor,

:

sired you would not ascribe innate gravit,, tc 7, .

gravit.: should be innate inherent s ssent: r

so t one body may act upon another at a di:,tarc
i vacuum wthout the mediation of any thin:
through well their action or force

t 1)e cc,n d !:,-
one point to another is to me so great an a!qurdi -
I beleive no man who has in philosophical matters a:.%
competent faculty of thinking can ever fall it.t

Some seventeenth-century scientists, less cauti,--s 1:

their published speculations than Newton, protoeA -

lects are surrounded by atmospheres that extend tc .h, 7

distant regions and serve to transmit gravitational, 1.

and mcgnetic forces from one body to another. The atr,

proposed at this time were not m,do a part of A ,Tutl.tlt ,t

theory. In the nineteenth century, whtn the idea u1 n .1.-
pc..-w.ding atmosphere was revived, numerous attem:tt,

to develop mathematically the properties cf
t

would transmit the waves of light. The name "lumiri:i
ether" was given to this hypothetical "light-bear.ng
stance.

The rapid discovery of new electri-:al !rid magnetic e:.,

in the first half of the nineteenth century acted a:, a ':

stimulus to model building. Michael Faraday (1-41-1tt, \,

made many of the Important discoveries, dvcloped a me ;, 1

that assigned lines of force to the space surroundln: c, :-

trifled and magnetized bodies. Faraday .4howed how the"

lines of force could be used to acccant for many let: 2.-

netic effects.

In a paper he wrote at age 17, William Thomson
)

show2d ho%, the equations used to formulate anc, ,,U1( A Tr

lem in electrostatics could also be used to sol-t_ a 11

in the flow of heat. At that time eiectrostati W,;

simply and effectively treated by considering that

forces can act at a distance, while the flow of heat n

orally held to result from the action of parts thit

With this paper Thomson showed that the SdIrA. mathemti, '1

formulation could be used for theories basc: on curt,lc,e1

different physical assumptions. Perhaps, then, it %^..1.- r,r.

important ,o find a correct set of equations than it wa t,
choose a particular mechanical model.

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879)
, inspired by Faraily.:

physical models and by Thomson's mathematical demonstration,
,

undertook the task of developing a mathematical theory it
electromagnetism. From the assumption of an imaginary ether
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13.1 Introduction. What is light? At first glance, this may seem

to be a rather trivial question. After all, there is hardly

anything that is more familiar to us. We ,,ee 1) means of

light. We also live by light, for without it there mould be

no photosynthesis, and photosynthesis is the basic source of

energy for most forms of life on earth. Light is the messen-

ger which brings us most of our information about the world

around us,, both on the earth and out to the most distant

reaches of space, Because our world is largely defined by

light, we have always been fascinated by its behavior. From

the beginning of recorded history men have asked themselves

questions about light. Hot, fast does it travel? How does it

manage to travel across empty space? What is color?

To the physicist, light is a form of energy. He can de-

scribe light Ly measurable values of wavelengths and frequen-

cies and intensity of the beam. To him, as to all people,

light also means brightness and shade, tne beau,y of summer

flowers and fall foliage, of red-gGld sunsets and of the can-

vases painted by master artists. These are really two ways

of looking at light: one way is to regard its measurable

aspectshicn has been enormously fruitful in physics and

in technoJogy. The other is to ask about tne emotional

responses in us when we view the production of light in na-

ture or art. Still another ma': of considering light Is in

terms of the biophysical process of vision. The physical,

biophysical, and psychological aspects of light are closely

related.

Because these aspects of light are not easily separated,

problems raised about light in the early history of science

were more subtle and more elusive tnan those associated with

most ocher aspects of our physical experience. Early ideas on

its nature were confused by a failure to distinguish between

light and vision. This confusion is still evident in young

children. When playing hide-and-go-seek, some of them "hide"

by covering their eyes with their hands; apparently they

think that they cannot be seer when they cannot see. This

almost instinctive association of vision with light persists

into the language of the adult world. We talk about the sun

"peeping out of the clouds" or the stars "looking down."

T-3(9 -Tie spoeol or l(skt

Summar9 13 (
t ? After Some

Mol arks °A how the pilcis/sisC

wouloi -67,- aoswer this uestiort,

rw prose' lie cpletsaon more
preoisel : How appropriate is
a wave ryzovie( in explaining
the observed properties- oi Y-(ht 9"

Behold the Light emitted from
the Sun,
That more familiar, and what

mor? unknown,
While by its spreading Radiance

it reveals
All Nature's Face, it still it

self conceals ...
flow soon th'Effulgent Emana-

ticns fly
Thro' the blue Cuiph of i Ler-

posing Sky:
Bow soon their Lustre all the

Region fills,
Smiles on the Vallies, and

adorns the Bills!
o

Some of the Greek philosophers believed that light ravels
Millions of Mile:, s rapid is

tqeir Rac',

in straight lines at high speed, and that it contains particles To Over the Earth, they in
few Moments pass.
Amazing Progress! At its ut-

most Stretch,
What human Mind can this swift

Motion reach'

which stimulate the sen.,o, of vision when they enter the eye.

For centuries after the Greek era during which limited atten-

tion was paid to the nature of light, the particle model per-

sisted. However, around 1500 Leonardo da Vinci,, noting a

similarity between sound echoes and the reflection of light,
Richard Blackmore, Creation
II, 1715, 386-399.

5
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speculated that light, like sound, might have a wave character.

A decided difference of opinion emerged amono scientists
o'" the seventeenth qltur, about the nature of light. Some,
including No;,ton, favored a model largely based on tae idea
of ligLt -.s a stream of particles. Others, including huygens,
support,_d a wave model. By the late nineteenth century, how-
ever, there appeared to be overwhelming evidence that the ob-
served characteristics of light could be explained by assuming
that it :Lad the nature of a ;ave motion; that is, by assuming
a rve model. In this chapter we shall look at the question

appronriate is a wave model in explaining tne observed
behavior of light?" That is, we shall take tne wave model as
a hypothesis, and examine the evidence tnat sup;orts it. We
much bear in mind taut scientific model, hypothesis or
theory has to cnief functions to uxplain what is known, and
to make predictions that can Le subjected to experimental
test. We shall look at both of these aspects of tne wave
odel. The result will be very curious. The wave model turns
out to work splendidly for all the properties of light 1..nowr.

before t.ie t,entieth century. But in Chapter 18 we v.ill find

tact for come purposes we must adopt instead a particle model.
Then in Chanter 20 we «ill combine, both models,, Joining to-

gether two apparently opposite theories!

We nave already mentioned tact li-rat travels in straight
lines and nigh speed. Our daily use of mirrors , )nvinced

us that light can also be reflected. There are otner cnarac-
teristics of light--for example, it can be refracted, and it
shows the phenomena of interference and diffraction. All of
these properti.,s you nave studied earlier, when looking at
the behavior of waves in Chapter 12. It would therefore be
well for you to refresh your memory about tne basic ideas of
that chapter before going on to the study of light. We shall,
however, look at some ac.ditional phenomena of light--disper-

sion, polarization and scattering - -which so far we crave con-

sidered either not at all or in minimum detail in tne earlier
discussion. As we shall see, these also fit into our wave

Summary) 13 a model, and in fact constitute strong experimental support forI &amt or 1: it ti-ave.( stmt Before going on to a discussion of these various charac-
hnes.

teristics of light's behavior and how they provide evidence
in support of our hypothesis of a wave model for lignt, we.P The first estimate or Ihe
shall first consider the propagation of light and t:o charac-ee,o( tisk" 1,,a.5 made bu

6(9 s in fie s J teristics--reflection and refractionwhich can be explainedever&enm
cen tArj , usin9 asti-onomical data by both a corpuscular (particle) model and a wave model.

13 2 Propagation of light. Teere is ample evidence that light
travels in straight lines. The fact that one cannot see

6
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r,ufg t corner" Lf an or stacle is one obvious examle.

T, Laflire of a shado4 cast Ly ta, sun Is but one example

s.Larply defined snado,s cast a larrie but verl, dis-
tart source. Similarly, sharp shaao,r, are cast by a closer
source of .small dimensions. The distant sun or the nearby
sm,,11 source are approximately point sources cf light; it is
`rnm such point sources tnat we get sh-rp shadows. Before
the invention of the modern camera with its lens system, a

light-tight box with a pinhole in the center of one face was
widely used. As the camera obscura,, it was highly popular in

the Middle Ages. Leonardo da Vinci prob-

ably used it as an aid in his sketching.

In one of his manuscripts he says that "a

small aperture in a window shutter pro-_
sects on the inner wall of the room an

First published illustration of
a camera obscura: obser a
solar eclipse in anu rry
from a book by the Dutch physi-
cran and mathematic ran Gerami
Fr is ius

An at tempt ro produce a "ray"
of light, fu make the pictures
at the right, a parallel eam of
red light was directed through
increasingly narrow slit, to a
photographic plate. The sic:
widths, from let t to right, were
1.5 ran , 0 . 7 mm, 0,G mm, 0 , 2 ram
and 0.1 atm. The results are
similar to those shown for wa-
ter ripples on p. 133 of Unit 3
(Fig. 12.23). (Of course the
narrower the slit the less the
light that gets through. This
was compensated for by longer
exposures.)

S

image of the bodies which are beyond the

aperture," and he includes a sketch to

show how the straight-line propagation of
light explains the formation of an image.

It is oft-n convenient to use a straight line to represent

the direction in which light travels. The convenient picto-
rial device, an infinitely thin ray of light, is useful for

thinking about light but it does not correspond to anything
that actually exists. A light beam emerging from a good-sized

hole in a screen is as wide as the hole. You might expect that
I` we made the hole extremely small we would get a very narrow
beam of light--ultimately, just a ray. But we don't: Dif-
frac:tier effects (such as you have already observed for water
and 'round waves) appear when the beam of light passes through
a ,;mall hole. So a ray of light, pictorially useful, cannot
be produced in practice. But we can still use the idea to

represent the direction in which a train of parallel waves
is traveling.

Given that light seems to travel in straight lines, can we
tell how fast it goes? Galileo discussed this problem in his

Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences. lie points out that
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ever.ida; experiences t lei,: U3 to conclude teat tt I,r,Ta-

;ation of light is in,,tantanto ice. but tnese experiences,

wnen anall,zeu more clo-,ul, /0.111, only that light

much faster Loan sound. For "v,ntn we see a

piece of artillery fired, at i ,scat uistance, the flasn

roaches our eyes Nitncut la: se of time; but the sound, reaches

the ear only after a noticeable interval." But ha, do ,t2

really kno%, tLat tot. light moved ",'It'leut of un-

less %%e have some accurate ,a, of mea_,uring the lapuL of

time?

A: MisCeitaneous 1(91-ct" actives

qalileo then desuribeu an experimert the -,-(eg cf

light miuht be measured by too persons d,stant hill-, flash-

ing lanterns. (Tnis experiment is to bc analyzeo in 13.2).

He concluded that the speed of light Is pre:.11,1': not infinite,

but was not able to estimate a definite value for it.

The first definite evidence that li tot moves at a finite

speed was found by a Danish astronomer, Ole Romer. I; Ben

tember 1676, Romer announced to the Academy of Scienc s is

Paris that the eclipse of a satellite of Jupiter, oic':, ac

expected to occur at 45 seconds after 5:25 a.m. on the nint

of November, could be exactly ten minutes late. On Novem-

ber 9, 1676, astronomers at the Royal Observatory in Paris,

though skeptical of Romer's mysterious prediction, made c.Are-

ful observations of the eclipse and reported that it occurred

at 45 seconds after 5:35 a.m., Just as Romer had predicteu.

Two weeks later, Romer revealed tne theoretical basis of

his prediction to the baffled astronomers at the Academy of

Sciences. lie explained that the delay in the eclipse 4as

simply due to the fact that light from Jupiter takes a longer

or shorter time to reach the earth, depending on the relative

positions of Jupiter and the earth in their orbits. In fact,

he declared that it takes 22 minutes for light to cross toe

earth's orbit.

Shortly thereafter, the Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens

used Romer's data to make the first calculation of the speed

of light. He combined the value of 22 minutes for light to

cross the earth's orbit with his own estimate of the diameter

of the earth's orbit. (This distance could be estimated for

the first time in the seventeenth century, as a result of the

advances in astronomy described in Unit 2.) Huygens obtained

a value which, in moderr -its, is about 2 , 108 meters per

second. This is about too- thirds of the presently accepted

value (see below). The discrepancy ,s mainly due to the fact

that light actually takes only about 16 minutes to cross the

earth's orbit. As often happens, modern historians of science

See note on'iRomer
ArticAes secliort

[RUmer] the sage, who, studious
of the skies,

Heedful explores these late-
discovered worlds,
By this observed, the rapid

progress finds
Of light itself, how swift the

headlong ray
Shoots from the Sun's height

through unbounded space,
At once enlightening air, and

Earth, and Heaven.

David Mallett, The Excursion,
eighteenth century,

9
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aye cast some doubt on t exactness of homer's calculation
of the time interval and on tne observation of the time cf tic
eclipse. Nevertheless, the importance of Romer'i work was
not so much that it led to a particular value of tne -,ieed of

light, but rather that it established that the i-ropagation of
light is not instantaneous but takes a finite time.

The speed of light has been measured in many different ways
since the seventeenth century. Since the speed is ver;
it is necessary to use either a very long distance cr a vir'l
short time interval. The earlier methods were bases on mea-
surements of astronomical distances. In the nineteenth cen-

tury, rotating slotted wheels and mirrors made it possible to

measure very short time intervals so that distances of a few
miles could be used. The development of Llectronic devices
in the twentieth century allows measurement of even shorter

time intervals, so that tne speed of light is no4 known to an
accuracy of better than 1 part in 10'. Because of tne impor-
tance of the speed of lignt in modern physical theories, phy-
sicists are continuing to improve tneir methods of measurement
even though this speed is already one of th, most accurately
known physical constants.

As of 1964, the most accurate measurements indicate that
the speed of light an vacuum is 299,792,500 meters per second.
The uncertainty of this value is less than 300 meters per sec-
ond, or 0.0001*. The speed of light is usually represented

the symbol c, and for most purposes it is sufficient to

use the a.:Iproximate value c = 3 . 10" meters per second.

Why can't a beam of light be made increasingly narrow by passing
it through narrower and narrower slits?

What reason did Romer love for thinking that the eclipse of a
particular satellite of Jupiter would be observed later than
expected'

What was the most important outcome of Romer's work?

133 Reflection and refraction. What happens when a ray of light
traveling in one medium (say air) hits the boundary of another
medium (say glass)? The answers to this question depend on

whether we adopt a particle or a wave theory of light, and

therefore give us a chance to test which theory is better.

Two narrow beams of light, com-
ing from the upper left, strike
a block of glass. Can you ac-
count for the other effects?

We have already discussed refl,:ction and refraction from
the wave viewpoint in Chapter 12, so we need only recall tne
results obtainod there.

1) A ray may be taken as the line drawn perpendicular to
a wave's crest lines; a ray represents the direction in wnich
a train of parallel waves is traveling.
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Using tyre wave model we can expicum na as hnas perpendicular 10 crest - lines tiNe

ineudence is equal 0 Me anya_ repectian , and when a wave Gres 7t7o 0 denser

medium , itS v.ectvelen.stk and speed decreases arse( id'ire rail is bit toward --tze, normal
2) In reflection, the angle of incidence (-1) is etin to

the angle of reflection (,
r
).

3) Reiraction involves a change of wavelength and speed of

the wave as it goes into another medium. In particular, when

the wavelength decreases, the speed decreases, and the ray as

bent in a direction toward a line perpendicular to the bound-

ary. This bending toward the perpendicular is observed when

a ray of light goes from air to glass.

What about the 'article model? Newton pointed out tnat re-

flection could not be simply tne result of the impact of

light particles against the particles of the reflecting sur-

face. After all, a polished surface is only smooth to the

gross sense of human sight and touch. Looked at through a

microscope, it shows endless hills and valleys. If particles

of light actually hit such a wrinkled su-race they would be

the incident, teflectea and
refracted rays are in a plane
perpendicular to the sutface.

F31. Tritroducilort to ortics

The surface of a mirror as it
appears on an electro micro-
graph, The surface is a 3..

thick aluminum film prepared
by vaporizing aluminum metal
in a vacuum chamber. The mag-
nificatton here is nearly
26,000. (p stands for micron;
where lu = 10-6 met.r)

scattered in all directions. To avoid this consequence, A Matekiing index o refractiovi
there must be (as Newton put it) "some feature of the body A Maki73 an (64...: (pN-1S

which is evenly diffused over its surface and by which it ac,.s

Zr one 0.tne t use the particle model described by Weivvf?;in could explain rails as lines

-4.orri conservation, o( rnomenturn anal e4-1 wheYi particle& may into a denser -'rectum,
alone Which partiles ;move equalit o(' :leg of ,iaideeme and ye-pectior? woad follow

lheAr speed would increase and tke rain beeit Oward the normal to the boundar
y



.3 the 0,1111 thrremeice bet,,veer: a wave- and a kyzrticle model, So par, is itiat czcoorzignoliv the- wav'e model Vie speed deceeases 0.1 904-19 wito a denser rnecimmn, whereas accont;10
to The particle mnoodel, it frIcnaase6-

upon the ray with.i-at i-lmcdiate contact." nbv.ously,
force or 'power' 'Aas rel_ellec the particles , f

light. A similar pok,er, which attracted liint I: -

stead of repelling them, could be used to exiliin refracti,:
.

As a iarticle of light ai_proached a boundary of anctntt
um, it ,.ould first nave to penetrate the repulsive ioAci; 1:

it did that, it would 'nun meet an attractive i0,e/ in t.,.

medium which 'would pull it into toe medium. since t"t it-

tractive force would O( a vector with i comi,unent in t". 1-
rection of :oe erigii.al motion of the ra. the lignt
speed would increase. If the rat were movin at ,In 1iy.at

4 angle to the boundary, its direction would chan;t in the m.-
dium toward tae lire perpendicular to the boundary.

)

Newton's particle model:
repelling forces would close

reflection, attracting forces
would cause refraction.

According to the particle model, therefore, we can make
the following predictions about reflection and refraction.

1) A ray represents the direction in which pirticles
are moving.

2) In reflection, the of incidence and reflecticn
are equal. This prediction can be d erivt d from tae La"

Conservation of Momentum (C canter 9) aiilied to the ILtti

)ction of the -,rticlet, ith the te:u1,:ive t t,r1 kf tht

medium. (See Sr, 13.1.2.)

3) Refraction involves a cnange of spt..d of tnt.

as they go into another medium. In laiticular, when an at-
, tractive power acts, the speed increase s and the ray in bt_rit

P T I C K 5i:11 into tne medium.

o R, A
, Comparing these features of the particle model 'with toL

TREATISE
CI 1111

REFLEXIONS, REFRACTIONS,
INFLEXIONS and COLOURS

PLIGHT.
A LSo

Two TREATISES
OF THE

SPECIES and IsIAGNII trot:.

Curvilinear Figures.

1 on A D U A,
Printed tor SAM SMITH. Mitt BENI. WALI101. 0,

Penton to the 10,11 So,etv at the m
St 1. Ch,,t1 yif

Title page from the first
edition of Newton's OptiLks,
in which he described his
particle model.

12

responding features of the wave model (above), we :,ec tnat the

only difference is in the relation between speed and refrac-
tion of a ray. When we observe that a ray is Lent toward the

perpendicular on going into another medium--as is the case
for light going from air into water--then particle tnecty
Eredicts that 1,ght has a hia!Er speed in the t;eco-A

waereas the wave theory :IreLi, that light has a lower steed.

You might think that it would be fairly easy to devise an
experiment to determine which prediction is correct. All one
has to do is measure the tweed of light in water. However,

in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, hLn
the wave model was supported by Huygens and the particle model
by Newton, no such experiment was possible. Remember tnat at
that time the only available way of measuring the speed of
licit was an astronomical one. Not until the middle of the

nineteenth century did Fizeau and Foucault measure the speed
of light in water. The results agreed with the predictions
of the wave model: the speed of light is lower in water tnan
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in air. Rat by the tire these experlrents wore (ron, , most

physicists had alread,, accepted tal wave model for other

reasons (see below). The Foucault-Fi7eau experiments of

1850 werc generally regarded as driving the last nail in

the coffin of the particle theory.

l What evidence showed conclusively that Newton's particle model

or refraction v.'rs not valid for light?

, If light has a wave nature, what changes take place in the
speed, %.1velength and frequency of light passing from air into

water'

134 Intifrence and diffraction. Prom tne time of Newton until

the earl': years of the nineteen century, the particle theor,

f 11 .ht favored by most physicists, lar,Jely because of

t., Irestige of Newton. larl in the nineteenth century, now-

vcr, toe wave

c;c:,(rirlents

tn :,nenomenon

n di,,cussed

cuch patterns could not easily be explained by the particle

of light. Young's famous "double-slit experiment"

:r,vided convincing evidence that light has properties that

can only be explained in terms of waves.

theory was revived by Thomas Youn3. He found,

made between 1802 and 1804, that light shu.,s

of interference. Interference patterns have

in Sec. 12.6 in connection with water waves.

When a beam of light is split into two rieams, and the

split beams are tnen allowed to overlap, we first tat the

too %wave trains interfere oonstructivelv in some places and

destructiveli in others. To simplify toe interiretation of

tn( exptriment, v.e will assume that tbe lignt nap a sinlc

siefinite wavelengtn (Young's orilinal experiment was

..its sunlijht, snich, as Newton had already shorn, is a mix-

ture cf waves if different wavelengths.)

lhomas Youn.HL oriinal (hawing st owing int.if(r.nc. effect, in over -

lapping waves. Place the eye neat the left edge and sight at a graz-

ant;le along the diagram.

, \ ):0,\WILkii,,)OM
, hLt..,\47,, 4,44401S
A"\ 'iP0h4

'ft
.4... A, 4

.7.:0-

-....
4;*. itk4.,

v**
011ice 00011'4/14 /,ii

Pali/of,
,*?

Surrimarj 13 4,
Moping in his double -slit e-xperirriertt 51-2ou,ed 'that 1#tt exhibits fAia, proper .9

of traw(Eare.-ice, I-1e, could also calculate- The wavefeetstti of 119kt from Ats- experiment

;
U

fl

E-3.2* Youngs experimerit

Thomas Younp (1773-1829) was an
English linguist, physician and
expert in many fields of science.
At the age of fourteen he was
familiar with Latin, Greek, He-
brew, Arabic, Persian, French
and Italian, and later was one
of the first successful workers
at decoding Egyptian hierogly-
phic inscriptions. He studied
medicine in Englind, Scotland
and Germany While still in med-
ical school he made original
studies of the eye, and liter de
veloped the first version of what
is now known as the three-color
theory of vision. He also did
research in physiology on the
functions of the heart and ar-
teries, and studied he human

voice mechanism, through which
he became interested in the
physics of sound and sound waves.

Young then turned to optics, and
discovered that Newton's experi-
ments with light could he ex-
plained in terms of waves. This

conclusion was strongly attacked
by some scientists in England
because of the suggestion that
NewLon might be wrong.

See young'-. paper "Experiment

and Calculations Relative to
Physical Optics" in Protect
Physics Reader 4.

13
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A polaroid photuwaph
taken tin ou0 a Project
Physics magnifier placed
ibout 30 km behind a
p hr of closely spaced
slits. The slits were
illuminated with a
narrow but bright light
souice.

"hr,adth oi the 'tudalation,"
(tic -.02,1,11,,th

Henr!,, Brougham, a British politi-
4i.an and amateur scientist, wrote
in rice Edinburgh Review in 1501:
'this paper by Young contains
nothing which deserves the name,
4..ithei of expel- anent or discs v-
ery, nil .. is in fact destitute
f every species of merit

wish to .ise our feeble voice
against 1- nv it ns, that c in
have no e t cr e f f e c t than to
(het ti regress of science,
Ind r( new all those

,s of the InAglnAti,n wii h
flac,n and Ne.ton put t flight
f rOT I Cr t Ic

14

Young allowed sunlight to fall on a pint,ole

srreon. The emerciing 1:;nt from t.11.5 "sfurce" it el it 1,

diffraction and fell on two ilnheles iunched r.eai eacel ct%e:
(at a distance d apart) in a sec-rid Screen.
tion occurred ,na the h(mispncrical .saves fr.)- each h
siread out into the :0.1ce :eyond the second ,,creeh.

terference pattern car; then he seen where tny 11Int ,tr:;.e. A
third screen. Where Interference is com,tructive, t

a brignt region. Where interference is destructive, we .,111
eet a Lark region.

By measuring the distance between succeasive

in the .-terference pattern, we can calculate the wavelength
of the ,.ignt. The formulas needed for this calculation were
derived in Sec. 12.6.

Tne fact th'",_ couny could actually find experimontal valdes
for the wavelength of light was ad(litional evidence in favor
of the wave theory. Here is his result:

From comparison of various experiments, it appears
that tne breadth of the undulations constituting tic'
extreme red liiht mkb,t be 'Svii030,1 to lie, in air, ai(ut
one 36 thousandth of an and tnose of tl,e e\tre-e
violet ml out one 60 thousandth, the means of tne
;.lectrum, 4itn reslect to the irtensity of lign:, lei:
c,ne 45 thousandtn.

Nnen young etnounced new results :-U,ICrtl:.;

ti.t.,ury of light, he took tc now t'.at %e-t(n
ni-'nqf had made several statc-,ent:, favrin,.; the tn,(:
even thourrn he was gencrall; CUI.,Ideled a !t1;:(1"t,r LI ta
article th42.c.ry. eve r t k b, s , You%.; -

rule and even nustilit', hriti'n t, ,m
I,ck,tOn'S L.Anc sacred. It riot 1tt 11 1818, ,'," t:,
Fri :;c: Aagu,,tit, a mat.:.,'ati al

wave theory of his own, that Y,und's research : t -rtalt
it deserved. Fresnel also had to submit his work !Ler ci r vil
to a ,troup of ihysicists who were already (.:(..:-,rittcd to the

'Inc ire'; c' t. :.;nt

tn, art mole thecry cc. :d be iroved correct t-,y

rat her t'ian at peal inn to the auther ito o an I r :11 s.1
(':ewtet ) . one t k,ri 1 -,0 IC I .tn

I-, S I c,Issc 5, tc ok Fresnel's wave 1' r.a and sh(,,, A tO t

e,ivations really did de,icrib, Inc'

a very leculiar thing ought to ::aiceri a -all Is;

placed in a bear if light. A screen ;laced hehind the,
have a hriaht I,tot in the cent ,r of the 11,,ICOW, !e-

c,,utA, diffraction of the light waves around trio ed,:e ol the
di ,k ,,,noul,1 lead to constructive interference at the center.
Acccrdir.'r to the particle theory, there could he no such



A 1-tandkerd-ilef: diriractfori (ratric)

hrtoht spct. SILre suon a hrIght spot had never been ob-

fdrt:ermcre the idea of a brieht spot in the
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cent:. f :c. r,nur,f, Pc::ssen announced gleefoll to

Frechel that he had refuted the wave theory.

Fre.nel accepted the ehalleaae and arranged for this pre-

(Act.:,:. to 14 testu b experiment immediately. The result:

the re d rie.(t ,iot in the center of the shadow, as pre-

(.1et((l b Pei ,so :. tat asp, of Frernel's wave theory.

(.1

:

;t

t:N 1 ; is

4 4:4

t.. et the Younl douhl -slit tx-

.-(nt t,e I, irson oro:nt realized, support

r n( taiticle tneori of Ildht LC':,1:1 to crumlle h

18.,( t.o ,f the wave model was aenerally accepted,

d.: :edan to cohcenttate on ..crkina out the

cc:,:,(duence:: of this model and it., apIlication to all

t:. .11!,./tht rc ertle, cf

h w did Young's experiments support the wave model of light'

In chit way is diffraetion involved in Young's experiments?

what remarkable phenomenon was shown by Poisson to be predict-

able on the basis of Fresnl's wave theory'

A Seetti9 and rhatosrapkil dlfp-acliort patterns

Augustin Jean Fresnel (1788-1827)
was an engineer of bridges and
roads for the French government.
In his spare time he carried out
extensive experimental and theo-
retical cork in optics. Fres-

nel developed a comprehensive
wave model of light that success-
fully accountel for reflection,
refraction, interference and
polarization. he also designed
a lens system for lighthouses
that is still used today.

Diffraction pattern due to an
opaque circular disc showing the
Poisson bright spot in the cen-
ter of the shadow. Note also
the bright and .dark fringes of
constructive and destrctive
interference

15



Loss of Detail Through Diffraction

4

a.

The photo, -1 11-Y n
shows the d it ti ak t {.
a point sourok -
f rat t ion hy thk
open in ha, ,paid t
energy into a hri,ht c
disc surrounded h altkio.lt
dark and brik;ht. r it,.
photographs b10:.
of point soul ck rk
through a prigrk .stet II,'
and smaller hole. Ihk it
could represent a I. : ,

surface detail on r, ,

in living cell,. or -1-tp
specific point s ,.r h , t

We obtain most t th, Irk ,
lion about cia: ten- nt
means of waves (1 ,
ridio, etc.) whioh 1. :,,,:
through t 11°1, ; the p..pl 1 ,

the eye, the klt: to tk th,
ear, the ape: tore of in 1;
.elescope or i ,etc. The difft z t ton , ! rt

waves from the s ot th
hole limits the d.trtl k f :-matron that I t is pet siblk 1,
receive. As the hol t
which we obse: ve ch. o t ty
the left becomes sm ti 1, t ,

f inlet, on irnae( of t1.11 p.t t
spreads oil and biy,t.

k

lapping the difft let; 1^ ,

of other points. When the k. t
fraction p itterns fot tht
overlap stiff ici,ntl it to
impossible to .1 it n u:sh
between them.
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, for our

theory of

: . !ntil then,

1 r -.Jd Leen ad-

1,ase.1 their

vtn today, a

7-ts from the

r:xin4 i,igment can

If lidht. In early

-r 7 th,.. sun was "pure

c lei came from

e ..as st;11 a

t c..t to construct

;cme dc:ects of

al.a,s surrounded

perhaps in

that ^e began

a theory of

t:-4a:tions of The

sclentific

c..hIch time I
:lasses; of other
triar-_:ular glass

of
:Irkenec! mr

shots, :o

11-:ht, I

mi-4nt thereby
,is at first a

a-.d Intense

2ircular open-

oiposite wall

vlolet at one

-:r,adation of

lorq, Newton in-

colnrs come,

latch rather

icsr-d the

.. -1 Iss, cnonued

. c 13,e,1 tne prl>ri

6ummarul 13 5
I Newto'( showed -tickt wh(re iiht
is made up of 1191-rt or rnan9
co(ors When these dirrereng
colors o light are separated b5
passiri9 hcjht 1iroa31 a prism,
irr cayiriA be furtrier separated,
but' cart be. recombined to form
white IrgAt by appropriate use
1 another prism

S Newton. explained That objects
have. definite colors because even)
ob:eot" absorbs and reflects, net

partioular way , the, various
colored rays lkeit

3 Nei..45n's theory of colors- was
attacked b ge-ake and laDer-
wi trio yrrn3eenfrt C0414rj 17.9

oetho , but it gained /he
admiration or rnAno eishre enik
certfurj poe.
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bat it IS -the extreme
7ks n-19 14t seem oda, r_

ra1LJ5 whIch are being
t10.4.61ratect.

This drawing is similar to
Newton's diagram of the refrac-
tion of white light by a prism.
Instead of the image of the sun
being circular, it was an ob:ong
patch of colored light having
straight parallel sides and
semi-circular and rather fi.zzy
enes.

As is saigested in the diagram,

the recombination of colors is
not complete. Newton himself
noted:

The prisms also must be placed
very near to one another; for if
their distance be so great, the
colours begin to appear in the
light, before its incidence on
the second prism, these colours
will not be destroyed by the
contrary refractions of that
prism."

0

Outside the window. But he found that none of these changes
in conditions had any effect on the sr -AM. To test whether

,some unevenness or irregularity in the s produced the
spectrum, he passed the colored rays from one prism through
a second prism turned upside down. If some irregularity in

the glass was responsible

for spreading out the

beam of light, then pass-

ing this beam throagh the

second prism should spread

it out even more. Instead

the second prism, when

properly placed, served to
bring the colors back together to form a spot of white light,

as if the light had not passed through either prism.

ibc. Color- v(slov-1 by ConrrasT

N, /7

By such a process of elimination, Newton convinced himself
of a belief that he probably had held from the beginning:

white light is composed of colors. It 's not the prism that

manufactures the colors; they were there all the time, but
mixed up so that they could not be distinguished. When white
light passes through a prism, each of the component colors is
refracted at a different angle, so that the beam is spread
into a spectrum.

As a further test of his hypothesis, Newton cut a small hole
in a screen on which a spectrum was projected, so that light
of a single color could be separated out and passed through
another prism. He found that the second prism l no further

effect on this single-color beam, aside from refracting it
again. Once the first prism had done Its job of separating

out the colored components of white light, the second prism
could not change the color of the components.

Summarizing his conclusions, Newton wrote:

Colors are not Qualifications of Light derived from
Refraction or Reflection of natural Bodies (as 'tis
generally believed) but Original and Connate Proper-
ties, which in divers Rays are divers. Some Rays
are disposed to exnibit a Red Colour and no other;
some a Yellow and no other, some a Green and no

"Cass slicks are rnancAractE4red, either 717ured or butgin9 'rang corners like a dub.2---f one or these Slicks (5 placed oblique/1i in-the patLt ar:the suet's rays swots hackthe color which 6,Jont to be Seen in -1ze rainbow .... sEwrcA , A
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other, and so of the rest. Nor are there only Rays
proper and particular to the more Eminent Colours,
but even to all their intermediate gradations.

--- Apparent colors of objects. So far Newton had discussed

only the colors of rays of light, but in a later secti,n of

his paper he raised the important question: why do objects

appear to have certain colors? Why is the sky blue,, the gras

green, a paint-pigment yellow or red? Newton proposed a very nom 1L-urt me-tab& fttrris
simple answer: "klo Ver , have (Arface' color,

resultiri frorri selective
milectthet . Ntus -the -rransrreitcl
1011- will be -the corap(ament of

rtflected Ii ht . For e>carmplei
fie 119kt trartsrmitect by a min
film qr ctota (5 kAu (6{-c - reert,
while -tP6tt Yec1ectecd i6 9ellow

;40Gt colors col0.bood(1
,
colors,

rrIMuCeA b selective) absorpt7on
of ICI rt which penetrates a war. s
'nib the. surface before being
scattered back ex' lams-'
whti tie /c9ht transmitted by
colored glass has the same
Color AS the. Irsht Yeelected

That the Colours of all Natural Bodies have no other Ori-
gin than this, that they...Reflect one sort of Light in
greater plenty than another.

In other words, a red pigment looks red to us because when

white sunlight falls on it, the pigment absorbs most of the

rays of other colors of the spectrum and reflects mainly the

red to our eyes.

According to Newton's theory, color is not an inherent pro-

perty of an object itself, but depends on how the object re-

flects and absorbs the various colored rays that strike it.

Newton justified this hypothesis by pointing out that an ot-

ject may appear to have a different color when a different

kind of light shines on it. For example, if we shine blue

light on a pigment that' usually appears red, the pigment will

reflect a little of the blue light, and since there is no red

for it to reflect, it will appear blue. Newton wrote:

I have experimented in a dark Room, 131 illuminating
those Bodies with uncompounded (pure) light of divers
Colours. For by that means any Body may be made to
appear of any Colour. They have therefore no appropri-
ate Colour, but ever appear of the Colour of the Light
cast upon tnem, but yet with this different, that they
are most brisk and vivid in the Light of their own
Day-light Colour.

Nowadays it is a familiar observation that clothing of certain

colors appears different under artificial light and in sun-

light.

Reactions to Newton's theory. Newton's theory of color

met with violent opposition at first. Other British scien-

tists, especially Robert Hooke, objected that postulating a

different kind of light for each color was unnecessary. It

would be simpler to assumc that the different colors were

produced from pure white light by some kind of modification.

Hooke, for example, proposed a color theory based on the wave

model of light: ordinarily, in white light, the wave front

Is perpendicular to the direction of motion. (See Sec. 12.5

for a definition of wave front.) Colors are produced, accord-

ing to Hooke, when refraction by another medium twists the

wavefrontso,that it is no longer perpendicular to the direc-
1

tion of motion.

A Properties of The human eye
19
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Newton was aware of the fallacies in Huoke's theory, but
he disliked controversy and did not attack it publicly. In

fact, he waited until after Hooke's death in 1703 to publish
his own book, Opticks (1704), in which he reviewed the proper-
ties of light and matter.

Although Newton's Principia was a much more important work
fro:h a scientific viewpoint, his Opticks had considerable in-
fluence on the literary world. English poets, celebrating the
discoveries of their country's greatest scientist, were dimly
aware of the significance of Newton's theory of gravity, but
could not grasp the technical details of the geometric axioms
and proofs of the Principia. But Newton's spectrum of colors
provided ample opportunity for poetic fancy:

.,.First the flaming red,
Springs vivid forth; the tawny orange next:,
And next delicious yellow; by whose side
Fell the kind beams of all-refreshing green.
Then the pure blue, that swells autumnal skies,
Ethereal played; and then, of sadder hue,,
Emerged the deepened indigo, as when
The heavy-skirted evening droops with frost;
While the last gleanings of refracted light
Died in the fainting violet away.
(James Thomson, "To 'ne Memory of Sir Isaac Newton"
(1727) .)

Newton's ideas are also evident in a poem on the rainbow:

Meantime, refracted from yon eastern cloud,
Bestriding earth, the grand ethereal bow
Shoots up immense; and every but unfolds,
In fair proportion running from the red
To where the violet fades into the skv.

Here, aw(elful Newton, the dissolving cicuds
Form, fronting on the sun, thy showery prism;
And to the sage-instructed eye unfold
The various twine of light, by thee disclosed
From the white mingling blaze.
(James Thomson, "Spring" (1728).1

Leaders of the nineteenth-century Romantic movement in

literature, and the German "nature philosophers," did not
think so highly of Newton's theory of color. The scientific

procedure of dissecting and analyzing natural phenomena by

experlmLnts was distasteful to them. They preferred to
speculate about the unifying principles of all natural forc-

es, in order to grasp nature as a whole. The German philos-
opher Friedrich Schelling wrote in 18C2:

Newton's Opticks is the greatest illustration of a
whole structure of fallacies which, in all its parts,
is founded on ob-ervation and experiment.

The foremost German poet, Goethe, spent many years trying to

overthrow Newton's theory of colors, both by his own experi-

20



ments and by impassioned arguments. Goethe insisted on the

purity of white light in its natural state. To the niheueenth-

century physicists who were trying to use Newton's theory to

explain newly-discovered color phenomena, he addressed the

following poem:

May ye ch)p the light in pieces
Till it hue on hue releases;
May ye other pranks deliver,
Polarize the tiny sliver
Till the listener, overtaken,
Feels his senses numbed and shaken
Nay, persuade us shall ye never
Nor aside us shoulder ever.
Steadfast was our dedication-
We shall win the consummation.

Do eat despise reason crud science
The- Pz9hegr or
Ana mat, ctrl" -rune or sc4r

GoETuE, worocs asce,bed to tAr Dent,

Goethe rejected Newton's hypothesis that white light is a

mixture of colors, and suggested that colors are produced by

the interaction of white light and its opposite (or absence),

darkness. Although Goethe's experiment' on the perception of

color were of some value to science, his theory of the phys-

ical nature of color did not survive the criticism of physi- A: fo(ssorts spot
casts. Newton's theory of color was firmly established, even

in literature.

Q9 How did Newton show that white lirh' was not "pure"?

01° Why could Newton be confident that green light was not itself

composed of different colors of light?

011 How would Newton explain the color of a yellow coat?

012 Why was Newton's theory of color attacked by the nature
philosophers 9

6 Why is the sky blue? As Newton suggested, the apparent col-

ors of natural objects depend on which color is predominantly

reflected by the object. But in general, there is no simple

way of predicting what colors an object will reflect. This

is a difficult problem, involving the physical and chemical

properties of the object. However, the color of the sky can

be explained fairly simply if we introduce just one more fact

about color: the relation between color and wavelength.

As Thomas Young found in his two-slit experiment (Sec. 13.

different colors have different wavciengths. To specify the
0 0

wavelength of light a special unit is used--the Angstrom (A),

equal to 10'4 meter. The range of the visible spectrum is
0

from about 7000 A for red light to about 4000 A for violet

light.

Newton found that rays of different colors are refracted

by different amounts as they go through a glass prism. Since

we know that waves a:e refracted when they go into a medium

in which their speed is different, we can conclude that the

Surnmarl /36
p(iFer6rtt co(orS corresporio(

to oWerr_rit wavelertels ,

rarz9,r9 frprn 7coo A for red
fo 4.0oe A for violet

when wows are scattered 1:%.
relatiViAti serial( obstacle-, , The.
longer Mc wavelenttl comported
t-o the Size arVie object, tie less
-Wte. wot,v.. scntrered

3 glue Irc ts no stre:799
Scattered partics in tWe air

4)
-Man red light )Aierefore "ihe

4<!) aProar5 blue.

T11,2 Angstrom is named after

Anders Jonas angstrom, a Swedish
astronomer who, in 1862, used
spectroscopic techniques to
detect the presence of hydrogen
in the sun.
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The scattering of different
colors by a tiny obstacle is
shown here for wavelengths

representing red, green and
blue light

An observer looking at a sunset
is receiving primarily unscat-
tered colors such as red; where-
as if the observer looks overhead
he will be receiving primarily

scattered colors, the most dom-
inant of which is blue.
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speed of light in glass depends on its wavelength.

The scattering of waves by small obstacles also
depends on wavelength. This fact can be demon-

strated by experiments with waves in a ripple tank.

As a general rule,, the longer a wave is compared
to the size of the obstacle, the less it is scat-
tered by the obstacle. For light, calculations

show that the amount of scattering decreases as
the fourth power of the wavelength. This means
that, since the wavelength of red light is almost

twice the wavelength of blue light, the scattering
of red light is only a little more than 1/16th as
much as the scattering of blue light.

Now we can explain why the sky is blue. Light
from the sun is scattered by air molecules and
particles of dust or water vapor in the sky.

Since these particles are usually much smaller

than the wavelength of any kind of visible light,
we can apply the general rule mentioned above,

an0 conclude that light of shorter wavelengths

(blue light) will be much more strongly scattered

from the particles than light of longer wavelengths.
The rays of longer wavelength (such as red) are

not scattered very much, and they reach our eyes

only when we look directly at the sun but then
they are mixed with all the other colors.

If the earth had no atmosphere, the sky wo,li

appear black and stars would be visible try day.

In fact,, starting at altitudes of about ten miles,
where the atmosphere becomes quite thin,, the sky
does look black and stars can be seen during the

day; this has been confirmed by reports and

photographs brought back by astronauts.

When the air contains dust particles or water
droplets as large as the wavelength of visible
light (about 10

-6
meter), other colors than blue

may be strongly scattered. For example, the
quality of sky coloring changes with the water-

vapor content of the atmosphere. On clear, dry
days the sky is a much deeper blue than on clear
days with high humidity. The intensely blue

skies of Italy and Greece, which have been an

inspiration to poets and painters for centuries,
are a result of the drier air over these

countries.
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Unusual events that change atmospheric conditions can pro-

duce strange color effects. On August 27, 1883, the volcano

Krakatau (on an island between Sumatra and Java) exploded,

making a hole 1,000 feet deep. The explosion was heard

2,500 miles away, and created ocean waves uhich killed 35,000

pec,le. For months afterwards, as a layer of fine volcanic

dust spread through the earth's atmosphere, the world wit-

nessed a series of unusually beautiful sunrises and sunsets.

How does the scattering of light waves by tiny obstacles

depend on the wavelength'

How would you explain the blue color of the sky'

137 Polarization. How could Newton, who made major discoveries

in optics as well as in many other areas of physics, have

refused to accept the wave model for light? Actually Newton

did not reject the wave theory. He even suggested that dif-

ferent colored rays of light might have different wave-

lengths, and used this idea to explain the colors observed in

thin plates and bubbles. But Newton could not accept the

proposal of Hooke and Huygens that light is just like sound

--that is, that light is nothing but a spherical pressure-

WdVe propagated through a medium. Newton argued that light

must also have some particle-like properties.

Newton mentioned two properties of light which, he thought,

could not be explained without attributing particle properties

to licit. First, light is propagated in straight lines,

whereas waves spread out in all directions and go around cor-

ners. The answer to this objection could not be given until

early in the nineteenth century, when Young was able to mea-

sure the wavelength of light and found that it is much smaller

than Newton had supposed. 1:-.en red light, which has the long-

est wavelength of any part of the visible spectrum, has a

wavelength less than a thousandth of a millimeter. As long

as light only shines on or through objects of ordinary size

--a few centimeters in width, say--light will appear to travel

in straight lines. Diffraction and scattering effects don't

become evident until a wave strikes an object whose size is

similar to its own wavelength.

Newton's second objection was based on the phenomenon of

"polarization" of light. In 1669, the Danish sci:mtist

Erasmus Bartholinus discovered that crystals of Iceland

spar had the curious property of splitting a ray of light

into two rays. Thus small objects viewed through the

crystal looked double. Huygens discussed the "double

refraction" of light by Iceland spar in his treatise on

light, but could not explain it satisfactorily with his

The following quotation is from
a setter written by Vincent Van
Gogh and refers to Arles in
Southern France:

. ,nature here being so extra-
ordinarily beautiful Everywhere
and all over the vault of heaven
is a marvellous blue, and the sun
sheds a radiance of pale sulphur,

. it absorbs me so much that I
let myself go, never thinking of
a single rule.

Iceland Spar Crystat

Double Refraction

al

Dot 4e (-1,':' '0
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wave model. However, he did find that one of the rays
refracted by the crystal can be split again if it strikes
another crystal of Iceland spar, but is not split for

certain orientations of the second crystal.

To Newton it was clear that this behavior could only beSummar-4i 13 7

L New014 argued gieit 19ht explained by assuming that the ray is "polarized." That is,
could not consist or ".vve, t,ke the ray has "sides" so that its properties der,ind on its
Sound, for rwo reasons. -Pir5t, orientation around its axis. This would be easy enough to
ti9ht travel instkRijilt hews. and understand if the ray is a stream of rectangular particles,doetsvit 90 around corners;

but rather mysteries if light is a wave motion. As NewtonSecond, I191-it cart be polarized
pointed out,The..-orst oloje6lion is overcome

b reco9ruzir9 lhat ire wavelerItti
ttght is small so diffraction

.-ifects are not usually observed
when Ir9Ytt sthkec objects

a Whorl t was recognizd (loll
and r'e(, around tea()

that
)

ti9kt waves are -ti-ansverSe,
rstizr frian toFrAcicrza( it was
possible ei>e potarizotfon
of ttskit by the, wave -11%ieor.

3. Various cr#-Elts can sepayotte
liolkt polarized on dieFecerit

rectiorts

A VoIarized activities

r-

Double refraction by a crystal
of Iceland spar. The incident
light is termed "unpolarized,"

but in effect consists of equal
intensities of vertically and
horizontally polarized light.
The crystal separates these two
components, transmitting them
through the crystal in different
directions and with different
speeds.

24

For Pressions or Motions, propagated from a shining Body
through a uniform Medium, must be on all sides alike;
whereas by those Experiments it appears, that the Rays
of Light have different Properties in their different
sides.

[Newton, Opticks, Query 28.]

The answer to this second objection to the wave model foil'
light also had to wait until the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Before then, scientists had generally assumed that
light waves, like sound waves must be longitudinal. But
around 1820, Young and Fresnel showed that light waves are
probably transverse. Their successful explanation of polar-
ization was the major piece of evidence for this conclusion.

In Chapter 12, we stated that in a transverse wave, the
motion of the medium itself is always perpendicular to the
direction of propagation of the wave. That does not mean
that the motion of the medium 2S always in the same direction;

it could be along any line in the plane perpendicular to the
direction of propagation. However, if the motion of the me-
dium is predominantly in one direction, for example, vertical,
we say that the wave is polarized. (Thus a polarized wave is
really the simplest kind of wave; an unpolarized wave is a

more complicated thing, since it is a mixture of various
motions.)

In 1808, Etienne Malus, a French scientist, noticed that

when sunlight reflected from a window passed through a crystal
of Iceland spar, only one ray of light came through instead of
two. It is now known that light can be polarized by oblique

reflection; the reflecting surface absorbs waves that vibrate
in one direction and reflects those that vibrate in the others.

Scientific studies of polarization continued throughout
the nineteenth century, but practical applications were

frustrated because polarizing substances like Iceland spar
were scarce and fragile. One of the best polarizers was

"herapathite," or sulfate of iodo-quinine, a synthetic
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crystalline material which transmits polarized light of all

colors with almost no absorption. The needle-like crystals

of herapathite absorb only light which is vibrating in the

direction of the long axis. Herapathite was discovered by an

English physician, William Herapath, in 1852, but the crystals

were so fragile that there seemed to be no way of using their.

In 1928, Edwin H. band, a student at Harvard, invented a

polarizing plastic sheet he called "Polaroid." His first

polarizer consisted of a plastic film in which many micro-

scopic crystals of herapathite are imbedded. The crystals

are needle-shaped, and when the plastic is stretched they

line up in one direction, so that they all polarize light

in the same w,)y. Later, Land improved Polaroid by using

polymerc molecules composed mainly of iodine in place

of the herapathite crystals.

The properties of Polaroid are easily demonstrated. Hold

the lens of a pair of Polaroid sunglasses in front of one eye

and look at a shiny surface or light from the blue sky. Ro-

tate the lens. You will notice that, as you do so,, the light

alternately brightens and dims; you must rotate the lens

through an angle of 90° to go from maximum brightness to maxi-

mum dimness.

How does the polarizer work? If the light that strikes

the lens is polarized mainly in one direction, and if this

direction happens to coincide with the direction of the long

molecules, then the wave will be absorbed because it will set

up vibrations within the molecules, and lose most of its

energy in this way. However, if the wave is polarized mainly

in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the mole-

cules, it will go through the lens without much absorption.

If the light that strikes the lens )s originally unpolarized

that is, a mixture of waves polarized in various directions

then the lens will transnit those waves that are polarized

in one direction, and absorb the rest, so that the trans-

mitted wave will be polarized.

Interference and diffraction effect': seem to require a

wave model for light. To explain polarization phenomena, the

model has to be based on transverse waves. Thus we criclade

that the model for light which best explains the characteris-

tics of light considered so far is one which pictures light

as a transverse wave motion.

What two objections did Newton have to a wave model of light?

J'h What is "unpolarized" light'

grits, Too

The bee's eyes are sensitive to
the polarization of daylight,
enabling 3 bee to navigate bj
the sun, even when the sun is

low on the horizon or obscured.
Following the bee's example,
engineers have equipped air-
planes with polarization indi-
cators for use in arctic legions.

See "Popular Applications of
Polarized Light" in Protect
Physics Reader 4,

The clip-on sunglasses shown
have polarizing lenses that
transmit only vertically pola-

rized light. The light reaching

the lenses consists of both
"unpolarized" diffuse light d
horizontally polarized glare.

The lenses block the glare and
the horizontal component of the

diffuse light.
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138 The ether. One thing seems to be missing from the wave model
for light. In Chapter 12, we assumed that waves are a special
kind of motion tit propagates in some substance or "medium,"
such as a roe or water. What is the medium for the propaga-
tion of light waves?

Surrmarl 13. 5
5c.ienlists invented a kijrio-

tPie-tic.al medium {'.or te propa-
,ati-ori of dish(. waves, the
"ether

g i order lb ex plan f3,2
propartles of /91-1t such
hilk speed cod-V-artglittl,
it was nece.Gsartl tb )(weevil-le

tOe eiPzer ts'sriff , soled ,

and has a tow denJil.

"Ether" was originally the name
for Aristotle's fifth element,
the pure transparent fluid that
filled the heavenly spheres, it
was later called "quintessence"
by scientists in the Middle Ages
(see Sections 2.1 and 6.4).

A tvitcei(otieous _photo
0)rael-ttl Activales

Acrlaq ,Liou car Twist (shear)
a luvaril or 30-S, bat tAe shear Early in the nineteenth century, however, Young and Fresnel
0100(cd11.5 rs oluch smaller IliAt1 showed that light waves must be transverse in order to explainin solids and tfte c6rre,slooncbnj

In order to tran,mit tran,ver-,e polarization. But the only kind of transverse waves known to

Is air the medium for light waves? No, because light can
pass through airless space for example, the space between the
sun and the earth. Even before it was definitely known that

there is no air between the sun and the earth, Robert Boyle

had tried the experrment of pumping almost all of the air out
of a glass conta,.ner, and found that objects inside remained
visible,

In Newtonian physics it is impossible toymagine motion
without specifying what is moving. Scientists therefore in-
vented a hypothetical medium fcr the propagation of light
waves. This medium was called the ether.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the ether was

imagined as an invisible fluid of very low density, which

could penetrate all matter and fill all space. It might some-

how be associated with the "effluvium"--something that "flows

out"--that was used to explain magnetic and electric forces.

wave,, 0,e medium mu,t have wme
terldenv to return to it original
,.hape when it has bee', deformed.
As rerlarked, "nu,
hvp0th,u, 0! Mr. Fresnel at

lea,,t. very ingenious, and ray lead
to ,orle ,ati"actar. Lomputa-

tion>; but it IS attende0 h.' one
eircum,tance whiLh i per1ectiv
appallinF, in i t, 011-,equen(e.,

It is only to that -alch a

lateral resi.,tance na-, ever been
at'riboted: so that ... it flight
be interred that the lwaniteToP,
diner, pervading all -,pace, and

YounQ and Fresnel were waves in a solid medium. A liquid or

a gas cannot transmit transverse waves, for the same reason

that y,,: cann,A, "twist" a liquid or a gas.

Since light waves are transverse, and only a solid medium

can traocmit transverse waves, nineteenth-century physici!,;_s

assumed that the other must be a solid. Furthermore, it must
he a ve:y stiff solid, because the speed of propagation is

very high, comp, red to other kinds of waves such as sound.

Alternat2vo1, it might have a very low density; as wis stated

in Chapter 12. the speed of propagation increases with the
penetrating almo',t all sub,lance,
1, not only laghlv elastic, but stiffness or L e medium, and decreases with its den9ity.410
absolutely solid!!!"

B. it is aosi,rd to say that a stiff solid ether fills all
-1-yrir25WrSe, Waves are heavd1 spac ;Jecausc we know that the planets move through space in
dOrrTVA. WAVOS On v,hatbr are

accoruance with Newton's laws, just as if they were goingK o= Coarse ) TrarlGrrated
through a vacuum, with no resistance at all. And of coursenrogyl fe niaottiAm cks It t was

supposed -0 Lv tFrtrisrru we ourselves reel no iesistance when w" move around in a

areitiroL11 ire enter

Surface phertorhenon

tilor example *If 47-te bier
had the soma density as air
cf would howe to be about

dines as Itifr, or, i{' it
h Ike same stirpiess as
air, t would kave to be about
10 liiyles as derise,

space that transmits light freely.

For the moment we must leave the ether as an unsolved prob-
lem, just as it was for Newton and the poet Richard Glover who
wrote, shortly after New*on's death:



A (pie camera does lie(
had great :.(,ton, as he fourd the

By which sound rouls thro' th'dndulating air,
O had nc, hafflisq time's resistless pn..r,
Discovet'd what that subtile irit is,
nr 1,hatsoe'er diffusive rise is slr( ad
nver the wide-extended universe,
Whic% causes bodies to refltct the light,
And from their straight dinction to divert
ne rapid beams, that through tnir ,Surface = it!rce,

But since embrac'd h. th'ic. arm,; of age,
And his guick thought by tin:, cold has! congtal'd,
Iv's NLINloN left unkno'...n thi,; hiudcs Fower...

I1)ichard (;lover, "A Per on N,1,ton.")

Ay was it assumed that an "ether" existed which transmitted
light waves'

What remarkable propert\ must the ether have if it t, to

br the methanieal medium for the propagation of light?

"Music Hall Artist," drawing by Georges Seurat, 1888. Seurat's

use of texture suggests not only the objects and people but also

the space between them.,
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Seurat was slivr.91.1 influenced by
re.aciirk9 SUeriCe . 1(5 pOliitil(let
paled-Iv-19s consli-vered eriiira4i of
color dots anz behlwA tb -roe
porlickb due to ftie ctOn-116-tic,

view in OftrICS



131 square card 3 c- on a side is held 10 fr.!-, a s-all
le"light be lb. And its shadow falls on a wall c' behind the
card What is tie size of the shadow on the diagra-
-eight he useful ) 7.5 Girt

13 2 An experiment dee.ised by Gallic, to determine whether ,r"
n, t the propagation of light is instintintous is 'escribed by
him as follo...s:

,
Swart° is vie T_t-c.ki(cAri worol

C;c)(deo tAseci . Lt is 0, pedantic
converitiorl Arno/9 IearrierA
ti-orisiators to waAcke ahc,
onq,,,a( word( v./hell Met/ clori (-
warir 6 corturilt Mens;elves
just one waii of' rrantatal

28

_17,) (S lance too

Let each of tw, persons take a light contained In a lan-
tern, or other receptacle, such that by the interiositi.n
of the hand, the one can shut off ,r admit tit light to
the vision of the other Next let then stand !I ,site

each other at a distance of 3 few cubits and practic un-
til they acquire such skill in une,Aer,ng an' .ceulting
their lights that the instant ,ne sees tie of his
,omlynion he %.111 uncoer h:, 'after .e tel. trials
tie

/response
will he Sc pro-pt that without sensible er-,r

(star iii) the uncovering of one light .s it Ii>tcly f.1-
lowed b the un(overini. of the other, so that AS s n As
one ex;oses his licit he wll instantly see that of the
other Having acquire; skill At this short distance let
the two experimenters. equipped as before take up posi-
tions separated be. a distance of two or three -.Iles and
let them perform the same e<terieent 'at night, noting
carefully whether the exposures and occultations occur
in the same manner as at short distances, if they d,,
we may safely conclude that .he propagation of light
is instantaneous, but if tine is required at a dist ince
cat three miles which, consi ering the goi.eg of one light
and the coming of the other, really aelounts to six, then
the delay ought to be easily observable...

But he later states:

In fact I have tried the experiment only at a short dis-
tance, less than a mile, from which I have not been able
to ascertain with certainty whether the appearance 4
the opposite light was instantaneous or not, but it not
instantaneous it is extraordinarily rapid

.

5P1.14,e2 a) Why was Caltleo unsuccessful in the above experiment'
h) Could Galileo have been successful if he had iltere' hiss

experiment in some teasonable -ay' NO
c) Why do you suppose that the first proof of the finite

speed of light was based on celestial observations rath-
er than terrestrial observations '4.co-9e dist ance. Involved

d) What do yod think is the longest time that light might
have taken in getting from one obserVer to the other
without the observers det cling the delay? Use this
estiemae to arrive at a lower limit for the speed of
light that is consistent with Galileo's description
of the result Was Galileo's experiment completely
unsuccessful) A lower krivt was .1-0Arta

13 3 Romet'. prediction deseilhed In Sec. 15.2 was hastd ou the
natural "clock" provided be. the revolution of Io, the second
satellite of Jupiter, purin,e each !evolution Io throu0
Jupiter's shadow, the average tine interval between successive
insets tons into the shadow (or between successive emeigences
from the shadow) is the period of revolution of To Romer used
over 10 observations made by himself and the French astronomer
Picard to calculate the period to be 42 hr, 28 min, 33 sec He.

discovered that all values of the apparent period measured while
the earth was receding from Jupiter were greater than the average
period he had calculated, and all values measured while the
earth, was approaching Jupiter were less than the average period
Romer could explain these deviations by assuming that light has
a finite speed Deviations would then be a result of the changes
in the distance of the earth from Jupiter which occurred while
the period was being measured The time rsequired for light to
travel phis change in distance was the deviation observed For



(xamrle, If during ,ne r(N, luti,n 1f Id tht earth moed from E
t, F AS showm in the accompanying diagram, the apparent period
-111"( 1(at(r tlan the average verio', 'whereas if the earth

' fr E to E it would he less than the average period

Al

that when the earth is receding from Jupiter it is necessary

to observe the emergences lo from the shadow, whereas when the

earth is ipproachiug Jupiter, it is necessary to observe the im-

mersions of 10 into the shadow.

In the folloc.ing questions assume that-the ridius,of the

earth's orbit is 1.i 10 meters
1) How fir does the earth travel along its orbit during

one revolution of lo'- (Note Chit the period of Io is

1 1/4 days ) x :o'rn
b) If the greatest aeviation observed for Io's per.od is

v(rc close to IS sec, nd,,, calculate the speed of light.

Ignore the very small difference between the chord and
thw arc of the earth's orbit c.ith which you are concerned.
%Ild ignorethe orbital motion of Jupiter which occurs
during the measurement of the period of 10.3 0 ( low,"(5,

,) actual data have been grouped for convenience and

five ,ucccs,ive roup, are shown belcw plotted agaivst

r the apparent deviation for those groups (each group con-

,asts o; several values of the period which -e meas-

ured durin, a two- or three-month Interval). he posi-

tive deviation, are for tne earth receding fro,1 Jupiter
and the negati\u deiitions ale for the eartl approaching

Jupiter.

co r+r4

Ait.
4,71 472 16/3

-10

4r
j

'titer carefully considering the meaning of the graph,
sketch in the cuive that best fits the given points
Examine the regularity of the curve, what time interval
is required for the curve to compl(t one cycle and start

retesting the pattern again' Can you explain the observed
regularity and cyclical nature of the curve"corDivictoin c.Ljc-le"

13 4 i convenient unit for measuring astronomical distances is
the light sear, defined to be the distance that light travels

in one tear Calculate the numb(r of miters in a light year to

two signifi(ant figures 95 x Ilre,

1.4rE

11 5 What time would he required for a spaceship having a speed
of 1/1000 that of light to travel the 4 3 light years from the

earth to the closest known star other than the sun, Proximo 4.3 Ile:ars
Centauri') Compare the speed given for the spaceship with the

.2g- Itrytes
speed of approximately 11 km/sec that a rocket from the earth
to Venus must have when leaving the earth's atmosphere. '

1
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13 6 Find the path from point' A to any point on mirror M and
then to goint B that has the shortest overall length (s, lye
this by trial and error, perhap by experimenting with a Molt
piece of string held at one end uy a tack at point A). N, tic(
that the shortest distance between A, M and B is also the
least-time path for a particle traveling at a constant speed
from A to M to B. A possible path is shown but it not ince.-
sarily the shortest one What path would light ta're fr'm
M to B' 11-tez st-icrcregr

A
(01

pH, b

13 7 What is the shortest mirror in which a 6-foot tall cat
see himself entirely? (Assume that both he and the mirror arc
vertical and that he places the mirror in the most favorable
position.) Does it mr.tter how far away he is from the mirror'
Do your answers to these questions depend on the distill«, from
his eyes to the top of his bead?3eiri.

13 8 Suppose the reflecting surfaces of every visible object
were somehow altered so that they completely absorbed any light
falling on them; how would the world then appear to you'

Oaf Self lurtotA objectc vvoAld ba.

13.9 Objects are visible if their surfaces reflect light in zianv
different iirections, enabling our eyes to intercept cones of
reflected light diverging from each part of the surface The
accompanying diagram shows such a cone of light (represented ay
2 diverging rays) entering-the eye from a book
Draw clear straight-line diagrams to show how a pair of diverging
rays can be used to help explain the following phenomena (here
is a chance to use your knowledge o: reflection and refraction)

a) The mirror image of an object appears to be lust as far
behind the mirror as the )bject is in front of the
mirror ..gefli4cuoin

h) A pond appears shallower Clan it actually is/WrIP441.1
0,) A coin placed in an empty coffee mug which is placed so

that the coin cannot quite be seen becomes visible if the
mug is filleu with water.AWInxcNon

13 10 Due to atmospheric refraction we see the sun in the evening
for some minutes after it is really below the horizon, and also
for some minutes before it is actually above the horizon in the
morning.

a) Draw a simple diagram to illustrate how this phenomenon
o,curs g(44.4:11°''

h) The fact that this refraction by the atmosphere occurs
is good evidence for the variation in density of the
atmosphere; what does it indicate about the density
var a.at ion 7 .51Verse weft belt'

13 11 Newton suppo.ed that the,leflection of light off shiny sui-
fa«s is dun tc, "Aim, feature of the body which is evenly dif-
fused over its surface and b\ which it .,cts upon the ray with-
out contact " The simplest model for such a feature would be
a repulsive force which acts only in a direction perpendicular
to the surface In this questiOn you are to show how this model
prede,ts that the angles of incidence and reflection mu#t be
equal Proceed as follows:

a) Draw a clear diagram showing the incident and reflected
rays Also show the angles of incidence and reflection
( and "r). Sketch a cborainate system in your diagram
that has an x-axis parallel to the surface and a y-axis
perpendicular to the surface. Note that the angles of
incidence and reflection are defined to be the angles
between the incident and reflected rays and the y-axis
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13.15 Recalling diffraction and interference phenomena fromChapter 12, show that the wave theory f light can he used toexplain the bright spot in the center of the shadow of a diskilluminated by a point source.

diffraction

occurs ariound disc
:I I-

°long-rue-we

witerfenance here

itk, v4T Cf-C,

13.16 Green light has a wavelength of appl-oximately 5 , 10- metei..
[slat frequency correspond, to this wavelength? Compare thi,6"0 CP5
trequency to the frequency of the radio wave, broadc,:t by a
radio ,ration you listen to (Hint: Rememyr v = f\.)

(0 AM 10 x r
13.17 Poetry often reflects contemporary ideas in science; the

follo..,ing poem is an excellent example of this.

Some range the. colours as they parted fly,
Clear-pointed to the philosophic eye,
The flaming red, that pains the dwelling gaze,
The stainless, lightsome yellow's gilding rays,
The clouded orange, that betwixt them glows,
And to kind mixture tawny lustre owers;
All-chearing green, that gives the spring tts dye:
The bright transparent blue, that robes the sky;
And indigo, which shaded light displays,
And violet, which,in the view decays.
Parental hues, whence others all proceed;
An ever-mingling, changeful, countless breed,
Unravelld, variegated, lines of light,
When blended, dazzling in promiscuous white

Richard Savage, The Wanderer

a) Would you or would you not classify the poet Richard No.
Savage as a "nature philosopher"? Why? ExprZS-SeS tset^1ton4 color

b) Compare elis poem with the one in Sec. 13.5 by James Theoy
Thomson; which poet do you think displays the better
understanding of physics? Which poem do you prefer" (free' ended

13.18 One way to achieve privacy in apartments facing each other
across a narrow courtyard while :till

allowing residents to20(ar 'zinc) axes must be enjoy the view of the courtyard and the sky above the courtyardperportdicular fo e,o, a, Other, is to use polarizing sheets placed over the windows. Explain
how the sheets must be oriented for maximum effectiveness.

13.19 To prevent car drivers from being blinded by the lights of
approaching autos, polarizing sheets could be placed over the
headlights and windshields of every car. Explain why these
sheets would have to be oriented the same way on every vehicle
and must have their polarizing axis at 450 to the vertical.

32
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141 Iftroluctipn. The subject "electricity and magnetise"

large part of modern physics, and has important connec-

tions with almost all other areas of physics and chemistry.

Because it would be impossible to study this subject compre-

hensively in the time available in an introductory course, we

consider only a few major topics which will be needed as a

foundation for later chapters. The major applications of the

information in this chapter are: the development of electri-

cal technology (Chapter 15), the study of the nature of light

and electromagnetic waves (Chapter 16), and the study of prop-

erties of atomic and subatom'c particles (Units 5 and 6).

In this chapter we will first treat electric charges and

the forces between them very briefly, since you are probably

already somewhat familiar with this topic. Next, we will show

how the idea of a "field" simplifies the description of elec-

tric and magnetic forces, especially in situations where sev-

eral charges or magnetic poles are present.

An electric current is made up of roving charges. By com-

bining the concept of field with the idea of "potential ener-

gy" (Unit 3), we will be able to establish quantitati/e rela-

tions between current voltage and power. These relations

will be needed for the practical applications to be discussed

in Chapter 15.

At the end of tuts chapter we shall come to the relation

between electricity and magnetism, a relation having impor-

tant consequences Lth for technology and basic physical

theory. We will begin by looking at a simple physica phe-

nomenon; the interaction between moving charges and macyetic

fields.

14.2 The curious properti_es of lodestone and amber: Gilbert's De

Magnete. The substances amber and lcdestone have aroused

interest since ancient times. Amber is sap that lona ago

oozed from softwood trees and, over many centuries, hardened

into a semitransparent solid ranging in color from yellow to

brown. It is a handsome ornamental stone when polished,, and

it sometimes contains the remains of insects that were caught

in the sticky sap. Ancient Greeks recognized a curious prop-

Summary WI
7Tv5 chapter vwd cover electric
changes and 10e forces
befipoen them the fit4d
conaefat currents ,volni9es,
and The friteraction between
currents or movin9 changes)
arza macrelfc fields

Surnmare. 14,

1. 1(10ert, 0-1 hcs look
t tv10.3riete ( summar-
tzed Knowlede
about "the t4roper-ties or lode-
stone- and amber, criticized
various theories and iorlapaced

lk 6that e eae eF Is a
erty of amber: if it is rubbed vigorously, it attracts nearby

490(8.5lione-.

objects such as bits of straw or grain seeds.

Odbert showiM Act
Lodestone is a mineral with equally unusual properties. electiw arid rnaneli7--pvces

It attracts iron. When suspended or floated, a piece of lode- aye dihrormft .

stone turns to a particular orientation. The first known

written description of the navigational use of lodestone as

a compass dates from the late twelfth century. Its properties

were known even earlier in China. Today lodestone would be

called magnetized iron ore.
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Lucretit,', is known as one of

the early writers on atonic

theory; see Prologue to Unit 5,

Gilbert's De Magnete is a clas-
sic in scientific literature.

It included reports pf inten-
sive experiments and speculation
about the magnetic properties
of the earth. The richness of
Gilbert's work is evident on
the next page, where the title
page, some excerpts and some
sketches have been reproduced.
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Thy histoii2s of lodestone and amber are the early histo-
ries of magnetism and electricity. The modern developments

in these subjects began in 1600 with the public-tIon it London
of William Gilbert's book De Magneto. Gilbert (1544 1603)
was an influential physician, who served as Queen Elizabeth's
chief physician. During the last twenty years of his life,
he studied what was already known of lodestone and amber,,

made his own experiments to check the reports of other writers,
and summarized his conclusion in De Magnete.

'Gilbert's first task in his book was to review and criti-
cize what nad previously been written about the lodestone
(see p. 37).. Gilbert reports various theories proposed to
explain the cause of magnetic attraction; one of the most
popular theories was suggested by the Roman scientist Lucre-
tius:

Lucretius.,.deems the attraction tc be due to this,
that as there is from all things a flowing out ("efflux"
or "effluvium") of minutest bodies so there is from
iron an efflux of atoms into the space between the
iron and the lodestone--a space emptied of air by
the lodestone's atoms (seeds); and when these begin
to return to the lodestone,, the iron follows, the
corpuscles being entangled with each other.

Gilbert himself did not accept the effluvium theory as an ex-
planation for magnetic attraction, although he thought it
might apply to electrical attraction.

When it was discovered that lodestones and magnetized bars
of iron tend to tirn so as to have a certain direction on the
surface of the earth, many authors attempted to concoct ex-
planations. But, says Gilbert,

...they wasted oil and labor, because, not being prac-
tical in the research of objects of nature, being ac-
quainted only with books, being led astray by certain
erroneous physical systems,, and having made no magnet-
ical experiments, they constructed certain explanations
on a basis of mere opinions, and old-womanishly dreamt
the things that were not. Marcilius Ficinus chews the
cud of ancient opinions, and tc give the reason of the
magnetic direction seeks its cause in the constellation
Ursa,..Paracelsus declares that there are stars which,,
gifted with Cie lodestone's power, do attract to them-
selves iron,...All these philosophers...reckoning among
the causes of the direction of the magnet, a region of
the sky, celestial poles, stars...mountains, cliffs,
vacant space, atoms, attractional...regions beyond the
heavens, and other like unproved paradoxes, are world-
wide astray from the truth and are blindly wandering.

Gilbert himself pointed out the real cause of the motion
of magnets: the earth itself is a lodestone. To demonstrate
his theory Gilbert did an experiment, a rather ingenious one,,
to test his model: he prepared spherical lodestones and
showed that a magnetized needle placed on the surface of such
a lodestone will act in the same way as a compass needle does
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"...the lodestone was found, as seems probable,
by iron-smelters or by miners in veins of iron

ore. On being treated by the metallurgists,
it quickly exhibited that strong powerful
attraction of iron...And after it had come
:orth as it were out of darkness and out of
deep dungeons and been honoured of men on
account of its strong and marvellous attraction
of iron, then many ancient philosophers and
physicians discoursed of IL...These record
only that the lodestone attracts iron: its
other properties were all hid. But lest the

story of the lodestone should be uninteresting
and too short, to this one sole property thcn
known were appended certain figments and false-
hoods...For example. they asserted that a lode-
stone rubbed with garlic does not attract iron,
nor when it is in presence of a diamond.

...we do not prodose just now to overturn with

arguments...the (tiler many fables about the
lodestone...Abohali rashly asserts, when held
in the hand it cure, pains of the feet and
cramps; ..as Pictorius sings, it gives one
favor and acceptance with princes and makes one
eloquent,...Arnoldus de Villanova fancies that
the lodestone frees women from witchcraft and

puts demons to flight; Marbodaeus, a Frenchman.
say,, that it can make husbands agreeable to
wives and may restore wives to their husbands.
In such-like follies and fab: s do philos4hers
of the vulgar sort take delight..."

From Gilbert's De Magnete.
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The idea of "field" was invented
by Michael Faraday early in the
nineteenth century, and devel-
oped further by Kelvin and
Maxwell (see Secs. 14.4 and 16.2).

"electric" comes from the Greek
word "',.z. , electron, meaning
"amber." Note that this word was
originally a noun but has now be-
come an adjective.

Iron oxide crystals in the mag-
netic field of a bar magnet.
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at different places on the earth's surface. If the directions
of the needle are marked with chalk on the lodestone, they will

form meridian circles (like the lines of equal longitude on a
globe) which converge at two opposite ends or "poles." At the
poles,, the needle will be perpendicular to the surface of the
lodestone. Halfway between, along the "-equator," the needles
will lie along the surface. These directions can also be shown
by placing small bits of iron wire on the surface.

The explanation of the action of magnets is now generally
given by means of the idea that macnets set up "fields" around
themselves. The field can then a,,1 on distant objects. Gil-
bert's description of the force exerted by his spherical lode-

stone (which he called the 'terrella,,' meaning 'little earth')
comes close to the modern field concept:

she terrella sends its force abroad in all directions,,
according to its energy and its quality. But whenever
iron or other magnetic body of suitable size happens
within its sphere of influence it is attracted; yet
the nearer it is to the lodestone the greater the force
with which it is borne toward it.

Gilbert also included a discussion of electricity in his
book. He introduced the word electric as the general term

for "bodies that attract in the same way as amber." Gilbert
showed that electric and magnetic forces are different. For

example, a lodestone always attracts other magnetic bodies,
whereas an electric exerts its attraction only when rubbed.
On the other hand, an electric can attract small pieces of

many different substances, whereas magnetic forces act only
between a few types of substances, Objects are attracted to
an electric along a line directly toward its center, but a
magnet always has two regions (poles) toward which attraction
draws other magnets,

In addition to summarizing the known facts of electricity

and magnets, Gilbert's work suggested new research problems
to scientists in the centuries that followed. For example,
Gilbert thought that while the poles of two lodestones might
repel each other, electrics could never exert repulsive forces.
But in 1646, Sir Thomas Browne published the first account of
electric repulsion, and in the eighteenth century several other
cases of repulsion as well as attraction were discovered. To
systematize these observations a new concept, electric charge,
was introduced. In the next section we will see how this con-
cept can be used to describe the forces between electrified
bodies.

How did Gilbert demonstrate that the earth behaves like
a spherical lodestone?

How dces the attraction of objects by amber differ from
the attraction by lodestone'
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14.3 Electric charges and electric forces. As Gilbert str,:.g1,,

arguer,, the facts of electrostatics (forces between electric

charges at rest) are better learned an the laboratory than

by just reading about them. This section, therefore, is

unly a brief summary.

1,,e begin with the idea of electric charge. Charge is best

5ummaN .4.3
I ObsarVations On aUkacton
and repulsion} of electrified

were ss're-ri ct riza4 )09
dc:ined not by saying what it is,, but what it does. '7i,o kinds

ob9cts
S09019 iiiat some_ okytct

of electric charges can be identified. A glass rod that has
have pa67tive c.4.1arge artel

been rubbed by silk becomes charged. This charge is given
OtherS have r9.at,e chollear.

positive

Te
the arbitrary name sitive charge. The other kind of charge Like cha s mAoel each

nappears on a rubber rod stroked with wool or fur and is termed aWzev' a uribke cinanyas
attract each othernegative.

When we talk about the electric charge on an object we

usually mean the slight excess (or net) charge of either },ind

existing on this object. Actually, any piece of matter large

enoucrh to be visible contains a large amount of electric

charge, both positive and negative. If the amount of positive

charge is equal to the amount of negative charge, this piece

of matter will appear to have no charge at all, so we can say

that the effects of the positive and negative charges simply

cancel each other when they are added together. (This is

one advantage of calling the two kinds of charge positive

and negative; rather than, for example, x and y.)

Two experimental facts that are easily demonstrated are

the following:

1. Like charges repel each other. A body that has a net

positive charge repels any other body that has a net positive

charge. Th,it, is two glass rods that have both been rubbed

will tend to repel each other. A body that has a net negative

charge repels any other body that has a net negative charge.

2. Unlike charges attract each other. A body that has a

nut positive charge attracts any body that has a net negative

charge, and vice versa.

The electrical force law. What is the "law of force" Lo-

tween electric charges? In other words, how does the force

depend on the amount of charge, and on the distance between

the charged objects?

The first evidence of the nature of the force law between

electrical charges was obtained in an indirect way. About

1775, Benjamin Franklin performed the following experiment:

He charged a silver can and put the can on an insulating stand.

When he hung a cork near the outside of the can, the cork was

strongly attracted. But when he lowered the cork,, suspended

by a silk thread,, into the can, he found that no electric

Rarely is this imhal once moic

than 1 part in 1 -il'i m--illion

D47 Electrostatic;
derrortstratiors

4

AL,

Benjarle Franklin (1706-1790),
AmericA statesman, printer,
scientist and writer. He was
greatl interested in the phe-
nomena of static electricity;
his famous kite experiment and
Invention of the lightnin4 rod
gained 'Ina wide recognition;
he is shown here ob,ervim, the
electrical behavior of a bell
connected to a 11,01tning rod.

His other invention,, include
the Iranklin stove, bifocals
and the harmonica. While in
Philadelphia, Franklin organized
a debating club which developc,
into the American Philosophic al
Society, and h.. :elped eqtabli h
an academy which later became
the University of Penn-,v1vania.
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\ I

TX1 The- IvrkSA ssren-i -the
unit- o2 ckzare , 10e 'coulomb' ,
is dephe,d in terms or-Ike uric(
or current, -the. ampere

I caul = (amp sec.
In -this sqsrem -the proportion-
alit_9 constant k tin Coulomb's
law comes out to have the
value 1.<- 9< io 9 Nm2/cou12.

The symbol q is used for amount
of charge; see below for units.
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rt( the m.1t ter o,--,1; 11
(-; 1 :IS 1 ,]t_' t110 C ill.

Fr.IrCr. n .2-1(' not un,lerst,r'd o1ry t.nt walls of the .-. ,12d
riot attract no corl: 011e11 it was 1::s2.1e t ne c.an, even tin I, 11,
there' o force when the core. out 1,1 (,
friend Joseph Priestley to rop,at the exper1m,nt.

Priestley verified Franklin's re cults, and went on tc,
a brilliant theoretical deduct ier. from them. lie remembered
from Newton's Prihcipia that N(...n had proved th it gravita-
tional forces behave in a similar Inside a holl,Y. :her( ,
the net gravitational force on an ollect, computed Ly
up all the forces exerted by era tarts of the sr here, is
exactly zero. This is a result which can be doductd mathe-
matically from ehe lav, that the gravitatiQnal force ret:.,(n
any two individ.,al pieces of matter f,, inversely prolortl.):.al
to the square of the distance between them. Priestlky tl(re-
fore proposed that electrical forces might also vary inverse-
ly as the square of the distance. (See page 42.)

Prie:_;tley's prof osal was based ON Icld reasonirla anal-
oql. Such re; Boning could not by itself prove that electric.1
forces are inversely proportional to the suire of the di'-
tance Letween charges. But it strongly encourage,: other ;h..--
ici:;ts to test the hypothesis by experiment.

'11,e French physicist Charles Coulomb provided ,irect ex-rir confirmation of the inverse-square law for el,ctric
c- r,; s stI,T,To:;te2,1 by Prle_,t1ty. Coulomb used a torslon nal-
a.e that he invented and carefully calibrated to measure
t' force between two small charged spheres. The balance is
- ,'.own on the opposite page. A balanced insulating rod is
shown suspended by a thin silver wire which twisAs when a

force is exerted on the end of the rod to make it rotate
shout toe Yertical axis.

By measuring the twisting force for different separations
R of the spheres, Coulomb snowed that the force varied in
proportion to 1/R. ThUS he directly confirmed the sugges-
tion that the force of electrical repulsion for like charges
varies inversely as the square of the distance between charges.
With a slightly modified procedure, he confirmed a similar
law of atttaction for unlike charges..

Coulomb also demonstrated that the magnitude of the elec-
tric force at a given distance is proportional to the product
of the charges, qAq3, on the two objects. This was a remark-
able accomplishment, since there was not yet any accepted
method for measuring quantitatively the amount of charge on
an object. However, Coulomb could show that it a charged
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metal sphere touches an uncharged sphere of the ,,are ,

the total charge will be shared bet.,een the two sphere:,

eivally. Thus, startir,: 1,1.11 goven amount of c' irgo on

sphere. and several t her i 1. nt ica1 lout uncharged

Coulomb could produce ch:ires of one-half, one-qu,,rtr, cyle-

clhth, etc., the original amount. 51, t!lt,-; vari.ihr;

charges qA lid ,113 independently, he ccu I (1, , for xarni 1. ,

that when each is reduced one-'1alf, the frce bet.:Lkn A

13 is reduced to one-quarter its previous- :.clue .

Coulomb summarized his results in a single e,luation

describes the force that two sm911 chirged spheres A and P

exert on each other:

r
cl

k '1A(IP (14.1)
R

k is a constant whose value depends on the units of

charge and length that are being used. This form of the law

of force between two electric charges is no%, called Coulomb's

'
7

rr

Charles Augustin Coulomb (1738-
1806) was born into a family of
high social posit ion and grew
up in an age of political unrest.
He studied science and mathe-
matics and began his career as
a military engineer, fie later
sett led in Paris, and a work,
The Theory of Simple Machines,
gained him membership in the
French Academy of Sc iences.
While studying machines Coulomb
invented his torsion balance,
with which he carried out inten-
sive investigations on ele'etrieaI
forces.

5 An electrIcall9 cd-taY-cied
object- can a(so attract an
urzekcty9ed objac,t by 'e.lectro-
static- Induction' ( rearrange
merz t- e diarses insde
fete utcLtar9ect object).

File documentary 1i 1m

"People and Particles"
shows an experiment to
see if Eq. 14.1 applies
to charTes at di stance,,
as small as 10- 1 5 cm.

(It doe >.)
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Consider any point P The electric field due
inside a charged con- to each patch is pro-
ducting sphere. For portional to the area
any small patch of of the patch and in-
charge on the sphere versely proportional
there is a corres- to the square of the
ponding patch or. the distance from P. But
other side of P. the areas of the patches

are directly propor-
tional to the squares

of the distances from P.

Electric Shielding

In general, charges on a closed conducting sur-
face arrange themselves so that the electric field
strength inside is zero (on the condition, of course,
that there is no charge inside). Furthermore, the
region inside any closed conductor is "shielded"
iron any external electric field. This is a very

111111

.4001111MME=1...

I 1

.. ......

19orTions of the chassis
and ttqe concluding pant`
on -the paure Yuba also
home 51,ue{dbin -runctions

92

wa: 1.2c1.-

d

d.

So the distance and
area factors balance
the fields due to the
two patches at P are
exactly equal and op-
posite.

Since this is true
for all pairs of

charge patches, the
net electric field
at P is zero.

important practical principle. Whenever stray
electric fields might disturb the operation of
some electric equipment, the equipment can be
enclosed by a shell of conducting material.
Some uses of electric shielding are suggested
in the accompanying photographs.

A section of shielded cable such
as is seen in the TV photo above,
showing how the two wires are sur-
rounded by a conducting cylinder
woven of fine wires.

Cloreup of a tube in the tuning section of
the TV set on the left. Surrounding the
tube is a collapsible metal shield. Partly
shielded tubes can be seen elsewhere in
that photo.

Aft
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: . . u,. f1;,l) tc dt fl:c a

r . r ar: it..rarily let tn(

::..t f p, ,-t 1 y A:. f char.:e so t hat

(f. t uit xrt d unit

r. It A f(t rt anits based on this

r r f t I ctrical units we shall

e, th, "-2rssA" s.,st(m, the unit (

u r r tne unit , f curr,nt, the "ampere."

tn( "cyulemb," and is defined
A

of .cl.ozae tLat flows iast a point in a wire

Lc ...non the cur:(g.t_ is equal to one ampere.

,f. or "A:7; ," if 1 flmillar unit because it is

-u, rt1 sur( thy current drawn Ly electrical

1 i amou:,t of c,irrcnt drawn by a 100-watt light

a llu-volt circuit is approximately one ampere.

Sn, ,nt c ,u1c.7 aplreximattly the amount of charge

tnit tnrL 10U-watt bull, in on( second, it might

(.7 tf,at the coulc-,: is a fairly qmall amount of charge.

(,r,e cQulomb ( f yxcyss chargy all collected in one

lacy is unmanageably 1argy. By-experiment, the constant k

in Cculomii's law (Lq. 14,1) as found to equal about nine

billlon neAton-m-oters squared per coulomb squared (9 -

). This means that two objects, each with a net

charge of one coulomb, separated by a distance of one meter,

v.ould exert forces on each other of nine bill on newtons.

Tri clenrutiort cc te wit or
curre*it based on Ampsire's
citscovex.9 or tha force be -

li;vee rt. currents , be cbs
c4.2 swap( 01 Sac 14.,

ter -K1 lap-dr-1-Sc c nd- Arn;,cre

This force is roughly the same as a weignt of on million tons.

never observe -,u( large forces, because we can't actually

collect tnat much t>.(.70,-s charge in one place, or exert enough

force to bring to such charges so close ,together. The mutual

re:)ulsion of 11}..o charges is so strong that it is difficult

to heti, a charge of more than a thousandth of a coulomb on

an object o or,:inary size. If you rub a pocket comb on your

sleeve, the net charge on the comb will be far less than one

millionth of a coulomb. Lightning discharges usually take

place when a cloud has accumulated a net charge of a few

hundred coulombs distributed over its very large volume.

The reason that an ordinary light bulb can have one cou-

lomb I,er second going through its filament is that the moving

carat, which in tnis case arc negative, are passing through

a static arrangement of iositivy charges.

FleL!trostatic induction. You have probably observed that

aL electrically charged ob]ect can often attract small piece3

of paper even though thc paper seems to have no net charge

itself. (It exerts no force on other pieces of paper.) At

first sight it might appear that this attraction is not cov-

ered by Coulomb's law, since the force ought to be zero if

A stroke of lightning averages
about 40,000 amperes and trans-
fers 1 coulomb of charge from
the cloud to the ground, or vice
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-Ike fact -Acit e rubbed
comb can pack up a small
piece cc paper shows

tars etectrtc force
LS Sreare-C -than tke.
9rciv(tatcoral force exeet-
424 on -tke paper by tine
eWire ectran

either qA or qB is zero in Eq. (14.1). However, we can
plain the at -action if we recall that uncharged oblects ch-
tain equal amounts of positive and negative electric chary:..
When an electrified body is brought near a neutral oL-e,t,

electrical forces may rearrange the positions of the ,herge,
in the neutral object (see diagram). For example, if a neg-
atively charged rod is held near a piece oc paper, some of

the positive charges in the paper will shift toward the side
of the paper nearest the r.3, and a corresponding amount cf
negative charge will shift toward the other side. The pos-
itive charges are then slightly closer to the rod than the
negative charges are, so the attraction is greater than the
repulsion. (Remember that the force gets weaker with the
square of the distance, according to Coulomb's law; it woulo
only be one fourth as great if the distance were twice <l;
large.) Hence there will be a net attraction of the charged
body for the neutral object.

The rearrangement of electric charges inside or on the
surface of a neutral body due to the influence of a ncarl
object is called electrostatic induction. In Ch"pter 16 we
will see how the theory of electrostatic inductior. played

an important role in the development of the theory of 11:t,t.

What experimental fact led Priestley to propose that
electrical forces and gravitational forces change with dib-
tance in a similar way?

's. What two facts about the force between electric charges
did Coulomb demonstrate?

If the distance between two charge.1 objects is doubled,
how is the electrical force between them affected?

Are the coulomb and ampere both units of charge?

If an object is found to be attracted by both positively
charged bodies and negatively charged bodies, dot3 this mean
that ther. are really three kinds of charge/

144 Forces and fields. Gilbert described the action of tla, le -

E34 Electric forces stone by saying it had a "sphere of influence" surrounding
Goulornbs law it. Any other magnetic body coming inside this sphere will

be attracted, and the strength of the attractive force will
be greater at places closer to the lodestone. In modern
language, we would say that the lodestone is surrou_ded
a magnetic field.

Because the word "field" is used in many ways, we will (
gin by discussing some famili't fields and then proceed qr3J-
ually to develop the ideas of physical fields.

One part of the concept of field is illustrated by playlft;
fields., The football field, for example, is a place where

teams compete according to rules which confine the sighifi-
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rnacinitude at each root.

"The 9rawrationai field is
defined as Ik4a. ratio or n r-li;tvi-

tteloyial force to the rrtass tf
is actinal on . 'The. field is
considered t, exist at each
pe;04t in space whether- or nest

trere Is any body for t to
act on.

3 EfaCIF-,C fietd Stren0A1 is
. _ 1 ies a region cliacineol as _the ratio 6r the

n- aro-nts of influ- elecJ'ric force to -the charge

r, .._:a. The influ- it is etGtin, On
1 dovernrents,

,-ne field region.

ncssicle

rcint in the

-_fear as we

rclated to

a :: -, them in ever-

t-I---incic,:y of pnys-

excerience

_Ight is in-

_lets louder and

A :S cooler
.re sun-shine."

f fields:

r-n tne
. :. tr. the street

- the strength

1'. In tnis case

: t-ren,2,_ (the side-

: 1,-,* «ith the

See fieldT " in Artieles section .
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Prebsure and Velocity Fields 4(- Acti4a113 tile "5oo millibar heisht."

These maps, adapted from those of the U.S. Weather Bureau, depict
two fields, air pressure at the earth's surface and high-altitudelf
wind velocity, for three successive days.

Air pressure at earth's surface.
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same speed as the car. We can think of the sound field as

being steady but moving with the horn. At any instant we

could assign a number to each point in the field to represent

the intensity of sound. At first the sound is faintly heard

as the weakest part of the field reacnes you. Then the more

intense parts of the field go by, and the sound seems louder.

Finally,, the loudness diminishes as the sound field and its

source (the horn) move away.
A: DetZtok.5 (.'JeCteic

c) Here you are walking in a temperature field which is
4;:\eA4,S

intense wnere the sidewalk is in the sunshine and weaker where

it is in the shade. Again, we could assign a number to each

point in the field to represent the temperature.

Notice that the first two of these fields are produced by

a single source. In (a) the source is a stationary street

lamp, in (b) it is a moving horn. In both cases the field

strength gradually decreases as your distance from the source

increases. But in the third case the field is produced by

a complicated combination of influences: the sun, the clouds

in the sky, nearby buildings, local geography and other factors.

Yet toe description of the field itself may be just as simpic

as for a field produced by a single source: one number :s

assigned to each point in the field.

So far, all examples were simple scalar fields--no

direction was Involved in the value of the field at each

point. On the opposite rage are maps of two fields for the

la..er of air over the surface of North America for three

consecutive days. There is a very importart difference be- -The k"leather tArecku kas. a
tween the field rapped at the left and that mapped at the dt fferent cony -rliion for vectors
right; tne air pressure field is a scalar field, while tne Agk Stirider to GitSCVSS fie
.,Ind velocity field is a vector field. For each point in theadVan3e5 and cicsoadvalrekcies

pressure field, there a single number, a scalar quantity

which give 'ne value of the field at that point. Bat for SPEC[MEN
STATION MODELeach point _ . the wind velocity field the value of the field

OM

is given by both a number and a direc_ion, that is, by a

vector.
. A

These field maps are particularly useful because they can .

be used more or less successfully to predict what the sub- 3

..
SeqUert conditions of the field right be. Also, by superim- Y 24t
;eosin: the maps on each other, we could get some idea of now

the f_elds are related to each other. -- - ;-

The tern "field" is actually ,Ised by physicists in three

different senses: to mein the value of the field at a point
Are t e--et W H^

In space, the collection of all values, and the region of
Key for s U.S. ether Bureau

-;pace in which tne field has values. In reading the rest of
Map. How many fields are rep-

t;is chapter, try to decide which meaning is appropziate each resented for each station?

t1c the term is used.
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From now on, "field" is defined
to be independent of the test
body on ullich a force may act.

til

144

and

The gra vitational field. Before returning to electricity
magnetism, and just to illustrate the idea of a field,

we take as an example
the gravitational field of the earth.Recall that the force exerted by the earth on some object

outside the surface of the earth, for example upon the moon,acts in a direction
toward the center of the earth. The

gravitational field is a vector field and could be representedby arrows pointirg toward the center of the earth.

The strength of the gravitational field depends on the
distance from the center of the earth, since, according to
Newton's theory, the magnitude of the gravitational force
is inversely proportional to the square of Cre distance R:

F G Mm
gray R2 (14.2)

where M is the mass of the earth, m is the mass of the testbody, and R is the distance between the centers of earth a,dother body (G is the gravitational
constant).

Is the value of the
gravitational field at each point Justthe same as F

gray exerted on a body at that point? No, be-cause F
gray depends on the mass of the test body, and we want

our definition of field to depend only on the properties of
the source, not on the properties of the test body on which
tl'e force acts. The force itself must of course depend on
the mass of the test body, but it is useful to think of thefield as existing in space and having a certain direction andmagnitude at every point, ..,nether or not there is any test
body present for it to act on.

A definition of gravitation field that satisfies the
above requirement follows easily if we rearrange Eq. (14.2):

GMF
gray

m

R2
We then define the gravitational field, 4, to have a magni-
tude Ty and the same direction as that of F

gray . Thus g is
determined by the strength of the source (the mass M) and thedistance (R) from the source but does not aepend on the massof the object which the force acts upon. The force is then
simply the product of the mass of the test body and the field,

and
gray

= mg

F
grayg

(14.3)

(14.4)
In other words, the gravitational field at a point in space
is defined as the quotient of the gravitational force whichwould act on a body of mass m at that point, and the mass m.However, the gravitational

field at a point in space is de-
termined by more than one source. The moon is acted on bythe sun as well as by the earth, and to a smaller extent by the
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other planets. Thus, to generalize Eq. (14.4), we can take

ggray
to be not just the force of gravity due to one source,

but the net gravitational force due to all sources acting on

that region.

Electric fields. In general, the strength of any force

field can be defined in the same way as for gravitational

fields if there is a force law similar to Newton's in which

the force is proportional to a product of quantities charac-

teristic of the two interacting bodies,. Thus for electric

forces, according to Coulomb's law (Eq. 14.1), the force de-

pends on the product of the charges of the two bodies, rather

than the product of the masses, For a charge q in the elec-

tric field due to charge Q, Coulomb's law describing the

force on q can be written as:

cla
kQ

F
el

= k or
F

R2
el q ;7

As it the case of the gravitational field, the expression

for force has been broken up into two parts: One part,

kQ
'

which depends only on the "strength" Q of the source
R2
and distance R from it, is are electric field due to Q. The

second part, q, is a property of the body being acted on.

Thus we define the electric field, g, due to charge Q to have

magnitude
R2'

and the same direction of P
el.

The electric

force is then the product of the test charge and the field,

and

g
el

= qE

gel

q

(14.5)

(14.6)

Therefore the electric field at a point in space is de-

fined as the quotient of the electric force acting on a test

cnarge placed at that point and the magnitude of the test

charge. Of course, if the electric field at a point is due

to more than one source, we define the electric field in

terms of the net electric force on test charge q.
We use FiranklinS convention
for the sign orelectric cha

So far we have passed over a complication that we did not in whicli the 014tV"45447Jqt
encounter in dealing with gravitation. There are two kinds cyrnen was taken as ffie

direct/oil in 1.411:71,1 positive
of electric charge, positive (+) and negative (-), and the chaTe wevki Knove...1± lamed
forces they experience in an electric field are opposite in

) however,lhat to matals
direction. Long ago the arbitrary choice was made of defin- -the )129,0i/e"char9es waa

ing the field value as the force exerted on a positive charge, ;'YzOtie)1 50 AAAheainn'ftelt°
c

divided by the magnitude of that charge. This choice makes dtrection opposite ta -the
chaTe flow.

it easy to remember the direction of the electric force vec-

tor, if we adopt the convention that a minus sign in front of

a vector means that it has the opposite direction. If we are

given the direction and magnitude of the field vector g at a

49



Visualizing Electric Fields
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The map of an electric fielo is not easy to

draw. A vector value can be assigned to the
electric field strength at every point in space,
but obviously we cannot illu,:trate thz.,--our map

would be totally black with arrows. The conven-

tio% which has been used for many years in
physics is to draw a small number of lines which
iudik:'ate the direction of the field. For example,

the field around a charged sphere could be repre-
sented by a drawing; like that in the margin.
Notice that the lines, which have been drawn
sy-metrical,ly around the sphere, are more closely
spaced where the field is stronger. In fact, the

lines can h, drawn in three dimensions so that
the density of lines repre.ents the strength of

tilt field. These lines, drawn to represent both

6e.

-4

the direction and strength of the field, are
called "lines of force." Around a single charged

sphere the lines of force are straight and direct-
ed radially away from the center. When charge is

distributed in a more complicated way, the lines
of force may be curved. The direction el the

field at a point is Ole tangent to the curved
line of force at that point. Above, for example,

we have drawn lines of force to represent :he
direction of the electric field between a charged
fingertip and the oppositely char;ed surface of .1

doorknob. The electric field vector i at point P
would be directed along the tangent to the curved
line of force at P, and represented by the arrow

at P. Note the difference: each line of force
only shows direction, and terminates at a charged

object or goes off to infinity. But the

electric field vector f at each point P
is represented 13: an arrow of length drawn

to scale to indicate magnitude E.

4

IT\
.411111maimailipinumumW -

Oppositely charged cylinder
and plate. (Notice the ab-
sence of field inside the
cylinder.)

Oppositely charged platos. (Notice the

uniformity of the f'qd betwecn th(m.)
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point, then by definition the force vector P acting on a
charge q is P = qg. A positive charge, say +0.00001 coulombs,

placed at this point will experience a force g in the same
direction as g. A negative charge, say -0.00001 coulombs,

will experience a force -g of the same magnitude as P but in
the opposite direction. Changing the sign of q automatically

changes the direction of P.

08 What is the difference between a scalar field and a
vector field?

09 What is the direction of
a) the gravitational field, and
b) the electric field, at a certain point in space?

010 Why would the field strengths 1 and E be unchanged in
Equations (14.4) and (14.6) if m and q were doubled?

----- - - -
14.5 The smallest charge. How strong are electric forces? In

Summary 14_ 5 Sec. 14.3 we mentioned the fact that an electrified comb can
L Elealhc me's are So Olon pick up a small piece of paper, so that in this case the(compare -Por example ,t6 J

electric force on the paper must exceed the gravitationalsravbtiorta( forces) tPicit we can
balance n force exerted on it by the earth, But before we can discuss

1 such questions quantitatively, we will introduce a more nat-on an 0.71eZt COvieurlin 01 Se:Vera k

bialOrt A owts bra -the -.1ectric, ural or fundamental unit of charge which can always be associ-
Porr--.2- on a. streepte electron. ated with an object that has a definite mass. In modern
71116 fact Is exp °teat In

physics it is most convenient to use the charge of an electron,HIMItailk DI(-drop expenment,
one of the basic components of the atom, (Other propertiesto dzterrrure. -tko rna9ritudk_

Clearo r ta el e Vonlc, kar e of atoms and electrons will be discussed in Unit 5.)Itc9
.Q All possible clictr9e rn
et must be made up
mA(tiples smallest
charge e, -the rna9ruirtde
111e c or, /he electi-ort.

value e /5' about 1 6x 10-
coutom

Millikan chose fine droplets of
oil from an atomizer to get -very
small masses. Also, the oil was
convenient because of the low
rate of evaporation of thb drop-
let.

52

A remarkable illustration of the strength of electric

forces is the fact that, using an electric field that can be

produced easily in the labora,ory, we can balance the gravi-

tational force on a tiny object, only big enough to be seen
in a microscope but still containing several billion atoms,
with the electrical force on a single electron. This ct is
the basis of a method of measuring the electron charge in an

experiment first done by the American physic'st Robert A.
Millikan in 1909. Although a further description of Milli-

kan's experiment will be postponed until Sec. 18.3, its basic
principle will be discussed here because it provides such a
vivid connection between the ideas of force, field and charge.

Suppose a small body of mass m--an oil drop or small plas-
tic sphere carries a net negative electric charge of magni-
tude q. If we place the negatively charged body in an elec-
tric field g directed downwards, there will be exerted on
the body a force of magnitude qE in the upward direction, Of
course there will also be a downward gravitational force mg
on the object. The body will accelerate upward or downward,
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depending on whether the electric fbrce or the gravitational

force is greater. By adjusting the magnitude of g, that is

by changing the source that sets up a known electric field g,

we can balance the two forces.

What happens when the two forces are balanced? Remember

that if no forces act on a body it can still be moving with

constant velocity. However, in this case air resistance will

soon destroy any original motion which the oil drop may have

(when the oil drop is stationary, no frictional forces act on

it); the drop will then be in equilibrium and will be seen to

be suspended in mid-air. When this happens, we record the

magnitude of the electric field strength E.

If the electric force balances the gravitational force,

the following equation must hold:

qE = mg. (14.7)

If we know the quantities E, m and g, we can calculate q

from this equation:

- 1111q _
E

(14.8)

Let us assume that all possible charges in nature must be

made up of multiples of some smallest charge, which we call

a, the magnitude of the charge on the electron. (As we shall

see, the results of the experiment confirmed the validity of

this assumption.) Then we can write q = ne where n is a

whole number.

To determine e from this equation, we would need to know

n, the number of electron charges which make up the total

charge q. We do not know n, but it is possible to calculate

e, nevertheless, by repeating the experiment many times with

a variety of small charges. If there is a smallest "elec-

tron charge," e, then all the values of q which we obtain

from this experiment s:lould be multiples of that charge. For

example, if all apples had the same mass, we could infer the

mass of one apple by weighing several small bags of apples

and looking for the largest common factor of each result.

This is in effect what Millikan did, although he used many

experimental refinements and a variety of measurement tech-

niques. He arrived at the value for the electron charge of

e = 1.6024 x 10-19 coulomb. (For most purposes we can use

the value of 1.6 x 10-19 coulomb.) This value agrees with

the results of many other experiments done subsequently. No

experiment has yet revealed a smaller unit of charge.

OH How can the small oil droplets or plastic spheres used
in the Millikan experiment experience an electric force upward
if the electric field is directed downward?

(112 What do the results of the Millikan experiment indicate
apout the nature of electric charge?

M.--

F,

m

When mg and qE are balanced,
frictional forces remain until
the body stops moving

L-dgr qtie, electron chaeole

PB OrVe*1 fhe Slpetibot
1.e*

The magnitude of the charge on
the electron is e; its sign is

negative.
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146 Early research with electric charges. For many centuries tne
only way known to charge objects electricall, was to rub them
by hand. In 1663, Otto von Guericke made and described a

Surrnlarq 6 machine that would aid in producing large amounts of charge
rntddie of -the et9ht- by rubbing.

eerc enachoies had
kpo.e.4/ niwerdeoevAvck could

produce large eletPosibitic

c4lorry, which could be stored
rn fhe Letidon jar

A Benyryun Franklin proposed
11%Tat 1Pie icvo kinds of dian3e are When he rested his hand on the surface of the sulphur
Prot Ye01, dl1.ferwit--n9atve globe while rotating it rapidly,, the globe acquired enough
chax9e iJS 5wrzpl. a deOcit of charge to attract small objects.
"elecfri -Pre and pontiVe charge
Is a surplus.. Thus positive and By 1750 electrical machines were far more pu4erful. Large
ne9RIVe chareg cart canceJ Oat glass spheres or cylinders were whirled on axles which were
ihr5 was an earl!) eArrossion

in turn supported by heavy wooden frames. A stuffed leather
what Is now called/ cense-rya-C-0n
o 64-142-3e

.take a sphere of glass which is called a phial, as
large as a child's head fill it with sulphur that has
been pounded in a mortar and melt it sufficiently over
a fire. When it is cooled again break the sphere and
take out the globe and keep it in a dry place. If you
think it best,, bore a hole through it so that it can
be turned around an iron rod or axle.,..

t,

211 31'.
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Capacitors, familiar to anyone
who has looked inside a radio,
are descendents of the Leyden
jar. They have many different
functions in modern electronics.

pad was substituted for the human hands. The charge on the
globe was often transferred to a large metal ob-ject (such as
a gun barrel) suspended nearby.

These machines were powerful enough to deliver strong
electrical shocks and to produce frightening sparks; they
were not toys to be handled carelessly. In 1746 Pieter van
Mu,ochenbroek, a physics professor at Leyden, reported on an
accidental and very nearly fatal discovery in a letter which
begins, "I wish to communicate to you a new, but terrible,
experiment that I would advise you never to attempt yourself."
Musgchenbroek was apparently trying to catch the electrical
genie in a bottle, for he had a brass wire leading from a
charged gun barrel to a iar filled with water. A student,
J. N. S. Allamand, was holdinr, the Jar in one hand and
Musschenbroek was cranking the machine. When Allamana tried
to grab the brass wire with his free hand he received tne
shock of his life. The:: repeated the experiment, this time
with Allamand at the crank and Musschenbroek holding the jar.
The jolt was even greater than before; Allamana must have
been givin" his all at the crank. Musschenbroek wrote later
that he thou.ht "...it was all up with me..." and that he
would not repeat the experience even if offered the whole
kingdom of France. Word of the experiment spread rapidly.
and the jar cane to be called a 1,eyden jar. Such devices
for storina electric charge are now 'alled capacitors.

The Leyden jar came to Benjamin Franklin's attention. He
performed a series of experiments with it,, and published his
analysis of its behavior in 1747. In these experiments
Franklin showed that different kinds of charge (which we
have called positive and negative) can cancel each other.



Electric Machines of the 1700's

The "Leyden experiment"
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Franklin's drawing of a Leyden
Jar. It can hold a large charge
because positive charges hold
negative charges on the other
side of a nonconducting wall,

irr fact , alfAouy-z fundamental
particles are bottl plus and
014,1t25, It t usual( il on( jibe
electrons a0e Treirtsrerred
bet-weer( charged bodies since

e posit-ve ions are bound
mucln more. IF91414.-Ftanklir8-
View is, in a brnfre-8 vial) correct.

6

Count Alessandro Volta (1745-
1827) was given his title by
Napoleon in honor of his
electrical experiments. He
was Professor of Physics at
the University of Pavia, Italy.
Volta showed that the electric

effects previously observed by
Luigi Galvani, in experiments
with frog legs, were dile to the
contact of metals and not to
any special kind of "animal
electricity." (See the article
"A Mirror for the Brain" in the

Project Physics Reader 4 for an
account of this controversy.)

Gurrwriari3 14-.7
Vara rourtd 1Prot when cl(fferent meh(s are it-it3 contact, a pow
of Orli:v.3e con be produced thus he invented e,leollic cell.

147

Because of this cancellation he concluded that the twc kinds
of charge were not really different.

Franklin thought that only one hino of clectriIty reed
be izv,'ked to explain all phenomena. He cnnsid,red a beds}
to he charged positively when it had an excess of "(lectrical
fire" and to be charged nerativell' when it had a cefiit of
it. Although this view is no lon,Ter held today, it was suf-
ficient to account for most facts of electrostatics known
in the eighteenth century.

Franklin's theory also sugoested that electric charce is

not created or destroyed. Charges nccurrino on obleots are
due to rearrangement of electric charges- -this wa, a rels-
tribution rather than a creation of "electrical fire.'
ilarly, positive and neoative charces can cancel or neutra-
lize each other without being destroyed. These ideas are
contained in the modern principle oc conservation of charce,
which is taken to be a very basic law of nature the
conse:l'ation principles of momentum and enercy.

0 What experimental fz,ct led Franklin to propose
based on the assumption of a single type of charge'?

as are

a theory

14.7 Electric currents. Until late in the eighteenth century, an
appreciable movement of charge or electric current could be
produced only by discharging a Leyden jar. Such currents
last only for the instant it takes for the jar to discharge

In 1800, Allessandro Volta discovered a much bettei way of
producing electric currents. Volta demonkrated that the
mere contact of objects is sometimes sufficient to produce an
electric charge. If different metals, each held with an In-
sulating handle, are put into contact and then separated, one
will have a positive charge and

Volta reasoned correctly that a

produced by stacking up several

of thought led him to undertake

the other a negative charge.

much larger charge could ')e,

pieces of metal. This line

a series of experiments which
led to an amazing finding, reported in a letter to the Royal
Society in England in March of 1800:

Yes! the apparatus of which I speak, and which will
doubtless astonish you, is only an assemblage of a nam-
ber of good conductors of different sor_s arranged in a
certain way. 30, 40, 60 pieces or more of copper, or
better of silver, each in contact with a piece of tin,
or what is much better, of z:nc,, and an equal number
of layers of water or some other liquid which is a .
better conductor than pure water, such as salt wateY
or lye and so forth, or pieces of cardboard or of
leather, etc. well soaked with these liquids....

I place horizontally on a table or base one'of the
metallic plates, for example, one of the silver ones,
and on this first plate I place a second plate of zinc;



Note fk2t IV7e 60*Wrl-n106t GLA) the '0I9 el106t zinc

discs are irrr/evoint and not incuoted in ftle illustration

on this second plate I lay one of the moistened ,.iscs,
then another plate cf silver, followed irmediatel: by
another of zinc, on which I place again a moistened
disc. I thus continue in the same way coupling a plate
of silver with one of zinc, always in the same sense,
that is to say, always silver below and zinc above or
vice versa, according as I began, and inserting between
these couples d moistened disc; I continue, I say, to
four from several of these steps a column as high as
can hold itself up without falling.
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Volta found that the discharge of his apparatus, which

he called a "battery," produced an effect similar to that of

the Leyden lar but more powerful. He showed that one end,

or "terminal," of the battery was charged positive, and the

other negative. On the basis of such evidence, Volta argued

that the electricity produced by his battery was the same as

the electricity produced by rubbing amber, or by friction in

electrostatic machines. Today this might seem obvious, but

at the time it was important to show that many phenomena such

as lightning, sparks from amber and currents from a battery

have a common physical basis.

Volta's battery was important because It provided a means

cf producing a more or less steady current for a long period

of time. Thus the properties of electric currents as well

as 5-tatic electric charges could be studied in the laboratory

In what ways was Volta's battery superior to a Leyden III!

14.8 Electric potential difference. The sparking and heating

produced when the terminals of an electric battery are con-

nected show that energy from the battery has been trans-

formed into light, sound and heat energy. The battery con-

verts chemical energy to electrical energy which, in turn, is

changed to other forms of energy in the conducting path be-

tween the terminals. In order to understand electric currents

and the way electric currents can be used to transport en-

ergy, it is necessary to understand electric potential differ-

ence. This term may be new to you, but actually you are al

ready familiar with the idea under another name: "voltage".

Change in potential energy is equal to the work required

to move an object frictionlessly from one position to an-

other (Sec. 10.2). For example, the gravitational potential

energy is greater when a book is on a shelf than it is when

the book is on the floor; the increase in potential energy

is equal to the work done raising the book from floor to

shelf. This difference in potential (nergy dcpen-is on three

factors: the mass of the book, the strength of the gravita-

tional field, and the difference in he ght between the floor

and the shelf.

Surnmarj
L The behavior cf electric current; can be understood with -the help c the concept or eteehc
po-rekitial differor (vottc9e), defined as die ratio of' ttle charge 111 electric rreatiaf erter9j c4'
a charge V; tie ma9niti-44e. of tPle charge . me unit of potential dIFFerence, ttie volt,equah- route 'coulomb,

A- An I/ cf loarrer J
A \loft-a« prfe

s. ,1/4

z.___;7771.10!(11

1.7,11Immolo!.4

iii:lear0OP#1

0!limmoni

Voltaic cell

lir:44ftft111/0..4
mq

Volcal pile

of battery

11/4 v 0 LTS

OK
0010

A 11/2-volt cell is one which has

a potential difference of 11/2

volts between its two terminals.

(Often called a "battery," al-
though technically a battery is

a group of connected cells.)

1 0



roconmm crien.9 can be converW ,,i1 kintric, en e,99 when a charpe movel rti i ri elecrric freict
ti(6 Fact i enN101roed sr: t yi. eleavv, aczelenotor Like ke Tv pcti.ire Tube Wheri an electron ',neves
throw/et a Feetital d4peKeAlce of one volt, tt u/cPpases i kweric.. ertenTj by 1 6x 1-1° joides,ititsamount o( ts defined 14 8
a one'electron vote:

similar wav olectr.c I,

when 'work is done on an olectric

noir.t to another in an electric fl:
.

china, in potential enemy can he
the maanituco of the charg c anC

potential difference that dtzt_.c-
A

the location of the two points. Electr.c_t_

is the ratio of the r" co in electric 1-

The inbol V is used both for

"potential difference" as in
Eq. 14.9, and as abbreviation
for volt, the unit of potential
difference (as in 1V = 1 J/coul).

Suppose c(
E = 300 14(coul) and

cotA1.
Them tine work done
=(10-1 cou()(300t4(Wut)( oa rn)

6 x 10-9 )0Ltle
-1Fle pot-entic( difference

6 /0 joules=
10-1 cool.

6 obutes(CouL

6 votts

ffie wit of dectvic -led strength,
Kew-ronsi cou(ornb, is equtvolerit to
voWsimeet, what is more Con-
venient to man() cypticolong.
Wits is pocnted out In SG 107, and
used *0-1 SO1 11 I g aria 5Ci 4.. Pa.
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char.E. to the ma,p.itc,1- of the char:, .

(, 1)'-=)= -

The units of electric potential di-ff.:ince ar.'

tnergy divided by charge, or joule,-, ,

The potential difference between tt,o

be 1 volt ii 1 joule of ;:or, is dope in

charge from one of the points to the el , r.

1 volt = 1 loule/coulomb.

The potential difference between u..e

electric fie'd depends on the location of t',e

on the path followed by the test charge. 1*

to speak of the electric potential difference
points, just as it is possible to spear of the ClfA, r, .,t

gravitational potential lergy between two points.

Let us see how this definition is used in a similt_ ,a,t
by calculating the potential difference between :o.nt
in an electric field, such as the electric field used
the Millikan experiment. Consider two points in a unitorm
electric field of magnitude E produced by .)ppositei

charged parallel plates. The work done moving a pcsitivt
charge q from one point to the other is the orodut of U,
force of exerted on the charge, and the distance d alona
field through which the charge is moved. Thus

!APE) = qEd.

The electrical potential difference, defined above,

t(PE) qEd
= Ed.

q q

(Note that the electric potential difference is defined is

such a way that it is independent of the magnitude of

charge that iq moved.)

Electric potential energy, like gravitational potel,t.il
energy, can be converted into kinetic energy. A charge
placed in an electric field, but free of other forces, ,,,111

move so as to increase its kinetic energy at the cxpenbe if
electric potential energy. (In other words, the ele:trIc
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14.9 Fl Potential oifference and ...urrent. The acceleration
in electric field of an electron in a vacuum is th, sim-

ple,t example of the effect of a petential dif:orence on a
:ro( .:icle. A -lore familiar example is electric c,.rrent

in met :I wire. Here the relation between motion and ooten-
tial di:ference righ' seem to be more complicated, ocause

;.---q,ormarj 14, 9
elec-trcns in a metal are conti-aally interactin,: :sit!: theAccords r, Ohrns taw,te brat
atoms of the metal. However, there is a simple relaticnCarmint is propork-c4 to Thee

potential do which is approximatel: in the ease of -otallicCRImnoe. -The low
writt-e4n j: = 1//pz,1/here ouctors: the total Jrrent 1> brobortional tr thr ictvnt_lo:
called the Yes (startoe difference:

MINIM 1111111Mni

Parts of t", (i«:tric circuit
the tv t pi,t p p.

2. They c

cc-sta.!. to
(arrent ratic
...rizb is indi_ r, .

stripe'

cur.,:t (1) potential differerce !V).

This relation 1 _7.111ed Ohm's law. It 1,- u-;uall wrItter in
the form

I = V:R (14.10)

where R iq called the resistance. Thus Ohm's la:, states that

the resistance of a .riven substance does not chance appre-

ciably with current or vcitace. (It does, however, chan.:

with the temperature, len,:th Ind diameter of C.-,e wire.

Ohm's law is a :roc:: empirIcal approximation, but it does
-^t. have the broad appliPibiliti of more important laws such
is tn" law of universal uraitation or Couiorb'r law. We
-'1 use it c.ainly in connection with the discussion of elec-

" m c,nd power transmission in Cn.rnter 17.

does th( ,larent in a -.1c,a1.1.1._ concuctor ch:tnHe it the
potential difference between the encs of the conductor is doubled?

1410- potential difference and power. When a battery is

cted in an electric circuit, chemical changes inside the
r picduce an electric field wnich charges one terminal

gurrrrnary ro one terminal positive. The voltage of the bat-
0/

I Mize sreadui curren. bows c« -. is a measure of the work per unit charge done by the
fPirou9k materr41 mos* of 4iie.

moving charge through anl, external pathwork done all gie aharlaff m
one terminal of tne battery to the other. If the chargeC656q044:4101 in hecitirt9 ire ouitzTol

rove fr.t ly from one terminal to the other in an evacu-
Ito- tub, 4-- work :Pile on the charge woull just increase

the 1,...ne'ic or ray of t'le charge. However, if the charge
tnroa,:h material, it .111 transfer energy to the

mat. -.AI throu,Th some cf the work will go into

in "real ray of the material. If, for

,--pl,,, the r ttcLy is forcirv; charges through the filament
w.re ,r :lashlilht bulb, the electric work done on the

!issipat, : in hea ins the filament. (7', h t '

v energy , frar-ti-n of wai,_h. is in thr

f hioh'

"itcre frerret
yrro((c, rrzo 4-.1101E



work rorsecond wrwo

'4" Me currant is one arrp and the

parritai di{ 'crunce is one vial ,

rs ; )eate( sec . I wet in qeneeaf,
tote bower (in watt) rc equal tb [Cie

product of valtet3e and current
(far staadj curl-wits).

Recall now that voltaae (potential difference) is t':e

amount of work done per unit of charge transferred. Also
4-

current is the number of units of chard transferred per

unit time. So the product of voltage and current will then

be the amount of work done per unit time:

V(joules'coulomb) 1(coulombsicec) = VI(joules /sec).

But work done per unit tine is called power. The unit of

power, equal to i joule /sec, is called a "watt." Using the

definition of ampere (1 coulomb'scc) and volt (1 ;aule/cru-

lomb), we can write for the power P:

P(watts) = V(volts) I(amperes). 14.11)

What happens to this :,over? As the charge moves to a

lower potential, it does work a4ainst the resistance of the

material and the electrical energy is converted into heat

energy. IF V is the voltage across some material carrying a

current I, the power dissipated as heat will be P = VI. This

can be expressed in terms of the resistance of the m.aterial by

substituting IR for V:

P = IR

P =

3 Combining Nie oixree exprxsvon
for power GvitA antis law, we
have r= r2 ie . 7ciis exettS510)1
will km- useful( in Ch do ln

amirlection wilt, heat Loss in

ikai-tsvrusion tines .

Example: A flashlight

bulb connected to a 1.5 -volt
cell will have a current of
about 0.1 ampere in its fila-
ment. At what rate is electric
...ork being done to heat the fil-
ament in the bulb?

P = VI

= 1.5 volts x O. 1 amps

= 0.15 watts

(Only a small fr ction of this
power goes into the visible

(14.12) light energy radiated from the
filament.)

Joule was the first to find experimentally that the heat

produced by a current is p:opoitional to the square of the

current. This discovery was part of nis series of researches

on conversion of different forms of energy (see Sec. 10.8).

The fact that tne rate of dissipation of energy is propor-

tional to the scuare of the current has great significance

in making practical use of electric energy, as we will see

in the next chanter.

019 What happens to the electrical energy used to move charge
in a conducting material?

Toule apparent 19 embarked
on fVus poros,-am while con -

stoterin9 possible coriv 3.-stch

ot hts patrlei.5 brewery -Prom

Srearn t electrical power

(12, Now does the power dissipated as heat in a conductor change
if the current in tne conductor is doubled?

14.11 Cgrrents act on magnets. Since early in the eighteenth cen-

tury there were reports that lightning had changed the mag-

netization of compass needles and had made magnets of knives

and spoons. Some believed that they had magnetized steel

needles by discharging a Leyden ;ar through them. These re-

ports suggest,d that electricity and magnetism are intimately

related in some way.

None of these occurrences surprised adherents of the na-

ture philosrph; current in Europe at the start of the nine-

teenth century. They were convinced that all the observed

forces of nifure were different manifestations or a single

force. Their LclIof in the unity of physical

E:35 4; Currents and Forces

7,0 (.;urre,riCs and 4"orces

SOY etYm 4, U

I. 3:h feta, Oors-W FoKnaltid"
a current tweets fame an a
nnot9neV needle)
perpsedrcular Itife hrif from

c4grovAit

:2. The shape of Me mretianek
Imes qC

1=In 67;;7:)Ita;
fh Imes pme arcund a
cod of ',Are ars sirrtticve to -those

around a bar mria9riet
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To make the photograph beio», a th. .:ire .33 inserted through a
sheet of cardboard and tiny slivers 'f iron ....ere sprinkles' on the
sheet. A strong current through the irc creates a magnetic field
-hich causes the slicers to become magnetized and to line up in the
direct on of the fit Id.

.

; /"

Oersted's Discovery

Hans Christi.in Oerst.: (1727-
1851), a Danish physicist,

stdied the ...ritings of the
nature philosopher Schelling
and Wrote extensively on

philosophical subjects himself.
In an essay published in 1813,
he predicted that a connection
between electricity and magnet-
ism would be found. In 1820 he
discovered the circular magnetic
field around an electric current
by placing a compass under a
current-carrying wise. In later
years he vigorously denied the
suggestion of other scientists
that his discovery of electro-
magnetism was accidental.

I
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An at ay of tiny o^pa, >cs on a t

hoard p11,_e,', perpn,;ikular tO a rnA,,,, Wh.n
the r .- a St run, t nt ro:, t e orp i"
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1 Ampele, hea.rinol of' Oersted eff,cts of the diffe:ent ;arts of t.Le ..1,,.

AISCOVerti)masoneak-lhat carrerirs ,...)mbine to product a :ielu :'atterr ,,Imilar t.-- that ef A

S/IOUld 'fact on currents , he theri magnet.
discovered and 'tutor 19 owes-
tigated &xperinievitarte6 2- tnot: -.:Lat conditions can eleetf is ehar,es at fect magnets?
forces. between cAl

14 12

iv this, instea.. of usir.: a le::: str

ncle :n the lapor as abc.ve, Lenc. th,, into a so

that It s ti._ )il::h the !.4it_r :n .1

on tne 11-n:1 311%,1

2 717e ant oFcco-mrt,
anvone,ls oPricially debned

r-r-ftriLs oP eti6 -Porcesloetweer
Garret-It- carrJy tic iiv(res.

:41

surpff,,in4 about tn. fo:L,
:1. t.

How do we know that a current has a ria.,netic fat id
o.tnt :

14.12 C':rrents act

An,frf.:-'iat le 1.-tpi..tre (1775-1836)

was bcrn in a village near
France. There was no

scnool n the village and A.1-
1)Z:re wiL, entirely sell-tau4ht..

was executed durin
t'-e i-rend. Revolution, and

:-.-pe-re's entire persoral life

ec-Is to have been afiected )","
: is . .lea

00...ca.^e a professor of athe-
atics Paris am; 7ade impor

concr.b.tion, :o pLy,ics,
ar..1 e p. y

of

reprod ..ee above.

on curicIts. (...ersted's discovery opened up an
exciting new subject of research. Soon, scores of DOOE:ie in

laboratories throughout Europe and America began intensive
studied on th_ magnetic effects of electric currents. The

work of Andre-Marie Ampere (1775-1816) stands out atone all
the rest. Ampere cane to be calico the "Newton of electric-
ity" by James Clerk Maxwell, who some decades later Was tC

construct a complete theory of electicit and magn2t-s ^.
Ar:,ere's work is filled with elecart mathematics, which we
.71nnot detail. But we can trace some of his ideas are!

sone of experiments.

Aribre's thoughts began racing forward as soor. as r.e heArd

Oersted's news. Fae began with a line of thought som.,--what as
follows: since magnets exert forces on each other, and -;ince

magnets and currents also exert forces on each other, can it
be tnat currents exert forces cn oiner currents? Althouc::

it is tempting to leap forward with a reply, the answer is
not obvious. Amnere recognized the need to let experiment
prcvde the answer. !e wrote:

nen...M. Oersted discoverej the action w.:1-h a current
,xercises on a magnet, one might certainly have sus-
pected the existence of a rutual action be -keen two
circuits carrying -urrents but tits was not a reces-
sat: C,..,71S(qt,:_,nCU; for a bar f soft iron also acts on
I -..agretised neeJle, althotblh tnere is not 71.1te,11 ac-

.,etween twa bars of soft ron.

An,! sc. Ampere put hif- nun: t o ihe test. nn Se; t,-mbr 30,

a wee',.

ft , F: .r A- -f Sciorc,

' . ,r-r :.- .1rr r

A 'A:1, 7
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current. In the laboratory you can repeat some of these ex-

periments and work out the force law. We will not need to

A go into the quantitative details here, except to note that

the force between currents is now used to defi^e the unit of

current, wh ch is called the ampere (as mentioned in Sec.

14.3). One ampere is the amount of current in each of two

long straight parallel wires, on meter apart, whi,:h causes

force of 2 10-7 newtons on each meter o' wire.

Wrat as kmpt 's hum n:

Electrical units (summary)

The ampere is the fourth fundamental unit in the so-called MKSA
system (meter, kilogram, second, ampere) which is now widely used
by physicists.

The coulomb is defined as the amount of charge that flows in
one second, when the current is 1 ampere.

The volt is defined as the potential difference between two
points such that 1 joule of work is done in moving 1 coulomb of
charge between those po:nts.

The watt is defined as the amount of energy flow per second
(or .ork done per second, or "power") which corresponds to 1
jock per second. Thus a current of 1 ampere due to a potential
difference of 1 volt corresponds to 1 watt of power.

The kilowatt is equal tc 1000 watts.

The kilowz,rr-hour is the amount of work done when one kil watt
of power is used for one ':our. It is equal to 3,600,000 jo es

(1000 joules/sec x 3x0^ sec).

The ohm is defir'd as the resistance of a material which allows
a current of just 1 ii-perE if the potential difference is 1 volt.

1413 vlgneti,: fields and moving char:3es. In the last two sections

we discussed the -,-1::ractions of currents with magnets and

with each otr-A,A:r. Tne ar.alysis of these phenomena is greatly

simplified by .he use of the 7oncept of magnetic field.

Electrically cnargc bodies exert forces

When the charged Loiles are at rest, we say

are "electric" fcr:es and ima;in,? "electric

on each other.

that the for:es

fields" which are

.,3g Macy-let-lc 1=u,,,Ws avid
rnovioo cMavyrs

(The numerical factor of 2 x 1U-7
was chosen, somewhat a:bitrarily,
in order to get a unit of coy-
enient size for practical use.)

The MK5A tout of moor-T.11c
-teld is defined as a fT6i
-Twit rmAuices o -rorr.,e qE

one riewriirl on a c3q0y-cle
of one Coulomb yroviii4 at

1,-91,ft culqes tb tie dlr.-066m

of f3 w4ci veloaNA of one
,refer pair 5v.conior. -T1t is
ma neTic 12te(ci unit is known
as ale iresia, in honor of
fhe euorstavyan el e4, t cat(
enerw.e.r 1\1(kola -re-6(a .(gie
"resa is tdeviticaLto lt-te
weer rrAldey- z.

responsible for tnen. Wron the ,:llarged bodies are moving,

ne forces appear in audi: 1,r to the electric forces. We call

these new for.-es "magnctic" ,i-tribute ther to "magnetic

ficlth,A"

Tat maTleti ..%.er, tin: t t as

.L' .act 'T., ;Ince it depr,rd,-; tne

ar: 1 v ,t inn of t;

t d . t ,!.-Acr I : t 1 n ' r ,tf?c!'

r. If ro thf A,rAL: A . a

Oe.vteras WkOn 0 charle moves throu a 11,10(retiG

e(d eP(e ;tie cklavvie tends ter- make_ tt- mow
,-. a cArr-u(,),- or oext raffi

Martul 10119stctst 0 ersist ivt

siKe -cqS units wilere the
unirc.r r is the gauss (I testa

)04- 9auss)

In modern physics the magnetic
field strength is given the ,

symbol B, and is defined in
terms of the force exerted cn
a charge moving through the
magnetic field.

Summar, (4.,
(..ken a c4-(cui3e ot moves

witk speed v al a dmection
perponottaar lb a macy-telic

, the ata9rtitutle of the
,:orre on /He dictroje rs
F--= 4,03. -The alwootion or tt-e
Force is ccivtajs- pHarpericl':-..urcar
bolPt fo the dtrectiovt of tAe-field
avid f5 the city-cc-40n ' motion
of the diartje



Magnets and Fields

The diagrams at the right represent the magnetic
field of a current in a loop of wire. In the
first diagram, some- lines of force due to opposite
sides of the loops have been drawn separately.
One example is given of how the two fields add
at point P. Some lines of force for the total
field are drawn in the second diagram. Below
at the right is a photograph of iron filings in
the magnetic field ,rf an actual current loop.
Below at the left'is the field of a series of
coils, or helix.
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od,rn tlectronaAnit. used 1,1

rt-tarLh hci strom, unIform

I it_ art. riqu Lrt d.

This electromagnet was used
early in this century to de-
flect a beam of charged atoms.
It appears again in Unit 6.

:
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I% -a:(y ai:Ti_cat_ons, from .:cor,:ells to cyclotrons, magnetIc fields

,re p-ol-o.,1 by co-lb of wire around ron cores. The iron core

eco!c -agnet-ded at.d _ncreases tie strength of t'le flelO Ly a

_ ol Such devices are ca-led electromagnets.

The first Llectromagnet, Invented by William Sturgeon in England

in 1824, could lift a weight of nine pounds. In 1832, Joseph Henry

constructed an electromagnet at Princeton which could hold up a weight

of 3,600 pounds. Modern electromagnets which can lift 40,000 or
50,000 pounds of iror are widely used in industry.
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on a magnet is perpendicular both to the direction of the
current and to the line between the magnet and current.

Suppose we have a magnetic field F3 which may be produced
either by a magnet or a current, and study how this field
acts on a moving charge. The force on the charge depends
on three quantities: the magnitude of the charge, the ve-
locity of the charge and the strength of the field. If the
charge is moving in a direction perpendicular to the field,,
the magnitude of the force is proportional to each of these
quantities:

F a c

If the charge is moving in a direction parallel to g, there
is no force. For other dir.2:-.tions of motion, the force is
proportional to the component of the velocity perpendicular
to the field direction, v,. The direction of the force is

always perpendicular both to the direction of the field and

faCC-viN.

to the direction of motion of the charge.

The force exerted by a magnetic field on a moving charged
particle can' be used to define the unit of magnetic field, by
taking the proportionality constant equal to one. This def-
inition will be convenient here since we will Le mainly con-A useful rule:
cerned with magnetic fields as they interact with mo,,ingif your fingers

point along B, charges (rather than with forces between magnets). in theand your thumb ftt case when B and v are at right angles to each other, the mag-F willalong v,

be in the dir- nitude of the force become
ection your palm
could push. For F = qvB. (14.13)pos. charges use
the right hand,

The path of a charged body in a magnetic field.. The mag-and for neg use
the left hand. netic force on a moving charged body is always "off to the

A

side," that is, perpendicular to its direction of motion.

Therefore, the magnetic force does not change the speed of
the charged body, but it does change its velocity. If aA 4

N

4 charged body is moving exa2tly perpendicular to a uniform
magnetic field, there will be a constant sideways pus.1 and
the body will move along a circular path.

What happens if the charged body's velocity has some com-
ponent along the direction of the field but is not exactly
parallel to it? The body will still be deflected into a
curved path, but the components Df its motion along the fielC
will continue undisturbed; so the particle will trace out

:I

coiled path (see sketch). If the body moves directly ,ileno

the direction of the field

no force.

or directly against it, there is

Soru imrcrtant exorable-,

ticles by ragnetic field,

(f the defIction ot

discned in tr,its 11.1 f .

Mea6urol mozyzktic f(cld lnQnSitil
AdditiOna aa(vrr/86 usins electionbey t/J0J2

E:37: Ciectroo 19e-o.rm tube



Here we will mention one very important example of tne

"coiled" motion: the Van Allen radiation

of charged particles,, mainly from the sun

space,, continually sweeps past the earth.

tidies are deflected into spiral paths by

14 13

belts. A stream

but also from outer

Many of these par-

the magnetic field

of the earth, and are subsequently "trapped." The extensive

zones containing the rapidly moving trapped particles are

called the Van Allen belts. Some of the particles which

escape from these radiation zones are deflected toward tne

earth's magnetic poles where they hit the atmosphere and

cause the aurora ("northern lights" and "southern lights"),

So far we have been discussing the interaction between

currents and magnets and between magnetic fields and charged

particles. These interactions have important consequences

for society as well as for physics,, as we shall see in the

next chapter.
-------- ---------------

()-') Which of the following affect the magnitude of the
magnetic force on a moving charged particle?

a) the component of the velocity parallel to the field
b) the component of the velocity perpendicular to the

field
c) the magnetic field B
d) the magnitude of the charge
e) the sign of the charge

Which of the items in the preceding question affect the
direction of the magnetic force on the charged particle?

Why does the magnetic force on a moving charged particle
not change the speed of the particle?

- - -

-Tame:, A. Van Allen (b. 1914) Ls

an Iowa -bore physiet,t who
heads the group th,t de-,1.;ned

the tn,,truments Lamed h% the

first American satellite,
Explorer I. The zones of high
energy particles detected b
these instrument-, are UL-,cussed

1r an article by Van Allen,
"Radiation Belts Around the
Earth" in Project Physics
Reader 4.

This Is only a stnipliffect
skerck. actual field is
vevii aistarreo( Eki the
Safi:AY' wrnd , as (Pa tke
drawirl.9 or' p.

p



Charge Skuit in net
bock' brings some okar9e
cksor to clkar9t.d boci

7 00

14 1 How mach mist you alter the dis tance between two charged:flects in order to keep the f )rce on them constant if y 'kJa) triple the net charge on eich' -cc-vied
b) halve the net charge on each' viol,d
c) double the net charge on one ion 1Mye

t,$) the other cits.rance
14.2 How far ipart in air mist tw.i charged spheres be placed,each hiving .1 net charge if 1 coulomb, so thit the force on themis 1 newton' 9.5x 10 4'm or 45 km
14.3 If electrostatic induction does 't involve the id lit ion orsubtraction of charged particles, b it instead is just the sep -Lion, or redistribution, of charged particles, cin viu e plainthe fact that attraction results from inluction"

the not charge

14 4 \la aluminum-p tinted ping-p)ng ball hanging by nylon Ciro idfr )m a ring stand is touched with a finger to remove any slight
charge it m ly have had. Then a na ,;ativoly :hat oil is hi oughtup close to but not touching the ball. While the roil isthere the hall is m )mentarily touched with a finger; then the rodis rem ived. Does the ball nu,' have a net charge? If y think yesit has, make a few simple sketches to show h )w it beiame charged,
indicating clearly what kind of charge it has been eft with. po ostve

14.5 a) Calculate the strength of the gravitational field of themoon .it .1 point on its surface. The of the moon i s7.3 x 10 2 kg and its radiu-, is 1;74 10' m. ( & fiNSh) Calculate the .;r-ivitationii field it 1 poli,t neat thesurf isi of a small but ,--stien. ly dense star, LP 337 -18o,whcse radius is 1.5 100 m wt use density is 102,2kg/m3. ,44)(0q
c) The gr ivi tatIonal f Lela of i uni torn' spheric it she 11 is

to inside the shell. Us, this principle to4ethot totth
Newton 's tat] on 11 I orL e law aid chi fin mul a ler the
volume of a sphere (3/3 13) to find out not, the 1 I% i-t iciun,al field at a point P inside a plain. t depends on thedistance of P from the center. (assume the planet s diu-c ity is uniform throughout') gr. -1.- les

14.6 .s/e speak of an electric field exerting a force on a :bargedparticle placed in the field. Whit has to be true about thissituation in view of the fart that Newton's third law holds inthis case, too' 'Reactor, -0 field, Teen fo senArce,
14.7 The three spheres A, B and C are fixed in the positions

shown. Determine the direction of the net electrical force onsphere C which is pisitively "barged if
a) spheres A and B carry equal dositive charges:R*1-
b) spheres A and B h-ve (1,arges of equal magnitude but

the charge on B is negative, and A is positive. Down

14.8 mete is an electric field strength a.. the earth's surf ice ofabout 100 Vcoul, directed downward.

i) What is the tot.il charge of the earth? (As Newton showed
for ,t-avitatIonal forces, the Field of o uniform spherecan be ( dculated by asc.uini ng all of the charge is c en-
centlated at the center.) 106 CoLdOrtlb5

h) Actual ly, ecause the e irth is conductor, most of the
e is on the sue face. Whit; roughly, :s the avi rape

imoun, of charge per square motel of surf ice! Does this
seem ' or slid'!, L OMP vied to familiar static /1.1rgeSlike those on combs , etc." 10 Ce) afernb'S /01 a i f r

14.9 in oscilloscope tubes, a bears of electrons is deflected IP,tWO pair', 01. oppost t el, cliar,iecl plates. Es.ch p.itr 01 plates, as5.111 !IC in the photograph on ti shaiiliac ti 111 ..ar. .t. .01 thi'l% I cLILL. ric tel palr plate. c.
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14.10 Is air friction on the oildrop a help 1r a hindrance in the
experiment d2scribed for measurement of the chlrgc of the elec-

tron? Explain ylur answer briefly. A help

14 11 The magnitude of the electron ch irge is 1.6 ,c 10-1 " coulomb.,. 25 x. lo'aetecGrons
now miny electrons ire required to mike 1 coulomb of charge'

14.12 CilculiLC tic ti 01 LI e lee t n's itic foie- to tae
Sul IW(' 1 el 11; d i , 10

meter apart. (The mass of the electron is appru\imatelv 10- 3 14. '
1041

kg; recall that G = 6.7 . 10-11 N'm /kg:.)

14.13 3ecause electrical forces are similar in some respects to
gravitational forces, it is reasonable to imagine a chorgei pir-
ticle, such a. the electron, moving in an orbit around another

charged particle. Then, just a; the earth is a "gravitational
satellite" of the sun, the electron would oe an "electric satel-
lite" of some kositivelx charged particle with a mass so large
compared to the electron that it can be assumed to he stationary.
Suppose the particle has a charge equal in magnitude to the charge
of the electron, and that the Plectron moves around it in a circu-

lar orbit.
a) The centripetal force acting on the moving electron is j_r

"V
z 2 k 2/K

provided by the electrical force between the electron 2 .=

and positively charged particle. Write an equation

representing this statement, and tram this equation
derive another equation that shows how the kinetic energy
of the election is related to its distance from the posi-
tively charged particle. I x 10 T

b) Calculate what the kinetic energy of the electron would be *The value given here, perhaps

if the radius of its orbit were 10-10

electron

you suspect, is appeopriate to
c) What would be tLe speed of the electron if it had the i 5 K 606,11/9ecpn electron circling an atomic

kinetic energy you calculated in part (b)? (Tice mass 1 nucleus (as will be discussed
of the electron is approximately l0-3' kg.) in detail in Unit 5).

14.14 A hard - rubber or plastic comb s_roked through the hair can

often be shown to be charged. Why does a metal comb not readily
show a net charge produced by combing or rubbing?Chany. leaks

art, your ha,/
14.15 What is tha potential difference between two points if

6 , 10-4 joules of work were done against electric forces in

moving 2 x 10 coulombs of charge from one point to the other? 39 "Cis

14.16 If there is no potential difference between any points in a
region, what must be true of the electric field in that region? -.zero

14.17 Electric field inteiaitan be measured in either of two
equivalent units: newtons- per coulomb and volts -por-meter Using

the aefinitions of volt and joule, show that N/c ul is actually

the same as V/m. Can you explain the equivalence in wor.'s?

14 18 If the distance between the surfaces of two conducting spheres
is about 1 cm, an eloottic potential difference of about 30,000 volts
between them is required to pi educe a spark.

a) What is the minimum elL, ,Ic field strength (in they ,p
betwe, n the hurt ices) necessary to c iuso sparking? x to vott(Ytt

h) betwteu the two elect:odes in an a.ti,mobil,

spilkpin, 13 about 1 mm (39 tioal,andths of an inch). If

the volt ige rodi.ctd tiloss them by the ignition coil
it 1(1,000 VO1 tb , whit is th, e lcctric strength
th, to7 volt/m

Work = E

= work_ Eat

E, V
ct

71



14 19 Ar electric battery "pumps" charges onto its terminals until
the electric potential difference between the terminals reaches 3
certain value; usually the value is very close to the voltage
marked on the battery, What would happen if we connected two 0:
more batteries in series?

For example, the battery on the right below maintains tirminil
C at a potential level 6 volts higher than terminal D. The bittki.
on the left maintains terminal A at a potential o volts higher thin
terminal B. If we connect B to C with a good eonductot, so thtt B
and C are at the same potential level, what is the pottnt, 0 differ-
ence between A and D?

ft-1-1,A

69 Hc." (,y VoltS

What would the potential difference be between the (\cur(
left and right terminals in the following set-ups?

); 4 zero^-1. 4---- i 2 Yoi Ts17(2__ni
.171 _111

H +
1 Cv Cv 1 CV. CV ; k;), ; 1 CV

I L _ _14.20 a) What kinetic energy will an electron gain in an t\acuatti'
tube if it is accelerated through a potential ditf(ttnct
of 100 volts. State your answer in electron volts and
also in joules, loo Br Or or 1O -sir

b) What speed will it acquire due to the acccleiation?
(The mass of the electric is 10-'r kg.)5

b x 104' nnI96

If a potential difference of
1 volt results in a current of
1 ampere, the resistance is de-
fined to be 1 ohm.

'three "guns" are mounted side
by side to pioduce three charge
beams in a color tv tube.
Charges emitted from hot wires
just inside the left end of
the guns are accelerated from

op, cylindrical electrode to
the next and emerge from the
guns toward the ccieen with

almost exactly the same energy. 14.25

14.21 Suppose various metallic resistors are connected to a
battery and to a current meter. The following table gives two of
three quantities related by Ohm's law for three separate cases.
Complete the table.

Voltage Current Resistance

a) 2 volts
b) 10 volts

c) i5 Von

4-0""itc
2 amps
3 amps

0.5 ohms

5 e4inIS
5 ohms

electric field at the earth's surface can increase to14.22 The

about 104

a)

b)

volts/meter under thunder clouds.

About how large a potential difference between groune and
cloud does that imply? 107 volts for a cloud, I01m up.
A set of lightning strokes can transfer as much ae )0
coulombs of charge. Roughly how much energy would be
released in such a discharge? 5 to s (using 107 volts}

14.23 "Physics International's B2 Pulsed Radiation Fatility t mitt
produciinf the world's most intense electron beam (a0,000 Mt t')
as a routine operation. With this beam PI can precisely dtposit
upwards of 5,000 joules of energy in 30 nanoseconds," (11),,sicL
Today, Dec. 1966) 0

The "4 MeV" means that the charges in the beam have an snort
that would result from being accelerated across a potenti diftti-
ence of 4 million volts. A "nanosecond" is a billionth of i

Are these published vakues consistent with regaid to the pcwil If
the beam?

Ne5t exazt1() conststent , but riot artreasonovole
14.24 If the beam in a TV tube constitutes a current on to o:dtt

of 10-3 amps, roughly what is the power of the picture? ,2e, wattr

72

Calculate the power dissipated lot earl of the thrtt part
of question 14.21. Erw 45



14.26 A student who wished to show the magnetic effect of a cur-
rent on a pocket compass, slowly slid the compass along the table
top toward a wire lying on the table and carrying a constant cur-
rent. He was surprised and puzzled by the lack of any noticeable
turning effect! How would you explain to him what is wrong with
his experiment, or with his expectation of the outcome?

14.27 The sketch shows two long, parallel wires, lying in a ver-
tical north-south plane (the view here is toward the weic). A
horizontal compass is located 10 cm below the upper wire. With
no current in the wires, the needle points N. With 1 amp in the
upper wire, the needle points NW.

What is the direction of this one ampere current? N6orlk

1
40 cm

I
14.28 What current (magnitude and direction) in the lower wire

3 Amps *V%would restore the compass needle to its original position? (Use

the results of Experiments 35 and 36.)

cm
)0-1-111-

Mre f5 eagtw,st,so
:s field parullatr emetic.

14.29 The magnetic force on a charged particle moving perpendicu- ciyg c vnvz ; n
?Inv

;
larly to a uniform magnetic field is directed toward a single R 61. 13

pointthe center of the circular path the particle will follow.
a) Knowing that the magnetic force (given by qvB) provides rrIV

the centripetal force (given by mv2/R), show that the
radius of the circle is directly proportional to the
momentum of the particle. rte

b) What information would you need to determine the
of the particle's charge to its mass? 47u47( (y), 6, and R

14.30 By referring to the information given in the last problem,, afryr,
find au equation for the period of the circular path.

4.13

14.31 In the margin is a sketch of a positively charged particle
moving in a very non-uniform magnetic field.

a) Show mathematically that he radius of the spiral path R= vew
win be smaller where th.. field strength is greater.

b) Use the right hand rule ,o show that the direction of
the magnetic force is susth es to partially oppose the
movement of the particle into the region of stronger
field.

14.32 If the energy of charged particles approaching the earth is
very great, ,hey will not be trapped in the Van Allen belts, but
just deflected, continuing on past or in:o the earth. The direction
of the earth's magnetic field is toward its north end. If you set
up a detector for positively charged particles, would you expect to west
detect more particles by directing it slightly toward the east cr
slightly toward the west?

y nd

-- Electron Aurora

Gec.mnetic
Pole

--2
Clos_d 7777177))region
of Fart/.

Axnetto field

Sec.
SArletnetosphere

hind -
draylnit

The Eartb"s -Cenet Tall" ,

Diagram of the magnetic field of The earth distorted
by a "wind" of eleLtric charges streaming out from
the sun. (New York Times, September 11, 1966)

. /
I
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15.2

15.1 The problem: getting energy from one place to another. In

Chapter 10 we discussed the development of the steam engine, Summery 151

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which enabled "The 64.1-1 en9ine provided a Tod
source or e bat lie ener91

Europe and America to make use of the vast stores of energy could not eo:7119e made available
contained in coal, wood and oil. By burning fuel one can where It was needed Elech-ic.itit
convert chemical energy into heat energy. Then, by using vrt#it solve lie problem 'if a. brier
this heat energy to make steam and letting the steam expand vialj or 9eeeroth9 Cain-Wit' could

against a piston or a turbine vane, one can get mechanical be found.
energy. In this way one can use the steam engine to move

large weights or turn cranks to run machinery.

But steam engines suffered from a major defect: the

mechanical energy was available only at the place where the

steam engine was located, and practical steam engines nad to

be big, hot and dirty. In order to use machines run by steam

engines, people had to crowd together in factories. It was

possible to use steam engines for transportation by making

locomotives, which were astonishing and powerful but also

limited by their size and weight, not to speak of soot.

A better power system would have one central power plant

from which energy could be sent out, for use at a distance,

by machines of any desired size and power at the most useful

locations.

After Volta's invention of the battery (Chapter 14), many

scientists guessed that electricity might provide a means of

transporting energy and running machines. But batteries

quickly lost their power and provided only a very feeble

current. A better way of generating electrical currents

was needed. When this was found, it changed the whole shape

of life at home and in factories, and it changed also the

very appearance of cities and landscapes.

In thiS chapter we will see how discoveries in basic

physics gave rise to new technologies technologies which

have revolutionized modern civilization.

15.2 Clue to the solution: electromagnetism. The first clue came

from Oersted's discovery that a magnetic needle is deflected

by a current. Suppose we make the very reasonable assumption

that Newton's third law applies to electrical and magnetic

forces. Then if a current can exert a force on a magnet, we

expect that a magnet should also exert a farce on a current.

Going beyond what Newton's third law says o a more general

idea of symmetry, we might even speculate that a magnet can

somehow produce a current.

Scientists and inventors in both Europe and America quickly

realized that there were important and perhaps profitable

17118iGS cofla3e.

aummarti 15g
Derstedsv discovery -that a
ni,"---rze176 needle Jig' deflected
by a currwt sucialated *id;
a frna6inet eni9hrbe used to
oenarate atrrerft, and so
simulated muck rusearrh on
the interactions or electi-Ottj
and pna9notirri.
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Scurnuwti 15.3

1 T41 ttral, Faraday repeated
Oersted experiment and 9ot
-the idea tzar -lire currvt-
carryino wire Is surrounded
by "c/rdular lines e f .Force "

which act on lhe prro9rtetie

needle

.9 'Faraday inverted fte first
eleetrto vrtcetbr, in which a
rna9net moved in a circle
around 2 current (or
conversell).

3 Ampere c,oritrary to Thradaybeyeyed gzat forcer must as-t'
direct( between particles
matter ( as in Newton's /Awry
of oraVitii) He could not J15.3
accept ire idea oF "circular
forte " in space.

Arnpare 0.55tArned -tkat magnets
are canijoased of. Microscopic
CAktfreXtt (OOPS 165 ynacwuaio
forces could be reduce-4 Z, it'orr,es
between currents , and "ciroula-r

Farces e could apparent15 be
avoicte4A.

15 3

discoveries waiting to be made in electromagnetism. Within

a few months after the news of Oersted's discovery reamed
Paris, the French physicists Biot, Savart and APoe.re hat. be

gun a program of quantitative research on the interactions

of electricity and magnetism, (Some of their results were

mentioned in Sec. 14.8.) In Germany, Seebeck found that a

current could magnetize a steel needle. In England, Davy

and Wollaston tried unsuccessfully to make a wire revolve

around its own axis by bringing a magnet close to it. Other

experiments and speculations on electromagnetism, too numer-

ous to mention, were soon reported in th scie.tific journals.
Yet the one crucial discovery--the generation of a continuous

, electric current still eluded these eminent and brilliant

S. -raradaLjs mtame idea of (tiles
ofProe, 11tou9h at -Prgt unaccept
able to maihematiCaf phrsistS
accu.sromed to Newtanaul-10e

goes,Aba4illS elecli-ornargit
roes, uffiliehiately became i

thearj.

A, _7_ (ode-crone, -Wm nia5net

T.5[: Elecrrsc. ftelds

(7) 0 e
t;)

e
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men.

Faraday's early work on electr_citx_and lines of force. A

valuable function of scientific journals is to provide for

their readers comprehensive survey articles on recent advances

in science, as well as the usual terse announcements of the

technical details of discoveries. The need for a review

article is especially great after a large burst of activity

such as that which followed Oersted's discovery of electro-

magnetism in 1820.

In 1821 the editor of the British journal Annals of Phi-

losophy asked Michael Faraday to undertake a historical sur-

vey of the experiments and theories of electromagnetism

which had appeared in the previc'1s year. Faraday, who was

at that time an assistant to the well-known chemist Humphry

Davy, did not yet have a reputation in science but was eager

to learn all he could. Faraday agreed to accept the assign-

ment, but soon found that he could not limit himself to merely

reporting what others had done. He had to repeat the exper-

iments in his own laboratory, and, not being satisfied with

the theoretical explanations proposed by other physicists,

started to work out his own theories and plans for further

experiments. Before long Faraday, who had origina'ly been

apprenticed to a bookbinder and had no formal training in

Science or mathematics, had launched a series of researches

in electricity that was to make him one of the most fe.mous

rhysicists of his time.

Faraday's first discovery in electromagnetism was made on

September 3, 1821. Repeating Oersted's experiment by holJing

a compass needle at various places around a current-carrying

wire, Faraday realized that the force exerted by the current

on the magnet is circular in nature. As he expressed it a

few years later, the wire is surrounded by circular lines of
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force, so that a magnetic pole which is free to move will be

pushed in a circle around a fixed wire (see the discussion

of lines of force in Chapter 14). Faraday immediately con-

structed an "electromagnetic rotator" based on this ideas

It worked. Faraday had invented the fiirzt electric motor!

Faraday also designed

an arrangement in which

the magnet was fixed and

the current-carrying wire

rotated around it. (If

a current can exert a

force on a magnet, a mag-

net should be able to

exert an equal and oppo-

site force on a current,

according to Newton's

third law.) As in many

other cases, Faraday was

guided by the idea that

for every effect of

electricity on magnetism,

there must be a converse effect of magnetism on electricity.

But it was not always so obvious what form the converse

effect would take.

1

After Faraday's paper describing electromagnetic rotation

was published, Amp:ere criticized it on theoretical grounds.

To understand the reasons for this criticism (and for the

failure ui many contemporary physicists to accept Faraday's

theories) we must recall that the Newtonian viewpoint was still

dominant ,n European science at this time. Not only did al-

most all scientists accept Newton's laws of motion as the

basis for mechanics, they also believed that all forces in

nature must somehow be similar to the Newtonian gravitational

force. That is, forces must act directly between particles

of matter in a direction along the line between the centers

of the particles. They need not be attractive forces in all

cases, and they need not even be inversely proportional to

the square of the distance between the particles. Newton

himself had proposed other kinds of forces; for example, re-

pulsive forces inversely proportional to the distance between

neighboring particles in a gas (see Chapter 11). However, no

one had ever supposed that forces could act in any direction

other than the direction along the line between the particles.

Yet here was Faraday proposing a "circular" force; that is,

a force exerted by a current on a magnet which acted in a

direction at right angles to the line between them.

Two versions of Faraday's electro-
magnetic rotator. In each, the
cup was filled with mercury so
that a large electric current can
be passed between the base and
overhead support. At the left,
the north end of a bar magnet
revolves along the circular
electric lines of force surround-
ing the current. At the right,
the rod carrying, the current re-
volves around the bar Fagnet--
moving always peroend.zula: to
the magnetic lines of fore-.

Wore, however, -that nolhinoi rn
Newton's laws would prec.icide. a
non- cord-rut force , it just makes
CaelServalion OF rhornertrunt harder

fi9are out if saki forces- exist.
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Faraday, despite his ignorance of Newtonian mathewatical
physics, seemed to have the experimental facts on his side.

Anyone could see that the magnet did actually rotate around
the current (or the current around the magnet). Why not
simply assume that a circu-ar force causes this motion?

Ampere could not accept the idea of a circular force.

Instead, he argued that all the interactions of electricity
and magnetism can be reduced theoretically to interactions

between individual parts, or "elements," of current-carrying
wires. Just as in Newton's theory of gravitational force,

the forces between current elements must act in the direction

along the lint: between the element:.

How could such a theory explain the forces exerted by mag-
nets, or on magnets? Ampere had noticed that a current would

orient iron filings into a pattern in much the same way as
would a magnet. In particular, a long wire wrapped into a

tight coil, or "helix," had all the properties of a bar mag-
net, the coil's "poles" being at its ends. Ampere therefore
made the bold assumption that the attractive and repulsive

forces between magnets are the result of electric currents cir-
culating within the magnets themselves. In this way he could
treat a magnet as if it were made up of current elements. What

P ipere proposed that a maglet
seemed to be a circular force was really, according to Ampere,consisted of a large number of

microscopic current loops. the total effect produced by a large number of direct forces
These currents cancelled each

between, current elements.other everywhere but at the
surface, so that the net effect
was the same as a coil of wire.

The present view of nla)nelrc

nicdrt'ais is scrakinci like Orper*
(brit much mnore olactiled and Ampere preferred his explanation of electromagnetic- inter-

Field of a wire coil Field of a bar magnet

complex ). "chtrren ?OOPS actions because it could be expressed mathematically with theare c? ctomic GtiMPI'iS(onS,e
quations familiar in Newtonian physics. Faraday, on thee1ectov orbits and sick. As a

resce:. 164,4

curt eet (Daps would
doit die oat as other hand, did not understand much mathematics, but he did

have an amazing intuitive feeling for physical phenomena.
(p...Koept in superconduaors) In most irstances where mathematics has conflicted with intu-
Very cornOca.ted greets result ition in the history of physics, mathematics has eventually
fireAq l ie iritracton or the

won out. (The success of Galileo and Newton in developingcorns Indti each other aid
the laws of motion is a good example.) But in this case, Fara-vAtk externs( nlayieti6 444015.
day's nonmathematical approach gained at least a temporary
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victory for intuition. Faraday's idea of electric and magnetic

"lines of force" led him to make important discoveries in

electromagnetism discoveries that the mathematical physicists

were prevented from making by their Newtonian prejuaices,

Not until 1855, when another brilliant mathematical physicist,

James Clerk Maxwell, took the trouble to figure out what

Faraday meant by a line of force, was it possible to see how

Faraday's ideas might be ircorporated into the framework of

Newtonian physics. (We will discuss this work of Maxwell on

the "electromagnetic field" in Chapter 16.)

01 Why is the magnetic pole of Faraday's "electromagnetic rotator"
pushed in a circle around a fixed wire?

(12 What did Ampere assame caused the forces between magnets?

15.4 The discovery of electromagnetic induction. Armed with his

"lines of force" picture for understanding electric and mag-

netic fields, Faraday joined in the search for a way of pro-

ducing currents by magnetism. Scattered through his diary

in the years after 1824 are many descriptions of such experi-

ments. Each report ended with a note: "exhibited no action"

or "no effect."

Finally, in 1831, came the breakthrough. Like many dis-

coveries which have been preceded by a period of preliminary

research and discussion among scientists, this one was made

almost simultaneously by two scientists working independently

in different countries. Faraday was not quite the first to

produce electricity from magnetism; that was actually done

first by an American scientist, Joseph Henry. Henry was

teaching mathematics and philosophy at an academy in Albany,

New York, at the time. (Shortly thereafter he was appointed

Professor of Natural Philosophy at Princeton.) Unfortunately

for the reputation of American science, teachers at the Albany

Academy were expected to spend all their time on teaching and

administrative duties, with no time left for research. Henry

had hardly any opportunity to follow up his discovery, which

he made during a one-month summer vacation. He was not able

to publish his work until a year later, and in the meantime

Faraday had made a similar discovery and published his results.

Faraday is known as the discoverer of "electromagnetic

induction" (production of a current by magnetism) not simply

because he established official priority by first publication,

but primarily because he conducted exhaustive investigations

into all aspects of the subject. His earlier experiments and

his thinking about lines of force had suggested the possibil-

ity that a current in one wire ought to be able to induce a

Summary 15.4-
I TrI IS_ ( aenrm in America and
Famola in En fond :ridependentl.
dicoveFed el-ieornat3neliC, inductions
(9eneratuin of curmits ustra9
yr:9meg or induction of ond
currant by anoik24.

g -Faraday .Found ikat a current
in one moe maid induce a curmit
in a. nearb wire when Vie
4list c, .1.6 . A steadm

CG4IVICit .1 Via Lkee a currerff
;n snorter wire.

3. Fart reasoned 'that tze
induction. or one cAorent another
was due to the action of t* moor
netic: field around The -flist current,
hence /he iron ring around which
the wire was wownd in his oris.tnal
experiment' was not n

simply iniensirted am
tut would occur any way lie
con rirmed -this masorfin bp,

gkowin9 ikat current could' also
be induced when no iron nil)
was used.

4. Tanxdaq also ?yawned Ad-
lhe pywserke 4 the fiit current
was unnecessar4:a current could
be induced rne)+411 6.9 mown9 a
m net vela-5cm. a ,Anre. Fie

Con irMed laic by oxperpnent.

5. -F-arada y cnaliq show eot That a
greadil current cimlo; be eneread
by conlinua1(14 novilloi a conductor
afros a st-vici rrtanelic
But he did nat himself .follow up
the pra&c;a1 applications of his
diswverj.
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Faraday's laboratory at the Royal Institution.

Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
was the son of an English
blacksmith. In his own words,

My education was of the
most ordinary description

consisting of little more
than the rudiments of read-
ing, writing and arithmetic
at a common day school. My
hours out of school were
passed at home and in the
streets

At the age of twelve he went
to work as an errand boy at a
bookseller's store, Later he
became a bookbinder's assist-
ant. When Faraday was about
nineteen he was given a ticket
to attend a series of lectures

given by Sir Humphrey Davy at
the Royal Institution in Loudon.
The Royal Institution was an
important center of research
and education in science, and
Davy was Superintendent
of the Institutior Faraday
became strongly interested in
science and undertook the
study of chemistry by him-
self. In 1813, he applied to
Davy for a job at the Royal
Institution and Davy hired
him as a research assistant,

Faraday soon showed his genius
as an experimenter. He made
important contributions to
chemistry, magnetism, elec-
tricity an,' light, and even-
tually succ tded Eavy as
superintendent of the Royal
Institution. Because cf his
many discoveries, Faraday is
generally regarded as one of
the greatest of all experi-
mental scientists. Faraday
was also a fine lecturer and

had an extraordinary gift for
explaining the results of
scientific research to non-
scientists. His lectures to
audiences of young people are
still delightful to read.
Two of them, "On the Various
Forces of Nature" and "The
Chemical History of a Candle,"
have been republish!d in
paperback editions. Faraday
was a modest, gentle and
deeply religious man. Although
he received many international

scientific honors he had no
wish to be knighted; preferring

to remain without the title of
"Sir."
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current in a nearby wire. The induction might take place di-

rectly between small sections of current, as a consequence of

the force studied by Ampere (Sec. 14.8). Or it might be that

the magnetic lines of force in the space around the first cur-

rent could produce a current in the other wire.

How does electromagnetic induction take place? Oersted

and Ampe e 'fad shown that a steady electric current produced

a steady magnetic effect around the circuit carrying the cur-

rent. One might think that a steady electric current could

somehow be generated if a wire were placed near or around a

magnet, although a very strong magnet might be needed. Or a

steady current might be produced in one circuit if a very

large current flows in another circuit nearby. Faraday

tried all these possibilities, with no success.

Finally, in 1831, Faraday found the solution. He discov-

ered that a current appeared in one wire only when the cur-

rent in the other wire started or stoppedl When a current

started to flow in one wire, a current was indeed induced in

the second wire, but it lasted only for a moment. As long

as there was a steady current in the first wire, there was

no current in the second wire; but when the current in the

first wire was stopped, again there was a momentary current

induced in the second wire.

To summarize Faraday's result: a current can induce an-

other current only by changing. A steady current in one wire

cannot induce a current in another wire.

Faraday was not satisfied with merely observing and report-

ing this result. Guided by his concept of "lines of force,"

he tried to find out what were the essential factors involv'd

in electromagnetic induction, as distinguished from the acci-

dental circumstances of his first experiment.

According to Faraday's theory, the changing current in the

primary coil (A) would change the lines of magnetic force in

the iron riilg, and the change in magnetic lines of force in

the part of the ring near the secondary coil (B) would induce

a current in the secondary coil. But if this was really the

correct explanation of induction, Faraday asked himself,

shouldn't it be possible to produce the same effect in another

way? In particular:

(1) is the iron ring really necessary to produce the in-

duction effect, or does it merely intensify an effect that

would occur anyway whenever magnetic lines of force are pres-

ent in space?

(2) is the primary coil really necessary, or could current

/

The page in Faraday's diary where
e recorded the first successful
experiment in electromagnetic in-
duction, August 29, 1831. (About
1/3 actual size)

Tti
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be induced merely by changing magnetic lines of force in some
other way, such as by moving a magnet relative to the wire?

Faraday answered these questions almost immediately by
further experiments. First, he showed that the iron ring

was not necessary; starting a csIrrent in one coil of wire

would induce a momentary current in a nearby coil. Second,

he found that when a bar magnet was inserted into the end of
a coil of wire, a current was induced at the instant of inser-

tion. In Faraday's words,

A cylindrical bar magnet...had one end just inserted
into the end of the helix cylinder; then it was quickly
thrust in the whole length and the galvanometer needle
moved; then pulled out and again the needle moved, but
in the opposite direction. The effect was repeated
every time the magnet was put in or out....

Having done these and many other experiments, Faraday
stated his general principle of electromagnetic induction:
changing lines of magnetic force can cause a current in a
wire. The "change" in lines of force can be produced either
by (a) a magnet moving relative to a wire or (b) a changing
current. (Faraday found it convenient to speak of wires
"cutting across" lines of force.) He later used the word

field to refer to the arrangement and intensity of lines of
force in space. We can say, then, that a current is induced

in a circuit by variations in the magnetic field aron-i the
circuit. Such a variation may be caused either by relative

motion of wire and field or just by the change in intensity
of the field.

So far Faraday had been able to produce only momentary
surges of current by induction. Is it possible to produce a
steady current by electromagnetic induction? To do this one

has to create a situation in which magnetic lines of force

are always changing relative to the conductor. (The relative

change can be produced either by moving the magnet or by mov-
irq the conductor.) This is just what Faraday did: he turned

a copper disc between the poles of a magnet. A steady current

was produced in a circuit connected to the disc through brass

brushes. This device, called the "Faraday disc dynamo," was

the first electric current generator. Although this particu-

lar arrangement did not turn out to be very practical, at

least it showed that continuous generation of electricity was
possible.

The production of a continuous current was important not
only for the understanding of the connection between elec-

tricity and magnetism; it also brought with it the possibil-

ity of producing electricity on a large scale. The production

A : raraciaj disc dynamo
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of electricity involves changing energy from one form to an-

other. In the voltaic cell (Chapter 14) chemical energy - -the

energy of formation of chemical compounds--is converted into

electrical energy. But it is not practical to produce large

amounts of electrical energy by this means, although voltaic

cells are useful for many portable applications; automobiles

and flashlights for example. Since there is a vast supply

of mechanical energy available to produce electrical energy

on a large scale, some means of converting mechanical energy

into electrical energy is needed. This mechanical energy may

be in the form of the potential energy of water at high ele-

vation; or it may be in the form of continuous mechanical

motion produced, for example, by a steam engine. The dis-

cover:y of electromagnetic induction showed that it was fea-

sible to produce electricity by mechanical means. In this

sense Faraday can rightly be regarded as the father of the

modern electrical age.

Although Faraday realized the practical importance of his

discoveries, his primary interest was always in pure science.

He left the development of the generator and the motor to

others. On the other hand, the inventors and engineers who

were interested in the practical and profitable applications

of electricity did not know much about physics, and most of

the progress during the next fifty years was made by trial

and error. In following the development of modern electrical

technology, we will see several problems that could have been

solved much earlier if a physicist with Faraday's knowledge

had been working on them.

(13 What did Henry and Faraday dis..over independently but at al-
most the same time?

04 What in general is meant by "electromagnetic induction?"

C)5 What did Faraday find necessary for k current to induce

another?

06 What was the first electric current. generator?

15.5 Generating electricity from magnetism: the dynamo. Faraday

had shown that when a conducting wire moves through a magnetic

field, a current is produced. Whether it is the wire or the

magnetic field that moves doesn't matter; what counts is the

relative motion. Once the principle of electromagnetic in-

duction had been discovered, the path was open to try all

kinds of combinations of wires and moving magnets, magnets and

moving wires, and so forth. We shall pass over the details of

most of these technical developments and simply describe one One generator of 1832 had a

basic type of generator (or "dynamo") which was frequently
permanent horseshoe magnet
rotated by hand beneath two

used in the nineteenth century. stationary coils
A smtEll °racked-to tire rotatrx)

shaft reversed conneatbrt Back
Mosnelic Fields and moon() chayloes Half- c.9c(e) So That -this dekirce

produced a de output cuy.nzett. 83

A. Geriero,tor pump -rope
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This form of generator is

basically a coil of wire ro-
tated in a magnetic field.

The rotating coil is connect-

ed to an external circuit by

sliding contacts. In the dia-

gram on the left a rectangular

loop of wire, with long sides
a and b, is rotated around an

axis >a between the north and

south poles of a magnet. Two

conducting rings d and e are

connected to the loop, and

also rotae around the axis;

conducting brushes f and are provided
to complete a circuit through a meter at
h chat indicates the current produced.
The complete circuit abdfhgoa. (Note
that the wire goes from a through ring d

without touching it and connects to e.)

Initially the loop is at rest, and no
charge flows through it. Now suppose we
start to rotate the loop. The wire will
have a component of its motion perpendic-
ular to the direction of the magnetic
lines of force; that is, the wire "cuts"

through lines of force. This means that

an electric current will be induced in the
loop. This induction is just the experi-
mental fact discovered by Faraday and Henry.

Because the charges in the part of the
loop labeled b are being moved across the

magnetic field, they experience a magnetic
force given by qvB (see Sec. 14.13), The
charges in the wire will be push, , "off to
the side" by the magnetic field that is

moving past them; "off to the side" this
time is along the wire.

What about a? That side of the loop is

al '-o moving through the field and "cutting"

lines of force, but in the opposite direc-
- tion. So the charges in a are pushed in

the opposite direction along the wire to
those in b. This is just what is needed;
the two effects reinforce each other in
generating a current around the loop.



The generator we have Just

described produces what is

called alternating current,

because the current periodi-

cally reverses its direction.

At the time this kind of gen-

erator was first developed,

in the 1830's, alternating

current could not be used to

run machines. Instead, di-

rect current was desired.

In 1832, Ampere announced

that his instrument-maker,

Hippolyte Pixii, had solved

the problem of generating direct current

Pixii invented a device called the com-

mutator (the word means to interchange,

or to go back and forth). The commuta-

tor is a split cylinder inserted in the

circuit so that the brushes f and 2, in-

stead of always being connected to the

same part cf the loop, reverse connec-

tions each time the loop passes through

the vertical position. Just as the di-

rection of current induced in the loop

reverses, the contacts reverse: as a

result, the current ir, the outside cir-

cuit is always in the same direction.,

Although the current from Pixii's

generator is always in the same direc-

tion, it is not constant but fluctuates

rapidly between zero and its maximum

value, This fluctuating current pro-

duces fluctuating magnetic fields which

prevent the smooth operation of the gen-

erator and waste energy. The generator

can be greatly improved by adding many

loops and commutators in such a way that

their induced currents have maximum and

zero values at different times; the

total current is then more uniform.

What is the position of the rotating
loop for maximum current? minimum?

What is the purpose of the commutator?

tl c..; ei-Afr
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15.6 The electric motor. An electric motor is basically just a
generator run "backwards." For example, if the meter h in
the circuit sketched at the top of page 84 were replaced by
a battery, current would be driven around the circuit. The
current in the coil would interact with the magnetic field
of the magnet, and the coil would be forced to rotate.

It (50 hard to ft9ore out how !his
works. (Q and F are , or counse,
electric cells .)

Motors could have been made before generators, and in fact
they were. In 1821, Michael Faraday exhibited his electro-
magnetic rotator (described in Sec. 15.3) at the Royal Insti-
tution in London. Other electric motors were designed by
various scientists in Europe and America. One of them was
Joseph Henry's "rocking electromagnet." Henry wrote as
follows about his motor:

I have lately succeeded in prodtcing
motion in a little machine by a power,
which, I believe, has never before been
applied in mechanics by magnetic
attraction and repulsion.

Not much importance, however, is
attached to the invention, since the
article in its present state can c.ily
be considered a philosophical toy;
although in the progress of discovery
and invention, it is not impossible that
the same principle, or some modification
of it on a more extended scale, may
hereafter be applied to some useful
purpose.

Henry's electromagnetic motor
(1831)

-r3a Motsvietic -fields and
ynovno chanoes

Stmrle motor- gener-
ator dernort.srrat:on

The reason for Henry's failure to be very enthusiastic
about the importance of his invention is that as long as
electric current was only available from batteries, electric
motors could not compete with steam engines. The economics
of the situation was summarized in a leading British scien-
tific journal as follows:

Summon) 16.6
Alftio h eleartc motifs had been
constr. red 1519 in , and
WA' b sdiavites
and Aferitor were not
c.tromerciall5 su eg uli tie
11470 s turrina, point was -the
accidental asizoveeu in an, -itiat
a epierat" i could be nal back-wanly as a ereeter.
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(Notwithstanding] the numerous attempts which have beenmade to apply electro-magnetism as a power for moving
machines...and the large amount of money which has beenexpended in the construction of machines, the public arenot in possession of any electro-magnetic machine whichis capable of exerting any power economically.... Esti-
mations made by Messrs. Scoresby and Joule, and the
results obtained by Oersted, ...very nearly agree; andit was stated that one gr. of coal consumed in the fur-
nace of a Cornish (steam] engine lifted 143 lbs. 1 foot
high, whereas one gr. of zinc consumed in a battery
lifted only 80 lbs. The cost of (one hundred weight]of coal is under 9 pence, and cost of (one hundred
weight] of zinc is above 216 pence. Therefore under
the most perfect conditions, magnetic power must be nearly25 times more expensive than steam power.... the atten-
tion of engineers and experimentalists should be turned
at present, not to contriving of perfect machines for
applying electro- magnetic power but to the discovery ofthe most effectual means of disengaging the power itself
from the conditions in which it existed stored up in
nature. (Philosophical Magazine, 1850)
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The dynamo, invented by Faraday and Henry in 1832, was no

more economical at first than the battery. It was only an-

other "philosophical toy." Electric generators that could

produce power cheaply enough to be commercially successful

were not developed until nearly 50 years later. The inter-

vening period was one of numerous invention; that aroused

great temporary enthusiasm and ambitious plans, followed by

disillusion resulting from unanticipated practical difficul-

ties. But the hope of a fortune to be made by providing

cheap power to the world spurred on each new generation of

inventors, and knowledge about the physics and technology

of electromagnetic systems gradually accumulated.

It is convenient though rarely accurate to ascribe the

beginnings of an era to one man, in one place, performing

one act, at one time. In reality, with many men thinking A Simple rim ere ry OWN motors

about and experimenting in a particular scientific field,

the situation becomes favorable for a breakthrough, and only

a seemingly trivial chance event may be needed to get things

going.

The chance event that marks the beginning of the electric

power age was an accidental discovery at the Vienna Exhibi-

tion of 1873. As the story goes, it was an unknown workman

at the Exhibition who just happened to hook up the two dy-

namos that had been designed by a Belgian inventor, Zenobe

Gramme. One dynamo ran as an electric motor on electricity

generated by the other.

This accidental discovery, that a generator could be run

"backwards" to serve as a motor, was immediately utilized at

the Exhibition in a spectacular public demonstration: the

electric motor was made to drive a pump that supplied water

for a small waterfall. Thus electromagnetic induction was

first used to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy

by means of a generator, which could be transmitted over a

considerable distance and converted back into mechanical energy

by a motor. This is the basic operation of a modern electrical

transmission system: a turbine driven by steam or falling water

drives a generator which converts the mechanical energy to

electrical energy; conducting wires transmit the electricity

over long distances to motors, toasters, electric lights, etc.,

which convert the electrical energy to mechanical energy, heat

and light.

CCIlar,,CC en, If electr,(11 (nor5y
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The development of electrical generators shows the inter-
action of science and technology in a different light than
did the development of steam engines. As was pointed out in
Chapter 10, the early steam engines were developed by prac-
tical inventors who had no knowledge of what we now consider
to be the correct theory of heat (thermodynamics). In fact,
it was the development of the steam engine itself, and attempts
by Sadi Carnot and others to improve its efficiency by theo-
retical analysis, that was one of the major historical factors
leading to the establishment of thermodynamics. In that case,,
the technology came before the science. But in the case of
electromagnetism, a large amount of scientific knowledge was
built up by Ampere, Faraday, Kelvin and Maxwell before there
was any serious attempt at practical application. The scien-
tists who understood electricity better than anyone else were
not especially interested in commercial applications, and the
inventors who hoped to make huge profits from electricity
knew very little of the theory. Although after Faraday an-
nounced his discovery of electromagnetic induction people
started making generators to produce electricity immediately,
it was not until 40 years later that inventors and engineers
started to become familiar with the concepts of lines of
force and field vectors. With the introduction of the tele-

r graph, telephone, radio and alternating-current power systems,
the amount of mathematical knowledge needed to work with elec-
tricity became quite large, and universities and technical

Insides of a commercial gener-
ator. As in almost all large
generators, the coils of wire
are around the outside and

electromagnets are rotated
inside.

schools started to give courses in electrical engineering.
In this way there developed a group of specialists who were
familiar with the physics of electricity and also knew how to
apply it.

The growth of the electrical industry has been largely due
to the public demand for electrical products. One of the
first of these to be commercially successful in the United
States was the electric light bulb,

I riELLaw.._,
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How would you make an electric
motor out of a generator?

What prevented the electric
motor from being an immediate econo-
mic success?

What chance event led to the
beginning of the electric power age?

Water-driven electric generators
producing power at the Tennessee
Valley Authority. The plant can
generate electric energy at a
rate of over 100,000,000 watts.
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15.7 The electric light bulb. At the beginning of the nineteenth Srreet 9h14-i ar'r tie middle

or the runeteen14 centurti butcentury, illumination for buildin,s and homes was provided was not practidal for he'me.
by candles an0 oil lamps .ctreet lighting in cities was

.

practically nonexistent, in spite of sporadic attempts in

London and New York to require householders to hang lights

outside their houses at night. The natural gas industry was

just starting to change this situation, and the first street

lighting system for London was provided in 1813 when gas

lights were installed on Westminster Bridge, The introduc-

tion of gas lighting in factories was not entirely beneficial

in its social effects, since it enabled employers to lengthen

an already long and difficult working day.

In 1801, the British chemist Humphry Davy noted that a

brilliant spark appeared when he broke contact between two

carbon rods which were connected to the two terminals of a

battery, This discovery led to the development of the "arc

light."
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System, the 9ht%must be
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diet only a small amount

or ve -mod( current would
go throm4k each filament,

Davy's arc lamp

The arc light was not practical for general use until

steam-driven electric generators had replaced expensive

batteries as a source of electric current. In the 1860's

and 1870's, arc lights began to be used for street lighting

and lighthouses. However, the arc light was too glaring and

too expenive for use in the home. The carbon rods burned

up in a few hours because of the high temperatures produced

by the arc, and the need for frequent service and replace-

ment made this system inconvenient.
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Demonstrations of the new
electric light during a
visit of Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert to Dublin,
Ireland. From Illustrated
London News, August 11, 1849.

As Humphry Davy and other scientists showed, light can be

produced simply by producing a current in a small wire (often -

called a "filament") to heat it to a high temperature. This

is known as incandescent lighting. The major technical draw-

back was that the material of the filament gradually burned

up. The obvious solution was to enclose the filament in a

glass container from which all the air had been removed.

But this was easier said than done. The vacuum pumps avail-

able in the early nineteenth century could not produce a In the late 1800's, dynamo

sufficiently good vacuum for this purpose. It was not until powered arc-lamps were used
in some European cities.

1865, when Hermann Sprengel in Germany invented an exception-

ally good vacuum pump, that the electric light bulb in its

modern form could be developed. (The use of Sprengel's pump

in scientific experiments by Crookes and others was also

vital to the discoveries in atomic physics which we will dis-

cuss in Chapter 18.)

-Ax

Thomas A. Edison (1847-1931) was not the first to invent

an incandescent light using the Sprengel pump, nor did he

discover any essentially new scientific principles. What he

3. (continued) and in order -to produce anou9h 119kt from 0115 currumt the filament would

have to have ver.q hi9h resistance EVertUall he succeeded in nu4<in9 f'ilaments from carbonized 89
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See the article "'he Invention
cf the Electric Light" in
Project Physics Reader 4.

One type of Edison lamp.
Note the familiar filament
and screw-type base.
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did was develop a practical light bulb which could be used
in homes, and (even more important) a distribution system
for electricity. His system not only made the light bulb

practical but also opened the way for mass consumption of
electrical energy in the United States.

Edison started from the basic assumption that each cus-
tomer must be able to turn on and off his own light bulbs
without affecting the other lights on the line. This meant
that the lights must be connected "in parallel " like the

rungs of a ladder rather than "in series."

The choice of parallel rather than series circuits--a
choice based on the way Edison thought the consumer would
want to use the system had important technical consequences.
In a series circuit the same current would go through each
light. In a parallel circuit only part of the total current
goes through each light. To keep the total current from

being too large, the current in each bulb would have to be
rather small.

As we pointed out in Chapter 14, the heating effect of a
current depends on both the resistance of the wire and the
amount of current it carries. The rate at which heat energy

is produced is proportional to I2R; that is, it goes up di-
rectly as the resistance, but increases as the square of the
current. Therefore most inventors used high-current low-

resistance bulbs, and assumed that parallel circuits would
not be practical. But Edison realized that a small current
will have a large heating effect if the resistance is high
enough.

7 A EDISON.
ElectricLamp

No. 223.898. Patented Jan 27.1880

mr.w.w Amtioa 66on/
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Edison was born at Milan, Ohio,
and spent most of his boyhood
at Port Huron, Michigan. His
first love was chemistry, and
to earn money for his chemical
experiments, he set up his on
business enterprises. He ran
two stores in Port Huron, one
for periodicals and the other
for vegetables; hired a newsboy
to sell papers on the Grand
Trunk Railway running between
Port Huron and Detroit; pub-
lished a weekly newspaper; and
ran a chemical laboratory in
the baggag' car of the train.
His financial empire was thus
growing rapidly when, in 1862
(he was now fifteen), a stick
of phosphorus in his laborato
caught fire and destroyed part
of the baggage car. As a re-
sult, his laboratory and news-
paper equipment were evicted
from the train, and hk 11-,d to

low( 'around for anothP, base
of operatious.

It was not long before his bad
luck with the phosphorus fire
was offset by a piece of good
luck: he was able to save the
life of the son of the station
agent by pulling him out of the
path of an oncoming train. In

gratitude, the station agent
taught Edison the art of tele-
graphy, and thus began Edison's
career in electricity.

At left are shown two portraits
of Edison. On the opposite page
is a copy of the drawing that
accompanied his patent on the
incandescent lamp.
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So Edison started to search for a suitable high-resistance
substance for his filaments. To make such a filament, he
first had to bake or "carbonize" a thin piece of a substance;
then he would seal it inside an evacuated glass bulb with
wires leading out. His assistants tried more than 1,600
kinds of material: "paper and cloth, thread, fishline, fiber,
celluloid, boxwood, coconut-shells, spruce, hickory, hay,
maple shavings, rosewood, punk, cork, flax, bamboo, and the
hair out of a redheaded Scotchman's beard." His first hlgh-
resistance lamp was made with carbonized cotton thread, en-
closed in a high-vacuum sealed bulb. It burned continuously
for two days before it fell apart. This was in October 1879.
The following year, Edison produced lamps with filaments made
of Bristol board and bamboo.

The Edison Electric Light Company began to install lighting
systems in 1882. After only three years of operation, the
Edison company had sold 200,000 lamps. It had a virtual
monopoly of the field, and began to pay handsome dividends
to its stockholders.

The electric light bulb has undergone some modification
since Edison's original invention. For example, the carbon-
ized filaments of the older lamps have been replaced in newer
bulbs by tungsten, which has the advantages of greater effi-
ciency and longer life.

The widespread use of light bulbs (confitming the sound-
ness of Edison's theory about what people would buy) led to
the rapid development of systems of power generation and dis-
tribution. The need for more power for lighting led to the
invention of better generators, the replacement of d:rect
current transmission by alternating current (see below), the
harnessing of waterfalls, and the invention of the steam tur-
bine. Then, success in providing larger quantities of energy
at lower cost made other uses of electricity practical. Once
homes were wired for electric lights, the current could be
used to run sewing machines, vacuum cleaners, washing machines,
toasters, and (later on) refrigerators, freezers, radios and
television sets.

We have now become so accustomed to the more sophisticated

and spectacular applications of electricity that it is hard
to realize the impact of something as simple as the electric
light bulb. But moat people who lived through the period of
electrification for example, in the 1930's and 1940's in
many rural areas of the United States agreed that the one
single electrical appliance that made the greatest difference
in their own lives was the electric light bulb.
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Q. Why weren't arc lights used for illuminating homes:

What device was essential to the development of the incandes-
cent lamp?

C Why did Edison require a substance with a high resistance for
his light bulb filaments?

15.8 Ac versus dc and the Niagara Falls power plant. In Sec. 15.5

we stated that the usual form of electrical generator pro-

duces alternating current, which is changed into direct cur-

rent by the use of a commutator. The reason for converting

ac into dc was the general belief, held throughout most of

the nineteenth century, that only dc was useful in the appli-

cations of electricity. However, as the demand for electri-

cal power increased, some of the inherent disadvantages of dc

became evident. One disadvantage was the fact that having a

commutator complicated the design of the generator, especially

if the ring had to be rotated at high speed. This difficulty

was even more serious after the introduction of steam turbines

in the 1890's, since turbines work most efficiently when run

at high speeds. Another disadvantage was the fact that there

was no convenient way to change the voltage of direct current.

The use of high voltages to minimize power loss. One

reason for wanting to change the voltage which drives the

current in a transmission system involves the amount of

power lost in heating the transmission wires. When there

is a current I in a transmission wire of resistance R, the

amount of power expended as heat is proportional to the

resistance and to the square of the current:

power loss = I2R.

This means that for transmission lines of a given resistance

R, one wants to make the current I as small as possible in

order to minimize the power loss in transmission. On the

other hand, the amount of power that can be transmitted de-

pends on the voltage as well as on the amount of current:

power = IV.

In order to balance the effect of making I small (in order

to cut down power loss by heating of the wire) V must be

made large. In other words, economic factors require that

electricity should be transmitted at high voltages.

On the other hand, for most of the applications of elec-

tricity, especially in homes, it is neither convenient nor

safe to use high voltages. Also, most generators cannot

produce electricity at very high voltages (which would re-
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quire excessively high speeds of the moving parts). There-
fore we need some way of "stepping up" the electricity to a
high voltage for transmission, and some way of "stepping it
down" again for use at the other end. In short, we need a
transformer.

A transformer can easily be made by a simple modification
of Faraday's induction coil (Sec. 15.4). Faraday was able
to induce a current in a coil of wire ( which we call the
secondary coil) by winding this coil around one side of an
iron ring, and then changing a current in another coil (the
primary coil) which is wound arcund the other side of the
ring. A current is induced in the secondary coil when the
prim- y current changes. If the primary current is changing
all the time, then a current will continually be induced in
the secondary. An alternating current in the primary coil
(as from a generator without a commutator) will induce an
alternating current in the secondary coil.

Zlectricity could be generated on a large scale most eco-
nomically with a high-speed steam turbine, but this is dif-
ficult to do if we have to use a commutator to convert ac in
the coils inside the generator into dc in the outside cir-
cuit. (The commutator is likely to fall apart under the
huge strains set up by high-speed rotation.) Furthermore, it
is desirable to use very h.gh voltages (and low currents) on

long-distance transmission lines to minimize power loss by
heating; but the only practical device for changing voltage
is the transformer, which works only for ac, not for dc.

Commutators could be eliminated and voltages changed easily
if ac were used for large-scale generation and distribution
of electric power.

The first ac system wc's demonstrated by Gaulard and Gibbs
of Paris in 1883. An experimental line which powered arc and
incandescent lighting, through transformers, was installed in
a railway line in London in 1884, and another one shortly
afterward in Italy. An American engineer, George Westinghouse,
saw the Gaulard-Gibbs system exhibited in Italy and purchased
the American patent rights for it. Westinghouse had already
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gamed a repuration by his invention of the railway air brake,

and had set up a small electrical engineering company in

Pittsburgh in 1884. After making some improvements in the

transformers, the Westinghouse Electric Company set up its

first commercial installation to distribute alternating cur-

rent for incandescent lighting in Buffalo, New York, in 1886.

At the time of the introduction of the Westinghouse ac

system in the United States, the Edison Electric Light Com-

pany held almost a complete monopoly of the incandescent

lighting business. The Edison Company had invested large

amounts of money in providing dc generating plants and dis-

tribution systems for most of the large cities. Naturally

Edison was alarmed by a new company which claimed to produce

the same kind of illumination with a much cheaper system.

There was a bitter public controversy, in which Edison at-

tempted to show that ac is unsafe because of the high volt-

ages used for transmission. In the middle of the dispute,

the New York State Leg*.slature passed a law establishing

electrocution as a mears of capital punishment, and this

seems to have aroused some of the popular fear of high volt-

age.

Nevertheless, the Westinghouse system continued to grow,

and since there were no spectacular accidents, the public

accepted ac as being reasonably safe. The invention of the

"rotary converter" made it possible to convert ac into dc

for use in local systems already set up with dc equipment,

or to power individual dc motors. Consequently the Edison

company (later merged into General Electric) did not have to

go out of business when ac was generally adopted.

The final victory of the ac system was assured in 1893,

when the decision was made to use ac for the new hydroelec-

tric plant at Niagara Falls. In 1887, businessmen in Buffalo

had pledged $100,000 to be offered as a prize to the inven-

tors of the World" who would design a system for utilizing

the power of the Niagara River "at or near Buffalo, so that

such power may be made practically available for various pur-

poses throughout the city." The contest attracted worldwide

attention, not only because of the large prize but also be-

cause large quantities of electrical power had never before

been transmitted over such a distanceit was 20 miles from

Niagara Falls to Buffalo. The success or failure of this

venture would influence the future development of electrical

distribution systems for other large cities.

It was a close decision whether to use ac or cc for the

Niagara Falls system. The demand for electricity in 1890
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Commercial Distribution of Electric Power

The commercial distribution of ac electric power
requires elaborate transmission facilities. Gen-
erator output voltages of about 104 volts are
stepped up to about 10S volts for transmission,
stepped down to about 104 volts for local distri-
bution, and further stepped down to about 10'
volts by neighborhood power-pole transformers.
Within the home, it may be stepped down further
(often to 6 volts for doorbells and electric
trains) and stepped up by transformers in radio
and IV sets for operating high-voltage tubes.

4
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The interdependence of our modern
electrical civilization was dra-
matically demonstrated at about
5 p.m. on November 9, 1965, when

a faulty electrical relay in
Canada caused a power failure
and total blackout throughout
most of the northeastern part
of the United States.
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Major electric transmission net-
works in the United States. In

many cases several lines are
represented by a single line on
the map. Not shown are the
small-capacity lines serving
widely scattered populations in
the mountainous and desert areas.
In the densely-populated areas
only the high-voltage lines are
shown. Lines drawn in gray are
to be completed by 1970.
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was mainly for lighting, which meant that there would be a
peak demand in t'oe evening; the system would have to operate
at less than full

capacity during the day and late at night.
Some engineers proposed that, even though ac could be genera-ted and transmitted more efficiently, a dc system would be
cheaper to operate if there were much variation in the demandfor electricity, This was because

batteries could be usedto back up the generators in periods of peak demand. Thomas
Edison was consulted, and without hesitation he recommended
dc. But the Cataract

Construction Company, which had been
formed to administer the project, delayed making a decision.

The issue was still in doubt in 1891 when, at the Inter-
national Electrical Exhibition in Frankfort, Germany, an ac
line carrying sizable quartities of power from Frankfort to
Lauffen (a distance of 110 miles) was demonstrated. Tests
of the line showed an efficiency of transmission of 77%.
That is, for every 100 watts fed in at one end of the line,
only 23 were wasted by heating effects in the line, and the
other 77 were delivered as useful power. The success of this
demonstration reinforced the gradual change in expert opinion
in favor of ac over dc, and the

Cataract Company finally de-cided to construct an ac system.

After the ac system had been established, it turned out
that the critics had been wrong in their prediction about
the variation of demand for electricity

throughout the day.
Electricity was to have many uses besides lighting. In the
1890's, electric motors were already being used for street
railway cars, sewing machines and elevators. Because of these
diverse uses, the demand for electricity was spread out more
evenly during each 24-hour period. In the particular case
of the Niagara Fails power plant, the source of energy-the
flow of water down the Niagara Rivermade it possible to
produce energy continuously without much extra cc,- (The
boiler for a steam turbine would either have to be kept sup-
plied with fuel during the night, or shut down and started
up again in the morning.)

Since hydroelectric power was
available at night at low cost, new uses for it became pos-
sible. The Niagara Falls plant attracted electric furnace
industries, continually producing such things as aluminum,
abrasives, sinew's and graphite. Previously the electro-
chemical processes involved in these industries had been too
expensive for large-scale use, but cheap power now made them
practical. These new industries in turn provided the con-
stant demand for power which was to make the Niagara project
even more profitable than had originally been expected.
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The first transmission of power to Buffalo took place in

November 1896. By 1899, there were eight 5,000-horsepower

units in operation at Niagara, and the stockholders of the

Cataract Construction Company had earned a profit of better

than 50% on their investment. By this time the electro-

chemical Industries, which had not figured in the original

plans at all, were using more power than lighting and motors

together

As a postscript to the story of ac versus dc,

it should be mentioned that dc is now coming back

into favor for long-distance transmission of elec-

tric power at very high voltages. The reasons for

this turnabout are explained in an article, "The

future of direct current power transmission," re-

printed in the Unit 4 Reader.

Why is it more economical to transmit electric
power at hiE,11 voltage and low currant than at low

voltage and high current.?

Why won't transformers operate with steady dc?

Niagaro Power Plant
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The general principle of hydro-
electric po..tr generation is

shown in this sketch: water
flo_ing from a higher to lower
level turns turbine blades at-
tached to a generator shaft.
The details of constructi.m vary
widely.
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years, enthusiastic promoters have predicted that a marvelous
future is in store for us. We need only stand back and watch
the application of electricity to all phases of life, First
of all, the backbreaking physical labor that has been the lot
of 99% of the human race throughout the ages will be handed
over to machinery run by electricity; the average citizen
will have nothing more to do excert pusn buttons for a few
hours a day, and then go home to enjoy his leisure. Moreover,
the old saying that "a woman's work is never done" will be
forgotten, since electric machines will do all the cleaning,
laundering and ironing, preparation of food and washing of
dishes.

A second social purpose of electricity was conceived by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and others who believed that
country life is more natural and healthy than city life.
They saw that the steam engine had provided a source of power
that could take over most work done by humans and animals,
but only at the price of concentrating people in cit;.es. But
now that electrical transmission of power was possible, people
could go back to the country without sacrificing the comforts
of city life. One of the major achievements of Roosevelt's
administration in the 1930's was the rural electrification

program, which provided loans for rural cooperatives to in-
stall their own electrical generating and distribution systems
in areas where the private power companies had previously
found it unprofitable to operate. Federal power projects such
as the Tennessee Valley Authority' also assisted the campaign
to make electricity available to everyone. By making country
life more luxurious and reducing the physical labor involved
in farming, electrification should have reversed the migration
of people from rural to urban areas.

A third effect of electricity might be to unite a large
country 1-,o a single social unit by providing rapid trans-
portation and even more rapid communication between *he dif-
ferent parts. To mention a frequently cited analogy: the
dinosaur became extinct because his communication system was
not adequate for such a large organism. Human society evolves
much as the biologica: organisms: all parts develop in step
and increase their interdependence. It follows that tele-
phone communications and modern civilization had to develop
together. The telephone would be necessary only in a com-

See The Electronic Revolution" P licated society and, as is now recognized, a complicated
in Project Physics Reader 4. society cannot operate without a communications system some-

thing like the telephone.
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Having taken care of these problems for a large part of

lb the population--getting work done, acquiring a more health-

:,
ful environment, finding out what's going on and being able

to do something about itman now comes face to face with a

new problem, or Lather, a problem teat was encountered before

by only a tiny fraction of the world's population. Thanks

to advances in science and technology, we no longer have to

spend almost all of our time working for the bare necessities

of life. Now, what is it that we really want to do? What-

ever it might be, electricity might help us do it better.

With electric lighting, we can read books at night, or attend

large meetings, plays and concerts in public buildings. None

of these things were impossible before electrical illumina-

tion was developed, but candles and gas lamps were messy,

hard on the eyes, and (when used on a large scale) expensive

and hazardous. With the telegraph, telephone, radio and

television we can quickly learn the news of events through-

out the world, and benefit from exchanging facts and opinions

with other people.

A cynical opinion. Wonderful as all this seems, a skeptic

might take a much dimmer view. He might argue, for example,

that by exploiting the resources of fossil fuel (coal, oil

and gas) on his planet to do his work for him, man has used

up in only 200 years most of the reserves of chemical energy

that have been accumulated over the last two hundred million

years. Our skeptic might claim that man has created a social

system in which the virtues of honest toil and pride of work-

manship have begun to be endangered by a working life of

monotonous triviality for much of the population and chronic

unemployment for some of the rest. The rise in the standard

of living and acquisition of new gadgets and luxuries by

many of those living in the rich industrial countries have

not brought tranquility of spirit, but often only created a

demand for more and more material possessions. Meanwhile

the less fortunate citizens of the world, separated more

and more from the rich countries that exploited them, look

on in envy and anger.

As for the labor-saving devices sold to the modern house-

wife, have they really made things any easier for her? The

housewives in upper- and middle-income families work just as

much as before, for what appliances now do used to be dcne

by servants, perhaps better. The social changes that accom-

panied industrialization and electrification have also gen-

erated many new jobs for untrained women, and these jobs are

more attractive than domestic service. Families with low

See the article on "High Fidelity"
in Project Physics Reader 4.

"The eledric,-tele9v-ark,k(
success-Fu( woultibe an ur-
vnIxed evil socie9; would
be used only by sto,ci<job-
bers and specutotV?rs and
the presort Posf Office is
all the public, ulitit requires.

131APMEcK , of 1Fc Mecko"c4
Tmenture , Efru3land , 1f37
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incomes,, if they can afford to buy just one major electrical
anpliance usually don't choose labor saving gadgets but a
television set--and much of what comes out of that, our
skeptic says, contributes nothing to a better life!

The decentralization of population which electricity was
suonosed to produce has come about but in an unexpected way.
The upper- and middle-income inhabitants of cities have
Indeed oeen able to escape to the suburbs where they still
enjoy all the convenience and pleasures of the electrical
age: But they have left behind them urban ghettoes crowded
with minority groups whose frustration at being deprived of
the benefits of the "affluent society" is only aggravated by
the scenes of suburban life presented to them on television.
As for the farmer, modern technology has made his fields so
rroductive that he sometimes works himself out of a job.

Electrical communications and rapid transcontinental trans-
portation have bound us into a close-knit interdependent
social system. But this has its disadvantages too. Thus, an
unforgiving electronic computer may dredge up all a man's
past mistakes when he applies for a job.

The interdependence of our modern electrical civilization

was dramatically demonstrated at about 5 p.m. on November 9,
1965, when a faulty electrical relay in Canada caused a power
failure and total blackout throughout most of the northeastern
nart of the United States, The only towns in New England that

had electric lights that night were the ones whose independent

electrical systems had refused to tie into the interstate
power grid.

Electricity: good or bad? The point of such criticism is

that it illustrates the other half of the total story: elec-
tricity, like any other area of scientific discovery and
technological improvement, is neither good nor bad by itself:

Electricity increases enormously the possibilities open to us,
but we still have to choose among them. The decisions about
the large-scale applications of electricity cannot be left
to the experts in physics or engineering, or to the public

utility companies, or to government agencies. They must be
thrashed out by citizens who have taken the trouble to learn
something about the physical forces that play such an impor-
tant role in modern civilizationwhether in the field of

electrification, or the coming large-scale use of nuclear

power, or the introduction of automation and other uses of

computers, or whatever lies over the horizon,
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A useful rule
if your fingers
point along B,
and your thumb
along v, F will
be in the dir- fi
ection your palm JL/
would push. For
pos. charges use
the right hand, ;2-,

and for neg. use r
the left hand.

B

t

manioower Guntrinoas ; avatar; fuels ; 016.
15.1 What sources of energy were there for industry before the

electrical age? How was the energy transported to where it was
needed?Walkin9 ; wheats ; pipes ; etc.

15.2 Oersted discovered that a magnetic needle was affected by
a current. Would you expect the magnetic needle to exert a force
on the current? Why? How would you detect this force? Make wpm., part of
Isleviton's law of action and reacttort

sensitive bet/once
15.3 In which of these cases does electromagnetic induction occur?Sn all bUt(d)

a) A current is started in a wire held near a loop of wire.
b) A current is stopped in a wire held near a loop of wire.
c) A magnet is moved through a loop of wire.
d) A loop of wire is held in a steady magnetic field.
e) A loop of wire is moved across a magnetic field.

15.4 How do the conditions for the induction of currents by
magnetic fields differ from those for the production of magnetic
fields by currents? 50..adti comerft produce ntagnetc bar Qiilt4

changhg Magnetic- fields currenZ.J
15.5 Refer to the simple ac generator shown on p. 84. Suppose

the loop is being rotated counter clockwise and we consider the
segment b as it is pictured in the third drawing, moving down
across the magnetic field. A current of rtoiitinz charge out of -Ole poTe

a) Use the hand rule to determine the direction of the
current induced in b.

b) The induced current is an additional motion of charges
across the magnetic field, thus an additional magnetic
force acts on segment b. Use the hand rule to deter-
mine the direction of the additional force, but before
doing so try to guess the direction of the force. up.

c) Determine the direction of the additional force on
charges in the segment labeled a, which is moving
upwards across the field.Down.

15.6 Why should a generator coil be much harder to rotate when
i, is connected to a load, such as a lamp, than when it is dis-
connected from any load? macretic Force on vidumed current-

15.7 Suppose two bar magnets, each held by one end at the same
level but a few feet apart, are dropped so that one of them
passes through a closed loop of wi.?. Which magnet reaches

c.,,AsiLme magnet' Reaction on maretthe ground first? Why? on.,4 A

Of induced cuomint
15.8 Sketch a current of charges in a wire perpendicular to a

magnetic field and use the hand rule to find the direction of
force on the current. Imagine the wire moves sideways in res-
ponse to the force. This sideways motion is an additional motion
across the field and so each charge in the wire experiences an
additional force. In what direction is the additional force on
the charges? op,51te io Current

15.9 Connect a small dc motor to a battery through a current meter.
By squeezing on the motor shaft, vary the speed of the motor. On
the basis of your answer to question 15.8, can you explain the

5(0Wer 1 e. regy; e'fect that motor speed has on the current?
srectre.r 1e curreyit. 'The erustiein of *lc adds tkzn.491% Ike field insluces a. back -voltage.

15.10 A dozen Christmas tree lights are connectel in series and
plu6,;ed into a 120-volt wall outlet.

104
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fait5rance is low15.11 Suppose we wanted to connect a dozen 10-watt lamps in
parallel, across a 120-volt line. What resistance must each lamp

a) If each lamp dissipated 10 watts of heat and light
energy, what is the current in the circuit? I amp

b) What is the resistance of each lamp? 10 'Arms
c) What would happen to these lamps if they were connected

in parallel across the 120-volt line? Why?Syrel. Out
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have in this case? To determine the resistance, proceed by
answering the following questions:

a) What current will there be in each lamp? 0.5 anie
b) What is the resistance of each lamp? 144.0 ohrms

Compare the total current for this string of 10-watt lamps with
the total current in the string of lamps in the previous question.

15.12 A man who built his own boat wanted to equip it with running
lights and an interior light, but was puzzled about whether he
should install a 6-volt system or a 12-volt system. He finally
decided to use the 12-volt system because he reasoned that for
a given power (wattage) of light he would have less heating losses
in the connecting wires if he used the higher voltage system.
Let us see if his reasoning is correct. Suppose that his interior
lamp is to be a 6-watt lamp. (A 6-watt lamp designed for use in
6-volt systems has a resistance of 6 ohms, but if designed for
use in 12-volt systems a lamp has a resistance of 24 ohms.) The
connecting wire has a resistance of 1/5 ohm.

a) If it were to operate at its full 6-watt rating, what tarn°, -12; amp
current would the lamp require in each of the two
systems?

b) If the currents calculated in (a) were the actual currents,
what power loss would there be in the connecting wires in 4 Immtl", ao watt
each case? Was his reasoning correct? Y8s.

c) Because of the resistance of the connecting wires, the
lamps described will not actually operate at full 0.97 awr, 0,1g waif', 5.6 watt
capacity. Recalculate parts (a) and (b) to determine
what would be the actual currents, power losses, and 0.5o amp, 0.05 watt, 6 watt
power consumptions of the lamps.

15.13 A transformer for an electric train is used to "step-down"
the voltage from 120 volts to 6 volts. The output power from the
secondary coil is not much less than the input power to the pri-
mary coil. Suppose the current in the primary coil were amp,

what would be the current in the secondary coil if the input power
and output power were the same? r- Camp

15.14 For a transformer, the ratio of the secondary voltage to the
primary voltage is the same as the ratio of the number of turns of
wire on the secondary coil to the number of turns of wire on the
primary coil. If a transformer were 100 per cent efficient, the
output power would equal the input power; assume such is the case
and derive an expression for the ratio of the secondary current
to the primary current in terms of the turn ratio. r5 =

rho Ns
15.15 On many transformers thicker wire is used for one of the

coils than for the other. Which would you expect has the thicker
wire, the low-voltage coil or the high-voltage coil? Low, because

of creator curinuA
15.16 Comment on the advisability of getting out of a car over

which a high-voltage power line has fallen. Multiple commutator segments of
Never touch car Arlo( cpnownc4 ot Sowne tiirjru! an automobile generator.

15.17 What factors made Edison's recommendation for dc for the
Niagara Falls system in error? urteg,epeotea cialliiine use, eta.

15.18 Write a report comparing the earliest electric automobiles
with those being developed now. ActiAi

15.19 What were some of the major effects of electricity on
society? DISGL455(on

15.20 It was stated on p. 85 that the output of a dc generator can t1
be made smoother by using multiple windings. If each of two loops
were connected to commutators as shown in the margin, what would
the output current of the generator be 1. o?
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Summar- 16

1

-Fa belief that all forces
16.1 Introduction, On April 11, 1846, a distinguished physicist, oftiodU e are connec ted leo(hon

Sir Charles Wheatstone, was scheduled to give a lecture at 5pet-tdate tilt (91,1t is atm.s
the Royal Institution in London. Michael Faraday, who fre-

"vd9ratiart of elec ric and r
frIeff6 Imes of Force. Maxwell

quently gave the Friday evening lectures at the Royal
defined and developed 1ti6 /44

Institution, was prepared to introduce Wheatstone to the niakerrtalieall
expectant audience of fashionable ladies and gentlemen. But eiectivmar 16 theor
at the last minute, just as Faraday and Wheatstone were about Charles Wheatstone (18

t
to enter the lecture hall, Wheatstone got stage fright, turned

made notable contributions to
the sciences of acoustics,

or uot
2-1875)

around and ran out into the street, Because Faraday felt

obliged to give the lecture himself we now have on record

some of Faraday's speculations which, as he later admitted,

he would never have made public had he not suddenly been

forced to speak for an hour.

light and vision, and electri-
city; he invented the telegraph
and the concertina.

Faraday, ordinarily so careful to confine his remarks to

his experiments and observations, used this occasion to dis-

close his speculations on the nature of light. They can best

be understood if we recognize that Faraday, like Oersted

before him, believed that all the forces of nature are some-

how connected. Electricity and magntism, for example, could

not be separate things that just happen to exist in the same

universe; they must really be different forms of the same

basic force. This metaphysical conviction, coming out of the

speculations of Schelling and other German nature philosophers

at the beginning of the nineteenth century, had inspired

Oersted to search in the laboratory for a connection between SG 161

electricity and magnetism. Eventually he found it in his

discovery that an electric current in a conductor turns a

nearby magnet. Faraday too, had been guided by a belief in

the unity of natural forces.

Could light also be considered another form of this basic

"force?" Or rather, to ask the question using more modern

terminology, is light a form of energy? If so,, scientists

should be able to demonstrate experimentally its connection

with other forms of energy such as electricity and magnetism.

Faraday did succeed in doing just this in 1845, when he showed

that light traveling through heavy glass had its plane of

polarization rotated by a magnetic field applied to the glass.

Having convinced himself by this experiment that there is

a definite connection between light and magnetism, Faraday

could not resist going one step further in his impromptu

lecture the following year. He suggested that perhaps light

itself is a vibration of magnetic lines of force. If two

charged or magnetized objects are connected by an electric

or magnetic line of force, then if one of them moves, a dis-

turbance would be transmitted along the line of force. As

A: Science stamps
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Faraday pointed out, if we assume that light waves are
vibrations of lines of force, then we do not need to imagi:le

that space is filled with an elastic substance, the ether,
in order to explain the propagation of light. The lines of
force could replace the ether, if we could show that lines
of force have the elastic properties needed for wave trans-
mission.

Faraday could not make this idea more precise because he
lacked the mathematical skill needed to prove that waves

could be propagated along lines of electric or magnetic
force. Other physicists in Britain and Europe who might
have been able to develop a mathematical theory of electro-
magnetic waves did not understand Faraday's concept of lines
of force, or at least did not consider them a good basis
for a mathematical theory. It was not until ten years later

that James Clerk Maxwell, a Scottish mathematical physicist
who had just completed his B. A, degree at Cambridge Univer-
sity, saw the value of the idea of lines of force and started
using mathematics to express Faraday's concepts,

16.2 Maxwell's formulation of the rincioles of electroma netism.
The work of Oersted, Ampere, Henry and Faraday established
two basic principles of electromagnetism:

The lines representing mag-
netic lines of force give
the direction of the force
on a magnetic north pole.

i.

-Vie fame onitle .5041 role ar
fine dtker end wIndd be oprogite
Co g .

The lines representing elec-
tric lines of force give the

direction of the force on a
positive charge.

108

1. An electric current in a conductor produces magnetic
lines of force that circle the conductor;

2. When a conductor moves across magnetic lines of force,

a current is induced in the conductor.

James Clerk Maxwell, in the 1860's, developed a mathemati-
cal theory of electromagnetism in which he generalized these

principles so that they applied to electric and magnetic
fields in conductors, in insulators, even in space free of
matter.

Maxwell proceeded by putting Faraday's theory of electri-
city and magnetism into mathematical form. In 1855, less
than two years after completing his undergraduate studies,
Maxwell presented to the Cambridge Philosophical Society a
lona paper entitled, "On Faraday's Lines of Force." Max4ell
dt _abed how these lines are constructed:

...if we commence at any point and draw a line so that,
as we go.along it. its direction at any point shall
always coincide with that cf the resultant force at
that point, this curve will indicate the direction of
that force for every point through which it passes,
and might be called on that account a line of force.
We might in the same way draw other lines of force,
till we had filled all space with curves indicating
by their direction that of the force at any assigned
point.
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Maxwell stated that his paper was designed "to show how, by

a strict application of the ideas and methods of Faraday,

the connection of the very different orders of phenomena

which he has discovered may be clearly placed before the

mathematical mind." In later papers during the next ten

years Maxwell created his own models of electric and mag-

netic induction, expressed these models in mathematical

form, and went on to add an entirely new idea of far-reaching

consequences: an electric field that is changing with time

generates a magnetic field. Not only currents in conductors,

but changing electric fields in insulators such as glass or

air or the ether are accompanied by magnetic fields.

It is one thing to accept this newly stated connection

between electric and magnetic fields; it is another task,

both harder and more fun, to understand the physical neces-

sity for such a connection. The next paragraphs are in-

tended to make it seem reasonable and to give some notion

how Maxwell came to propose that a changing electric field

is accompanied by a magnetic field.

An insulator (glass, wood, paper, rubber) contains equal

amounts of negative and positive charge (Sec. 14.3). In

the normal state these charges are distributed so that the

net charge in every large region of the material is zero.

When these charges are subjected to electrical forces by

placing the insulator in an electric field, the positive

charges are pushed in one direction, the negative in the

opposite direction. None of the charges in an insulating

material (in contrast to a conductor) is free to move

through the matter; the charges can only be displaced a

small distance before the restoring forces in the insula-

tor balance the force due to the electric field. The small

displacement of charges that accompanies a changing electric

field in an insulator constitutes a current. This current

Maxwell called the displacement current. Maxwell assumed

that this displacement current is just as effective in pro-

ducing a magnetic field as a conduction current of the same

magnitude. In an insulator the current of charges undergoing

a displacement is directly proportional to the rate at which

the electric field is changing in time. Thus the magnetic

field that circles the displacement current can be considered

a consequence of the time-varying electric field. If it is

assumed that this model developed for matter can be applied

to space free of matter (an apparently absurd idea that works)

it follows that, under all circumstances an electric field

that is changing with time generates a magnetic field.

Summar-Li 16 p
Maxwell exlencied electromagnetic

-t) include two pnnupfes- :Plat
under all orcurrgrarice_s (1)

a chaYuyn9 trza9nigic- (d pro-
duces- an electric , (a) a
chan9in9 electric cteld produces

na9neIla field .

See Maxwell's discussion "On the
Induction of Electric Currents"
in Protect Physics Reader 4.

+

+

When an electric field is
established in an insulating
material, the + and - charges,
which are bound to one another,
are displaced. The displace-
ment constitutes a current.
(+ charges are represented by
dots, and - charges by shaded
circles.)
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In developing his electromagnetic theory Maxwell

devised a mechanical model that provided the connections
among the electrical and magnetic quantitiea observed
experimentally by

Faraday and others.

Maxwell expressed

the operation of the

model in a group of

equations. He found

that his model and

the equations repre-

senting the model

suggested effects

that had not yet

been observed, such

as the magnetic

field of a displace-

ment current. Once

he found the sought-

Mas,,111 hi, :,,hdaicAl
Aqh1 of lift ethkr. lho na,Ifvfic 1i it

1 t «1 1, r Id( )

(hexa u t , ti t

h +t- Ar, row d t1I
for relations between Ln,.

the electric and magnetic fields, he was free to discard
the mechanical model.

The intricate models devised by Maxwell and other
British physicists were considered inappropriate, or
worse, by many French scientists. Pierre Duhem, for
example, remarked a.ter reading about these models, "We
thought we were entering the tranquil and neatly ordered
abode of reason, but we find ourselves in a factory."

Maxwell later described the route he had followed
from experiments, to a mechanical model, to a mathemati-
cal theory. In his paper of 1864 that summarized 1.4.s

work on electromagnetism, he wrote:

I have on a former occasion attempted to describe
a .articular kind of motion and a particular kind
of strain, so arranged as to account for the phe-
nomena. In the present pdper I avoid any hypothe-
sis of this kind; and in using such words as
electric momentum and elasticity in reference to
the known phenomena of the induction of currents
and the [displacement of charge in insulators], I
wish merely to direct the mind of the reader to
mechanical phenomena which will assist him in un-
derstanding the electrical ones. All such phrases
in the present paper are to be considered illus-
trative not as explanatory.

According to Maxwell's theory, the basic principles
of electromagnetism must be expanded to include the
following:

1. A changing electric field produces a magnetic

When the electric field -E. between a pair of charged
plates,starts to increase in intensity, a magnetic
field B .ts induced. The faster E changes, the more
intense B is. When g diminishes, a g field is
again induced, in the opposite direction.
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field. The induced magnetic feld vector B is at right

angles to the electric field vector E. The magnitude

of g depends on position and on the rate at which E is

changing. (See the diagrams on the opposite page.)

2. A changing magnetic field produces an electric

field. The induced electric field vector E is at right

angles to the magnetic field vector B. The magnitude

of E depends on position and on the rate at which u is

changing. (See the diagrams on this page.)

As an illustration of the first principle, consider

a pair of conducting plates connected-to a source of

current. As charges are moved onto the plates through

the conductors connecting them to the source, the elec-

tric field in the space between the plates changes with

time. This changing electric field produces a magnetic

field that varies with distance from the region between

the plates.

The first principle was a new prediction of Maxwell's.

Previously it was thought that the only current that pro-

duced a magnetic field was the current in a conductor.

The additional magnetic field that Maxwell said would

arise from a changing electric field is so small in com-

parison tc. the magnetic field produced by the current

in the conductors that it was not possible to measure

it directly. But, as we shall see, Maxwell predicted

consequences that could be tested.

As an illustration of the second principle, which was

known before Maxwell's work, consider the changing mag-

netic field produced by, say, increasing the current in

an electromagnet. This changing magnetic field induces

an electric field in the region around the magnet. If

a conductor is aligned in the direction of the induced

electric field, the free charges in the conductor will

move under its influence, producing a current in the

direction of the induced field. This electromagnetic

induction was discovered experimentally and explained

by Faraday.

To see how Maxwell's ideas were tested we must con-

sider his prediction of waves of a new type electro-

magnetic waves.

CO What did Maxwell propose is generated by a changing

electric field?

Q2 What is a displacement current?

(13 What did Maxwell's model help him find?

Tie r
field is
induced

0019
, when
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maximum
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When the magnetic field B between the poles of an (1161

electromagnet starts to increase, an electric field

g is igduced. Thefaster g changes the more in-
tense E is. When B diminishes, an t. field is again
induced, in the opposite direction.
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See "The Relationship of Elec-
tricity and hagnetism" in
Protect Plysics Reader 4,

16.3 The propagation of electromagnetic waves. Suppose we create,
in a certain region of space, electric and magnetic fields
that change with time. Accord2ng to Maxwell's theory, when
we create an electric field E that is different at different
times, this field will induce a magnetic field i that varies
with time and with distance from the region where we created
the changing electric field. In addition, the magnetic field
that is changing with time induces an electric field that
changes with time and with distance from the region where we
created the magnetic field.

Actually, the electric and
magnetic field changes occur
together, much like the "action"
and "reaction" of Newton's
third law,

Surnrnarci 16.3
he recOnnal induckin eiectr. along the rope. Dropping a pebble into a pond produces aand rnoa.piel7c cretds results rn

zel t...;41 a

electro-
yr.acraiTC vave -5 t th disturbance that moves away from the source as a result oftria

spe4.4.4 whack Maxwell calculokd the action of one part of the water on the neighboring parts.
fa.) be enuod,v4ittlinte e,Teri_ Time-varying electric and magnetic fields produce a disturb-
mem141 uncerlawity,16, Itie speed ance that moves away from the source as the varying fields

in one region create varying fields in neighboring regions.

is

I
I 0

This reciprocal induction of time- and space-changing

electric and magnetic fields makes possible the following
unending sequence of events. A time-varying electric field
in one region produces a time- and space-varying magnetic
field at points near this region. This magnetic field pro-
duces a time- and space-varying electric field in the sur-
rounding space. This electric field, in turn, produces
time- and space-varying magnetic fields in its neighborhood,
and so on. An electromagnetic disturbance 'nitlated at one
location by vibrating charges as in a light source or the
transmitter of a radio or television station, can travel to
distant points through the mutual generation of the electric
and magnetic fields. The electric and magnetic fields "join
hands," so to speak, and "march off" through space in the
form of an electromagnetic wave.

In Chapter 12 it was shown that waves occur when a

disturbance created in one region produces at a later time
a disturbance in adjacent regions. Snapping one end of a

rope produces, through the action of one part of the rope

on the other, a displacement at later times at points further

or / igkr.

As was stated in Unit 3,
page 118, the speed of propa-
gation depends on both the
stiffness and density of the
medium;

where v is tLe wave speed, E is
the elasticity (measure of stiff-
ness), and d is the density.

1)59 Mt0rowave,s
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What determines the speed with which the electromagnetic
waves travel? In the case of waves in a rope, or in water,

the speed of propagation is determined by the stiffness, or

force which a displaced part of the material exerts on adja-

cent parts, and by the density o. the material. Speed in-

creases with increasing stiffness, but decreases with increas-
ing density. Indeed the same relation between wave speed,

stiffness, and density holds for both of these mechcnical

wave motions, and for many other types of waves. Maxvell,
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1.41 Stand:v:9 efecti-o-
rna9rtertc- waves

-F3+ C-tectromacyle1i6
waves.

The actual experiment involved
discharging a Leyden jar through
a sensitise moving-coil meter.
One calculation of the amount of
charge is made from the electric
force exerted on a sphere charged
from the Leyden jar, The second
calculation is made from the de-
flection of the moving coil in
the field of the meter's perma-
nent magnet as the Leyden jar
is discharged through it.
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assuming that this relation would hold for electromagnets:

waves, proceeded to compute the stiffness and density of
electric and magnetic fields propagating through the ether.

The hard problem was to find values for these two properties
of the electric and magnetic fields.

Maxwell made his calculations in the following way. First,
he showed that the part of the model that gives stiffness to
the mechanism is the part that is analogous to the electric
field. The part that determines the density is the part that
is analogous to the magnetic field. Next, he proved mathe-

matically that the ratio of these two factors, which deter-
mines the wave speed, is independent of the strength of the
fields. Finally, Maxwell demonstrated a remarkable property
of these electric and magnetic fields: the ratio of stiffness
to density, and hence the speed of the waves, is r her zero
nor infinite, the extreme values one might expect space
empty of matter, but a definite quantity that can be measured
in the laboratory. Quite a trip from rotating rods and ball
bearings to waves that travel through space free of matter!

Maxwell showed how the speed of electromagnetic waves
could be calculated from laboratory experiments in which the
same quantity of electric charge is measured by two different
methods. One of the methods makes use of the Coulomb force
that is proportional to the magnitude of the charge (F a q).
The other method makes use of the magnetic force exerted on
a charge moving in a magnetic field the force that is
proportional to the product of the magnitude of the charge
and its speed (F = qv). The two calculated values fo-
the charge are in different units, and their ratio has
the units of speed.

The necessary measurements had been performed in Germany
five years earlier by Weber and Kohlrausch. Using their
values Maxwell calculated that the speed of electromagnetic
waves should be 310,740,000 meters per second He was imme-
diately struck by the fact that this large number was very
close to another speed well known in physics. In 1849
Fizeau had measured the speed of light and obtained a value
of 314,858,000 meters per second. The close similarity

between these two numbers was, Maxwell felt, more than coin-
cidence. It could have been a chance occurrence, but
Maxwell, with faith in the rationality of nature, believed
that there must be a deep underlying reason for these two
numbers being the same, within the limits of experimental
error. The critical significance for physics was obvious
at once to him, and he wrote:



16.3

The velocity of the transverse undulations in our
hypothetical medium, calculated from the electro-
magnetic experiments of MM. Kohlrausch and Weber,
agrees so exactly with the velocity of light cal-
culated from the optical experiments of M. Fizeau, Maxwell had shown that i and i

that we can scarcely avoid the inference that are perpendicular to each other

light consists in the transverse undulations of and to the direction of props-

the same medium which is the cause of electric and gation of the wave. In the

magnetic phenomena.
terminology of Chapter 12, elec-
tromagnetic waves are transverse;

By means of his generalized principles of electromagnetism,
and as we noted in Chapter 13,
it was knotm that light waves

Including the new idea that changing electric fields produce are also transverse.

magnetic fields, Maxwell showed that electric and magnetic

fields can propagate together as waves in space. The speed

of propagation is the same as the speed of light.

Maxwell had not anticipated this agreement. In late 1861,

he wrote in a letter to his friend Lord Kelvin:

I made out the equations before I had any suspicion
of the nearness between the two values of the velocity
of propagation of magnetic effects and that of light,
so that I think I have reason to believe that the
magnetic and luminiferous media are identical.

Realizing the great significance of his discovery, Maxwell

turned his efforts to making the theory mathematically elegant

and freeing it from his admittedly artificial model. In 1865,

after he had shorn that the equations of his theory could be

derived from his general principles of electromagnetism with-

out relying on spacial mechanical assumptions, Maxwell wrote

to his cousin, Charles Cay:

I have also a paper afloat, with an electromagnetic
theory oi light, which, till I am convinced to the
contrary, I hold to be great guns.

The synthesis of electromagnetism and optics was a great

event in physics. In fact, physics had known no greater time

since the 1680's when New..3n was doing his monumental work

on mechanics. Although Maxwell's electromagnetic theory grew

up in Maxwell's mind in a Newtonian framework, it leapt out

of that framework and became the second great general physical

theory, a theory independent of its mechanical origins. Like

Newtonian mechanics Maxwell's electromagnetic field theory

was spectacularly successful. We will see something of that

success in the next few sections. The success went in two

different directions: the practical and the conceptual. Prac-

tically it led to a whole host of modern developments, such

as radio and television, On the conceptual level it led to

a whole new way of viewing the universe. The universe was

not a Newtonian machine of whirling parts; it included fields

and energies that no machine could duplicate. As we will

not,, later, Maxwell's work led almost directly to the special

theory of relativity, and other physical theories were nour-

The magnetic and luminiferous
media were those ethers supposed
to be responsible for transmit-
ting, respectively, magnetic
forces and light.
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For a general survey of the
development c,f physical ideas
leading up to Maxwell's theory,
see the article by Einstein
and Infeld, "The Electromagnetic
Field," in Project Physics
Reader 4.

16.4

ished by it, Maxwell's field theory not only synthesized
electromagnetism and light, but provided a new way of looking
at the world that made possible the flowering of physics in
the twentieth century.

What ratio did Maxwell use in calculating the speed of
electromagnetic waves?

What discovery did he make upon calculating this speed?

16.4 Hertz's experiments. Did Maxwell's theoretical result estab-
5unnmnarj 16 4- lash that light actually does consist o.'" electromagnetic

14erti,Unn. anindUChoin waves, or even that electromagnetic waves exist at all? No,69(4 and spark 9040, sutcogeow in Most other physicists remained skeptical for several years.5erieriatri5 and detect-4;19 elea-o-
The fact that the ratio of two quantities determined by elec-mna9nehr, waves, He rnectsumd the
trical experiments came out equal to the speed of lightspeed oirthexe waveS,5111.4e4

thew frirerf certainly suggested that there is some connection between-emvIce and tie wall
to are reflected , nairracted and electricity and light; no one seriously argued that it wasrotarlied.lk t its Watt

/
he demon- only a coincidence. But stronger evidence wai needed before667-0:4 Fiat Heell home pram)

the rest of Maxwell's theory, with its mysterious displace -properties charceeristfc op 19ht
ment current, could be accepted,wavers. Nert* experii-rents were

decisive in brin.9429 scientists to
accept Maxwells erectrorna9oetic.-
Meld 'theory
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What further evidence would be sufficient to persuade
physicists that Maxwell's theory was correct? Maxwell
showed that his theory could explain all the known facts
about electricity, magnetism and light. But so could
other theories. To a modern physicist who has learned
Maxwell's theory from recent textbooks, the other theories
that were proposed in the nineteenth century would allE 3 8 Waves modulai(on, seem much more complicated and artificial. But at the
time, Maxwell's theory used the strange idea of fields and
was difficult to understand. On the basis of simplicity
Maxw,>11's theory could not win out in the minds of those
physicists who were not accustomed to thinking in terms of
fields. It could only be accepted in preference to other
theories if it could be used to predict some rew property
of electromagnetism or light.

compritAnicairon.

Maxwell himself made two such predictions from his theory.
Unfortunately, he did not live to see them verified experi-
mentally, for he died in 1879 at the age of 48.

Maxwell's most important prediction was that electromag-
netic waves of many different frequencies could exist. All
such waves would be propagated through space at the speed of
light. Light itself would correspond to waves of only a
small range of frequencies, from 4 x 1014 cycles/sec to
7 x 1014 cycles/sec--frequencies

that happen to be detectable
by the human eye.



To test this prediction,

apparatus that could produce and detect electromagnetic

waves of other frequencies than those of light. This was

it was necessary to Invent

164

An elect-cc current osoillating at a
verl high frequency imixeerna
Fields fat are lart3e compared

-the OrcCnarti IINA9n46 fleic( or the
1886, currevit. /30. ctrciA ro proolu-e such

sparking of ht h frequenl osaatenswwe net
aVailal9le Mioivvefg- lime .

some

first done by the German physicist Heinrich Hertz. In

Hertz noticed a peculiar effect produced by the

IC

an induction coil. It had already been observed by other

scientists that sparks sometimes jumped through the air

between the terminals of an induction coil. You will recall

(Chapter 15) that an induction coil can be used to produce

high voltages if there are many more turns of wire on one

side than the other. Ordinarily, air does not conduct

electricity, but when there is a very large potential dif-

ference between two wires a short distance apart, a conduct-

ing pathway may be formed momentarily by ionization of the

air molecules,, and a short burst of electricity may pass

through. We see a spark as visible evidence of this quick

motion of charge. Hertz observed that when a piece of wire

was bent around so that there was a short gap between its

two ends, and held near an induction coil, a spark would jump

across the air gap in the wire when a spark jumped across

the terminals of the induction coil.

Each spark produced by an induction coil is actually a

series of many sparks

the terminals. Hertz

changing the size and

jumping rapidly back and forth between

could control the jumping frequency by

shape of the 16-inch square plates he

used for terminals. He reasoned that as the sparks jump back

and forth they must be setting up rapidly changing electric

and magnetic fields in the air gap, and these fields, accord-

ing to Maxwell's theory, will propagate through space as elec-

tromagnetic waves. (The frequency of the waves will be the

same as the jumping frequency of the sparks.)

B

Starting and stopping the cur-
rent in coil A with a vibrating
switch produces a rapidly chang-
ing magnetic field in the iron
core. This rapidly changing
field induces high voltage peaks
in the many-turn coil B.

eVeAtit.ni Spa/ A

When the electromagnetic waves pass over the air gap in

the bent piece of wire, they will set up rapidly changing

electric and magnetic fields there. A strong electric field

produces a spark in the air gap, just as a field originally

produced a spark between the terminals of the induction

Since the field is rapidly changing, sparks will jump back

and forth between the two ends of the wire. This wire

serves as a detector of the electromagnetic waves generated

by the induction coil.

If Hertz's interpretation of his experiment is correct,

and if the detector is really receiving electromagnetic

waves which have traveled through space from the induction

coil, then there must be a short time delay between the two

sparks. The spark in the detector cannot occur at exactly

Ihe. radio and televistort "state." produce-al btu spark,i-wpi rn electrical areilainces- anc4 in
frequeerj osoillatibric occur in sparks

coi 1. -The de'ciirt) loop mast be resonant
at 'Ike scone freittertc9 445*
9,coorator cowl lie in a plane
parallel to tte 9erteraiiiT Dar.

A- A recorded researck report

9nitiOn of passir-9 cars show Wiat
117
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Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894) was
born in Hamburg, Germany. Dur-
ing his youth he was mainly in-
terested in languages and the
humanities but became interested
in science after a grandfather
gave him some apparatus. Hertz
did simple experiments in a
small laboratory which he had
fitted out in his home. After
completing secondary school (and
a year of military service) he
undertook the serious study of
mathematics and physics at the
University of Berlin in 1878.
In 1883 he devoted himself to
the study of electromagnetism,

including the recent work of
Maxwell. Two years later he
started his famous experiments
on electromagnetic waves. Dur-
ing the course of this work,
Hertz made another discovery
the photoelectric effect
which has had profound influ-
ence on modern physics. We shall
study this effect in Chapter 18
(Unit 5),

'The Crookes radtometr(UriIt 3 5tRdertt Kanoli000k)Mar rotates where diumtriatoxiis act a denim,' sliza-tion or
eat:Gat-1'On pressure
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the same instant as the spark in the induction
coil because

it takes a little time for the wave to go from one place to
the other.

In 1888, Hertz was able to measure the speed of these
electromagnetic waves and found that this: speed, as Maxwell
had predicted, is just the speed of light.

In subsequent
experiments, Hertz showed that the electro-

magnetic radiation from his induction coil has all the usual
properties of light waves. It can be reflected at
face of a wall and by metallic conductors, and the
incidence is equal to the angle of reflection (see
The electromagnetic radiation can be focussed by a

the sur-

angle of

Sec. 13.3).

concave
metallic mirror. It shows diffraction effects when it passes
through an opening in a screen. It is refracted in passing
through prisms of glass, wood, plastic and other non-conduct-
ing material.

Hertz's experiments provided dramatic confirmation of
Maxwell's electromagnetic theory. They showed that electro-
magnetic waves actually exist, that they travel with the
speed of light and that they have the familiar characteristics
of light. There was now rapid acceptance of Maxwell's theoryby mathematical physicists, who applied it with great successto the detailed analysis of a wide range of phenomena.

Maxwell also predicted that electromagnetic waves will
exert a pressure on any surface that reflects or absorbs
them. This pressure is very small, and experimentally itis extremely difficult to distinguish it from the pressure
caused by air currents set up by heating of the surface thatabsorbs the waves. The technical

difficulties involved intesting this prediction were not solved until 1899, when
Lebedev in Russia and two years later, Nichols and Hull in
the United States finally confirmed the existence of radia-tion pressure. They found that this pressure has exactlythe value predicted by Maxwell's theory.

Thus, at the end of the nineteenth century, Maxwell's
electromagnetic theory stood on the same level as Newton's
laws of mechanics, as an established part of the foundations
of physics.

Q6 What prediction of Maxwell's
was verified by Hertz?

Q7
waves?

What did Hertz use as a detector of electromagnetic

Q8 What second prediction
of Maxwell's was later confirmed?

Misread or oscillatei3 sparks,modern electronic c.4rcuits
produce oscittdrin9 currents.

CbiterWICt



See article ort"frficrowave Oplics"
bij C. L. Andrews 11-1 the "Febrvarl 1967

15StAe, Of The PhsicsTecAcher,p. 55.

Electromagnetic radiation
of a few centimeters wave-
length is produced by
oscillating electric
fields inside the metal
horn. Experiments with
this radiation show phe-
nomena similar to those
observed for water and
sound waves. Below are
actual measurements of
the intensity of a stand-
ing interference pattern
in front of a flat re-
flecting surface. All
these experiments can be
done in your laboratory
period.



The frequency unit "cycles/sec"

is being replaced by the equiv-
alent unit, the "Hertz." You
will sometimes see the forms
106 Hertz, 106 cycles/sec, 103

kilocycles/sec, 1 megacycle/sec:
all signifying the same fre-
quency. Some FM radio stations
now regularly give their fre-
quencies in megahertz.

VI,EC'VE%cy

)

A. C. f'04/tie

16.5 The electromagnetic spectrum. Hertz used radiation with a

wavelength of about 1 meter, about a million times the wave-
length of visible light. You might now ask: is this an iso-
lated set of wavelengths or a small segment of a spectrum of
much greater extent? Experiments show that there is a wide
and continuous variation in the wavelength and frequency)
of electromagnetic waves; the entire possible range is called
the electromagnetic spectrum. A range of frequencies from
a,,out 1 cycle/sec to 1025 cycles/sec, corresponding to a
wavelength range from about 108 meters to 10-17 meters, has
been studied and many frequency regions have been put to
practical use.

Light, heat, radio waves and x rays are names given to
certain regions in the electromagnetic spectrum. Each of
these names denotes a region in which radiation is produced
or observed in a particular way. For example, light may be
perceived through its effect on the retina of the eye, but
to oetect radio waves we need electronic equipment to select
and amplify the signal. The named regions overlap; for
example, some radiation is called "ultraviolet" or "x-ray"
depending on how it is produced.
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All the waves in the electromagnetic spectrum, although
produced and detected in various ways, behave as predicted
by Maxwell's theory. All electromagnetic waves travel through
space at the same speed, the speed of light. They all carry
energy; when they are absorbed the absorber is heated.

Electromagnetic radiation, whatever its frequency, can be
eAittee only by a process in which energy is supplied to
the source of radiation. There is now overwhelming evidence

that electromagnetic radiation originates from accelerated
charges. This acceleration may be produced in many ways:
by heating materials to increase the vibrational energy of
charged particles, by varying the charge on an electric

conductor (an antenna), or by causing a stream of charged
particles to change its direction. In these and other

processes the work done by the force applied to the electric
charges becomes the energy of radiation.

e(earornacyletk,
spectrum

See "The Electronic Revolution"
in Project Physics Reader 4.

Summary 16.5
Electr'orgra nelic waves viilk frequencies -From 1 -- 10.25 cycles ( sec have been studied aid put120 or uses. :DIFFererit ranges; or frequency , many overlarrn are, given diff'exentnames (r io infrared, , ulfr2violet x ram, sarrrn a rail) M op -the behavior/he se waves is predieted b.9 Maxwells eledrroKna7zelic: -frei rneor



In December Pio( Cici9fie,bIllo Marconi successAll Mee-Peat radio waves sakt" from
ictiewroundland la Irelana. Marron( showed that 6,9 distance radio comnicolicailan
is possible and revealed previaushl unsusoccti2(
Payers or e(ect-rio cllarcje 07 Ae upper atmosphere:

Radio. Electromagnetic waves of frequencies

of 104 to 107 cycles/sec are efficiently reflec-

ted by electrically charged layers in the upper

atmosphere. This reflection makes it possible

for radio waves to be detected at great dis-

tances from the source. Radio signals have

wavelengths from tens to thousands of meters.

Such waves can easily diffract around relatively small obsta-

cles such as trees or buildings, but large hills and moun-

tains may cast severe shadows.

IC 5 See note On page t33

concerning De- Forest.

,;54,11011111Me.4.Z

refo'

Radio waves that can traverse large distances, either

directly or by relay, are very useful for conveying infor-

mation. Communication is accomplished by changing the signal

in some way following an agreed code that can be deciphered

by the recipient. The first radio communication was achieved

by turning the signal on and off in the agreed pattern of the

Morse code. Later the amplitude of the signal was varied in

accordance with the tones of speech or music. Still later

the frequency of the signal was varied. In broadcast radio

and television the decoding is done in the receiver and the

loudspeaker or TV picture tube, so that the message takes

the same form at the receiver that it had at the transmitter.

Because electromagnetic signals can interfere with one

another it is necessary to limit their transmission. The

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) controls radio

transmission and other means of international communication.

Within the United States, the Federal Communications Commis-

sion (FCC) is the government agency that regulates radio

transmission. In order to reduce the interference of one

signal with another, the FCC assigns suitable frequencies to

radio stations, limits their power or sometimes the power

radiated in particular directions, and often restricts the

hours of transmission.

Television and radar. Television and FM broadcasting

stations operate at frequencies of about 108 cycles/sec or

wavelengths of about one meter. These frequencies are not

reflected by the layers of electric charge in the upper at-

mosphere; the signals travel in nearly

straight lines and pass into space instead

of following the curvature of the earth.

Coaxial cables or relay stations are neces-

sary to transmit signals between points on

the earth separated by more than about 50

miles. Signals can be transmitted from one

continent to another by relay satellites.

A.i important principle in radio frartsrrit'sscOrt and detecUrt
fiat of ihe resonant or Timed" corx.iit, Reference -0 this

can be found in the "f?adtO Amateur's Handbook " or basic
Itxts listed mast radio suppl.9 cata(osuer, e9., Allied i?adc.o.

V.0
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A Looking to.iidle
a radio -tube

carrier wave
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AM: information conveyed
by amplitude modulation
(variation) of the carrier

11'

141,J o

FM: information conveyed

by frequency modulation
(variation) of the carrier
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Satellites are used to relay
microwaves all over the world.
The microwaves can carry TV or
telephone information.

ANLIAgimonmr
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11r-
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I

A photo taken in Utah with film
sensitive only to infrared.
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These meter wavelength signals io not pass around objects,
such as cars, ships, or aircraft( which have dimensions of
several meters. The interference with the direct waves that
results from reflection of these waves by passing airplanes
can produce a very noticeable and annoying movement and
flicker of the television r,icture. Signals of wavelength

from one meter down to as s:1-..rt as one millimeter are used
to detect aircraft and ships. If the transmission takes

the form of pulses, the time from the radiation of a pulse
to the reception of its echo measures the distance of the
reflect.ng object. This techniciue is called RAdio Detection
And Ranging, or RADAR. When a large antenna is used with

waves of very short wavelength, a sharp beam like that of
a searchlight can be produced. From the reflection of a

sharp beam that is pulsed both the direction and distance
of an object can be measured.

Infrared radiation, Electromagnetic waves with wave-
lengths from 10-1 to 10-4 meters are often called microwaves.
It is difficult to construct circuits that oscillate at

frequencies nigh enough to produce these waves. However,

electromagnetic waves shorter than about 10-4 meters are
emitted copiously by the atoms of hot bodies. This "radiant
heat" is usually called infrared, because most of the energy
is in the wavelengths slightly longer than the red end of
the visible band of radiation. While associated mainly with
heat radiation, they do have some properties which are the
same as those of visible light. the shorter infrared waves
affect specially treated photographic film, and photographs

taken with infrared radiation show some interesting effects.

Since scattering by small particles in the atmosphere is
very much less for long wavelengths (Sec. 13.6), infrared
will penetrate smoky ;laze dense enough to block visible lignt.

Visible light. The visual receptors in the human eye are
sensitive to electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths
between about 7 x 30-7 and 4 , 10-7 meters. Radiation of
these wavelengths is usually called "light," or more
explicitly, "visible light." The peak sensitivity of the

5E,Q5Invivv
0,- »a EvE,

NEc7r/VE
Dtt TRifiur ^)
..501,401:+r
r V++..1

-X. --/ .
.

4 5- E z keAreie 4 r 6 ? Wirlekrs
eye is in the green and yellow, roughly the same as the
peak of solar radiation wAich reaches the earth's surface.
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Ultraviolet light. Electromagnetic waves shorter than

the visible violet are called ultraviolet. The ultraviolet

region of the spectrum is of great interest to the spectro-

scopist because it includes the radiation characteristic of

many kinds of atoms. Of more general interest is its abil-

ity to cause many kinds of photochemical reactions in which

radiant energy is converted directly into chemical energy.

Typical of these reactions are those which occur in silver

bromide in the photographic process, in the production of

ozone in the upper atmosphere and in the production of the

dark pigment, known as melanin, in the skin.

X rays. This radiation (wavelengths from about 10-8

meters to 10-17 meters) is commonly produced by the sudden

deflection or stopping of electrons when they strike a metal

target. The maximum frequency of the radiation generates is

determined by the energy with which the electrons strike the

target, which is determined by the voltage through which

they are accelerated (Sec. 14.8). So the maximum frequency

increases with the accelerating voltage. The "harder" the

x rays (the higher the frequency), the greater is their

penetration of matter. The distance of penetration also

depends on the nature of the material penetrated. X rays

are quite readily absorbed by bone (which contains calcium),

whereas they pass much more readily through lower density

organic matter (such as flesh) containing mainly the light

atoms hydrogen, carbon and oxygen. This fact, combined with

the ability of x rays to affect a photographic plate, leads

to some of the medical uses of x-ray photography. Because

x rays can damage living cells they should be used with

great caution and only by trained technicians. Same kinds

of diseased cells are injured more easily by x rays than are

healthy cells, and so carefully controlled x-ray beams can

be used in therapy to destroy cancer or other harmful cells.

X rays produce interference effects in a special type of

reflection which occurs when they fall on a crystal, in

which atoms and molecules are arranged in a regular pattern

Successive reflections from crystal planes (parallel planes

containing substantial numbers of atoms) lead to an inter-

ference pattern which can be used in either of two ways.

If the spacing of the atoms in the crystal is known, the

wavelength of the x rays can be calculated. Conversely,

if the x-ray wavelength is known, the distance between

crystal planes, and thus the structure of the crystalline

substance, can be determined. X rays are now widely used

by chemists and mineralogists seeking information about

crystal structure.

An x-ray photo of a
chambered nautilus
sea shell.

The basis for 1tiis is, of course,
that the citstance beiWeer, mole-
culas is rouli /fie same as the

W Cult- ( &IS 10 meters).
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Longer wavelength radiations such as radio and
infrared ,re able to penetrate interstellar dust.
Radio telescopes come in a great variety of
shapes and sizes. Above is shown the huge
Arecibo telescope in Puerto Rico; it has a fixed
reflector but a moveable detector unit. To the
right are a photograph and a diagram of a pre-
cise steerable antenna, the Haystack antenna in
Massachusetts. Informatim collected with this
instrument at 3.7 cm wavelength led to the upper
contour map at right. This map of radio bright-
ness is of the portion of the sky around the
center of our g4laxy; the area covered is about
that of the full moon. The infrared brightness
of the same portion of sAy is shown in the
bottom contour map.
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The glow in the photcgraph is
caused when gamma rays emitted
by radioactive cobalt

cylinders interact with 16.6
the surrounding pool of
water.
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Maxwel' skill at apliairnathe-

ceived rriechartica( models was
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success. Magwd4( arnfrimpieri

nnaticial al2sli-actions - con-

value of working at both IGurop,
and experirnint and the
moortince or llie ki5torioal

Stsriificant Wonky of sciance.

"A great French philosopher;
one or Masa who have most
complete9 fattionted Motxwell.4
work , said 1(2 me once, '../-
rmiderstand everythin9 irrAe
book except what is mead'
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djart
elecrric, chargedbo."
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Gamma rays. The gamma-ray region of the electromagnetic
spectrum coincides with the x-ray region. Gamma radiation
is emitted by the unstable nuclei of natural or artificial
radioactive materials. We shall return to considering
gamma rays in Unit 6.

(":9 Why are radio waves not much affected by obstacles such astrees or buildings?

010 Why are relay stations often needed in transmitting tele-vision signals?

011 How is the frequency of x rays related to their penetration
of matter?

012 How do the wa-elengths used in
RADAR compare to the wave-lengths of visible light?

013 How does the production of x rays differ from that of
gamma rays?

Maxwell: intellectual characteristics and attitudes. The
capacity of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory to relate di-
verse discoveries over the broad frequency range of the
electromagnetic spectrum is striking evidence of the import-
ance and scope of his accomplishment. Let ns consider some
of the qualities of Maxwell's intellect that contributed to
his success in carrying t'-rough his grand work.

Maxwell's way of thinking about scientific problems was
an effective Joining of the concrete with the abstract. He
was quick to see and grasp the essential physical features
of the problems he attacked. His Intuition developed from
a practice he began as a boy of studying the operation of
mechanisms, from a toy top to a commercial steam engine,
until he had satisfied his curiosity about how they worked.
On the abstract side, his formal studies, begun at the
Academy in Edinburgh and continued through his work dS an
undergraduate at Cambridge, gave Maxwell experience in using
mathematics to develop useful parallels among apparently
unrelated occurrences.

Within two years -after receiving his bachelor's degree,
Maxwell demonstrated his exceptional ability to fuse these
two elements. His paper "On Faraday's Lines of Force"
gave mathematical form to a physical model. His prize-
winning essay "On the Stability of the Motion of Saturn's
Rings" was a mathematical analysis of several mechanical
models by which hn proved that only one model of the ring
material could account for the stability of the rings.

Although Maxwell's theories were his greatest contributions
to science, by (lid important experimental work on color, on
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James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) was
born in Edinburgh, Scotland in the
same year Faraday discovered electro-
magnetic induction. Unlike Faraday,
Maxwell came from a well-off family,
and was educated at the Edinbuigh
Academy and the University of Edinburgh.
He showed a lively interest in how
things happened when he was scarcely
three years old. As a child he con-
stantly asked, "What's the go of
that?". While Maxwell was still at
the Edinburgh Academy, he wrote a
paper on "Oval Curves," and a sum-
mary of this paper was published in
the Proceedings of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh when he was only fourteen
years old. By the time he was
seventeen he had published three papers
on the rr-,ults of his original research.
In 1850 he went to the University of
Cambridge in England. In 1856 he
became Professor of Physics at the
University of Aberdeen in Scotland.
He was one of the main contributors
to the kinetic theory 'f gases and to
two other important branches of
physics, statistical machines and
thermodynamics. His greatest achieve-
ment was his electromagnetic theory.
Recause of his tremendous contributions,
Maxwell is generally regarded as the
greatest physicist between the time
of Isaac Newton and that of Albert
Einstein.
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See "James Clerk Maxwell, Part II"
and "Maxwell's Letters: A Collec-
tion" in Project Physics Reader 4.
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the viscosity of gases, and in electricity and magnetism.
Maxwell was a strong believer in the value to the scientist

of working at both theory and experiment.

There is no more powerful method for introducing
knowledge into the mind than that of presenting
it in as many different ways as we cans When the
ideas, after entering through different gateways,
effect a junction in the citadel of the m4nd, the
position they occupy becomes impregnable. ...It
is therefore natural to expect that the knowledge
of physical science obtained by the combined use
of mathematical analysis and experimental research
will be of a more solid, available, and enduring
kind than that possessed by the mere mathematician
or the mere experimenter.

In addition to working at physics itself, Maxwell was an
active analyst of the methods of scientists and of the ways
in which scientific knowledge progresses. He recommended

the historical study of original works of science, believing
that

It is of great advantage to the student of any
subject to read the original memoirs on that
subject, for science is always most completely
assimilated when it is in the nascent state...

Many of Maxwell's papers begin with reviews of earlier

work that show the care with which he studied the history
of his subject. Maxwell asserted that it was important for

the scientist to know, through examples, the value of dif-

ferent scientific methods. In addition to studying proce-

dures that have succeeded, the scientist should study those
that have failed.

But the history of science is not restricted to
the enumeration of successful investigations.
It has to tell of unsuccessful inquiries, and to
explain why some of the ablest men have failed
to find the key to knowledge, and how the reputa-
tion of others has only given a firmer footing
to the errors into which they fell.

At a time when other physical scientists were saying that
a mechanical explanation for physical experience was nearly
complete, Maxwell saw new possibilities for scientific

explanation and enlarged opportunities for scientific
speculation. As with the Newtonian synthesis, a stimulating
period of application and extension of Maxwell's new field
theory followed. The theory of relativity (1905) put

Maxwell's work in a new and wider framework. But eventually
results accumulated that did not it Maxwell's theory; some-
thing more was needed. In 1925, after a quarter century of

discovery and improvisation, the development of the quantum

A : Beff ftleptiople, socence kits.



16 7 "-7he grgtfrest and moblet
pleasure which man aam

theory led to an enlarged synthesis that included Maxwell's have ill Its world is to

di:solowr new lheris - 6tndelectromagnetism.

014 What value did Maxwell see in a scientist working at
both theory and experiment?

Q15 What did he think important to study in the history of
science?

16.7 What about the ether? The luminiferous ether had been postu-

lated specifically to serve as a medium for the propagation

of light waves. Maxwell found that the same ether could also

be used to transmit electric and magnetic forces. Just

before his death in 1379, Maxwell wrote an article for the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, in which he supported the ether

concept.

Whatever difficulties we may have in forming a
consistent idea of the constitution of the aether
there can be no doubt that the interplanetary
and interstellar spaces are not empty, but are
occupied by a material substance or body, which
is certainly the largest, and probably the most
uniform body of which we have any knowledge....

Maxwell was aware of the failures of earlier ether theories.

Near the beginning of the same article he said:

Aethers were invented for the planets to swim
in, to constitute electric atmospheres and
magnetic effluvia, to convey sensations from
one part of our bodies to another, and so on,
till all space had been filled three or four
times over with aethers. It is only when we
remember the extensive and mischievous
Influence on science which hypotheses about
aethers used formerly to exercise, that we
can apprecia..e the horror of aethers which
sober-minded men had during the 18th century...

Why, after he had succeeded in formulating his electro-

magnetic theory in a way that made it independent of any

detailed model of the ether, did Maxwell continue to speak

of the "great ocean of aether" filling all space?

"the next is to shake' orr
old prejudices."

FREDERICK The ReAT,

cargio19.

Surnmarti 16.1

Maxweirgielectromu9neli6 theorjo,
159-eiker -C-tiiiire of a((
afrners f5 deguA- any motion or

earlh --tkrnish Ike ether,
helped to undermine die leneral
belief' in le existence or an
etker. -1Fie success op Einsteir's
extension orike principle or rela-

inctude balk mechanics
and electromagnetism led sr-let-it-es

abandon /tie ether concept "The
rhechanical models cf' hgqlit and
efecrric:itii served as a ctcpoldin,
for cons*uding a field Kieor
MAT/hen provided its own 6. et

Like other great men, Maxwell could go only so far in

changing his view of the world. It was almost unthinkable

that there could be vibrations without something that vi-

brates that there could be waves without a medium. The verb

"to wave" must have a subject: the ether. Similarly, to many

nineteenth-century physicists the idea of "action at a dis-

tance" seemed absurd. How could one object exert a force on

another body far away if something did not transmit the force?

One body is said to act on another, with the word on conveying

the idea of contact. Thus, according to accepted ways of

describing the world using the common language, the postulate

of the ether seemed nece,sary.
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Michelson first tried the experi-
ment in 1881, stimulated by a
letter of Maxwell's published
just after Maxwell's death.
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Yet twenty-five years after Maxwell's death the ether
concept had lost much of its support, and within another
decade, it was dropped from the physicists' collection of
useful concepts.

In large part, the success of Maxwell's theory, with its

indifference to details of the ether's constitution, helped
to undermine the general belief in the existence of an ether.

Maxwell's equations could be considered to give the rela-

tions between changes of electric and magnetic fields in

space without making any reference to the ether.

Another reason for skepticism about the existence of the
ether was the failure of all attempts to detect the motion
of the earth with respect to the ether. If light is a kind
of vibration of the ether, then light should travel at a defi-
nite speed relative to the ether. But it seemed reasonable

to assume that the earth is moving through the ether as it
makes its annual orbit around the sun. Under these condi-
tions the speed of light should be observed to differ, when

the earth and the light are moving in the same direction

through the ether, from the speed when the earth and light

are moving in opposite directions through the ether. An

analogous effect is observed with sound waves that go faster

with respect to the earth when traveling in the direction of
the wind than they do when traveling against the wind.

When the time for light to make a round trip with and

against the ether wind is computed and compared with the

time calculated for a round trip in the absence of an ether

wind, the expected time difference is sound to be very

small: only 10-15 seconds for a round trip of 30 meters.

Although this is too short a time difference to measure

directly, it is of the same order as the time for one

vibLati,m of visible light and might be detected from

observations of an appropriately produced interference

pattern. In 1887 the American scientists Michelson and

Morley used a specially designed interferometer that was

sensitive enough to measure an effect only one per cent

as great as that expected on the basis of the ether theory.

Neither this experiment nor the many similar experiments

done since then have revealed an ether.

In an attempt to preserve the idea of an ether, support-

ers of the ether concept offered various explanations for

this unexpected negative result. For example, they even

suggested that objects moving at high speeds relative to
the ether might change their size In just such a way as to

make this relative speed undetectable.



16.6

The conclusive developnent that led scientists to forego

the ether concept was not a definitive experiment, but a

brilliant argument by a young man of 26 years to the effect

that a deep union of mechanics and electromagnetism could

be achieved without the ether model. The man was Albert

Einstein. A few remarks here describing his accomplishment

will provide a setting for your study of Einstein's work

now or at a later time. (More on relativity theory appears

in Chapter 20 and Project Physics Reader 5.)

In 1905, Einstein showed how the laws of electroragnet-

ism satisfy the same principle of relativity that holds

for mechanics. The Galilean principle of relativity

(Sec. 4.4) states that the same laws of mechanics apply

in each of two frames of reference which have a constant

relative velocity. Thus it is impossible, according to

this principle, to tell by any kind of mechanical experi-

ment whether or not one's laboratory (reference frame) is

at rest or is moving with constant velocity. The prin-

ciple is illustrated by the common experience that within

a ship, car, plane or train moving at a constant speed in

a straight line, the observer finds that objects move, or

remain at rest, cr fall or respond to applied forces in

just the same way they do when these conveyances are at

rest. Galileo, a convinced Copernican, used this prin-

ciple to account for the common experience that the motion

of objects with respect to the earth gives no indication

that the earth itself is in motion about the sun

In his 1905 paper Einstein considered what would happen

if this principle of relativity applied to all of physics,

including electromagnetism. He assumed that the speed

of light in free space is the same for all observers, even

when they are moving relative to each other or relative

to the light sources. With this bold assumption Einstein

rejected the ether and all other attempts to provide a

preferred frame of reference for light. The price to )0,-,

paid for making this assumption, Einstein showed, was the

necessity of revising some commonly held and hence common-

sense notions of space and time. By making these revisions

Einstein demonstrated that Maxwell's equations are fully

consistent with the principle of relativity. As scien-

tists came to recognize how the extension of the relativ-

ity principle to electromagnetism fitted the observed

behavior of light and led to useful new ideas about mass

and energy, they rejected the idea of the ether. Some

of the important consequences of Einstein's theory of

relativity will be discussed in Unit 5.

Einstein in 1912

A: aoco( re 0419

See Einstein's essay "On The

Method of Theoretical Physics"
in Project Physics Reader 4.
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16.6

What was the role played by the elaborate array of ethers,
vortices and other mechanical models that the nineteenth-
century physicists used? It would certainly be un3ust to
say that the mechanical models

were useless, since they
guided the work of Maxwell and others and had astonishingly
useful by-products in contributing to an understanding of
the elastic properties of matter. We should consider the
mechanical models of light and electricity as the scaffolding
which is used to erect a building; once the building is
completed, providing the construction is sound, the scaffold-
ing can be torn down and taken away.

Indeed the whole conception of explanation by means of
mechanism, while intuitively

persuasive, has been found
insufficient and has been abal.doned. Important developments
in twentieth-century physics that have demonstrated the
inadequacy of mechanical explanation will be discussed in
Units 5 and 6.

016 Why did Maxwell and others cling to the concept of anether?

Q17 Whose argument finally made the ether an unnecessary
hypothesis?

In this chapter you have
read about how mechanical

models of light and elec-
tromagnetism faded away,
leaving a model-less math-
ematical field theory.

The situation might be
likened to that of the
Cheshire Cat, in a story
written by the Reverend
Charles Dodgson, a mathe-
matics teacher at Oxford,
in 1862:

132

"I wish you wouldn't keep

appearing and vanishing so

suddenly," replied Alice,

"you make one quite giddy."

"All right," said the Cat;

and this time it vanished

quite slowly beginning with

the end of the tail and

ending with the grin, which
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remained some time after

the rest of it had gone.

"Well: I've often seen

a cat without a grin,"

thought Alice, "but a grin

without a cat'. It's the

most curious thing I ever

saw in my life:"

(Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland. Chapter VI)
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16.1 What inspired Oersted to look for a connection between
electricity and magnetism: The idea that all rhys)caf phenomena

are different forms o? Vie same basic Force16.2 A current in a conductor can be caused by a steady electric
field. Can a displacement current in an insulator be similarly
caused? Explain your answer briefly. Pio

16.3 How is an electromagnetic wave initiated and propagated?
ACCItleattivi, chorle avid t-tAtet4a.i. triduction

16.4 What is the "disturbance" that travels in each of toe fol-
lowing waves:

a) water waves, heisht
b) sound waves, pressure ir density

c) electromagnetic waves? Pe(d S'rre091k

16.5 If the velocity calculated from experiments measuring the
charge on a capacitor is the same as the velocity of light, how
do you account for the difference

between 310,740,000 ieters/sec
and 314,858,000 meters/sec? tincentairit of meaStArsment
16.6 In Hertz's detector, it is the electric field strength in
the gap between the ends of the wire ring that makes the sparksJump. How could Hertz show that the waves were vertically po-
larized? Detector orientation

16.7 What evidence did Hertz obtain that the sparking of his
induction coil generated waves having many similar properties tolight waves? AbOt4t Sortie 5p6erA et;

16.8 Give several factors that contributed to the twenty-five
year delay to the general acceptance by scientists of Maxwell's
electromagnetic wave theory. dierAissfort

16.9 What evidence is there for believing that electromagnetic
waves carry energy? ketitr9 by absorption, etc.

16.10 What is the wavelength of
an electromagnetic wave generatedby the 60 cycles/sec alternating current in power lines? vx 10 rei

16.11 How short are "short-wave" radio waves? (Look on the dial
of a short-wave radio.) 10 fb 100 rriertr5
16.12 Electric discharges in sparks, neon signs, lightning, and
some atmospheric disturbances produce radio waves. The result
is "static" or noise in radio receivers. Explain why FM radio
is almost static-free. 'FM vtot Sen4iTtire chancaeS in 5teirtal

16.13 Why is there federal control on the broadcast power and direc-
tion of radio and TV stations, but

no comparable controls on the
distribution of newspapers and magazines? Oritii a limited ilumbsor of stlion5can operate i.ai,omt disturbing Vie recerlidn of one artoWier16.14 What information about earth-people would be available toextraterrestial beings? FM and TV broadcasts ttshr, but riot

16.15 Why can radio waves be detected at greater distances than
the waves used for television and FM broadcasting?

-Reflection From ionosphere.
16.16 The ideal relay satellite would have a 24-hour orbit.
What would the radius of such a "synchronous" orbit be? (Referto Unit 2 for whatever principles

or constants you need.) 017,q00

16.17 Explain why airplanes passing overhead cause "flutter"
of a TV picture. . wt, pkase eGifeveme.s of refleCted and
16.18 From the answers to questions 16.12 and 16.17, how do youthink the TV picture information is carried? How is the TV sound
information carried? AM FM

16.19 How much time would elapse between the sending of a radar
signal to the moon and the return of the echo? 2 6 see.
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16.20 Refer to the black-and-white photograph on p. 122 that was
taken using film sensitive only to the infra-red. How do you
account for the appearance of the trees, clouds and sky?

leaves lAsfleet Infroreol stronsly, sky is cold And scatters little irlfrokr04-
16.21 What do you think is the reason that the eye is sensitive
to the range of wavelengths that it is?

C-Volution - Divine design
16.22 A sensitive thermometer placed in different parts of the
visible spectrum formed by a quartz prism will show a rise in

temperature, This shows that all colors of light produce heat
when absorbed. But the thermometer also shows an increase in
temperature when its bulb is in either of the two dark regions
beyond the end of the spectrum.

Why is this? (AV and -1./2
16.23 For each part of the electromagnetic spectrum discussed .

in Sec. 16.5, list the ways in which you have been affected bySeen),
C:01714,19, der0d X-1-0u1Si

it. Give examples of things you have done with radiation in
that frequency range, or of effects it has had on you.

heaTirt, 'tannin' in TVrado ad etc

16.24 What reason did Maxwell give for studying original sci-
entific memoirs? Do you agree with his statement? Dscustuort
16.25 What is a principal reason for the loss of support for

the ether concept? Was not used Maxwells cOaxnatie.cd "tteerry.

16.26 At many points in the history of science the "natural"
or "intuitively obvious" way of looking at things has changed
radically. Our at,itudes toward action-at-a-distance are a aficammort

case in point. What are some other examples?

16.27 Can intuition be educated? That is, can our feelings about
what the fundamental aspects of reality are be changed? Use atti-
tudes taken toward action-at-a-distance or the ether as examples. C/0001 liAck

16.28 Explain the analogy of the cat-less grin given at the end
of Ch. 16. Soc( imecymilati &wows

Cirin : Magweit's equations
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Epilogue We have seen how scientists sought to make light
and electromagnetism

comprehensible by devising models. Theparticle model accounted for the behavior of light by show
ing that moving particles; on experiencing strong forces at
a boundary, will be bounced back or swerved in lust the
direction light is observed to be reflected and refracted.
The wave model accounted for these and other effects by
treating light as transverse waves in a continuous medium.
Since there are material particles (sand grains, pebbles,
projectiles1 and waves (on strings, in water, etc,) that can
be observed in action, these models provided a substantial,
mechanical analogy for light corpuscles and light waves.

The same approach through mechanical analogy worked, upto a point, in explaining electricity and magnetism. Both
Faraday and Maxwell made use of mechanical models for elec-
tric and magnetic lines of force. Maxwell used these models
as clues and guides to the development of a mathematical
theory of electromagnetism

that, when completed, went well
beyond the models. The electric and magnetic fields of
Maxwell's theory cannot be made to correspond to the parts
of any mechanical model. Is there, then, any way we can
picture a field? Here is the response of the Nobel Prize-
winning American physicist Richard Feynman:

I have asked you to imagine these electric and mag-netic fields. What do you do? Do you know how? Howdo I imagine the electric and magnetic field? Whatdo I actually see? What are the demands of scienti-fic imagination? Is it any different from trying toimagine that the room is full of invisible angels?No, it is not like imagining invisible angels. Itrequires a much higher degree of imagination to under-stand the electromagnetic
field than to understand

Invisible angels. Why? Because to make invisible
angels understandable, all I have to do is to altertheir properties a little bitI make them slightlyvisible, and then I can see the shapes of their
wings, and bodies, and halos. Once I succeed inimagining a visible angel, the abstraction requiredwhich is to take almost invisible angels and imaginethem completely visibleis relatively easy., So yousay, "Professor, please give me an approximate de-scription of the electromagnetic waves, even thoughit may be slightly

inaccurate, so that I too can seethem as well as I can see almost invisible angels.Then I will modify the picture to the necessaryabstraction."

I'm sorry that I can't do that for you. I don'tknow how. I have no picture of this electromag-netic field that is in any sense accurate. I haveknown about the electromagnetic field a long time --I was in the same position 25 years ago that youare now, and I hate had 25 years of experiencethinking about these wiggling waves. When I startdescribing the magnetic field moving through space,



I speak of the E- and B-fields and wave my arms and
you may imagine that I can see them. I'll tell you
what I see. I see some kind of vague shadowy, wig-
gling lines--here and there is an E and B written on
them somehow, and perhaps some of the lines have ar-
rows on them an arrow here or there which disappears
when I look too closely at it. When I talk about the
fields swishing through space, I have a terrible con-
fusion between the symbols I use to oescribe the ob-
jects and the objects themselves. I cannot really
make a picture that is even nearly like the true
waves. So if you have some difficulty in making such
a picture, you should not be worried that your dif-
ficulty is unusual.

(A, more extended excerpt may be found in the Unit 4
Reader.)

We can summarize the general progression represented by

the development of mechanics and electromagnetism by saying

that physical theories have become increasingly abstract and

mathematical. Newton banished the celestial machinery of

early theories by substituting a mathematical theory using

the laws of motion and the inverse-square law. Maxwell de-

veloped a mathematical theory of electromagnetism that, as

Einstein showed, did not require any all-pervading material

medium. We are seeing a growing disparity between common-

sense ideas that develop from direct human experiences and

the subtle mathematical abstractions developed to deal with

effects that we cannot sense directly.

Yet these highly abstract theories do tell us about the

things we can see and touch and feel. They have made it pos-

sible to devise the equipment that guides space probes to

other planets and to design and operate the instruments that

enable us to communicate with these probes. Not only are

these theories at the base of all developments in electronics

and optics, but they also contribute to our understanding of

vision and the nervous system.

Maxwell's electromagnetic theory and the interpretation

given to electromagnetism and mechanics by Einstein in the

special theory of relativity produced-a profound change in

the basic philosophical viewpoint of the Newtonian cosmology.

While we cannot yet give a comprehensive statement of these

changes, some aspects of a new cosmology can already be de-

tected. Before we can even hint at this new trend, we must

give further attention to the behavior of matter and to the

atomic theories developed to account for this behavior.

°In # e bt.:9(nrun9 evert, ttun9 was (it ConPUSion,

Oen Mind Came and reducad Wien, "to order.*
ANAxAoRAS, rifts, certiturci sc.
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''rief Answers to Unit 4 Study Guide

Chapter 13

13.1 7.5 cm

13.2 (a) distance too small
(b) no
(c) large distances involved
(d) lower limit was achieved

13.3 (a) 4.4 x 109 m
(b) 3.0 x 108 m/sec
(c) conjunction cycle

13.4 9.5 x 1015 m

13.5 4.3 yrs.; 28 times

13.6 path shown

13.7 36"

13.8 invisible

13.9 diagrams

13.10 (a) diagram
(b) inverse with height

13.11 (a) diagram+
(b) 1/2mv2; mv

x
= my sin 0;

my = my cos 0
Y,

(c) ximv' and m-Ir
x

(d) energy conservation
(e) mu

x
= mu sin 0r; - mu = mu cos 0

r
(f) derivation

13.12 diagrams

13.13 (a) (m + 1/2)),

(b) red
(c) increased fringe separation
(d) same as (c)

(e) same separation

13.14 appears in bright frinces

13.15 constructive interference

13.16 6 x 1014 cps; 1010 times AM

13.17 (a) no
(b) discussion

13.18 discussion

13.19 discussion

Chapter 14

14.1 (a) tripled
(b) halved
(c) not changed

14.2 95 km

14.3 discussion

14.4 yes; positive

14.5 (a) 1.6 N/kg
(D) 4.1 x 109 N/kg
(c) gr a r

14.6 reaction to field, then to
source

14.7 (a) right
(b) down

14.8 (a) 106 coulombs
(b) 10-9 coulombs/m2

14.9 sketch (normal to surfaces)

14.10 help

14.11 6.25 x 1018 electrons

14.12 3.4 x 1042

14.13 (a) mv2 = 1/2k(42/R
(b) 1.2 x 10-I8j
(c) 1.5 x 106 m/sec

14.14 conductor

14.15 30 volts

14.16 zero

14.17 derivation

14.18 (a) 3 x 106 volt/meter
(b) 107 volt/meter

14.19 (a) 12 volts
(b) zero
(c) 12 volts

14.20 (a) 100 eV or 1.6 x 10-17J
(b) 5.6 x 106 m/sec

14.21 (a) 4 amps
(b) 5 ohms
(c) 15 volts

14.22 (a) 107 volts
(b) 5 x 108 joules

14.23 discussion

14.24 20 watts

14.25 (a) 8 watts
(b) 20 watts
(c) 45 watts

14.26 compass can't respond

14.27 north

14.28 3 amps north

14.29 (a) derivation
(b) v, B and R

14.30 derivation

14.31 (a) derivation
(b) discussion

14.32 west

Chapter 15

15.1 discussion

15.2 yes

15.3 all except (d)

15.4 discussion

15.5 (a) exercise
(b) upward
(c) downward
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15.6 Lenz's law

15.7 outside magnet

15.8 opposite

15.9 discussion

15.10 (a) 1 amp
(b) 10 ohms
(c) burn out

15.11 (a) 1/12 amp
(b) 1440 ohms

15.12 (a) 1 amp, 1/2 amp
(b) 1/5 watt, 1/20 watt
(c) 0.97 amp, 0.19w, 5.6w;

0.50 amp, 0.05w, W.
15.13 5 amps

15.14 derivation

15.15 low voltage coil

15.16 discussion

15.17 discussion

15.18 report

15.19 discussion

15.20 sketch

Chapter 16

16.1 symmetry

16.2 no

16.3 accelerating charge, mutual
induction

16.4 (a) height
(b) pressure
(c) field strei.gth

16.5 measurement uncertainty
16.6 detector orientation
16.7 light properties

16.8 discussion

16.9 absorbtion effects, etc.

16.10 5 x 106 m

16.11 10 m to 102 m

16.12 frequency modulated

16.13 discussion

16.14 discussion

16.15 ionospheric reflection of
shorter wavelength radiation

16.16 27,900 miles

16.17 phase cifference between direct
and reflected waves

16.18 AM; FM

16.19 2.6 sec.

16.20 absorbtion

16.21 evolution

16.22 UV and IR
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16.23 discussion

16.24 discussion

16.25 unnecessary for mathematical
description

16.26 discussion

16.27 discussion

16.28 body: mechanical models
grin: mathematical description
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Answers to End of Section Questions

Chapter 13

QI Diffraction effects become greater as a slit is
made increasingly narrow, spreading the light into

a diverging beam.

Q2 ROmer based his prediction on the extra time he
had calculated it would require light to cross the

orbit of the earth.

Q3 Romer had shown that light does have a finite

speed.

Q4 Experiments carried out by Foucault and Fizeau
showed that light has a lower speed in water than
in air, whereas the particle model required that
light have a higher speed in water.

Q5 When light enters a more dense medium, its
wavelength and speed decrease, but its frequency

remains unchanged.

Q6 Young's experiments showed that light could be
made to form an interference pattern, and such a
pattern could be explained only by assuming a
wave model for light,

Q7 It was diffracticl that spread out the light
beyond the two pinholes so that overlapping
occurred and interference took place between
the two beams.

Q8 Poisson applied Fresnel's wave equations to
the shadow of a circular obstacle and found that
there should be a bright spot in the center of

the shadow.

Q9 Newton passed a beam of white light through
a prism and found that the white light was some-
how replaced by a diverging beam of colored
light. Further experiments proved that the
colors could be recombined to form white light.

Q10 Newton cut a hole in the screen on which the
spectrum was projected and allowed a single
color to pass through the hole and hence through
a second prism: he found that the light was
again refracted but no further separation took

place.

Q11 A coat appears yellow if it reflects mainly
yellow light and absorbs other colors of light.

Q12 The "nature philosophers" were searching for
nifying principles and were very unhappy with
the idea that something they had-regarded as
unquestionably pure had many components.

Q13 The amount of scattering of light by tiny
obstacles is greater for shorter wavelengths
than for longer wavelengths.

Q14 The "sky" is sunlight scattered by the
atmosphere. Light of short wavelength, the
blue end of the spectrum, is scattered most.

Q15 Hooke and Huygens had proposed that light
waves are similar to sound waves: Newton ob-

jected to this view because the familiar
straight-line propagation of light was so dif-

ferent from the behavior of sound. In addition,

Newton realized that polarization phenomena
could not be accounted for in terms of spher-
ical pressure waves.

Q16 "Unpolarized" light is a mixture of waves
polarized in various directions.

Q17 Light had been shown to have wave properties,
and all other kno4n wave motions required a
physical medium to transmit them, so it was
assumed that an "ether" must exist to transmit
light waves.

Q18 Because light is a transverse wave and prop-
agates at such a high speed, the ether must be
a very stiff solid.

Chapter 14

Ql He showed that the earth and the lodestone
affect a magnetized needle in similar ways.

Q2 Amber attracts many substances; lodestone
only a few. Amber needs to be rubbed to
attract; lodestone always attracts. Amber

attracts towards its center; lodestone attracts
touards either of its poles.

Q3 A cork hung inside a charged silver can was
not attracted to the sides of the can. (This

implied that there was no net electric force on
the cork--a result similar to that proved by
Newton for gravitational force inside a hollow
sphere.)

Q4
Fel

1/R2 and Fel ' qAqB

Q5 F
el

will be one quarter as large.

Q6 No, the ampere is the unit of current.

Q7 No, induced charges could account for this
behavior.

Q8 Each point in a scalar field is given by a
number only, whereas each point in a vector
field is represented by a number and a direction.

Q9 a) the same direction as the gravitational
force on a test mass placed at that point

b) the same direction as the electric force
on a positive test charge at that point.

Q10 The corresponding forces would also be
doubled and therefore the ratios of force to
mass, and force to charge, would be unchanged.

Q11 If the droplets or spheres are charged
negatively, they will experience an electric
force in the direction opposite to the field
direction.
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Q12 Charge comes in basic units: the charge of
the electron.

Q13 Franklin observed that unlike charges can
cancel each other and he therefore proposed
that negative charges are simply a deficiency
of positive charges.

Q14 It produced a steady current for a long period
of ime.

Q15 The voltage between two point3 is the work
done in moving a charge from one point to the
other, divided by the magnitude of the charge.

Q16 No; the potential difference is independent
of both the path taken and the magnitude of the
charge moved.

07 An electron-volt is a unit of energy.

Qlg If the voltage is doubled the current is
also doubled.

Q19 The electrical energy is changed into heat
energy and possibly light energy. (If the
current is chanminK, additional energy trans-
formations occur; this topic will be discussed
in Chapter 16.)

Q20 Doubling the current results in four times
the heat production tassuming the resistance
is constant).

Q21 The charges must be moving relative to the
magnet. (They must in fact be moving across
the field of the magnet.)

Q22 It was found to be a "sideways" force!

Q23 Forces act on a magnetized (but uncharged)

compass needle placed near the current.

Q24 Ampere suspected that two currents should
exert forces on each other.

Q25 b), c), d).

Q26 b), c), e).

Q27 The magnetic force is not in the direction
of motion of the particle it is directed off
to the side, at an angle of 90° to the direction
of motion.

Chapter 15

Ql The single magnetic pale is free to move and
it follows a circular line of magnetic force
around the current carrying wire.

Q2
electric currents circulating within the

magnets

Q3 electromagnetic induction

Q4 the production of a current by magnetism
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Q5 The first current must be changing.

Q6 the Faraday disc dynamo

Q7 The loop is horizontal for maximum current,
vertical for minimum.

Q8 It reverses the connection of the generator
to the outside circuit at every half turn of
the loop.

Q9 Use a battery to drive current through the
coil.

Q10 Batteries were weak and expensive.

Q11 An unknown workman showed that Gramme's dynamo
could run as a motor.

Q12 too glaring, too expensive, too inconvenient

Q13 an improved vacuum pump

Q14 A small current will have a large heating
effect if the resistance is high enough.

Q15 There is less heating loss in the transmission
wires.

Q16 A current is induced in the secondary coil only
when there is a changing current in the primary coil.

Chapter 16

Ql a magnetic field

Q2 the small displacement of charges that
accompanies a changing electric field

Q3 the relations between electric and magnetic
fields

the ratio of the values of a quantity of
charge measured electrically and magnetically

Q5 The speed of electromagnetic waves turned
out to be, within the limits of experi-
mental error, the sent ab the speed of light.

Q6 the existence of electromagnetic waves

Q7 a loop of wire

Q8 Electromagnetic waves exert pressure on
any surface that reflects or absorbs them.

Q9 They have very great wavelengths (from
tens to thousands of meters).

Q10 The signals travel in nearly straight
lines and woulc. otherwise pass into space
instead of following the earth's curvature.

Q11 The higher the frequency, the greater is
their penetration of matter.

Q12 10
5

times larger



Q13 X rays arn produced by the sudden deflection
or stopping of electrons; gamma radiation is
emitted by unstable nuclei of radioactive
materials.

Q14 He held that knowledge is more enduring
if achieved in more than one way.

Q15 experiments and procedures that have failed,
as well as those that were successful

Q16 It was almost unthinkable that there could
be waves without a medium to transmit them.

QI7 Albert Einstein's (in his theory of relativity)
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